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Abstract: DC microgrid has been gaining popularity as solution as a more efficient and simpler
power system especially for remote areas, where the main grid has yet to be built. This paper
proposes a DC microgrid system based on renewable energy sources that employs decentralized
control and without communication between one grid point and another. It can be deployed as an
individual isolated unit or to form an expandable DC microgrid through DC bus for better reliability
and efficiency. The key element of the proposed system is the power conditioner system (PCS) that
works as an interface between energy sources, storage system, and load. PCS consists of modular
power electronics devices and a power management unit, which controls power delivery to the AC
load and the grid as well as the storage system charging and discharging sequence. Prototypes with
3 kWp solar PV and 13.8 kWh energy storage were developed and adopt a pole-mounted structure
for ease of transportation and installation that are important in remote areas. This paper presents
measurement results under several conditions of the developed prototypes. The evaluation shows
promising results and a solid basis for electrification in remote areas.

Keywords: DC microgrid; power conditioner system; renewable energy; scalable microgrid

1. Introduction

As an archipelago with more than 17,000 islands, Indonesia faces a challenge in
delivering electricity to all its citizens, particularly to those who live in the remote areas and
outer islands. According to the Indonesian Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources [1],
although the total electrification ratio of Indonesia in 2019 has reached almost 99%, there are
places that lag behind and around 1 million families still without access to electricity.
Additionally, strong grids are only available to the main islands of the country, where the
central government and most of the population live. There are also areas where electricity
is available only for several hours a day.

Located in the equator, the solar potential in Indonesia is estimated to be around
208 GWp, much higher than other types of RES such as hydro (75 GWp), wind (60 GWp),
and geothermal (29.5 GWp) [2]. It is one of the most evenly distributed RES throughout the
country. Therefore, a solar-based system is very suitable to accelerate providing electricity
to rural villages.

Solar PV has been a popular choice RES because they are getting cheaper by the
day and are easy to install. In urban cities, small-scale solar power systems are installed
on rooftops, such as described in [3,4], both to provide green energy and to reduce bills.
The disadvantage of PV rooftops is that it usually needs the AC grid to run and cannot
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operate in stand-alone mode. Extending the main grid to remote areas require a lot of time
and effort. One viable solution to this problem is to build independent power systems that
do not need to rely on the main grid, i.e., a microgrid. These systems tap into RES near the
local load, effectively eliminating the cost needed to draw long cables from the main grid
and reducing dependency on fossil fuel-based power generation.

There are two types of microgrids, AC and DC microgrids. In AC microgrids, en-
ergy sources that produce DC power, such as PV panels and a fuel cell, will obviously need
DC-AC conversion to connect to the lines. Interestingly, sources that produce AC power,
such as wind, hydro, and geothermal, may require AC-DC-AC conversion for better syn-
chronized connection to the grid [5–7]. Meanwhile, in DC microgrid, both DC-producing
and AC-producing sources may require only one conversion, resulting in fewer convert-
ers needed, which in turn gives better efficiency. Nowadays, DC microgrid is gaining
popularity due to its simplicity and higher power quality than its AC counterpart [7–9].
In DC system, the control is simpler because there is no problem with synchronization and
reactive power [5–17].

Many DC microgrid systems have been proposed in the literature. Refs. [18,19] discuss
microgrid systems that are reliant on AC utility. These systems are similar to the ones
in [3,4] in that they are more suited for urban areas where the network is strong. In [10],
a DC microgrid system for rural areas is designed to be able to operate independently in
the absence of power network, but it only has stand-alone mode, meaning it does not have
power sharing capability.

For rural areas, building centralized microgrids is a poor choice [11–13]. This is due
to the socio-environmental conditions of rural areas. Firstly, the geographical terrain is
difficult. This calls for a system that can be easily transported and installed. Secondly, com-
munities are formed in clusters where homes, schools, hospital, and other public facilities
are built apart from each other, which means a centralized generation system will have a
lot of conductor losses. Thirdly, in rural areas, communication infrastructure is lacking.
Therefore, the system needs to be able to operate in stand-alone mode. To accommodate
future expansion, the equipment that go into the system have to be modular and can be
installed in a plug-and-play manner [5].

Distributed DC microgrid systems are proposed in [11–17]. Refs. [11–15] take into
account the fact that a lot of home appliances can run on low-voltage DC power. These de-
vices also do not require a lot of power. Because of that, the system can be designed
with low specification that costs considerably less than other systems. Unfortunately,
its strength can also be its weakness, because at present, AC-powered home appliances are
still very common.

The systems described in [16,17] are made of a DC bus and power converters that
interface it with the energy source, ESS, and other microgrid elements. Loads will tap into
the DC bus directly. This system can be built for large scale; however, loads may be located
far away from the source and the distribution losses may be quite high.

In addition to the topology, discussion on power electronics technology and control
methods is indispensable. There are a lot of different power converter topologies to choose
from, all ranging from basic, uni-directional DC-DC converter, to multilevel and modified
converters [14,16,20–23] with unique features that can be harnessed for a plethora of
different purposes. Although, a system with many different kinds of power converters,
such as in [10,16,24], may be expensive due to the higher design and production cost.
Furthermore, replacement units may be limited to the same manufacturer, making it an
inflexible system. Ref. [25] proposes a uniform design of multi-purpose converters for
microgrids, but presently the technology has only been applied to DC-to-DC conversion.

In the realm of control techniques, one of the central issues is the power sharing
method between microgrid elements. Ref. [26] proposes forecasting algorithm for an
isolated DC microgrid system to regulate power flow. This algorithm has succeeded in
reducing generation costs, but the predictive aspect of the control is prone to uncertainties
and complex to implement. Ref. [27] propose droop control method based on state of
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charge (SoC). These methods are easier to implement, especially because in rural areas,
maintenance and operation have to be kept simple. Ref. [28] proposes using peer-to-peer
control between microgrids, while [29] opts using switching frequency modulation-based
communication, which is a good choice for systems in urban area where communication
link can be established fairly easily, but not as feasible in the country and remote islands.
Generally, individual microgrid control is preferred because failure in one system may not
affect the others [30,31].

This paper proposes a DC microgrid system that has all the requirements mentioned
above, as well as the main building block of the system. The key features of this system are
as follow: (1) Modular; (2) expandable; (3) independent/without communication; (4) easily
transported; and (5) each system covers a small ground area. The last point is crucial for
places with land-ownership problems. Figure 1 shows a multi-point DC microgrid of the
proposed system, with the primary equipment denoted as PCS. Each system consists of the
following four elements: (1) A locally available energy source; (2) ESS; (3) AC loads; and
(4) DC bus interconnection. If more points are to be integrated, they can be connected via
the DC grid. Each point is capable of both taking and giving energy from and to the grid.

Figure 1. The proposed DC microgrid system.

This paper is structured as follows: PCS as the main element of the proposed system will be
explained in Section 2. Comparison with other DC microgrid systems that have been proposed
and implemented for rural areas will also be covered in this section. Section 3 discusses the
evaluation of PCS to show the feasibility of implementing this system. Section 4 touches on the
business and investment side of the proposed DC microgrid installation for a remote area
in Indonesia. Finally, Section 5 contains the conclusion to this paper.

2. A Modular, Independent, and Expandable DC Microgrid System

2.1. Power Conditioner System

PCS is the primary element in the DC microgrid system proposed in this paper.
It interfaces an energy source such as solar PV, wind, and hydro, an ESS, AC loads, and the
DC grid. PCS consists of power converters to harvest energy from the source, charge and
discharge the ESS, and regulate power to loads and grid. Figure 2a shows the inner
configuration of a PCS. It may be deployed to form an isolated, independent system, but it
can also connect to other PCS and share power between each other. Each PCS has its own
management unit that keeps track the energy stored in its ESS, and export or import power
to and from its neighboring points according to this data [32].

3
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. (a) Block diagram of a power conditioner system (PCS). (b) Converters topology employed
in PCS.

Figure 2b shows the converter topology that is being used for this system. It can be
seen that the hardware has the same bridge topology that can be used either as DC-DC, DC-
AC, or AC-DC converter. However, at present the system is designed primarily for solar PV.
By using this approach, the technology is made simple, which is important for application
in remote islands. Modular plug and play feature may be expected of this system.

The power converters inside PCS are connected by an internal DC link bus (Figure 2b),
whose voltage is being maintained at 500 V. At the beginning of operation, precharging ac-
tion takes place as soon as the ESS is plugged into the storage chopper terminal. Once the
DC link voltage is established, the management unit then activates the source chopper,
inverter, and DC grid chopper depending on the specified SoC limits. Each PCS has the
total capacity of 3 kW.
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Table 1 lists the specification of the converters in every PCS, whereas Table 2 shows the
state of each converter based on SoC. The flowchart in Figure 3 shows the decision-making
process of the management unit according to guidelines set in Table 2.

Table 1. Specifications of each converter in a PCS unit.

Source Chopper Storage Chopper DC Grid Chopper Inverter

Rated Power 3000 W 3000 W 1000 W 3000 VA

DC Link Voltage DC 500 V DC 500 V DC 500 V DC 500 V

Input/Output Voltage DC 250 V DC 250 V DC 370 V AC 230 V

Rated Current DC 12 A DC 12 A DC 2.7 A AC 13 A

Other
MPPT

Algorithm
Bidirectional
power flow

Controlled DC Bus Voltage Range:
DC 350–390 V

Bidirectional power flow

Rated
Frequency:

50 Hz (1-phase)

Table 2. PCS converter states based on state of charge (SoC).

SoC Source Chopper * Storage Chopper DC Grid Chopper Inverter

0–10% ON or OFF Charging Charging OFF

10–30% ON or OFF Charging Charging ON

30–70%
OFF Charging Charging

ON
ON Discharging Discharging

70–100% ON or OFF Discharging Discharging ON
* Source chopper operates based on the availability of power generated by PV panels.

Figure 3. Flowchart of the PCS management unit.
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The proposed DC microgrid system has the capability of working both as a single-
point and multi-point system to serve single or multiple clusters of loads. Figure 4 shows
the multi-point configuration with different kinds of loads. A single-point system converts
power from the source and stores it in the battery and/or transfer it to the AC loads. In the
multi-point mode, the proposed DC microgrid system works similar to a single point,
but power sharing capability is through the DC bus. Each point controls its charge and
discharge states with its own management unit the way it does in a single-point system
and independent of what the other point does.

Figure 4. Multi-point DC microgrid configuration.

Figure 5 shows the power flow in the system based on the storage SoC level. The sys-
tem that has higher energy level, or state of charge (SoC), exports power, whereas the
system that lacks energy imports it. Consider the leftmost system. Its SoC is above 70%,
so the DC grid chopper works in discharge mode regardless of what state the source chop-
per and storage chopper are in. Similarly, if the SoC is under 30%, then the management
unit will automatically set the DC grid chopper to charging (not shown in the figure).

Figure 5. Power flow in multi-point DC microgrid system.

In the middle-level SoC, DC grid chopper operation is based on the status of the source
and storage choppers. If the storage chopper is running, then power is supplied from the
source and the PCS has the ability to send power out via the DC grid terminal. On the
contrary, if the source chopper is not running, then the power of the unit is wholly supplied
by battery. This causes the management unit to set the DC grid chopper to charging.
Consider the middle and rightmost system in Figure 5. The system in the middle charges
its storage system because the source is unavailable, while the system on the right-hand
side exports power even though its storage is not in full condition because the source is
available. The operational settings that are shown in Table 2 are configurable prior to
field installation.

6
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2.2. Implementation of the Proposed DC Microgrid System in Isolated Remote Areas

In rural areas, oftentimes the land to install public facilities is difficult to obtain because
of unclear ownership or the land is forbidden to be used as per the local or cultural belief.
To minimize the installation area, the proposed DC microgrid system can be configured as
pole-mounted along with the other equipment such as PV panels and batteries. Figure 6
shows a solar tower with a set of PV panels, a PCS, batteries, and a control panel. Multi-point
implementation of this configuration is shown in Figure 1.

 
Figure 6. Solar tower: An implementation of PCS.

Houses in remote islands are assumed to use electricity for very basic needs, such as
lighting, cooking, and, in places with access to communication facilities, to power up
phones. Therefore, in this context, each house may be limited to use around 0.5 kWh
each day. An individual system of the proposed DC microgrid has capacity of 3 kWp and
13.8 kWh of ESS per cluster, which is reasonable to serve 0.5 kWh per day for 10 houses.
The system such as the one in Figure 6 uses 12 PV panels of 260 Wp each to achieve
3 kWp. The panels are positioned as a canopy shading around 18 m2 of ground to minimize
land utilization.

In the proposed system, every point is designed with higher power rating, where loads
can connect directly to the load converter side of PCS. Table 3 compares the key charac-
teristics of proposed method and several DC microgrid systems in the literature. All of
these systems have modular components that make scaling up the size of the network
easy, and each independent unit is designed for small-power use of rural homes. The main
advantage of the proposed DC microgrid system over the others are the AC output into
which the loads plug. Even though a lot of home appliances operate on DC power, AC-
powered devices are still in abundance and easily obtained. By using a power system that
outputs AC power, users are not required to change all of their electronic appliances. It will
also be easier to switch to the AC utility grid when it reaches the remote areas.

7
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Table 3. Comparison of several DC microgrid systems.

No. Source Description Topology

1. Ref [12]

• Distributed generation that can be integrated with
centralized power source and storage via DC grid.

• Every unit consists of PV panels, battery, and
power converters.

• DC grid voltage: 380 V.
• Load voltage: 48 V.
• Power rating per unit: 125 W.

2. Ref [13]

• Centralized generation for several clusters of loads,
one cluster consists of several households.

• Distributed voltage control assisted by
digital communication.

• DC grid voltage: 360–400 V.
• Load voltage: 12 V.
• Power rating per unit: 100 W.

3. Ref [14]

• Distributed generation.
• DC grid voltage: 380 V.
• Load voltage: 48 V.
• Power rating per unit: 100 W.
• DC loads are connected directly to 48 V bus to avoid

conversion losses.

4. Ref [15]

• Distributed generation.
• DC grid voltage: 380 V.
• Load voltage: 48 V.
• Power rating per unit: 200 W.
• Coordination between units is achieved by the

converters’ interaction within the units.
• Communal loads are supplied by the power generated

from the home units.

8
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Table 3. Cont.

No. Source Description Topology

5 Proposed
System

• Distributed generation.
• DC grid voltage: 370 V.
• Load voltage: 230 VAC 1-phase
• Power rating per unit: 3 kW.
• Each unit supplies a cluster of houses and manages

its own energy consumption individually.
• Outputs 230 VAC to accommodate common home

appliances that run on AC power.

3. Functional and Performance Evaluation of the Proposed DC Microgrid System

3.1. Evaluation Methodology

There are two evaluation sections: Lab testing and field testing. In lab testing, the pro-
posed DC microgrid system are tested as a single-point system and a multi-point system.
Dummy SoC data are used to avoid having to charge or discharge the batteries to the
desired level as doing so is too time-consuming. Single-point system evaluation mainly
focuses on each point’s functional specifications. Precharging sequence is done manually
using 192-ohm resistor and 40-amps DC circuit breaker. The multi-point system evaluation
tests the PCS operation sequence. Their DC grid terminals are being connected and the
parameters observed. The units automatically precharge as they get connected to power
source and then follow the same procedure as in single system initialization.

The parameters and equipment used for lab testing are as follow: Two sets of batteries:
OPZV batteries 240-V 1,000-Ah and LiFePo batteries 256-V 70-Ah; two sets of PV modules:
each consists of 40 50-Wp 12-V PV panels in series and parallel to achieve a total 340 V and
2 kWp; and two sets of 3-kW heater as resistive loads.

The field testing is conducted to gather data regarding conductor losses. Conduc-
tor losses need to be evaluated because in the target location for implementing this system,
the residential area is thinly distributed. Figure 7 shows the field-testing setup. PCS are
loaded with LED lights located 100 m away from it, assuming that the houses in rural
villages could be this far apart from the energy source. Measurements are done at the AC
output terminal of the PCS and at the load connection point. The charging and discharging
process are also monitored with changing load currents.

Figure 7. PCS field evaluation with distant loads.
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3.2. Evaluation Results
3.2.1. Lab Testing

The storage chopper activates after the management unit (operated manually by using
a laptop PC) gives the signal. Current drawn from battery indicates that the battery chopper
is working. The measured voltage at DC link is 500 V. The battery chopper charges battery
after the PV is connected to the source input terminal and the SoC in the management
unit is set to 4%. The battery charging operation indicates that the PV chopper is working.
When the inverter is activated and loaded, the current flows from both the PV and battery
via their respective choppers.

Performance of the inverter is summarized in Figure 8. During this test, PV is deacti-
vated, and the supply goes solely from the battery. The inverter voltage output is stable at
228 V AC, loaded at maximum 2.4 kW. The amount of DC power that is converted into AC
is generally measured by the efficiency that can be calculated by using Equation (1).

Efficiency =
AC Output

Battery Input
(1)

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 8. Inverter evaluation: (a) Efficiency vs. load, (b) voltage and current THD vs. load, and (c) bat-
tery and inverter voltage vs. load.

10
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The efficiency data are shown in Figure 8a. The efficiency rises together with the load
increase, reaching over 90% with load above 1100 W. It can be expected that at full load the
efficiency will be higher than 92.75%. The power quality measurement results in Figure 8b
shows that the harmonic level is well below standardized limits according to the IEEE Std
519-2014. The distortion levels increase along with the load in an almost linear manner.
According to the trend, at full load they are predicted not to exceed the standard limit.
The inverter also feeds stable voltage throughout the test, delivering up to 80% of rated
output power without any significant drop in voltage, as shown in Figure 8c.

The DC grid chopper is being activated last. During this test, because the SoC is
set to 4%, the DC grid chopper runs in charging mode (refer to Figure 4). When it is not
connected to the other PCS to draw current from, the measured voltage at the DC grid
chopper terminal is 390 V.

During this test, the power consumption of PCS units is also measured. In idle state
when no switching occurs, the power consumed is 16–20 W. When switching occurs,
the power consumption rises to 100 W.

For the multi-point evaluation, the precharging sequence is done automatically using
precharging module within PCS. The precharging is done in 1.5 s and the discharging in
2 s. To make the PCS share power between each other, SoC of one PCS is set to 30% with
the PV disconnected, while SoC of the other PCS is set to 70%. The management unit of the
first PCS will detect that its battery needs to be charged. Therefore, management unit of
the first PCS sets its DC grid chopper to charging mode. Meanwhile, management unit of
the second PCS sets its DC grid chopper to discharging mode. Because the first PCS is set
to absorb power from the DC bus and the second PCS to inject power, power will naturally
flow from the second PCS to the first one.

3.2.2. Field Testing

Figure 9a shows that the inverter output voltage drops at the load point of connection.
The proposed DC microgrid system does not use closed-loop control to keep constant
voltage in the consumer to keep the simplicity. In addition, the household devices in remote
area are not sensitive to constant voltage. At 9 A of load current (70% of rated current),
the voltage drop does not exceed 10% of its nominal value, which is still acceptable for
common AC-powered household devices. The voltage drops more when the load current
is bigger due to the losses at the cable. Figure 9b shows the measured power at both end
of the cable. During this experiment, the cable type NYYHY 3 × 2.5 mm2 that is readily
available in general stores was used. If a better quality is required, a different type of cable
with less resistance may solve the problem.

Figure 10 shows the charging and discharging of battery bank with varying load
current. This experiment is done by increasing and then decreasing the load demand.
When the PV produces power more than the load demand (the charging process at the left-
hand side), PCS will charge the battery, signified by the negative battery power. When the
load demands power higher from the PV capacity (the discharging process in the middle),
the battery enters discharging mode, hence the positive battery power. Battery gives out
the necessary power to meet the load demand, and the power it exerts rises along with
the increase in load current. PCS then goes back to charging mode when the load demand
decreases to under the PV production. This experiment shows that the charging and
discharging of the battery bank has worked well to meet the needs of the varying loads.

11
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Field testing results: (a) Voltage drop on cable, and (b) losses on cable.

 

Figure 10. Battery charging and discharging process with varying load current.
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4. LCOE and Investment Analysis

Levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is defined as the average total cost to build and
operate a power plant per output energy in a certain period of time. LCOE can be calculated
Equation (2).

LCOE =
NPVCost

NPVProduce
=

∑ I(t)+M(t)+F (t)
(1+r)t

∑ E(t)
(1+r)t

(2)

where:

I = initial investment cost,
M = O&M cost,
F = fuel cost,
E = energy produced by the plant,
r = discount rate,
t = time,
NPVCost = net present value from the total cost spent in the plant’s lifetime, and
NPVProduce = net present value of the total energy generated by the plant during its lifetime.

The LCOE is computed using the following assumptions: Three systems such as
described in Figure 1 will be installed, which amount to total capacity of 9 kWp, each system
can be used to serve 10 homes running common home electronic appliances; investment
cost of each system is US$23,375; system efficiency is 95%; sun light is accessible for an
average 4.5 h/day all year; PV panel output degradation is 0.5%/year; O&M cost is 0.5%
from investment cost/year; O&M growth rate is 2%; interest rate is 9%/year, and because
70% of the investment comes from bank loan, the discount rate is 10.8%; and the project
lifespan is 20 years.

For 20 years, the total NPV for investment and O&M is US$72,975 and the total gen-
erated energy is 107.4 kW. Therefore, the LCOE = NPVCost

NPVProduce = US$72,975
107.4 = US$0.68/kWh.

If the tariff is the same as LCOE, the internal rate of return (IRR) is 10.82% and pay out in
8.26 years. This implies that in order for this project to be economically feasible, the LCOE
specifies the minimum tariff for this system. US$ 0.68/kWh is inexpensive compared to
diesel generator that is generally the main electricity source in remote areas. Adding up
the costs of transporting fuels, the total production cost may be well above US$ 1/kWh.
Moreover, by using the proposed DC microgrid, we will reduce dependency on the already
dwindling fossil fuel reserves.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new DC microgrid system concept that is suitable for accelerat-
ing electricity delivery to rural and remote areas that has no access to the main utility grid.
Its modularity makes it easily transported and provides flexibility to the overall system.
The DC interface between points is also advantageous when they need to combine with
other points due to the absence of the need to synchronize as in AC-interfaced systems.

PCS is the key equipment for the proposed microgrid system. It interfaces the mi-
crogrid elements such as energy sources, ESS, and load, by using the same converter
topologies for those different purposes. It can be deployed as an individual isolated unit
and also form a grid through the DC bus for better reliability and efficiency. PCS manages
the available power and the load requirements, while able to exchange power between
connected points.

Prototypes have been developed to demonstrate the proposed DC microgrid system,
with capacity of 3 kWp of solar PV and 13.8 kWh of battery each. One such system can
be used to supply a cluster of 10 households. They are implemented in a pole-mounted
structure to save space, while the PV panels form a canopy shading 18 m2 of ground.
The system can be expanded to create a DC microgrid network by connecting several single
isolated systems through 370 VDC bus.
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The proposed DC microgrid system has been tested in laboratory and in the field,
both as a single-point and a multi-point system. Each of them runs well both in either
modes, reaching 92.75% of efficiency, and confirmed low THD levels, where the voltage
THD is 2.078% and current THD is 2.124%. The prototype field testing successfully demon-
strated the battery charge and discharge sequences following several load conditions.
Voltage drops is also tested to confirm the acceptable level of voltage in the consumer’s
household devices. Financial analysis based on LCOE concludes that the proposed system
is feasible for implementation with the minimum tariff US$0.68/kWh.
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Abbreviations

AC Alternating Current
DC Direct Current
GWp gigawatt-peak
ESS Energy Storage System
kWh kilowatt-hour
kWp kilowatt-peak
LCOE Levelized Cost of Energy
O&M Operation and Maintenance
PCS Power Conditioner System
PV Photovoltaic
RES Renewable Energy Sources
SoC State of Charge
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
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Abstract: Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) optimization algorithms provide accurate and
clear solutions for Microgrid and Distributed Energy Resources projects. Full-scale optimization
approaches optimize all time-steps of data sets (e.g., 8760 time-step and higher resolutions), incurring
extreme and unpredictable run-times, often prohibiting such approaches for effective Microgrid
designs. To reduce run-times down-sampling approaches exist. Given that the literature evaluates
the full-scale and down-sampling approaches only for limited numbers of case studies, there is
a lack of a more comprehensive study involving multiple Microgrids. This paper closes this gap
by comparing results and run-times of a full-scale 8760 h time-series MILP to a peak preserving
day-type MILP for 13 real Microgrid projects. The day-type approach reduces the computational
time between 85% and almost 100% (from 2 h computational time to less than 1 min). At the same
time the day-type approach keeps the objective function (OF) differences below 1.5% for 77% of the
Microgrids. The other cases show OF differences between 6% and 13%, which can be reduced to 1.5%
or less by applying a two-stage hybrid approach that designs the Microgrid based on down-sampled
data and then performs a full-scale dispatch algorithm. This two stage approach results in 20–99%
run-time savings.

Keywords: Microgrid; DER; planning; MILP; optimization; run-time; full time-series optimization;
data reduction; DER-CAM; XENDEE

1. Introduction

Microgrid deployment is accelerating rapidly and roughly 2300 Microgrids were operational or
planned worldwide in 2018 [1]. In the last 6 months of 2018, 240 additional Microgrid projects were
added to the Navigant database, demonstrating a steady increase in Microgrid projects. More impressive
is the increase in 2019. As of June 2019, Navigant identifies 4475 Microgrid projects worldwide [2].
Microgrid Knowledge [3] estimates that the Microgrid market will reach US$31 billion by the year
2027, underscoring the need for effective, fast Microgrid design and planning tools to keep up with the
increasing number of projects.

The research community provides several different methodologies to plan a Microgrid from an
economic perspective. All methodologies need to match energy supply with Microgrid demand to
determine the annual energy costs, Net Present Value (NPV), or emissions from Microgrid adoption.
Investment costs, operation and maintenance costs, subsidies, tax incentives or carbon costs among
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others are considered in this calculation [4]. The goal of these approaches is to determine the optimal
combination of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) and their sizes to meet the demand, subject to
constraints and inputs.

In simulation or trial and error approaches, the user changes input data (e.g., investment
costs for DER) to analyze the impact on the results (e.g., adopted technologies in a Microgrid) [5].
While simulation approaches are helpful to understand a complex system by running multiple iterations
in a manual fashion, simulation approaches do not have built-in mechanisms (i.e., mathematical
solvers) to find the best or optimal solution (e.g., optimal DER capacity). Since there are often millions
of combinations for technology choices and operational levels, simulation approaches can require
enormous numbers of iterations to find the optimal technology combinations. Optimal operational
dispatches (e.g., unit commitment for multiple DERs) are also elusive for simulation approaches,
and will significantly increase runtimes. Fescioglu-Unver et al. [6] conclude that rule-based, i.e.,
assumption-based simulation approaches are not viable to guarantee optimal dispatch results; instead
optimization techniques should be used to increase the profitability of Microgrids.

Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) optimization algorithms and associated mathematical
solvers can overcome the limitations of simulation approaches and deliver optimal economic and/or
green house gas solutions in a single run, creating a viable path to identify the best DER portfolio
and dispatch.

As indicated in [7] the process of designing a Microgrid, which comprises conceptual design,
technical design, electrical analysis, power flow analysis, and implementation, can be very time
consuming. Thus, any economic optimization algorithm attempting to deliver the optimal DER
portfolio, lowest costs, and optimal dispatch must be fast while maintaining accuracy. Examples for
such optimization tools are REopt [8] and DER-CAM [9]. These tools are already actively used in
the Microgrid industry for real Microgrid design. Reopt uses a full-scale MILP approach optimizing
each hour of the year explicitly while DER-CAM relies on a peak-preserving day-type approach to
reduce run-times.

Other examples for economic Microgrid optimization algorithms can be found in [10–12].
A common challenge for these optimization algorithms is run-time, which ranges between 0.1
and 280 h, depending on the considered technologies in a Microgrid and optimization approach
(see Figure 1). Each optimization approach using a full annual dataset of 8760 hourly data points
exhibits run-times above 2.8 h, rendering such approaches impractical for real-world Microgrid design
projects since dozen or even hundreds of sensitivity runs might be needed. [10,11] demonstrate
that down-sampling the data to representative days can reduce the run-time below 1 h. However,
down-sampling impacts on the objective function and technology adoption need to be analyzed for
multiple Microgrid and DER projects. Schütz et al. in [11] perform a comparison for two test cases
between an 8760 optimization and different k-means down-sampling approaches. Gabrielli et al.
in [10] test different optimization methods to address the issue of discontinuity between representative
periods when modeling seasonal storage in energy systems, but for only two test cases.

 
 

Figure 1. Run-time comparisons for different optimization approaches and use-cases. The different
model setups tested in [10–12] result in considerable different run-times. The legend is ordered from
small to large computational time. Please note the logarithmic scale.
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Fahy et al. [13] demonstrate a peak load preserving down-sampling method and compare the
technology selection as well as the Objective Function (OF) to a full-scale time-series optimization
approach (FSO). For a single example, the results show OF differences below 1% and no technology
adoption difference, but run-time savings of 90%. The authors of [13] also show that clustering with
k-means always delivers worse OF results than the peak-preserving day-type approach selected for
this study.

The literature review and our research indicate that traditional FSO approaches might be
prohibitive for wide-spread Microgrid design, unless special hybrid optimization (HO) approaches are
used. Typically, such HO approaches use two stages, in which the first stage optimizes the Microgrid
technology adoption based on down-sampled representative day optimization (RO) [14]. Technology
adoption results from the first stage are used to inform the second stage for dispatch optimization.
Pecenak et al. [15] introduce a new HO approach that applies a minimum DER constraint, derived
from the first HO stage, to the second stage. This approach also guarantees robust Microgrid outage
modeling solutions by combining the peak preserving day-type approach with a FSO approach.

Down-sampling methodologies and HO approaches show great potential for industry
applications, but an extensive performance comparison involving more than two test sites is lacking.
Thus, this research compares the peak load preserving down-sampling RO approach from [13] and the
FSO approach for 13 real Microgrid projects in the US. We address how the Microgrid setup and input
data drive OF differences between the RO and FSO, as well as the impact of DER sizing deviations in
the two models. Additionally, we research how the embedded MILP dispatch modeling of the second
(dispatch) stage in an HO reduces the OF differences between RO and FSO.

2. Model Description and Used Data Down-Sampling

The mathematical optimization model has been documented in the literature numerous times and
is based on the Distributed Energy Resources Customer Adoption Model (DER-CAM) [9]. Several
studies have expanded on DER-CAM. Mashayekh et al. [16] added power flow and multi-node
capabilities, allowing for optimal placement of DER technologies in a distribution network. To keep
run-times low for such a power flow version the RO is needed. Cardoso et al. [17] describe an Ancillary
Service market MILP extension for DER-CAM and show how such markets impact the Microgrid
design. Milan et al. [18] introduce nonlinear efficiency modeling for CHP systems and describe the
MILP in detail. Especially the modelling of nonlinear behavior increases the run-times considerably
and call for RO approaches. A DER-CAM version with considerations of passive building measures
is established in [19], which allows DER and building technology optimization to create zero carbon
solutions. Another version considers electric vehicle (EV) modeling under uncertainty [20] and has
been applied to assess the impact of EV interconnections on optimal DER solutions. The authors
of [21] consider outage modeling in DER-CAM by adding a particle swarm optimization to determine
the optimal investment and operation of DER equipment. Solar variability has been incorporated
by [22] and the impact on Microgrid design has been studied. The most recent version of DER-CAM
implements also an efficient multi-year optimization [23] based on a RO. In this paper we use DER-CAM,
implemented in XENDEE [24], as basis for the peak load preserving down-sampling RO runs for the
13 Microgrid projects.

The process of solving the MILP based on Figure 2 can be very time consuming since the amount
(represented as arrow width) of each energy flow is not static over the modeled time horizon, but can
change considerably with each time-step, because of, e.g., available solar radiation or changes in
electric rates. Solving such a MILP with full time-series data sets, each containing 8760 data points for
hourly resolution or 35,040 for 15 min resolution (or even more data points in a multi-year setting),
can take hundreds of hours. Thus, down-sampling methodologies are used to reduce the run-time.
We refer to this down-sampling representative day optimization as RO.
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Figure 2. Sankey diagram for the Microgrid DER-CAM/XENDEE MILP. The five energy end-uses
on the right hand side need to be supplied with energy at minimized annual energy costs or CO2

emissions. The MILP analyzes the energy flows (different arrows) in each time-step and decides on the
optimal investment capacities and technologies as well as energy flows in each time-step, constituting
an optimal dispatch profile.

2.1. Peak Preserving Day-Types Representative Optimization (RO)

The peak preserving RO is a special data reduction method that preserves both total annual
energy demand and demand peaks. The peak preserving approach reduces annual hourly demand
data into typical weekday and weekend profiles as well as peak demand day profiles. For each month
m, one 24 h profile of each day-type is constructed with an hourly resolution. The total annual energy
consumption is calculated using multipliers to scale up typical weekday, weekend, and peak demand
day-type profiles, with the multipliers ND representing the number of times each day-type d occurs in
a given month m (NDm,d).

The peak demand day profile for each month is constructed by selecting at each hour the maximum
demand across any given day in the month. The resulting peak day profile represents both peak daily
consumption and peak monthly demand. An example of the peak demand profile is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Daily demand for each day in an example March month and peak demand day profile
constructed from selecting maximum hourly demand across all days.

The representative weekday and weekend demand profiles must both represent the average
weekday and weekend demand behavior, while also maintaining the monthly total energy consumption.
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Therefore, the average weekday and weekend profiles are adjusted to account for the energy contained
in the peak demand profiles. The monthly demand data are separated into sets of weekday and
weekend data. The sets are summed to calculate the total weekday demand and weekend demand for
each hour in the day. The total weekday demand data for month m is modified by subtracting the peak
demand, multiplied by the number of peak days expected to occur in the month, from the weekday
consumption at each hour the peak occurred on a weekday. As indicated by [13] the number of peak
days is not crucial and just using one peak day profile in the optimization is sufficient. The same
approach is used to modify the weekend consumption data, based on peaks occurring on weekends.
The modified total weekday and weekend demand data sets are averaged into 24-h representative
weekday and weekend demand profiles.

RO MILP

The energy end-uses (u) are grouped into three characteristic groups d: weekdays, weekend
days, and peak days for each month. The MILP approach is solved for the entire year, resulting in
36 daily profiles and 864 hourly data points. A brief overview of the MILP is given in what follows
and additional selected constraints are given in Figure 4.

The objective function minimizes the total costs C
=
∑
m

MFixm +
∑

u,m,d,h
u ∼u,m,d,h ·Cu,m,d,h·NDm,d

+
∑

u,m,p
maxu ∼∼u,p,m ·Du,p,m

+
∑
g

numg·IFixg·ANNg +
∑
c∪s

(purc∪s·IFixc∪s + capc∪s·IVarc∪s)·ANNc∪s

+
∑

j,u,m,d,h

genj,u,m,d,h
ηj

·GENCj,u,m,d,h·NDm,d +
∑

u,m,d,h
dru,m,d,h·DRCu,m,d,h·NDm,d

− ∑
i,m,d,h

selli,m,d,h·Sm,d,h·NDm,d

(1)

Major constraint Energy Balance :∑
u,m,d,h

LOADu,m,d,h +
∑

i,m,d,h
selli,m,d,h +

∑
s,m,d,h

sins,m,d,h +
∑

u,m,d,h
dru,m,d,h

=
∑

u,m,d,h
u ∼u,m,d,h +

∑
i,u,m,d,h

geni,u,m,d,h +
∑

s,u,m,d,h
souts,u,m,d,h

(2)

 

Figure 4. Selected constraints of the MILP.
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Indices
c continuous generation technologies (assumed to be available in any size), c ∈ C =

{photovoltaic panels, solar thermal panels, and absorption chillers}
d day-types, d ∈ D = {week, peak, weekend}
g discrete generation technologies (explicitly modeled in discrete sizes), internal combustion

engines (ICE), micro turbines (MT), fuel cells (FC), and gas turbines (GT), with and without
heat exchangers (HX), g ∈ G = {ICE, ICEHX, MT, MTHX, FC, FCHX, GT, GTHX}.
All discrete technologies without HX are referred to as DG, DG with HX as CHP

h hours in a day h ∈ H = {1, 2, . . . , 24}
i DER technologies, i ∈ I = J∪ S

j generation technologies, j ∈ J = G∪C

m months in a year, m ∈M = {1, 2, . . . , 12}
p utility demand periods, p ∈ P = {coincident, on peak, mid peak, off peak}
s energy storage technologies, stationary storage and heat storage, s ∈ S = {electric energy

storage systems, heat storage}
u energy end-uses for each day-type (d), including electricity-only (eo), cooling (cl), space

heating (sh), water heating (wh), and natural gas loads (ng), u ∈ U = {eo, cl, sh, wh, ng}
Parameters
ANNi annuity rate of investing in DER technology i
NDm,d number of days of type d in month m
Cu,m,d,h volumetric electricity charges
Du,p,m charges applied to peak power demand for end-use u during period p, and month m
DRCu,m,d,h volumetric demand response costs
GENCj,u,m,d,h fuel costs, maintenance costs
IFixi fixed investment cost of DER technology i

IVarc∪s
variable investment cost of continuous energy conversion technology c, or storage
technology s

LOADu,m,d,h Microgrid energy demand for end-use u, in month m, day-type d, and hour h
MFixm fixed monthly utility charges/contract demand charges
Sm,d,h electricity sales price in month m, day-type d, and hour h
ηi energy conversion efficiency for i
Decision Variables
capc∪s installed capacity of continuous generation technology c, or storage technology s
dru,m,d,h energy demand of end-use u removed by demand response measures in month m, day d,

and hour h
genj,u,m,d,h useful (e.g., electric output) energy provided by generation technology j for end-use u in

month m, day-type d, and hour h
numg number of installed units of discrete generation technology g
purc∪s binary purchase decision for continuous generation technology c, or storage technology s
selli,u,m,d,h energy sales from technology i that is exported in month m, day-type d, and hour h
sins,m,d,h energy input to storage technology s, in month m, day-type d, and hour h
souts,u,m,d,h energy output from storage technology s for end-use u, in month m, day-type d, and hour h
u ∼u,m,d,h utility purchase for end-use u, during month m, day-type d, and hour h

2.2. Full-Scale Time-Series Optimization (FSO)

Since DER-CAM was programmed as a RO model, the FSO requires some adjustment of the
day-type framework to emulate an FSO. The FSO MILP model is derived from the RO model
by modifying NDm,d to represent the real number of days in a month instead of the number of
representative day-types. Thus, instead of e.g., using 22 representative weekdays, eight weekend days,
and one peak profile for the RO, we convert NDm,d into a binary matrix containing ones to identify the
real days observed in each month. In the case of January 2020, the matrix consists of ones from 1 to 31.
For February 2020 it consists of ones from 1 to 29 and zeros for 30 and 31, etc. Days must be linked in
time to allow energy to shift between consecutive days, creating a real seasonal model. The authors
of [15] describe the changes needed to create an FSO model in detail.
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Additionally, we link the RO and FSO to create a Hybrid Optimization (HO) approach. In such an
HO approach the sizing (e.g., DER capacity) solution from the down-sampled RO will be used as fixed
input for the FSO. In other words, the FSO just optimizes the dispatch of the RO-designed Microgrid
using the full time-series data which preserves short run-times. To differentiate between a real FSO,
which also sizes DERs, and the full time-series dispatch optimization within the HO, we call the latter
TSO. The second part of this paper will compare the OF and run-time results of a simple RO with those
of an HO, utilizing a TSO as a second stage.

3. Microgrid Projects

3.1. General Description of Microgrid Projects

Table 1 presents an overview of the Microgrid projects. Cases were selected to represent a
diverse variety of host types, geographic locations, tariff characteristics, and total load consumption.
These Microgrid projects have been modeled by the authors in detail. All the projects are optimized
using the RO, FSO, and HO models, and results are assessed from an economic perspective.

All Microgrids are grid connected without grid outages considered, except for Mil2, for which we
modeled a 24-h outage on the day with the highest electric peak demand, which in this case constitutes
also the highest daily energy consumption. None of the Microgrids are allowed to sell electricity to the
utility, except for Un1, which is on a net-metering tariff and can export surplus electricity to the utility.
To analyze effects of electricity sales we will show hypothetical sensitivity runs for selected sites in
Section 4.2.

The tariffs and technology data are summarized in the Appendices A and B.

3.2. Electric Load Data

For each case except Un4, hourly metered load data for one year was used in this analysis
(8760 data points per case for FSO and HO). In the absence of metered load data, for Un4, data from the
Commercial and Residential Hourly Load Profile database for a hospital was used since the modeled
site is a medical University [25]. Segments of the time-series electric load data for Un3 and Un4 are
provided in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Example time-series electric load data for Un3 (solid line, left y-axis) and Un4 (dashed line,
right y-axis). Hours 120–168 are weekend days.
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Figure 6 summarizes the electric load data statistics. Total annual electric load is the sum of the
hourly electric load profile over the entire year. Annual load variability is the sum of the absolute value
of hourly energy ramp rates (ERRn) normalized by the total annual electric load to ensure that load
volatilities can be compared between sites (Equation (3)).

Annual Load Variability =
Σ(abs(ERRn))

Σm,d,hloadm,d,h
=
∑
m,d,h

loadm,d,h − loadm,d,h−1

Σm,d,hloadm,d,h
(3)

Figure 6. Summary of electric load data for all cases as a function of annual electric load (GWh) and
load variability (-) expressed as the sum of the absolute values of all 1 h power changes normalized by
the total annual load.

For example, the Un3 metered data is more volatile, with severe late afternoon ramps and a total
variability equal to 12.4% of its annual load. Un4, on the other hand, is relatively smooth, and therefore,
shows low variability numbers of 4.2% in Figure 6, which also can be attributed to the load modeling.
Overall, the two industrial sites (Ind and Man) have the lowest variability. The military sites Mil1 and
Mil3 have significantly larger annual loads than the other cases.

3.3. Solar Radiation Data

Several sources of solar radiation data were used for the different Microgrid projects as input for
the RO, FSO, and TSO MILP: real measurements of solar radiation (two projects), Helioscope [26] data
(six projects), and PVWatts data based on the NREL National Solar Radiation Database from satellite
data (NSRDB, five projects) [27]. While the FSO and TSO use the 8760 PV Watts output directly, the RO
uses an average daily profile for each month constructed from the 8760 time-series.

Similar to Figure 6, Figure 7 compares the solar production data across all sites via the capacity
factors and total variability. Similar to the demand, total solar variability is calculated by summing
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over the absolute values of solar production ramp rates (SRRn) and normalizing them by the total
energy production (Equation (4)).

Annual Solar Variability =
Σ(abs(SRRn))

Σm,d,hPVm,d,h
=
∑
m,d,h

PVm,d,h − PVm,d,h−1

Σm,d,hPVm,d,h
(4)

Figure 7. Solar production summary for all cases expressed through the annual capacity factor and the
normalized annual solar variability.

Figure 7 is useful to infer case-by-case differences in the solar resource. For example, Mil1, Mil2,
and Mil4 are located in sunny locations with little variability due to clouds. As such, variability is low
and total solar production and capacity factors are high. Conversely, Com is in a region with low total
solar production and high variability, indicating frequent cloud cover and ramp events.

4. Results

4.1. Representative Optimization (RO) versus Full-Scale Time-Series Optimization (FSO)

Table 2, Figures 8 and 9 present the high level results for all 13 Microgrid cases, comparing the
objective functions of RO and FSO, technology adoptions, and run-times. The run-time savings for the
analyzed cases can range between almost 100% and 85%.

In total, 10 cases out of the 13 show OF differences below 1.5%. Un4, with a very high solar
variability (see Figure 7) and small load variability shows the highest OF difference. This could explain
the 97.4% difference in PV adoption between the RO and FSO. Some cases show very similar OFs for
the RO and FSO models despite significant changes in the technology adoption, which is expected for
MILP approaches. Examples are the Ind case with a −32% difference in EES adoption, but only a −0.5%
OF difference or the Res case with a 56.9% difference in EES adoption, but only a −0.3% difference in
the OF (see also Figure 9).
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Figure 8. OF differences (bars) and run-time savings (line) for the RO approach compared to the FSO.
Negative run-time numbers represent savings.

Figure 9. Variations in RO technology adoption compared to the FSO. The OF difference compared to
FSO is shown as a dashed line.

It is worth noting that the Ind and Res cases experience opposite solar and load volatilities: Ind has
a relative high solar variability compared to the Res case (see Figure 7) and a small load variability
compared to the Res case (see Figure 6). Note that in the Ind and Res case the available PV space is
fully utilized, explaining the exact same PV sizes in both optimization models.

Un3 with the highest load variability experiences one of the highest run-time savings between the
two MILP models (99.8%), a very low OF difference of −0.8%, moderate PV difference (16%), very small
EES differences (2%), and no difference in fuel fired DG adoption.

The Mil2 includes a 24 h outage and the possibility to install DG units. Since the RO model
preserves the peak loads from the full time-series load data and the DG units contribute to the worst
case outage modeling (highest power demand and electric energy consumption in a day in this case),
the installed fuel fired DG units in the FSO and RO model match. The differences in the PV (24.3%)
and EES (−21.4%) adoptions are influenced by the different granularity of the solar radiation modeling
in the RO and FSO—the RO uses an average monthly solar production profile, while the FSO uses the
full-scale time-series. However, the OF (e.g., project cost) differs by only 0.4%.

Com and Un4 show significant OF differences with higher costs in the RO model (i.e., ΔOF >0),
which creates a budget cushion for these projects when modeled with RO, but could also render
these projects economically unattractive. Their technology selection in the RO is higher except for the
smaller EES numbers in the RO model for Un4 (Figure 9). Un2, on the other hand, shows significant
lower costs in the RO model, indicating that there is no clear trend on whether the RO is over- or
underestimating OFs.
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Figure 9 also shows that if sizing of several technologies differ for a Microgrid (seven cases),
then RO oversizing of one technology is usually balanced by undersizing of another. In four of
those seven cases RO oversizes PV and undersizes storage compared to the FSO, indicating that the
technologies could be to some extent interchangeable.

Among these 13 Microgrid designs, there is no clear relationship between the solar variability
and the deviation in the OF solution (Figure 10). Com, Un4, and Un2 tend to have higher solar
variability and are the three cases which exhibit OF deviations greater than 1.5%. However, sites Man,
Ind, and Mil5 also have high solar variability and small OF differences. However, for Mil5 no DER
investments are optimal and installed. On the other hand, the load variability seems to have no
significant impact on the OF differences, indicating that the peak-preserving down-sampling is an
effective method to capture load spikes.

Figure 10. Scatter plot comparing the absolute value of OF deviation of each case as a function of solar
variability (y-axis) and load variability (x-axis). The size of the circle represents the OF deviation of
each case.

4.2. Sensitivity to Electricity Sales

A limitation of the Microgrid projects is that only site Un1 is explicitly considering energy sales to
the utility, which inherently limits the economic viability and sizing for DERs, especially for solar PV.
Thus, sensitivity scenarios are performed to assess the impact of electricity sales on OF differences as
well as DER technology selections. For these sensitivities, two cases were selected, one with a minor
OF difference of −1.2% (Mil4) and one with a considerable difference of −6.8% (Un2). These sites
are representative as universities and military sites are prime Microgrid candidates considering their
abundance in the set of real Microgrid projects in Table 1.

The sales prices are assumed to be the same as the energy purchase prices from the utility during
the same time period. Capacity bidding or Ancillary Service market participation is not considered.

For the Un2 case, including energy sales the OF difference is reduced to −2.0% (see column 1
in Table 3 for the Un2 cases). In this particular case, the OF deviation reduction may be explained
by identical PV capacity investments. When sales are considered, PV is attractive enough that both
algorithms invest in PV to its spatial limit. However, the Un2 sales with FSO case shows less EES,
which causes the Microgrid to import and export more energy on an annual basis compared to the RO
approach (see Table 4 cells Un2 sales/A/B/D/E).
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The Mil4 sales case does not show significant changes compared to the case without sales. The OF
differences change from −1.2% to −1.1% and the PV/EES adoptions show slightly smaller differences
compared to the Mil4 no sales case (see Table 4).

However, as indicated by Mil4 sales in Table 4, reduced differences in the technology adoption
do not necessarily lead to a reduced difference in the imported energy. For Mil4, Δ PV changes from
−12.5% to −12.4% and Δ EES from −7.1% to −6.3%, but Δ import decreases from −5.2% to −7.2%
(Table 4).

These results underscore the complexity of such modelling problems and that similar technology
adoption capacities can result in similar OFs, but different parts of the result can change in
different directions.

Table 4. Import and export balance for the energy sale sensitivity runs as well as the original runs
without sales.

Case

A B C D E F

Annual Export
RO (MWh)

Annual Export
FSO (MWh)

Δ Export Compared to
FSO (%)

Annual Import
RO (MWh)

Annual Import
FSO (MWh)

Δ Import Compared to
FSO (%)

Un2 no sales 0 0 n/a 962 1237 −22.2
Un2 sales 2720 2801 −2.9 1276 1366 −6.6

Mil4 no sales 0 0 n/a 58,694 61,920 −5.2
Mil4 sales 5088 4456 14.2 5138 5538 −7.2

4.3. The Influence of Optimal Dispatch Modeling—The Hybrid Optimization (HO)

The large OF differences for Com and Un4 and the connection to extreme relative capacity
deviations will be analyzed.

In both Com and Un4, RO modeling delivers higher optimal capacities of PV and DG/CHP.
In particular, the RO almost doubles the PV capacity for Un4 and invests in 182 kW of PV for Com,
while FSO does not select any PV in Com. Only the optimal EES in the Un4 FSO is slightly higher
than for the RO. We hypothesize that the OF differences resulting from large capacity deviations in
the RO can be mitigated by dispatch optimization. To test this, optimal dispatch modeling in the
FSO, based on optimal capacities from the RO, is performed. This approach constitutes a two stage
Hybrid Optimization (HO) approach, in which we refer to the FSO as TSO to indicate that the full-scale
time-series optimization of the second state will optimize the operational planning (i.e., dispatch),
but not the capacities. The HO approach allows assessing the impact of dispatch on the OF differences.
Additionally, the HO allows assessing the feasibility of a Microgrid designed by an RO when modeled
using raw time-series data.

Taking the optimal investment capacity results from the RO and fixing them in the TSO model
while allowing for dispatch optimization, yields OFs that are very similar to the FSO, but with better
run-times as indicated in Table 5. The Com RO case shows a 5.7% OF deviation compared to the FSO
OF. Using the 2-stage HO process with TSO reduces the deviation to 1.4%. Similarly, the Un4 RO
deviation of 13.2% is reduced to a 0.6% difference with HO. Every other case also shows a reduction in
the OF difference compared to the FSO with better run-times than the FSO.

These results are important for Microgrid planning and operation since they indicate that even
though there occasionally are higher deviations between RO and FSO capacity results, the fast HO is
very viable and will result in a similar OF as the slower FSO. The unit dispatch optimization absorbs
OF deviations that arise from differences in the capacities between the models. Note that the TSO
dispatch optimization in the HO is similar to dispatch modeling in real Microgrids through Model
Predictive Controllers (MPC). Thus, actual Microgrid dispatch is economically robust (i.e., will achieve
similar revenues and costs) to capacity differences introduced by sub-optimal RO modeling during
Microgrid planning.
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Table 5. Objective function as well as run-time differences between the HO and FSO. OF: Objective
Function; R-time: Run-time; RO: Representative Optimization; HO: Hybrid Optimization; FSO:
Full-Scale Time-Series Optimization.

Case
1 1a 2 2a 3 4 4a

Δ OF RO
Versus FSO (%)

Δ OF HO
Versus FSO (%)

R-Time
RO (mins)

R-Time
HO (mins)

R-Time FSO
(mins)

Δ R-Time RO
Versus FSO (%)

Δ R-Time HO
Versus FSO (%)

Com 5.7 1.4 0.2 0.9 1.7 −87 −48
Un4 13.2 0.6 0.2 1.0 2.4 −91 −58
Ind −0.5 0.0 0.2 1.0 1.6 −89 −40
Res −0.3 0.3 0.3 1.1 121.0 −100 −99
Man 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.0 7.4 −97 −87
Un1 1.3 0.2 1.0 1.8 121.1 −99 −98
Un2 −6.8 0.8 0.0 0.3 0.4 −92 −23
Un3 −0.8 0.7 0.2 1.1 88.5 −100 −99
Mil1 0.3 0.0 0.2 1.2 1.5 −86 −25
Mil2 0.4 0.3 0.3 1.1 2.2 −89 −50
Mil3 −0.1 0.0 0.2 0.9 1.4 −85 −34
Mil4 −1.2 0.3 0.2 0.9 1.2 −85 −27
Mil5 −0.2 0.0 0.2 0.9 1.1 −85 −20

5. Conclusions

This paper advances the field of Microgrid planning and operation through a comprehensive
analysis of objective function and technology adoption results of peak preserving day-types
Representative Optimization (RO). Not only does the analysis include a large number of Microgrids
(13) with different load and renewable resource time-series, but also a great diversity of tariffs and
technology assumptions. The uniqueness of the paper also stems from industry relevance in that the
Microgrids are actually being considered for construction or are already being built and were analyzed
in commercial applications.

The results support the widespread application of RO in Microgrid planning. The special
peak-preserving day types approach represents a full time-series of 8760 h with 3 days in each month
or 864 time-steps. For all but three Microgrids the objective function differences are less than 1.5%,
yet run-time savings are from 85% to almost 100% compared to full-scale time-series optimization
(FSO). Such run-time savings enable more detailed analysis through sensitivity studies, probabilistic
parameter inputs (Monte Carlo Simulation) and decision-making, and multi-year horizon analysis.

Three analyzed Microgrids have larger OF differences at 5.7%, −6.8%, and 13.2% in the RO.
All these outliers experience higher solar variability than others. However, three other Microgrids
with similar or even higher solar variability experience very small OF differences of 0.0%, −0.2%,
and −0.5%, indicating that there is no clear trend on how solar variability impacts the results of both
models. The impact of load variability seems to be minimal, indicating that the peak-preserving
day-type RO is very effective. While such larger OF differences may still be tolerable given other
uncertainties in Microgrid planning, they can be mitigated through hybrid optimizations (HO) that
optimize technology dispatch in a second stage, using capacity results from the first stage RO and the
full time-series data in the second stage. HO still supports run-time savings of 20–99%, but reduces OF
differences to less than 1.5% across the board.

The choice of RO versus HO depends on individual preferences of prioritizing run-time or OF
accuracy and optimized dispatch might be one of the most important features in a Microgrid Design
tool since it provides the possibility to mitigate design problems and sub-optimal capacity selections.
This hypothesis will be tested in follow-on research, comparing different dispatch strategies for different
DER capacities in built Microgrids.

We would also like to acknowledge a limitation of this paper: the day-type approach cannot
simulate energy transfer between days and months and should not be used if seasonal storage is
anticipated to be part of the solution. In such cases the presented day-type MILP needs to be modified,
which will be discussed in future work.
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Appendix A Tariff Data

For each site, the proper utility tariff was collected or provided by the client and used in the
optimization. Table A1 summarizes this information.
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Appendix B Technology Data

PV technology costs are presented in Table A2. Costs are based on client input or literature data.
The PV costs include soft costs (e.g., labor costs) and inverter costs. The PV costs as well as Operation
and Maintenance (O&M) costs are generally within the ranges reported by [35]. Per client request the
O&M costs for Res and the PV costs for Un2 are outside of the range reported by [35].

Table A2. PV technology assumptions used in the Microgrid projects. “Max. space for PV” represents
the maximum available onsite space for PV generation.

Case
PV Technology Assumptions

PV Costs
($/kWDC)

O&M Costs
($/kW and Month) Lifetime (yrs.) Electric

Efficiency (%)
Tilt

(Degrees/Confidential)

Orientation
(South/North, West,
East, Confidential)

Max. Space for
PV (m2)

Ind 2150 0 30 16% 20 South 10,000

Res 2100 2.2 30 19% Confidential Confidential 3760

Man 2100 1.4 30 16% 17 South 31,876

Com 1470 0 30 16% 35 South Unrestricted

Un1 1969 0.8 25 19% Confidential Confidential Unrestricted

Un2 5000 0.8 25 15% 22 South east 20,000

Un3 1700 1.4 30 16% Confidential Confidential 40,000

Un4 2400 0 30 19% 30 South 41,806

Mil1 1470 1.5 20 15% Confidential Confidential Unrestricted

Mil2 1470 1.5 20 15% Confidential Confidential Unrestricted

Mil3 1700 1.4 20 15% Confidential Confidential Unrestricted

Mil4 1700 1.4 20 15% Confidential Confidential Unrestricted

Mil5 1700 1.4 20 15% Confidential Confidential Unrestricted

Effective Electric Energy Storage (EES) costs and assumptions are shown in Table A3. Effective
EES costs consider incentives and are, therefore, low compared to [36]. Lifetime numbers can also
vary significantly depending on allowed operational conditions, meaning allowed max charging or
discharging rates or minimum levels of the state of charge.

Table A4 summarizes the natural gas and diesel fired DG and CHP assets. For most cases, multiple
options have been provided, mostly distinguished by different unit sizes, unit costs, electric efficiencies
or the heat to power ratios. The heat to power ratio specifies the amount of heat generated from 1 kWh
electricity. The data is based on vendor data and inputs from the project partners. DG and CHP
capacity costs, electric efficiencies, and heat to power ratios broadly agree with the assumptions for the
commercial demand model from the Annual Energy Outlook 2020 report [37]. The lifetime numbers
seem to be more conservative (smaller) compared to EIA, with the exception of the microturbine
lifetimes, which are higher than reported by EIA. The diesel genset costs are in line with [38].

The maximum annual operating hours are based on project constraints such as air regulation or
technical constraints.
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Abstract: The integration of Demand-Side Management (DSM) in the planning of Isolated/Islanded
Microgrids (IMGs) can potentially reduce total costs and customer payments or increase renewable
energy utilization. Despite these benefits, there is a paucity in literature exploring how DSM affects
the planning and operation of IMGs. The present work compares the effects of five different strategies
of DSM in the planning of IMGs to fulfill the gaps found in the literature. The present work embodies
a Disciplined Convex Stochastic Programming formulation that integrates the planning and operation
of IMGs using three optimization levels. The first level finds the capacities of the energy sources of
the IMG. The second and third levels use a rolling horizon for setting the day-ahead prices or the
stimulus of the DSM and the day-ahead optimal dispatch strategy of the IMG, respectively. A case
study shows that the Day-Ahead Dynamic Pricing DSM and the Incentive-Based Pricing DSM reduce
the total costs and the Levelized Cost of Energy of the project more than the other DSMs. In contrast,
the Time of Use DSM reduces the payments of the customers and increases the delivered energy more
than the other DSMs.

Keywords: Isolated/Islanded Microgrids; planning; operation; Demand-Side Management

1. Introduction

Despite the efforts of governments around the world, access to electric energy in isolated regions
remains a challenge [1,2]. Isolated/Islanded Microgrids (IMGs) could play a significant role in
providing power to these areas where extending the utility grid is not economically feasible [3].
The implementation of Demand-Side Management (DSM) in the planning of Microgrids (MGs) reduces
total costs, Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE), and customer payments, or increases renewable energy
utilization [4–9]. In this regard, it seems interesting to investigate if the application of DSMs in the
planning of IMGs can bring similar benefits. Despite this, there is a paucity of literature exploring how
DSMs can affect IMGs’ planning and operation.

The implementation of DSM aims to affect the patterns of consumer consumption using
direct or indirect strategies [10,11]. Direct strategies are composed of Direct Load Control and
Interruptible/Curtailable Programs. In Direct Load Control strategies, there is a remote controller
sending signals to customers’ appliances, like air conditioners, heating systems, water heaters, or public
lighting, on short notice. The signals can turn the appliances on/off, switch tariffs, or inform
about current electricity prices. Interruptible/Curtailable Programs offer alternatives as biding
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programs, Emergency Demand Response (DR) programs, Capacity Market programs, and ancillary
services, such as frequency support [12,13]. Indirect DSMs are composed of pricing programs,
rebates/subsidies, and education programs. Pricing programs charge dynamic tariffs for energy,
which can be power-based, energy-based, or a combination of both [14,15]. Energy-based tariffs
incentivize energy conservation, and, therefore, are desired in IMG applications, where the energy
generation is limited [16]. Instead of having a fixed flat rate, dynamic fares vary in time to reveal the
actual costs of producing energy. These rates include the Time of Use (ToU) rate, Critical Peak Pricing
(CPP), Extreme Day Pricing (EDP), Extreme Day Critical Peak Pricing (ED-CPP), Day-Ahead Dynamic
Pricing (DADP), and Real-Time Pricing (RTP). Properly designed tariffs motivate the customers to
shift their demand to off-peak periods, when the electricity price is lower and it is more convenient to
produce electricity [17].

Some works in the literature explore how DSM affects the planning of MGs. Kahrobaee et al.
propose a sizing approach to determine the capacity of a Wind Turbine and a Battery Energy Storage
System (BESS) for a smart household considering price variations in the tariffs [18]. The authors
designed a three-step process combining a rule-based controller, a Monte Carlo approach, and a
Particle Swarm Optimization to perform the sizing of the components. However, the uncoordinated
combination of multiple stages and the lack of an optimization formulation for energy management
can lead to sub-optimal results. Erdinc et al. [19] aimed to address these drawbacks by providing a
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation to design an optimal energy management
strategy. The work considers the seasonal and weekly variations in the load profiles in the presence of
a Real-Time Pricing tariff scheme. However, it does not consider how to design the DSM itself and
how different DSMs will impact the sizing of the energy sources. Kerdphol et al. propose a sizing
approach for BESS using Particle Swarm Optimization to improve the frequency stability of an MG [20].
The work integrates a dynamic DSM considering load shedding of non-critical loads to rapidly restore
the system frequency and reduce the BESS capacity. A rule-based controller used for the load shedding
and a Particle Swarm Optimization formulation used for the sizing of the BESS prove to be adequate to
regulate the frequency of the MG. However, the rule-based controller and the lack of forecast models
to anticipate the critical events can lead to sub-optimal results.

Nojavan et al. [21] propose a bi-objective Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP)
formulation to optimally site and size a BESS in an MG considering DSM. The authors designed
two optimization objectives to reduce total costs and Loss of Load Expectation. The work uses an
ε-constraint method to draw the Pareto optimal curve and a fuzzy satisfying technique to find the
best solution. Nevertheless, the authors assume that 20% of the load reacts to a Time of Use (ToU)
tariff, ignoring the effects of the demand’s self-elasticity. Majidi et al. use a Monte Carlo Scenario
reduction technique to determine the size of a BESS in an MG [22]. The work considers the effects of
uncertainties in the forecasted renewable generated power and forecasted consumption. However,
similarly to [21], the authors do not consider how the customers react to the DSM; they assume that
20% of the load will react to a ToU tariff. Amir et al. [23] propose a combined algorithm to find the size
and energy management strategy of a Multi-Carrier Microgrid. The work proposes a mathematical
model with high sophistication that uses an MINLP formulation to obtain the optimum dispatch
strategy and Genetic Algorithms to obtain the capacities of the energy sources. The work measures the
changes in the patterns of consumption of the customers considering varying prices for the different
forms of energy. The planning of the Multi-Carrier Microgrid considers demand and price growth over
a five-year optimization horizon. Nevertheless, this work does not design the DSM. It only considers
the effects of the prices of the energy providers on the Multi-Carrier Microgrid.

Planning of IMGs refers to the set of decisions that the planner must make to design an IMG
project. Such decisions include: Setting the energy mix, computing the sizing of the energy sources,
and defining the energy dispatch strategy, the economic incentives, and the energy tariffs, amongst
others [24–26]. This set of decisions has significant consequences on the performance of IMG projects,
where high penetration of renewable energy sources can reduce system inertia, thus challenging
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system frequency regulation, control schemes, and transient stability [13]. DSMs can partially solve
some of the inherent challenges of planning IMGs.

Chauhan et al. propose to compute the sizing of the energy sources of an IMG considering a DSM
that reschedules shiftable loads depending on if it is the winter or summer season [27]. The work
uses an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation to find the optimal rescheduling of shiftable
loads and a Discrete Harmony Search algorithm to compute the sizing. A considerable drawback
of the work is that the DSM only focuses on reducing the peak demand while ignoring maximizing
exploitation of renewable energy. Amrollahi et al. combine an MILP formulation and the capabilities
of HOMER software to compute the sizing of an IMG composed only of renewable energy sources [28].
Due to the lack of dispatchable energy sources, the authors propose the use of a DSM to reschedule
shiftable loads. Rescheduling helps to balance mismatch between electric energy generation and
consumption. Mehra et al. propose a work to measure the economic value of applying DSM in the
sizing of a nanogrid [29,30]. The work considers the dis-aggregation of electrical demand in critical
and non-critical appliances. In addition, the work takes advantage of low-cost computation intelligent
devices, such as the “utility-in-a-box” solution, to implement active DSM [31]. The authors use an
exhaustive search algorithm to determine the capacities of the Photo-Voltaic (PV) system and the BESS.
Nevertheless, the work considers the effects of only one kind of DSM over a small-sized grid.

Prathapaneni et al. propose a multi-objective stochastic sizing algorithm that aims to minimize
lifetime costs and degradation of the energy sources [32]. The work considers the effects of a DSM
that uses shiftable loads, like electric vehicles or pumped hydro storage in an IMG. The work uses an
Accelerated Particle Swarm Optimization (APSO) to compute the sizing of energy sources. Despite
considering lifetime costs of the IMG and degradation of energy sources, the work considers a basic
DSM over reduced amounts of loads that are not always present in IMG applications. Luo et al.
propose a sizing methodology for an IMG using a bi-level optimization algorithm [33]. The first level
computes the energy sources’ capacities, considering the effects of different combinations of public
subsidies for the installation of energy sources. The second level performs the dispatch strategy for
the energy sources of the IMG using an MINLP formulation. In the second level of optimization,
the authors implement a rescheduling mechanism of shiftable loads. A study case shows that DSM
reduces installed capacities of the energy sources for the IMG.

Kiptoo et al., similarly to [28], aimed to implement a DSM to balance generation and electricity
demand in an IMG only composed of renewable energy sources [34]. The DSMs consider rescheduling
shiftable loads. However, the authors aim to improve the work of [28] by adding an electrical demand
forecasting module using a Random Forest (RF) regression forecasting approach. The work shows
that the proposed methodology reduces the total costs of the IMG project by 12.41%. Rehman et al.
used HOMER software to find capacities of energy sources in an IMG [35]. The work considers a
DSM capable of rescheduling shiftable loads and uses Simulink to evaluate the operation of the IMG.
The use of Simulink allows the authors to design and test a model predictive control. The model
predictive control controls the power during grid-connected operation and regulates load voltage in
the islanding operation of the MG. Table 1 summarizes the works found in the literature that deal
with the integration of DSM in the planning of IMGs, and that highlight knowledge gaps and the
characteristics of the present work. It is vital to notice that Table 1 presents only the articles that
consider IMGs because they are strictly related to the present work.
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Table 1. Summary of the literature review.

Features 2017 2018 2019 2020 Literature Gaps Proposed Work

Integration of sizing and
Demand-Side
Management (DSM)

[27,28] [29,30] [32,33] [34,35] �

Stochastic
optimization formulation [32] �

Study of subsidies impacts
over economic feasibility [33] �

Forecasting impacts in
the operation [34] �

Validation of operation
after sizing [35] �

Tariff setting for
Isolated/Islanded
Microgrids (IMGs) for
economic feasibility

� �

Utilization of tariffs as
DSMs in IMGs � �

Comparison of different
DSMs using one test bench � �

Influence of public subsidies
on tariff setting for IMGs � �

Despite that some of the works found in the literature evaluate the effects of DSM in the planning
phase of MGs and IMGs, none of them compare the effects of different DSMs using the same test-bench.
The works found by authors do not focus on design and impact evaluation of DSM over total costs
and operational aspects of IMG projects. Moreover, few of the works consider the financial aspects of
the cooperation between private and public capital to fund IMG projects. Additionally, none of them
allow defining tariffs that guarantee the sustainability of the IMG project over time. In this regard,
the present article aims to fulfill gaps found in the literature review by providing a methodology
capable of:

• Obtaining the optimal sizing and the optimal energy dispatch strategy of an IMG project using a
Disciplined Convex Stochastic Programming formulation.

• Obtaining the optimal energy tariffs and stimulus for the DSM to guarantee the financial viability
of an IMG project.

• Evaluating the impacts of different strategies of DSMs over sizing, energy management, and costs
of an IMG project in a case study.

• Implementing and evaluating different DSMs in the planning of IMGs using the same test-bench.

The formulation uses flat, ToU, CPP, DADP, and Incentive-Based Pricing (IBP) tariffs as DSM
strategies. It also proposes a Direct Load Curtailment (DLC) strategy that curtails customers’ electrical
demand if required.

The formulation assumes that the DSMs modify the patterns of consumption of the customers,
which will lead to a change in the capacities of energy sources [36–39]. The results of the application
of the methodology provide the optimal size of the energy sources, the optimal energy dispatch,
the optimal tariffs, the economic incentives, and the load curtailment. The rest of the article proceeds as
follows: Section 2 presents the definition of the problem and the proposed solution. Section 3 presents
a case study as an example of the application of the methodology, and Section 4 includes its results
and analysis. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of the work and future directions.
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2. Definition of the Problem and Proposed Solution

The present work aims to illustrate for planners and policymakers the benefits of applying DSM
for IMG planning. For that purpose, the methodology integrates sizing and IMG operation using
three different optimization levels, as shown by Figure 1. The first level obtains the sizes of energy
sources using a Monte Carlo analysis. The second level uses a day-ahead rolling horizon over the
same optimization horizon of the first level to define incentives, tariffs, and load curtailment of each
of the strategies of DSM. Finally, the third level simulates the microgrid operation by iterating in the
same rolling horizon that the second level uses. The third level performs the simulation to compute
the optimal dispatch strategy after weather and demand profiles are known.

The rolling horizon computes one day in advance at each time and rolls over one year. Each day,
the second level computes the proper day-ahead DSM stimulus that the third level uses to compute
the day-ahead response of the customers. The second level computes these stimuli using day-ahead
forecasts of electrical demand. The third level applies the stimulus found in the second level to compute
the customers’ response. While the first and second level assess the uncertainties in day-ahead forecasts
of the demand and in weather variables, the third level assumes perfect knowledge of these variables.
This assumption allows the methodology to compute the impacts of errors in forecasts over the DSM
performance. The formulation computes the total costs of operation on the third level. Sections 2.1–2.3
present a detailed explanation of each of the levels. Appendix A, present in Table A1 a description of
all the variables used in the following sections with their respective names and units.

Energy resources 

Electrical demand 

DSMS selection Γ Sizing

Installed 
capacities C

Installed capacities 

Energy resources 

Electrical demand 

Setting of 
Day-Ahead 

DSMS

Γ ,

Γ ,

Energy resources 

Electrical demand 

Real 
operation of 

the SAMG

Results

Level 1
Horizon = 1 year
Data = Historical

Level 2
Horizon = 1 day
Data = Forecasted

Level 3
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Installed capacities 

Rolling Horizon

Ψ , , , , , ,, , , , , Λ ,

Figure 1. Graphical description of the proposed methodology.
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2.1. First Level: Sizing

The formulation of the first optimization level a1 can be stated as:

J(x∗) = minimize
x

a1(x, ξ)

subject to bi(x, ξ) = 0 i = 1, . . . , B,

ci(x, ξ) ≥ 0 i = 1, . . . , C

(1)

where x represents the decision variables, ξ represents the uncertainties of the electrical demand,
bi, i = 1, . . . , B are convex functions in x for each value of the random variable ξ, and ci, i = 1, . . . , C are
deterministic affine functions. Since a1 ,bi, i = 1, . . . , B and ci, i = 1, . . . , C are convex on x, the definition
of Formulation (1) is a convex optimization problem [40] ([41], Chapter 7).

IMG projects can receive funding from public or private capital. To compute the effects of the
funding sources over the total costs, profits, and customer payments, the formulation of a1 introduces
factors ϕcg, ϕci, ϕog, and ϕoi, where ϕci + ϕcg = 1 and ϕoi + ϕog = 1. The formulation of a1 is designed
to minimize the Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and the Operational Expenditures (OPEX) of the IMG.
Equations (2)–(10) describe the formulation of a1.

X1 = arg min
Cu ,Eu,t

ϕcg

U

∑
u=1

Cu Iu + ϕog

T

∑
t=1

U

∑
u=1

(λu,t + Λu,t)Eu,t (2)

where the CAPEX (ζ) and OPEX (ϑ) refer to:

ζ =
U

∑
u=1

Cu Iu (3)

ϑ =
T

∑
t=1

U

∑
u=1

(λu,t + Λu,t)Eu,t (4)

and Cu, Iu, λu,t, Λu,t, and Eu,t represent the installed capacity, unitary investment cost, unitary dispatch
costs, unitary maintenance costs, and dispatched energy by the u energy source, respectively.

It is worth noting that the formulation of Equation (2) replaces minimize with argmin, and assigns
the results to the variable X1. This replacement occurs because the second and third methodology
levels require the values of the decision variables , but not the value of the achieved minimum. The rest
of the optimization formulations in the document maintain the replacement.

The proposed formulation considers the energy prices as the only revenue stream for the investors.
Equation (5) introduces a constraint to guarantee that the private investors recover their investments
and the expected Internal Rate of Return R.

− (ϕciζ + ϕoiϑ)(1 + R) +
T

∑
t=1

πn,tDf ,t ≥ 0 (5)

where ϕci and ϕoi represent the percentage of payments of the private investor for the CAPEX and
OPEX costs, and πn,t represents the prices of the n tariff. Equation (6) considers the elasticity (et)
of the customers at a time t, the initial price of the energy (π f lat), and the initial demand (Do,t) to
compute the final demand (Df ,t). Equation (7) introduces an energy conservation factor Ψc to define
how the total energy consumption over the optimization horizon changes after the introduction of
DSM. Values of Ψc ≤ 1 decrease the total energy consumption, while values of Ψc ≥ 1 increase the
total energy consumption over the optimization horizon. A value of Ψc = 1 indicates that the total
energy consumption over the optimization horizon remains constant after the introduction of DSMs.
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et =
π f lat(Df ,t − Do,t)

Do,t(πn,t − π f lat)
(6)

T

∑
t=1

Df ,t − Ψc

T

∑
t=1

Do,t = 0 (7)

The formulation of a1 also includes the energy balance Equation (8), a constraint that limits energy
excess (EEt), and a constraint that limits the lack of energy (LEt), (9) and (10), respectively. Equations (9)
and (10) introduce the parameter z to control the desired level of reliability in the IMG.

T

∑
t=1

U

∑
u=1

Eu,t − EEt + LEt − Df ,t = 0 (8)

T

∑
t=1

EEt ≤ (1 − z)
T

∑
t=1

Df ,t (9)

T

∑
t=1

LEt ≤ (1 − z)
T

∑
t=1

Df ,t (10)

Additionally, the a1 formulation includes Equations (14) till (26) in order to evaluate the impact of
DSM strategies on the sizing of the IMG (changing the horizon from 24 to 8760 h, respectively).

2.2. Second Level: Setting of Day-Ahead DSM Values

The formulation of the second optimization level a2 solves the following problem:

X2 = arg min
EF

u,h ,EEF
h ,LEF

h

ϕog

24

∑
h=1

U

∑
u=1

(λu,h + Λu,h)EF
u,h + ωEEF

h + ωLEF
h (11)

s.t.
24

∑
h=1

U

∑
u=1

EF
u,h − EEF

h + LEF
h − dF

f ,h = 0, (12)

where EEF
h and LEF

h are the 24 day-ahead forecasted energy excess (a non-positive variable) and the
forecasted lack of energy (a non-negative unrestricted variable), respectively, and ω is a penalization
factor. EF

u,h and dF
f ,h represent the 24 day-ahead forecasted dispatch of the u energy sources and the

24 day-ahead forecasted electrical demand, respectively.
The formulation of the second optimization level a2 uses the capacities Cu, the day-ahead forecasts

of energy resources GF
h , and forecasts of electric demand dF

o,h as inputs in order to compute the
day-ahead stimulus for the five Γn,h DSM strategies. Four of the DSM strategies use πn in Equation (5)
as an indirect stimulus to modify the customer consumption patterns. Those four DSM strategies
are: Time of Use pricing (ToU), Critical Peak Pricing (CPP), Day-Ahead Dynamic Pricing (DADP),
and Incentive-Based Pricing (IBP). The last DSM uses a Direct Load Curtailment strategy that sheds a
percentage of load when required. The baseline case for comparisons uses a flat tariff and no DSM.
The description of the baseline case and each of the DSMs proceeds in the following subsections [42].

2.2.1. Flat Tariff (Baseline Case)

In general terms, the unitary value of a flat tariff is the sum of all the costs of producing the energy
divided by the total amount of energy produced [43]. Equation (13) describes the yearly payments
using a regular flat tariff.

Θ f lat =
ζ + ∑T

t=1 ϑt

∑T
t=1 Df ,t

(1 + R)
T

∑
t=1

Df ,t (13)
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However, this traditional approach does not set an optimal tariff to recover investments while
minimizing energy costs. Here, we propose the introduction of a decision variable π f lat into the
formulation to find the optimum price for the tariff.

Θ f lat = π f lat

T

∑
t=1

Df ,t (14)

2.2.2. Time of Use Tariff

ToU tariffs vary daily or seasonally on a fixed schedule, using two or more constant prices [44].
One of the main benefits of this type of tariff is its stability over long periods, which gives the customer
a better ability to adapt to it [45,46]. To create a ToU tariff, the planner must define the number of Y
blocks and the starting and ending hours of each y block [45]. The optimization problem considers the
prices πy of the Y number of blocks as decision variables to be computed. Equation (15) presents the
yearly payments using Y different block hours of prices.

Θtou =
T

∑
t=1

Y

∑
y=1

πyDf ,t (15)

The methodology computes the ToU and flat tariffs in the first optimization level a1 and the
demand response of the customers in the third level a3. The second level is not used for the flat tariff
and the ToU tariff because they do not have daily variations. The algorithm computes the flat and ToU
tariffs following the same process used to find the capacities of the energy sources Cu, using adapted
versions of Equations (30) and (31).

2.2.3. Critical Peak Pricing

The CPP tariff can be 3 to 5 times higher than the usual tariff, but is allowed only a few days per
year [46]. In Equation (16), πbase is a scalar variable that is chosen to be equal to the flat tariff π f lat.
πpeak is a decision variable of dimension 24 and is computed one day in advance. Equation (16) defines
the day-ahead forecasted payments using a CPP tariff, and Equation (17) defines the day-ahead hourly
critical peak price.

ΘF
cpp = πbase

τbase

∑
h=1

dF,base
f ,h +

τpeak

∑
h=1

πF
peak,hdF,peak

f ,h (16)

πF
cpp,h = πbase + πF

peak,h (17)

A critical forecasted event, such as high demand or low generation capacity, triggers the critical
peak price in a CPP tariff. In this regard, the CPP tariff must include a predictor of the critical event
and a decision mechanism to set the value of the critical price. The first optimization level formulation
a1 uses historical data, which implies that the formulation has full knowledge over the optimization
horizon (T = 8760 h). The perfect knowledge allows the formulation to state constraint (18), which limits
the apparition of the critical price only to a few hours in a year. Equation (18) uses variable ϕpeak
to control the number of hours with critical price allowed and δpeak to define how many times the base
price πbase is scaled up. The planner defines ϕpeak δpeak, and πbase, πpeak, τbase, and τpeak are decision
variables that the optimization formulation computes.

T

∑
t=1

πpeak,t ≤ ϕpeakTδpeakπbase (18)

However, in order to simulate the operation of the IMG, the rolling horizon will only know the
forecasts one day in advance. The formulation must define a mechanism to determine the conditions
that allow the critical peak price to take place. Thus, it defines the critical event as low daily forecasted
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primary energy resources (lower than a predefined threshold �). The decision mechanism sets the
day-ahead value of the critical price using the variable πF

peak,h. Equation (19) describes the mechanism
to set the CPPs in the operational phase of the IMG.

πF
cpp,h =

⎧⎨
⎩πbase + πF

peak,h, if ∑24
h=1 GF

h ≤ �

πbase, otherwise
(19)

2.2.4. Day-Ahead Dynamic Pricing

DADP refers to a tariff that is announced one day in advance to customers and has hourly
variations. This scheme offers less uncertainty to customers than “hour- ahead pricing” or “real-time
pricing,” thus allowing them to plan their activities [47,48]. Equation (20) introduces the day-ahead
payments under a DADP tariff, using πF

h as a decision variable vector of dimension 24.

ΘF
dadp =

24

∑
h=1

πF
h dF

f ,h (20)

2.2.5. Incentive-Based Pricing

The IBP tariff provides discounts in the tariff to the customers to increase the electric energy
consumption or an extra fare to penalize it. The planner can decide the IBP base price to be equal to the
flat tariff π f lat to guarantee a constant value each day. Variable πF

inc,h computes the day-ahead hourly
incentives and can take positive or negative values. Equation (21) defines the day-ahead payments
using the IBP tariff.

ΘF
inc =

24

∑
h=1

dF
f ,h(πbase + πF

inc,h) (21)

All of the N tariffs must have restrictions to avoid null or excessive pricing. Governments,
policymakers, or IMG owners can guarantee fair tariffs to the customers with constraint (22).

πmin
n ≤ πn ≤ πmax

n (22)

2.2.6. Direct Load Curtailment Strategy

The DLC strategy curtails a portion εF
h out of forecasted demand if required. The planner of the

IMG decides the percentage of curtailed demand κ. The final demand and day-ahead payments are
defined as follows:

dF
f ,h = dF

o,h − εF
h (23)

ΘF
dlc =

24

∑
h=1

dF
f ,hπ f lat (24)

The general restrictions for the DLC strategy are defined as follows:

εF
h ≤ κdF

f ,h (25)

24

∑
h=1

εF
h ≤ κ

24

∑
h=1

dF
f ,h (26)

2.3. Third Level: Real Operation of the IMG

The formulation of the third optimization level a3 solves the following problem:
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X3 = arg min
ER

u,h ,EER
h ,LER

h

ϕog

24

∑
h=1

U

∑
u=1

(λu,h + Λu,h)ER
u,h + ωEER

h + ωLER
h (27)

s.t.
24

∑
h=1

U

∑
u=1

ER
u,h − EER

h + LER
h − dR

f ,h = 0, (28)

where the formulation computes the real dispatch of energy sources using capacities Cu, real energy
resources GR

h , real final electric demand dR
f ,h, and the energy prices πn of each DSM in order to compute

the real dispatch of the U energy sources of the IMG.
In addition to Equations (27) and (28), the formulation of a3 must include physical restrictions

for all the U energy sources used to design the IMG (maximum battery charge and discharge rates,
maximum power generator output, amongst others). It is essential to highlight that EER

h and LER
h in

the third level refer to energy that generators produce in excess and energy that the generators can not
provide, respectively. The first level constrains the allowed quantity of excess (Equation (9)) and lack
(10) of energy. The second level uses a penalization factor for these variables (Equation (11)). However,
the third level is just an accumulator, a counter of these quantities.

3. Case Study

The case study aims to illustrate the capabilities and performance of the proposed methodology
and considers the design of an IMG composed of a PV, a BESS, and a Diesel Generator (DG) System,
as Figure 2 shows. The case study assumes that the microgrid can have two different types of load.
The case study uses the load type one when the planner chooses a DSM based on price. The load type
one has Smart Meters. The case study uses the second type of load when the planner decides to use the
DSM based on DLC. The second type of load has a device as “GridShare” to perform the curtailment
of the electrical demand [31]. The case study considers six IMG designs: Baseline case (flat tariff and
no DSM) and one design for each of the proposed DSM (ToU, CPP, DADP, IBP, DLC). The results of the
designs using DSM are compared with the baseline case design. All of the optimization formulation
was written in Python 3.7 using the CVXPY 1.0 package [49,50]. The selected solver is MOSEK, due to
its flexibility, speed, and accuracy [51,52].

The case study includes a Monte Carlo Sampling (MCS) approach to deal with the uncertainties of
the stochastic formulation. The MCS approach builds different scenarios by sampling the Probability
Distribution Functions (PDFs) of electrical demand. In order to build scenarios, a pre-processing
step fits the historic electrical demand into monthly/hourly PDFs. For simplicity and for the sake of
reduction in computational burden, the case study assumes the demand follows a Gaussian process
without a covariance matrix. Afterwards, a random sampling process of the monthly/hourly PDFs
builds the demand for each sample s of the MCS approach. Equation (29) describes the sampling
process. Figure 3 shows monthly/hourly fitted distributions using a continuous line to represent the
mean and a shaded area to represent the standard deviation.

Dt|m, h ∼ f (ψm,h) (29)

In Equations (2), (11) and (27), X1, X2, and X3 represent the S solutions of minimizing a1, a2,
and a3, respectively. The Cu capacities of the energy sources selected for the IMG in the first level
must supply 95% of the S electrical demands with z level of reliability (as defined by Equation (10)).
A post-processing step fits the Cu results to a PDF φu, and obtains the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) Φu. The evaluation of the inverse of the CDF Φu at 0.95 provides the values of energy source
capacities Cu. These values will supply electrical demand with the desired reliability level 95% of the
time (95% of all the scenarios).

Φu =
∫ ∞

−∞
φudCu (30)

Cu = Φ−1
u (0.95) (31)
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DC/AC

Load type 1
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Figure 2. Architecture of the islanded/isolated microgrid of the case study.

Figure 3. Fitting of the electrical demand.

Geographic and Weather Conditions of the Case Study

The case study is located at longitude 77′16′8′′ West and latitude 5′41′36′′ North (Nuquí,
Colombia). The study case uses the Meteonorm database of the PvSyst software to obtain the Global
Horizontal Radiation (GHI) and temperature conditions of the geographical region. Additionally,
the study case uses Homer Pro software to obtain a standard community electrical demand.
The standard community electrical demand that Homer Pro provides has hourly steps over a one-year
horizon. Figure 4 shows the historic yearly standard profile of the electrical demand that Homer Pro
provides. Figure 5 shows the yearly GHI. Figure 6 shows the yearly temperature.
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Figure 4. Yearly electrical demand.

Figure 5. Yearly Global Horizontal Radiation.

Figure 6. Yearly temperature.
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The Monte Carlo Sampling analysis shown in Equation (29) builds the scenarios for the stochastic
analysis using the standard community electrical demand obtained from Homer Pro (shown in
Figure 4) and a scale factor of 20. The cost of diesel used for the optimization is 0.75 USD/liter.
The case study takes the Diesel Generator model from [53], the PV system model from [54–56],
and the BESS model from [57]. Table 2 summarizes the unitary installation and maintenance costs
of the equipment obtained from regional providers. The values assigned to πn,min and πn,max in
constraint (22) are 0 USD/kWh, and two times the price of the current flat tariff of urban areas in
Colombia, 0.34 USD/kWh, respectively [58].

Table 2. Unitary system costs for simulations.

System Initial Investment Maintenance Operation

PV 1300 USD/kW 60 USD/kW 0 USD
BESS 420 USD/kWh 23 USD/kWh 0 USD
DG 550 USD/kW 30 USD/kWh f (E2

DG,t, ψL)

Additionally, the methodology takes as inputs the values of Ψc, e, ϕcg, ϕci, ϕog, ϕoi, ω, κ, GH
h , Iu,

λu, Λu, and S. Planners or policymakers can decide these values or perform sensitivity analyses over
each of them. Table 3 shows the values used for simulations in this work. The following section uses
the MCS approach and the inputs of Table 3 to compute the results and for the case study.

Table 3. Values of the input parameters for the simulations.

Input Value Input Value

Ψc 1 κ 10%
e 0.3 GH

h Figures 5 and 6
ϕcg 0.9 Iu See Table 2
ϕci 0.1 λu See Table 2
ϕog 0.9 Λu See Table 2
ϕoi 0.1 S 100
ω 0.4

4. Results and Analysis

The case study aims to evaluate the effects of five different DSMs over the optimization results of
the proposed formulation. The five considered DSMs are ToU, CPP, DADP, IBP, and DLC. The study
case evaluates different aspects of the effects of the DSMs. Section 4.1 shows the average of each of
the tariffs and the curtailment of the DLC strategy. Section 4.2 shows the effects of the DSMs over the
sizing of the energy sources of the IMG. Section 4.3 aims to analyze the impacts of the DSMs over
the economic aspects of the microgrid. This section analyzes the impacts of DSMs over total costs,
profits of private investors, customer payments, and LCOE. Additionally, the section considers the
delivered energy and fuel consumption. Section 4.4 presents the effects of the forecast errors over the
operation of the IMG. Section 4.5 presents percentage variations in crucial indicators as total cost of
the project and LCOE between the first and the third optimization levels. Finally, Section 4.6 shows a
comparison of the performance of all the DSMs.

4.1. Demand Side Management Analysis

Each of the Γn DSM strategies uses a different stimulus to modify customer consumption patterns.
ΓToU , ΓCPP, ΓDADP, and ΓIBP use tariffs as an indirect stimulus to modify those patterns. Figure 7
shows the average daily stimulus and the Standard Deviation (STD) of the DSMs. The lines represent
daily averages of the DSM strategies, and shaded area represents STDs.
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Figure 7. Daily average price of the selected tariffs.

Figure 7 presents energy prices. It is interesting to notice that IBP and DADP tariffs reduce
the energy price in the middle of the day. The reduction occurs due to the presence of photovoltaic
generation in the IMG. IBP and DADP DSMs incentivize customers to increase energy consumption
when it is cheaper to generate electric energy.

The ΓDLC DSM curtails a percentage of the demand. Figure 8 shows the daily average of the
curtailed values in a continuous line and the STD of the curtailed energy in a shaded area.

Figure 8. Daily average load curtailment for the ΓDLC DSM.

The stimulus introduced by DSM strategies modifies customers’ consumption patterns.
Using Equation (6) and the stimulus computed using Equations (15)–(26), it is possible to compute the
demand response. Figure 9 shows the demands after the application of DSM. The lines represent daily
averages of the electrical demand, and shaded area represents the STDs.
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Figure 9. Daily average load for each of the DSMs and the base case.

It is interesting to note in Figure 7 that the IBP rate tends to be similar to the DADP rate. Therefore,
it produces similar effects over electrical demand (see Figure 9). The lack of hourly restrictions
on the appearance of the incentive of the IBP tariff causes this to occur. However, the design of
hourly restrictions will rely on the experience of the IMG planner, which may ultimately lead to
sub-optimal results.

4.2. Sizing Analysis

The variations in the customers’ consumption patterns modify the IMG sizing. Figure 10 presents
the variations in the sizing of the Diesel Generator, the photovoltaic system, and the BESS for the
five DSMs.

Figure 10. Comparison of the sizing of the energy sources for the DSM against the base case.
Diesel Generator and photovoltaic capacities are in kW, and the Battery Energy Storage System (BESS)
capacity is in kWh.
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On the one side, Figure 10 shows that ToU- and IBP-based DSMs require less installed capacity
than the other alternatives. On the other side, Figure 10 shows that DLC and CPP DSMs do not
considerably reduce the energy sources’ installed capacities. However, reductions in installed capacities
do not necessarily mean that one DSM is better than others. The following sections contribute with
different analyses to determine which of the DSMs can be more suitable for IMG applications.

4.3. Economic Analysis

The DSM introduction in the IMG planning modifies total costs, investors’ profits, customers’
payments, total delivered energy, and LCOE, among others. Equations (32)–(36) present how to
compute these values, and Figure 11 shows the results for the five DSM strategies and the base case.

Total costs = ζ + ϑ (32)

Profits =
T

∑
t=1

πn,tDf ,t − (ϕciζ + ϕoiϑ) (33)

Payments =
T

∑
t=1

πn,tDf ,t (34)

Energy =
T

∑
t=1

Df ,t − |EEf ,t| − |LEf ,t| (35)

LCOE =
Energy

Total costs
(36)

Figure 11. Comparison of the costs and the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) of the five DSMs against
the base case.

4.4. Assessment of the Impact of Forecast Errors

In the operational stage of the IMG, the proposed formulation computes the DSM stimulus using
day-ahead load forecasts. Instead of using a particular method to perform the forecasts, the approach
adds Gaussian noise to the real demand to build the forecasted demand, as is stated by Equations (37)
and (38). This approach allows measurement of the impact of forecast errors over the final results in
the third stage (after knowing the real values of the load).

ν ∼ N (μ, σ2) (37)
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dF
h = dR

h ν (38)

Thus, this section presents a sensitivity analysis of the impact of forecast errors. By computing
the simulations again, considering forecast errors of 0%, 5%, 10%, and 15%, this approach computes
forecast errors using the Mean Absolute Percentage Error. Table 4 relates the percentage of error with
the STD used in Equation (37).

Table 4. input parameters for simulations.

Error σ2 Error σ2

0% N/A 5.01% 0.0628
10.01% 0.1258 15.01% 0.1881

It is significant to notice that the reported errors correspond to the average error for all the
forecasts of all the simulated scenarios. In the 0% error case, the forecasted demand values are equal
to the real values dF

h = dR
h . The case study found that the methodology is unable to compute the

day-ahead stimulus of the DSMs when the forecast errors are near to 20% (σ2 = 0.2512).
Figure 12 shows that the impact of the forecast errors in the total costs, the delivered energy,

the investors’ profits, the customers’ payments, and the LCOE is not significant. The variation between
the case with perfect forecasts and 15% error in the forecasts is less than 1%. The DADP tariff presents
the highest variation in profits and payments of the customers, which drop 1% as compared to the
case where the forecast errors are zero.

(a) CPP (b) DADP

(c) IBP (d) DLC

Figure 12. Effects of the forecast errors over the main results. (a) Forecast errors effects for a Critical
Peak Pricing (CPP) DSM. (b) Forecast errors effects for a Day-Ahead Dynamic Pricing (DADP) DSM.
(c) Forecast errors effects for an Incentive-Based Pricing (IBP) DSM. (d) Forecast error effects for a
Direct Load Curtailment (DLC) DSM.
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4.5. Assessment of the Relation between the First and Third Optimization Levels

This article presents the design of a methodology to compute the effects of five different DSMs
over the sizing of IMGs. However, in order to calculate the energy sources’ capacities, only the first
optimization level of the proposed methodology is required. The second and the third optimization
level formulations evaluate the performance of the IMG once it is in operation. Figure 13 reveals the
percentage variations between the results from the first and third optimization levels for the five DSMs
and the base case.

The first level of the proposed methodology uses a scenario approach built upon historical data
and considers an optimization horizon of one year. The second and third levels use a scenario approach
built upon forecasts to predict DSMs and consider a rolling horizon with an optimization horizon of
one day over a year. Figure 13 presents the comparison between the average results from the first and
third levels when the error in the forecasts is 10%. The extra costs, payments, and LCOE, as well as the
reductions in profits and payments, are the result of the change of the optimization horizons and the
use of historical instead of forecast data. Planners can also compute percentage variations between the
first and third levels for different forecast errors and can utilize trends in percentage variations of each
of the values to avoid executing the second and third levels of the methodology. Just by executing the
first level and considering the percentages’ variations in their calculations will be enough to estimate
the total costs of the IMG project.

Figure 13. Percentage differences between the results of the first level and the third level for the five
DSMs and the base case.

4.6. Performance Comparison of the Five DSMs

The five DSMs have different performance in different aspects. Equation (39) is adopted to
measure the performance of each of the DSMs.

Performance =
worst − current

worst − best
(39)

Figure 14 shows that DADP and IBP tariffs perform better than the other DSMs. However,
these rates require announcing energy prices one day in advance, so customers reorganize their
consumption daily. In the context of IMG, hourly variations of the tariffs might not be the best option
in some scenarios. In those scenarios, a ToU tariff or CPP tariff can give a satisfying solution as well.
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Figure 14. Performance comparison of the base case and the five DSMs

5. Conclusions

The present work proposes a methodology to design and evaluate five DSMs in the planning and
operation of IMGs. The methodology allows determination of the optimal size, optimal energy dispatch
strategy, and optimal stimulus for the DSMs using a Disciplined Convex Stochastic Programming
approach. The work designs and evaluates the effects of the five DSMs using one case study as a
test-bench, which makes this work the first attempt to do so in the literature known by the authors.

The proposed methodology can help policymakers design proper regulations for IMG projects that
consider the social conditions of customers and private investors. Additionally, the methodology can
be useful for IMG planners or entrepreneurs that want to build profitable business models providing
energy to isolated communities. In this regard, the methodology allows policymakers to:

• Compute the effects of applying one of the five DSMs over the total costs of IMG projects in the
planning phase.

• Control the revenue of private investors or entrepreneurs to prevent excessive profits.
• Minimize the total amount of subsidies paid by the government for IMG projects.
• Compute the effects over the sizing and the total costs of IMG projects for different values of

customer elasticities.

Additionally, the methodology allows IMG planners or entrepreneurs to:

• Compute the expected expenses and revenues of an IMG project considering any of the five
DSMs.

• Compute the sizing of the energy sources considering any of the five DSMs.
• Consider the effects of using different combinations of energy sources to supply the

electrical demand.
• Obtain the optimal day-ahead energy dispatch strategy for the microgrid considering any of the

five DSMs.

The methodology can provide the benefits mentioned above to its users if the assumptions that
it was built upon are fulfilled. In this regard, by sharpening the assumptions, the methodology will
adapt better to the conditions of IMG projects. Considering more energy sources, sophisticated models
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of customer elasticities, and demand response models adapted to local conditions, among others,
will improve the methodology as well.

Finally, it is essential to highlight the technical characteristic of the present study, which aims
to inform planners and policymakers about the benefits of applying DSMs in the planning of IMGs.
However, policymakers should perform comprehensive social and behavioral studies to evaluate the
potential of acceptance of price-based or direct load curtailment DSMs in the context of IMGs.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

DSM Demand-Side Management
MG Microgrid
IMG Isolated/Islanded Microgrid
LCOE Levelized Cost of Energy
BESS Battery Energy Storage System
PV Photovoltaic
DG Diesel Generator
MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming
MINLP Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming
CAPEX Capital Expenditures
OPEX Operational Expenditures
MCS Monte Carlo Sampling
PDF Probability Distribution Function
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
STD Standard Deviation
ToU Time of Use
CPP Critical Peak Pricing
DADP Day-Ahead Dynamic Pricing
IBP Incentive-Based Pricing
DLC Direct Load Curtailment
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Appendix A

Table A1. Variable declaration.

First stage optimization variables
a1 Optimization formulation of the first stage Unitless
ϕci Percentage of the CAPEX paid by the investor Unitless
ϕcg Percentage of the CAPEX paid by the government Unitless
ϕoi Percentage of the OPEX paid by the investor Unitless
ϕog Percentage of the OPEX paid by the government Unitless
X1 Results of the optimization formulations of the first stage Unitless
t Hour of optimization Hours
T Total number of hours to optimize Hours
u Specific generator or storage system of the microgrid Unitless
U Total number of generators and storage systems of the microgrid Unitless
n Specific DSM Unitless
N Total number of DSMs Unitless
Cu Installed capacity of the u device kW, kWh
Iu Unitary initial investment of the u device USD/kW
λu Unitary costs of generation of the u device USD/kWh
Λu Unitary maintenance costs of the u device USD/kWh
Eu,t Quantity of energy delivered with the u device kWh
ζ Total capital expenditures USD
ϑ Total operational expenditures USD
R Internal Rate of Return for the investors Unitless
πn,t Price of the n tariff scheme at time t USD/kWh
Df ,t Final electrical demand of the community kWh
et Self-elasticity of the customers Unitless
π f lat Flat tariff USD/kWh
Do,t Initial electrical demand of the community kWh
Ψc Electric energy conservation factor Unitless
EEt Amount of energy in excess kWh
LEt Lack of energy to fulfill the demand kWh
z Reliability level Unitless
Second stage optimization variables
a2 Optimization formulation of the second stage Unitless
X2 Results of the optimization formulations of the second stage Unitless
h Hours of the day Hours
EF

u,h Quantity of forecasted delivered energy with the u device kWh
EEF

h Amount of forecasted energy in excess kWh
LEF

h Lack of forecasted energy to fulfill the demand kWh
ω Penalization factor Unitless
dF

f ,h Final electrical day-ahead forecasted demand of the community kWh
Θ f lat Payments with flat tariff USD
Θtou Payments with ToU tariff USD
y Specific hourly block of the ToU tariff Unitless
Y Total number of hourly blocks of the ToU tariff Unitless
πy Price at hour y of the ToU tariff USD/kWh
ΘF

cpp Day-ahead forecasted payments of the customers under the CPP tariff USD
πbase Base price of the CCP tariff USD/kWh
τbase Time under base price for the CPP tariff Hours
dF,base

f ,h Forecasted final electrical demand at base price kWh
τpeak Time under peak price for the CPP tariff Hours
πF

peak,h Forecasted peak price of the CCP tariff USD/kWh

dF,peak
f ,h Forecasted final electrical demand at peak price kWh

πF
cpp,h Forecasted Critical Peak Price tariff USD/kWh

πpeak,t Peak price of the CCP tariff USD/kWh
ϕpeak Percentage of the horizon T allowed to have a peak price Unitless
δpeak Times that πbase is scaled in the CPP tariff Unitless
GF

h Global horizontal solar radiation W/m2

� Threshold to trigger the CPP price kW/m2

ΘF
dadp Day-ahead forecasted payments of the customers under the DADP tariff USD

πF
h Forecasted hourly price of the DADP tariff scheme USD/kWh

ΘF
ince Day-ahead forecasted payments of the customers under the incentive-based tariff USD

πF
ince,h Forecasted incentive price of the IBP tariff USD/kWh

πn,min Minimum value of the n tariff USD/kWh
πn Price of the n tariff scheme USD/kWh
πn,max Maximum value of the n tariff USD/kWh
dF

o,h Forecasted initial electrical demand kWh
εF

h Forecasted curtailed demand kWh
ΘF

dlc Day-ahead forecasted payments of the customers under the DLC DSM USD
κ Percentage of the electrical demand to curtail kWh
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Table A1. Cont.

Third stage optimization variables
a3 Optimization formulation of the third stage Unitless
X3 Results of the optimization formulations of the third stage Unitless
ER

u,h Real quantity of delivered energy with the u device kWh
EER

h Real amount of energy in excess kWh
LER

h Real lack of energy to fulfill the demand kWh
dR

f ,h Real final electrical demand kWh
Case study
Dt Electrical demand at time t kW
m Months of the year Unitless
h Hours of the day Hours
ψm,h PDF of the month m and hour h kW
Φu CDF of the capacity results kW
φu PDF of the capacity results kW
s Specific scenario Unitless
S Total number of scenarios Unitless
ΥL Diesel price per liter USD/liter
Lu Lifetime of the u technology Years
Lp Lifetime of the IMG project Years
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Abstract: This paper proposes a virtual tool for load flow analysis in energy distribution systems of
micro-grids. The solution is based on a low-cost measurement architecture, which entails low-voltage
power measurements in each secondary substation and a voltage measurement at the beginning of
the medium voltage (MV) feeder. The proposed virtual tool periodically queries these instruments to
acquire the measurements. Then, it implements a backward–forward load flow algorithm, to evaluate
the power flow in each branch and the voltage at each node. The virtual tool performances are
validated using power measurements acquired at the beginning of each MV feeder. The uncertainties
on each calculated quantity are also evaluated starting from the uncertainties due to the used
measurement instruments. Moreover, the influence of the line parameter uncertainties on the
evaluated quantities is also considered. The validated tool is useful for the online analysis of power
flows and also for planning purposes, as it allows verifying the influence of future distributed
generator power injection. In fact, the tool is able to off-line perform the load flow calculation in
differently distributed generation scenarios. The micro-grid of Favignana Island was used as a case
study to test the developed virtual tool.

Keywords: smart grid; power system; distributed generation; micro-grid; load flow;
measurement uncertainties

1. Introduction

The growing demand to increase the percentage of renewable energy and reduce diesel
consumption led the distributor system operator (DSO) of micro-grids, as those of small islands, to
carry out an analysis in order to verify the safety management of the power grid and to redesign
it in case it does not satisfy the grid constraints. In such islands, several issues arise in terms of
power system safe operation and planning [1–7], considering the specific characteristics of these
kinds of distribution networks, which are relatively small, with a high variability between the winter
and summer loads and not always sufficiently covered by public communication infrastructures.
Apart from actual energy policies and regulatory frameworks, or technical capabilities enabled by
advanced modeling and analysis tools, an important issue for effectively increasing the distributed
generation and storage systems presence in distribution networks is the possibility for DSOs to achieve
new simple and versatile tools for power system monitoring and management purposes. These tools
have to be based on proper communication and measurement infrastructures, which should be feasible
for DSOs themselves, in terms of low cost, flexibility and expandability features, in order to allow
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their development starting from the existing instrumentation and equipment typically employed in
such networks.

Several papers can be found in the literature concerning the measurement and communication
technologies in distribution systems. For example, in [8–12], a wide overview is given of measurement
technologies and architectures for the smart distribution grids, including metering and communication
infrastructures. For distribution networks, especially those of isolated islands, supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems are typically employed for monitoring, protection and control
purposes. As regards measurement instrumentation, several kinds of equipment are considered,
such as smart meters and sensors, power quality analyzers, phasor measurement units (PMUs) and
micro-PMUs (μPMUs), and so on, which can be more or less suitable, depending on the considered
distribution system management applications and the particular characteristics of the considered
network. In particular, many recent researches have been focused on PMUs and μPMUs for distribution
network monitoring, control and diagnostic applications [13–19]. However, such solutions can be
unsuitable for small island micro-grids, because power lines are short and/or the intrinsic costs of
such instrumentation are high. To reduce the installation costs, some authors propose to use a few
measurement points and to integrate them with load estimations [20–27]; however, when dealing with
load estimations (or pseudo-measurements), higher uncertainty levels are generally expected and more
sophisticated algorithms can be needed for the distribution system state’s estimation, which also may
entail higher computational costs. The integration of differently distributed measurement solutions have
also been investigated, for example, considering the possibility of smart meter and power quality meter
exploitation or SCADA- and PMU-enhanced integration, for a number of applications (load forecasting,
optimization, demand side management, fault detection and so on) [28–40]. If the application of such
solutions is envisaged for small distribution networks, such as those addressed in this paper, the
main problems are related to the processing of algorithms’ accuracy and complexity, considering the
reasonable computational capabilities of the DSOs control centers. Another fundamental element
to enable network observability is the communication between these measurement devices and the
control room of the micro-grid. Different solutions can be used for this purpose: optic fiber, power
line communications, GSM, wireless and so on. The different communication solutions must be
compared in terms of cost, reliability, security, environmental impact and power quality effects [41–47],
considering also their availability and suitability in islanded micro-grids.

In summary, the main issues to apply these technologies in the case of small islanded grids are:

• the cost of the measurement infrastructure;
• the availability and the cost of communication systems from public or private providers or

eventually the installation cost of a dedicated infrastructure;
• the high-load variability connected with the seasonal tourist influx;
• the high sensitivity to distributed generation uncertainty, especially in low load seasons, which

can cause a high variation of the required power and consequently high voltage and frequency
variation in the network.

In this paper, these aspects are considered, for proposing solutions especially tailored for the case
of an island’s distribution network. The basic aim of this work was the development of a feasible
tool for load flow analysis and power system planning, based on a low-cost distributed measurement
system. The proposed solution has been implemented on-field, on the real distribution network of
the Island of Favignana (Italy, Mediterranean Sea). To fully investigate the suitability of the proposed
solution, it has to be characterized by the means of an uncertainty analysis, considering both the real
measurement data and the network parameters uncertainty propagation on the power flow estimations.
Experimental results are presented to validate the algorithm and verify its capability to evaluate
in real time the power flows with good accuracy. Furthermore, off-line simulations based on real
measurement data have been carried out, showing how the proposed virtual tool is also useful to study
the impact of distributed generation in an isolated network. The proposed solution allows addressing
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all the aforementioned issues in terms of reduced costs, thanks to the use of low-cost instrumentation
communication infrastructures, without affecting the capability for the real-time evaluation of the
power flows and to plan the network improvement, avoiding critical situations due to the distributed
generation and loads variability.

In detail, an ad hoc monitoring system is used, which is particularly suitable for a small island,
because of its reduced cost and simplicity of installation. The solution is based on the use of power
quality analyzers (PQAs) in distribution network substations, which are less expensive than PMUs.
Moreover, they are installed at the low-voltage (LV) side of power transformers, thus reducing
installation costs; these last could be even null, if smart meters are already installed by DSO for
energy theft detection purposes. Starting from LV active and reactive power measurements acquired
by these instruments in each secondary substation, the authors developed a backward–forward
load flow (BF-LF) algorithm, which allows determining all the other network state variables [48–50].
The algorithm requires only one additional voltage measurement at medium voltage (MV) bus-bars of
the central generating station; typically, this measurement can already be available in a real distribution
network, thus no extra costs are needed for further instrumentation. Thanks to its low computation
cost and simplicity of implementation, the BF-LF algorithm is a good solution for this kind of small
distribution network. As regards the communication between the substation meters and DSO control
center, a wireless HiperLAN-based architecture is used which is particularly suitable in the case of
small islands, thanks to their orography. Starting from the aforementioned distributed measurement
infrastructure, a virtual instrument (VI) has been developed and implemented, which is able to query
all the installed PQAs to acquire the measurement data and to perform the load flow calculation
of the whole network. The algorithm was implemented in a LabVIEW environment, because it
allows assuring a highly readable and simple use. As regards the metrological characterization of the
developed system, a Monte Carlo procedure is also implemented to perform an uncertainty analysis of
the calculated power flows, considering the input uncertainties on both the real measurement data and
the network parameter knowledge. The presented results show how the proposed architecture allows
monitoring the power system in real-time and with good accuracy. Furthermore, the measurement
data are acquired and stored in a database; this allows running the offline simulation; in this way,
the validated software tool can also be used to perform the simulation of photovoltaic penetration
scenarios and to observe its impact on power flows.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the monitoring architecture and the developed
virtual tool for load flow analysis are described, including the implementation of the uncertainty
evaluation algorithm, used for the characterization of the load flow analysis accuracy starting from
on-field measurements. In Section 3, the implementation of the proposed solution is presented for
the real case study of Favignana Island micro-grid. In Section 4, the algorithm is validated with real
measurement data, evaluating also all the uncertainty contributions. Finally, in Section 5 the virtual
tool is used to perform a simulation of different scenarios of photovoltaic generation.

2. Monitoring Architecture and Virtual Tool for Load Flow Analysis

The observability of distribution networks in real time is the base element for a proper grid
management, maintaining its stability and correct operation. Currently, most MV distribution networks
around the world are scarcely monitored. Few measurement instruments are usually installed and
DSOs are not able to perform a real-time load flow of the whole network. As already mentioned, this is
mainly due to the intrinsic costs of a monitoring solution, which entails the costs of the measuring
equipment, MV transducers and communication network. A solution to reduce these costs is shown in
Figure 1. In this solution, the authors proposed to use PQAs at the LV side of the power transformer in
each secondary substation and a further PQA at the MV bus-bars in the generating substation [48].
The developed virtual tool is installed in the DSO control center. It queries all PQAs and performs the
load flow analysis.
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Figure 1. Proposed architecture for the medium voltage (MV) distribution network monitoring.

To this aim, a proper BF-LF algorithm was implemented. The algorithm uses as input the measured
active and reactive powers of each load and the voltage at the MV bus-bars of the generating substation.
Thanks to these measurements, the algorithm is able to univocally determine all the unknown state
variables, i.e., node voltages and branch power flows.

The PQA at the MV bus-bars also allows measuring active and reactive powers at the beginning
of the feeder; these data are not used by the BF algorithm; they will be used in Section 4 to validate the
algorithm performances instead. The block diagram for the BF algorithm implementation in LabVIEW
is shown in Figure 2, where:

• V is the array of node voltages;
• FP and FQ are the arrays of the active and reactive power flows, respectively;
• PL measured and QL measured are the arrays of the measured active and reactive powers, respectively;
• DeltaP is the array of the calculated power losses in the network;
• VMT is the voltage used as reference for the slack bus: its module is equal to the value measured

at MV bus-bars, i.e., V measured, and its phase is assumed as 0;
• Tol module and Tol phase are the thresholds used as tolerance in the load flow algorithm;

Two different sequence frames are used for backward and forward sweeps on the whole network:
the backward sweep calculates the power flows in each branch, and the forward sweep calculates
the node voltages. These two frames are included in a while loop, thus they are repeated until a
convergence condition is met on both the amplitude and the phase of the voltage at each node (at each
iteration, this condition is verified in the third sequence frame).

To analyze the algorithm formulation in more detail, the single-phase network model used is
shown in Figure 3 [50–52]. In the model, the voltages are the medium values of the three phases
while the active and reactive powers are the total powers of the three phases. Network parameters
are shown in Figure 3 and listed in Table 1; they have to be known for each branch and node of the
network. As regards this, in practical cases this is a source of uncertainty (as these data are affected
by uncertainty); in this viewpoint, in Section 4 the impact of such uncertainty on power flow results
is analyzed.
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Figure 2. Block diagram for the power flow calculation.

Figure 3. Scheme of the i-th brunch of the network model.

Table 1. Required network parameters.

Branch Line Parameters

Ri Longitudinal resistance
Xi Longitudinal reactance
Yi Shunt admittance

Transformer Parameters

An,i Rated power
P0,i No load active power losses
Q0,i No load reactive power losses
Pcc,i Short circuit active power losses
Qcc,i Short circuit reactive power losses

2.1. Backward Sweep

As already mentioned, firstly the backward sweep is performed from the last node to the beginning
of the MV feeder. Active and reactive power flows in the longitudinal impedance of each branch are
calculated as:

FP′i = FPi+1 +
(
PLi + P0i + k2

L Pcci

)
(1)

FQ′i = FQi+1 +
(
QLi + Q0i + k2

L Qcci

)
−V2

i Yi (2)

where:
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• Vi is the voltage amplitude at the i-node;
• FPi+1 e FQi+1 are the power flows downstream from the i-node; these terms are null in the case of

a terminal node;
• PLi and QLi are active and reactive powers measured at LV side of power transformers;
• to obtain the equivalent MV load, the power transformer losses are added as P0i + k2

L Pcci and
Q0i + k2

L Qcci for the active and reactive power, respectively (these terms are not added in the case
of MV users, because they are included in PLi and QLi measured at the MV side of the transformer);

• kL is the load factor, i.e., the ratio between the actually drained apparent power and its rated value:

k2
L =

P2
Li + Q2

Li

A2
ni

(3)

When the virtual tool is used to simulate the distributed generators’ connection to the LV network,
the generated powers will be summed to PLi and QLi.

The active and reactive power flows in each branch are finally obtained by summing the line
losses as:

FPi = FP′i + ΔP = FP′i + Ri
FP′i

2 + FQ′i
2

V2
i

(4)

FQi = FQ′i + ΔQ = FQ′i + Xi
FP′i

2 + FQ′i
2

V2
i

(5)

2.2. Forward Sweep

In the forward sweep, node voltages are calculated starting from the measured voltage at MV
bus-bars and the calculated power flows in each branch. The voltage phasor at node i is calculated as:

Vi = Vi−1 −
√

3
.
Zi Ii (6)

where Ii is the phasor of the current flowing in the longitudinal impedance.
It can be obtained from the following expression:

Ii =
FPi − jFQi√

3 ·V∗i−1

(7)

Combining these last two expressions, the voltage phasor can be finally obtained as:

Vi =
V2

i−1 − (Pi ·Ri + Qi ·Xi) − j(Pi · Xi −Qi ·Ri)

V
∗
i−1

(8)

2.3. Convergence Condition

The convergence condition is verified on both the voltage amplitude and phase. In further detail,
the difference is calculated between the amplitudes and the phases of two subsequent cycles. If these
differences were below a tolerance threshold for all the nodes, the while cycle is stopped, otherwise a
further iteration is performed.

2.4. Uncertainty Analysis

To evaluate the uncertainty on power flows’ calculated values, the propagation of uncertainties
was studied starting from the measurement uncertainties of the input quantities [53], i.e., the load
powers of secondary substations and the voltage of MV bus-bars of a generating station.
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The uncertainties on the power measurements acquired at the LV side of power transformers are
calculated taking into account the following contributions:

• The PQAs uncertainty of the power measurements, uP% and uQ%;
• The uncertainty introduced by the current transformers (CTs), due to the ratio and phase angle

errors, ηCT% and εCT, respectively [54].

The uncertainty of power measurements acquired at the MV level in MV user substations is
determined taking into account the following contributions:

• The PQAs uncertainty of the power measurements, uP% and uQ%;
• The uncertainty introduced by the MV CTs [54];
• The uncertainty introduced by MV voltage transformers (VTs), due to the ratio and phase angle

errors, ηVT% and εVT, respectively [55].

The uncertainty on the voltage measurement at the MV bus-bars of generating stations is
determined taking into account the following contributions:

• The PQAs uncertainty of the voltage measurements;
• The uncertainty introduced by the MV VTs.

More in detail, the uncertainties on the active and reactive power measurements for the MV users
are calculated, considering a type B evaluation and a rectangular distribution, through the following
formulas [50]:

uPMV% =

√
η2

CT% + (tanθ 100 sin εCT)
2 + η2

VT% + (tanθ 100 sin εVT)
2 + u2

P%√
3

(9)

uQMV% =

√
η2

CT% + (cotθ 100 sin εCT)
2 + η2

VT% + (cotθ100 sin εVT)
2 + u2

Q%√
3

(10)

where θ is the phase shift between the current and the voltage. For the uncertainties of active and
reactive power measurements at the LV level, uPLV% and uQLV% , a similar expression is used (where the
terms related to the VTs are omitted).

To assess the uncertainty of the load flow output, the law of propagation of uncertainties should
be applied to determine the partial derivatives of the measurement model. An alternative solution
proposed in the standard [56] performs an iterative analysis with a Monte Carlo method. In more
detail, the Monte Carlo procedure suggests repeating the calculation and iteratively varying the
input quantities in their uncertainty range, thus obtaining the uncertainty distribution of the output
quantities. Following this approach, a second VI was designed to be used offline to validate the load
flow algorithm and evaluate its performances in terms of accuracy in the calculated power flows.
The VI performs 105 times the load flow aforementioned algorithm; at each iteration the input quantities
are randomly varied within the related uncertainty intervals through the following expressions:

P′Li = PLi ·
(
1 + uPLV% ·100·Rp

)
(11)

Q′Li = QLi ·
(
1 + uQLV% ·100·Rq

)
(12)

V′MT = VMT·
(
1 + uVMT ·Rv

)
(13)

where:

• PL
i e QL

i are the estimated values of the power measurements;

• uVMT is the relative uncertainty of the voltage measurements;
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• Rp Rq and Rv are the random numbers chosen within a standard normal distribution.

The high number of iterations guarantees that random numbers do not affect the results. Active and
reactive powers were considered as uncorrelated quantities. At each run, active and reactive power
flows on each branch and node voltages were calculated. At the end of the 105 iterations, the frequency
distributions of the calculated power flows were evaluated. The average value and the expanded
uncertainty were then calculated (confidence level of 95.45%, coverage factor k = 2).

Figure 4 shows the implementation of the Monte Carlo analysis in LabVIEW. The sub-VI
implementing the load flow algorithm is inside a “for” cycle, which is used to iteratively repeat the
calculations. A second “for” cycle is used to extract the frequency distribution for each node and then
calculate the mean values and the standard deviations. The expended uncertainties are then obtained
as twice (k = 2) the standard deviations.

Figure 4. Implementation of the Monte Carlo analysis in LabVIEW.

3. Case Study: Microgrid of Favignana ISLAND

The aforementioned virtual instrument and the related measurement architecture were
implemented in the real case study of the microgrid of Favignana island.

The production, distribution and energy sale on Favignana island are managed by the SEA
S.P.A. (Società Elettrica di Favignana). The electricity network of the island of Favignana is currently
composed of three medium voltage lines (in the following, named MTL1, MTL2 and MTL3), which
depart from a central generating station. The three lines feed both MV/LV secondary substations
(which LV lines depart from, to supply LV users), and MV user substations. The central station has
seven generation units for a total installed power of 16,120 kVA. The MV lines are mostly equipped
with MV cables. Only a few feeder sections are equipped with overhead lines.

The electrical scheme of the MV line named “MT L1” is shown in Figure 5. It is the longest MV
line of the island (25,640 m). It powers 28 secondary substations (21 MV/LV secondary substations
and seven MV users) mostly placed outside the city center. In Figure 5, each node of the “MTL1” line
is indicated with a number, which will be used to show the load flow results. The branches will be
indicated with the numbers of the nodes in which they end instead. The black numbers indicate the
principal nodal substations. Line parameters and power transformer-rated data were already reported
in a first study focused on line “MTL1” [49].
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Figure 5. Electrical scheme of the feeder “MT L1” of the Favignana MV distribution network.

The second line of the Favignana MV distribution network was named “MTL2” and it is shown in
Figure 6. It is 2281 m long, and this line powers the city center with four MV/LV secondary substations.
Its line parameters and related power transformer-rated data are reported in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Figure 6. Electrical scheme of the feeder “MT L2” of the Favignana MV distribution network.

Table 2. Line parameters of the “MTL2” MV feeder.

Branch From Node To Node R (Ω) X (Ω) Y (μS)

1 0–1 0.401 0.105 48.35
2 1–2 0.330 0.053 17.84
3 2–3 0.381 0.062 20.61
4 3–4 0.272 0.072 32.83

Table 3. Rated data of the MV/LV transformers powered by MTL2.

Node An (kVA) P0 (W) Q0 (VAR) Pcc (W) Qcc (VAR)

1 160 460 3651 2350 5953
2 800 1900 8592 9000 47,148
3 800 1500 12,717 8500 47,241
4 630 1650 7378 7800 36,986
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The third MV line is shown in Figure 7 and it is named “MTL3”. It is 3785 m long, and it powers
five MV/LV secondary substations and one MV user substation. Its line parameters and related power
transformer-rated data are reported in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Figure 7. Electrical scheme of the feeder “MT L3” of the Favignana MV distribution network.

Table 4. Line parameters of the “MTL3” MV feeder.

Branch From Node To Node R (Ω) X (Ω) Y (μS)

1 0–1 0.01 0.003 1.2
2 1–2 0.401 0.105 48.35
3 2–3 0.574 0.151 69.24
4 3–4 0.195 0.032 10.56
5 3–5 0.771 0.125 42
6 5–6 0.135 0.022 7.29
7 6–7 0.353 0.057 19.1

Table 5. Rated data of the MV/LV transformers powered by MTL3.

Node An (kVA) P0 (W) Q0 (VAR) Pcc (W) Qcc (VAR)

1, 2, 7 160 460 3651 2350 5953

5 630 1650 7378 7800 36,986

4 800 1900 8592 9000 47,148

3 1250 950 17,474 11,000 74,189

A PQA Janitza UMG 604 is installed in each secondary substation of the network. All the PQAs
are linked to the DSO-monitoring control center via a HiperLAN network. This solution was chosen as
it was the best economical solution due to the orography of the island. The developed VI can query
each instrument via Modbus over TCP/IP. The VI periodically queries each PQA at time intervals of
2 s, to acquire the measured active and reactive powers. The collected measurements are used to run
the power flow calculation; then they are stored along with the results. The considered application
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requires a time accuracy in the millisecond range, thus a network time protocol (NTP) over the Ethernet
network is used to synchronize all PQAs. Moreover, a further PQA is installed at the beginning of each
MV feeder. As already mentioned, the voltage measurements of these last PQAs are used in the load
flow algorithm, while their active and reactive power measurements are used for the algorithm power
flow output validation.

4. Experimental Validation and Uncertainty Analysis of the Proposed Algorithm in the Case Study

4.1. Algorithm Validation

The experimental validation of the BF-LF algorithm results was carried out by comparing
calculated active and reactive power flows with active and reactive power values measured by the
PQAs installed at the beginning of each MV line (for the assessment of the uncertainty on the powers
measured in MV, see Section 4.2). Figure 8 shows the comparison between the measured and the
calculated values, for the first branch of the “MTL1” line. The comparison is performed every 2 s for
the 24 h of the 31 May 2018. As can be seen, the measured and estimated values are superimposed.
To highlight their differences, they are reported in Figure 9. It can be observed that the difference
between the measured and estimated values is always very small, in comparison with the measurement
uncertainty, thus confirming the correctness of the power flow calculations. Similar graphs are reported
for reactive power flows (see Figures 10 and 11). The results obtained for the MTL2 and MTL3 lines are
very similar to those by MTL1, thus they are omitted.

The same analysis was carried out for different days. For each day, Figure 12 shows the maximum
and average values of the difference between the measured and the calculated values in the percentage
of the measured active power flow. Differences of less than 0.1% and 0.2% were observed. These results
demonstrate how the values calculated by the virtual instrument were very close to the measured
values. Similar results were obtained for the reactive power flows and for the other lines.

Figure 8. Comparison between the measured and the calculated values of the active power flow of first
branch 1 of the “MTL1” line during the day 31 May 2018.
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Figure 9. Difference between the measured and the calculated active power flow of branch 1 of the
“MTL1” line and the uncertainty in its measurement (31 May 2018).

Figure 10. Comparison between the measured and the calculated values of the reactive power flow of
branch 1 of the “MTL1” line during the 31 May 2018.

Figure 11. Difference between the measured and the calculated reactive power flow of branch 1 of the
“MTL1” line and the uncertainty in its measurement (31 May 2018).
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Figure 12. Average and maximum value of the relative difference between the measured and the
calculated values of the active power flow of branch 1 of the “MT L1” line for the 33 analyzed days.

4.2. Uncertainty Analysis

To evaluate the uncertainty in the output quantities, a Monte Carlo analysis was performed
using the VI described in Section 2.4. The Monte Carlo procedure was performed for a whole day,
the 31 May 2018; the power flows and related uncertainties were evaluated every 2 s. For each set
of measured input quantities, the load flow algorithm was performed 105 times. At the end of the
105 iteration, an average value and an extended uncertainty are obtained. Then, the process is repeated
for the following set of input data, related to the subsequent 2 s.

Figure 13 shows the comparison between the calculated uncertainty with the Monte Carlo
procedure and the measurement uncertainty obtained with (9) for the active power flows measured by
the PQA installed at the MV level of branch 1 of the “MTL1” line. Figure 14 shows a similar graph for
the reactive power flows. It can be seen that calculated uncertainties are comparable with those of
measurement power flows.

Figure 13. Comparison between the measurement and the calculated uncertainties in the active power
flow of branch 1 of the “MTL1” line (31 May 2018).
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Figure 14. Comparison between the measurement and the calculated uncertainties in the reactive
power flow of branch 1 of the “MTL1” line (31 May 2018).

Maximum, minimum and average uncertainties on the power flows of each branch of “MTL1” line
are reported in Figures 15 and 16. The same graphs are shown for the “MTL2” line (Figures 17 and 18)
and for the “MTL3” line (Figures 19 and 20). In all cases, the results of the measured and calculated power
flows were compatible and the calculated uncertainties are comparable with the measurement ones.

 

Figure 15. Maximum, average and minimum values of the absolute uncertainties in the calculated
active power flows of the “MTL1” line (31 May 2018).
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Figure 16. Maximum, average and minimum values of the absolute uncertainties in the reactive power
flows calculated of the “MTL1” line (31 May 2018).

 

Figure 17. Maximum, average and minimum values of the absolute uncertainties in the calculated
active power flows of the “MTL2” line (31 May 2018).

 

Figure 18. Maximum, average and minimum values of the relative uncertainties in the reactive power
flows calculated of the “MTL2” line (31 May 2018).
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Figure 19. Maximum, average and minimum values of the absolute uncertainties in the calculated
active power flows of the “MTL3” line (31 May 2018).

 

Figure 20. Maximum, average and minimum values of the absolute uncertainties in the reactive power
flows calculated of the “MTL3” line (31 May 2018).

4.3. Impact of Line Parameters Uncertainties

Since network parameters are also input quantities of the load flow algorithm, their uncertainty
influence on the load flow calculation results was also studied. In fact, the network parameter-rated
data provided by DSO cannot be exactly equal to the real ones. Thus, an analysis was conducted
to assess the influence of the possible deviation of actual line parameter values from the rated ones.
In addition, in this case, the evaluation was carried out by means of a Monte Carlo procedure.

In more detail, an uncertainty value was assumed equal for all the network parameters (R, X and Y).
Then, for a given condition of all input quantities, the load flow calculation was repeated 105 times.
At each execution, in addition to the random variation of all the measured quantity inputs, network
parameters were also varied inside the assumed uncertainty range. At the end of the 105 iterations,
an average value and an uncertainty value were obtained for each power flow. The procedure was
repeated 16 times, varying the uncertainty value on the network parameters from 0 to 15% with a step
equal to 1. The value 15% was chosen as upper limit value. It was determined considering a 10%
uncertainty on line length. Moreover, it is lower than the parameter variation correspondent to two
subsequent cable subsections (i.e., 25 and 50 mm2).
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Figure 21 shows the trend of the relative uncertainties on the active power flow of branch 1 of the
“MTL3” line, due to network parameter uncertainties. Figure 22 shows the same trend for reactive
power. The input data are those measured at 13:00:00 on 31 May 2018. It can be seen that the relative
uncertainty in the active power flow remains constant. This result can be justified by analyzing the
dependence of the active power flow from the network parameters; in fact, it basically depends on
the line losses on longitudinal resistance Ri (see Figure 3); these losses represent an extremely small
percentage of the active power flows. This explains the low dependence of the active power flow
from the network parameter uncertainties. A different behavior was observed for the reactive power
flow in Figure 22. It is more sensitive to network parameter variability. This is due to the reactive
power flow dependence from the line transversal capacitive admittance, i.e., from the term (−V2

i /Yi )
of Equation (2). It can be seen that network parameter uncertainty variation from 0 to 15% corresponds
to a reactive power flow variation from 2% to 9%. Thus, reactive power flow calculations are more
sensitive than active power flow ones to grid parameter uncertainty. However, the reactive power flow
remains lower than 10% even with a maximum network parameter variation of 15%.

Figure 21. Relative uncertainty in the calculated active power flow of branch 1 of the “MTL3” line in
dependence of the line parameter uncertainties.

Figure 22. Relative uncertainty in the calculated reactive power flow of branch 1 of the “MTL3” line in
dependence of the line parameters uncertainties.
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5. Simulation with Distributed Generation

In previous sections, the virtual tool measurement performances were validated. Thus, it can be
used offline for planning purposes, i.e., to evaluate the network quantities (voltages, power flows and
losses) in the case of an increase in the power injected into the network from distributed generation
(DG). In this way, the behavior of the network quantities can be analyzed in different operating
conditions whilst varying the number, size and position of the distributed generators connected to
the grid.

In order to show a possible use of the VI, in this paragraph the results of some simulation on the
“MTL2” line were reported. For each scenario, a fixed power value of photovoltaic production was
chosen. In the hypothesis of installing the distributed generators in the LV network, their rated powers
were expressed as a percentage of the rated power of the MV/LV transformer powering the related
LV line. For a given rated power, the distributed generator’s actual power depended on the period
of the year under test and on the time during each day. Since the aim of this paper was to study the
influence of an increase in the distributed generation injected into the network, the ideal conditions
were considered as a worst case scenario, neglecting the possible influence of weather disturbances.
Thus, the trend of daily solar radiation was modeled with a parabola curve, whose parameters depend
on the analyzed season.

The photovoltaic power plants were simulated as PQ generators. In the case study herein
presented, the generators’ reactive powers were set to zero, in order to investigate a worst case scenario
condition. Different simulations were performed on the “MTL2” line, varying the power injected by
the distributed generators in each node. In more detail, five scenarios were here reported based on
the following installed powers expressed in a percentage of the nominal power of the corresponding
power transformer:

• Scenario 1: no injected power from DG;
• Scenario 2: installed DG power equal to 10% of the transformer-rated power for each

secondary substation;
• Scenario 3: installed DG power equal to 20% of the transformer-rated power;
• Scenario 4: installed DG power equal to 30% of the transformer-rated power for substations 3 and

4 and equal to 10% for substations 1 and 2;
• Scenario 5: installed DG power equal to 35% of the nominal transformer power for substations 3

and 4, 10% for substation 2 and 5% for substation 1.

Table 6 shows the absolute values of the injected power for the aforementioned scenarios.

Table 6. Distributed generation active powers in the different scenarios under test.

Distributed Generation Power (kW)

Scenario Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4

Scenario 1 0 0 0 0
Scenario 2 16 80 80 63
Scenario 3 32 160 160 126
Scenario 4 16 80 240 189
Scenario 5 8 80 280 220.5

Figures 23 and 24 show the active power flows and nodal voltages obtained with the virtual tool.
Figure 23 shows how the increase in the overall distributed generation causes a progressive reduction
in the power flows of the line. Scenario 4 causes a reverse power flow in branch 4, while scenario 5
causes a reverse power flow up to branch 2. It should be considered that these power flow inversions
have to be monitored and correctly managed, because they can cause frequency instability and network
malfunctioning, especially in an islanded micro-grid as that of Favignana.
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Figure 23. Active power flows of the “MTL2” line as the power fed by the distributed generation (DG)
changes (31 May 2018 at 1:00 pm).

Figure 24. Nodal voltages of the “MTL2” line as the power fed by the DG changes (31 May 2018 at 1:00 pm).

Figure 24 shows the relationship between the power flow reductions and inversions and the
increase in all nodal voltages, in particular in the voltages at the nodes 3 and 4 which are characterized
by the higher power injection from DG. These increases cause the variations on the voltage trends
which became no longer monotonous. On the other hand, differently from power flow variations
due to DGs, these values of voltage variations were not necessarily considered a problem for the
analyzed network.
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Figures 25–28 show the comparison between the active power flow during the day in the absence
of DG and those of scenario 4 for the “MTL2” line branches from 1 to 4, respectively. It can be noted
that the effect of the DG injection in the morning hours causes power flow inversions in branches 3 and
4 (Figures 27 and 28).

Figure 25. Active power flow during the day 31 May 2018 in branch 1 of the “MTL2” line, both in the
absence and with the DG power injection corresponding to Scenario 4.

 
Figure 26. Active power flow during the day 31 May 2018 in branch 2 of the “MTL2” line, both in the
absence and with the DG power injection corresponding to Scenario 4.
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Figure 27. Active power flow during the day 31 May 2018 in branch 3 of the “MTL2” line, both in the
absence and with the DG power injection corresponding to Scenario 4.

 
Figure 28. Active power flow during the day 31 May 2018 in branch 4 of the “MTL2” line, both in the
absence and with the DG power injection corresponding to Scenario 4.
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These results show how the tool can be used to know the possible consequences of installing
photovoltaic DG on the network. Starting from the size and position of the generators, it is possible to
study the effects of a new power plant installation on the MV network by simulating their presence
and verifying the consequent variations on the voltage profiles and power flows. High-power flow
inversions, especially close to the generating station, can in fact cause network instability. Thus, the
virtual tool can be useful to plan for improvement in the network, such as the installation of storage
systems and to define their power and energy in order to avoid or reduce power flow inversions in
the network.

6. Conclusions

This paper investigated the possibility of using a feasible virtual tool for load flow analysis and
power system planning, based on a low-cost distributed measurement system, specifically tailored for
the case of an islanded distribution network. The proposed solution has been on-field implemented and
characterized, on the real distribution network of the Island of Favignana (Italy, Mediterranean Sea).

The proposed virtual tool has been developed in a LabVIEW environment for monitoring the
MV distribution network of the micro-grid; the tool allows determining the power flows and losses in
all the branches and voltages in all the nodes of the MV network, even in the presence of distributed
generation. The monitoring of the MV network is carried out through a simplified approach to
load flow, implementing a backward/forward algorithm belonging to the class of power summation
methods; the input quantities of the algorithm are active and reactive power measurements, which are
taken at the LV side of the power transformers (with the exception ion the case of MV users), allowing
a reduction in the costs of the measuring points.

The accuracy of the load flow calculations was experimentally verified for all three MV lines
of the Favignana network, by comparing the power flow values calculated at the beginning of each
line with the related values measured by the PQAs installed in the generating substation, also taking
into account the related uncertainty range. This comparison, carried out using the measurement
data acquired every 2 s in a period of 33 days, showed the compatibility between the calculated and
measured power flows. The accuracy of the quantities calculated by the VI was also assessed by
performing an uncertainty analysis. In further detail, starting from the accuracy specifications of
the used instruments and measuring transducers, uncertainties in the power measurements were
calculated both for the LV and MV secondary substations and for the voltage measurements at the
MV bus-bars of the central generating station. The propagation of these uncertainties in the estimated
power flows was investigated by implementing a Monte Carlo analysis. The uncertainty results
obtained for the estimated values were comparable to that of the installed instruments and the results
of the estimated and measured power flows were compatible. The same approach was also used
to evaluate the dependence of the results on the variability of the network parameters. In this case,
no high influence was observed in the active power flows, while the reactive powers were found
sensible to the cable parameter knowledge.

The validated VI was also used as a useful tool for the network planning. It allows simulating
different conditions of DG penetration (in particular from photovoltaics) starting from real load
measurement data and evaluating power flows, voltage profiles and losses in the network, by varying
the number, size and position of the distributed generators. A first study on one of the three lines
showed how the distributed generators in an islanded micro-grid mostly affect the trend of power
flows, causing power flow inversions which have to be correctly managed to avoid network instability
or malfunctioning.

The obtained results confirm the feasibility of the developed solution, which allows the DSO to
effectively monitor networks the power flows, by the means of a simple analysis tool and a low-cost
distributed measurement system. It has been also shown that the proposed virtual tool can be used for
planning purposes of distributed generation and storage increase. For example, in future works it
can allow for investigating different distributed generation scenarios, where the installation of storage
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systems can be also investigated, in terms of both storage location and size, in order to avoid or reduce
power flow inversions in the network. Furthermore, the use of power quality analyzers, as those used
in the real case study implementation, can allow the expandability of the proposed system, with the
implementation of power-quality additional virtual tools on the same platform, without the need of
further instrumentation costs.
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Abstract: In the last decade, the deployment of electric vehicles (EVs) has been largely promoted.
This development has increased challenges in the power systems in the context of planning and
operation due to the massive amount of recharge needed for EVs. Furthermore, EVs may also
offer new opportunities and can be used to support the grid to provide auxiliary services. In this
regard, and considering the research around EVs and power grids, this paper presents a chronological
background review of EVs and their interactions with power systems, particularly electric distribution
networks, considering publications from the IEEE Xplore database. The review is extended from
1973 to 2019 and is developed via systematic classification using key categories that describe the
types of interactions between EVs and power grids. These interactions are in the framework of
the power quality, study of scenarios, electricity markets, demand response, demand management,
power system stability, Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) concept, and optimal location of battery swap and
charging stations.

Keywords: battery swap station; charging station; demand management; demand response;
electric vehicle; electricity markets; power quality; Vehicle-to-Grid

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, electric transport has been largely promoted by governments as an effort
to reduce dependence on fossil fuels and air pollution from vehicles propelled by internal combustion
engines (ICEs). Electric vehicles (EVs) have become an important component in this subject due to
the advantages presented compared to ICE vehicles, i.e., reduction of noise and notable decrease
in greenhouse gases release. Furthermore, a massive introduction of EVs in the power distribution
networks leads to adverse effects in terms of the following:

• voltage drops,
• non-desired load peaks,
• increment in energy losses,
• overload on grid components,
• load factor reduction,
• reliability indices deterioration, and
• power quality issues.

A large quantity of research around the interaction of EVs with power distribution systems is
found in specialized literature. Particularly, in the IEEE Xplore database (one of the most important
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worldwide scientific research databases), this subject has been strongly addressed for a bit more than
ten years.

Despite the extensive knowledge published in this database, few literature reviews can be found
in this regard. Some of the reviews are reported in [1,2]. In [1], recent literature focusing on distribution
system services provided by EVs is presented based on three categories: active power support, reactive
power support, and renewable energy source integration support. Weaknesses in the control strategies
are identified to encourage the exploration of new areas aligned with the current requirements of
smart grids. On the other side, Dubay and Santoso in [2] perform a detailed review to evaluate and
mitigate the impacts of charging EVs on residential distribution systems. Other relevant reviews are
shown by [3,4]. In [3], certain operating features such as voltage stability, peak load, power quality,
and transformer performance are considered as key classifiers; conversely, Jia in [4] introduces a
more general classification focused on objective functions, optimization methods, and market design.
Furthermore, works such as [5] develop a comprehensive review using a systematic classification
considering a wide approach to the EV–power grid interaction.

Compared with the literature reviews mentioned above, the primary contributions of this paper
are listed below:

• provide a chronological literature review through the end of 2019 of research on the interaction
between EVs and power distribution systems, found in IEEE Xplore database;

• perform a detailed and systematic classification of the papers that address EVs and distribution
networks, considering relevant categories, e.g., power quality, demand management, power
system stability, Vehicle-to-Grid services, and demand response, among others;

• identify the topics that need further exploration, mindful of the upcoming increase of EVs
recharging on power grids.

The present article is an updated and improved version of the conference paper in [5]. The rest of
the article is divided in the following sections: A general overview of the time window under research
for the development of this review is presented in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 present a time-sequential
revision subperiod, for the periods 1973–2015 and 2016–2019, respectively, considering a debugged
list of papers from the IEEE Xplore database. The review is developed by using key categories in
regard to the type of interactions between EVs and power distribution systems. Section 5 presents
some observations and comparisons between the mentioned periods, followed by Section 6 which
provides conclusions of the work and avenues of research. Finally, some final reflections are included
in Section 7.

2. General Overview

The literature review relevant to the interaction of EVs and power distribution networks is
based on an exhaustive search of the works published in the IEEE Xplore database from 1973 to 2019.
Firstly, the term “electric vehicle” was used as a key parameter in the database browser, obtaining
around 64,400 papers associated with this criterion. Secondly, it was decided whether the paper
was assigned to the study according to its content, since several works are not related to EV and
power grid interactions, despite the key term filter “electric vehicle” in the browser. Those papers that
were not within the theme of this literature review were discarded since their subjects were generally
associated with other topics in terms of vehicle operation, i.e., propulsion system, architectures, brake
recuperation, power train control, velocity profile optimization, and motion planning, among others.
Subsequently, the remaining papers were listed in a debugged database, according to a specific subject
in relation to EVs and power grids, as shown in Table 1. The complete list of papers investigated to
develop this review can be found in [6].
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Table 1. Ranking by number of publications.

Identification Topic Number of Publications

ID1 Power quality 104
ID2 Scenarios study 498
ID3 Electricity markets 125
ID4 Demand response 83
ID5 Demand management 514
ID6 Power system stability 164
ID7 Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) 343
ID8 BSS and/or EVCSs 239

Total 2070

According to Table 1, the first column identifies the work category. The works identified as ID1
assess the reliability and harmonics level, caused by the recharge of the EVs in the distribution network,
providing results in terms of indices such as total harmonic distortion (THD) and current and voltage
signal spectra. This category is relevant since the internal components of the EV are considered as
harmonic signal sources. ID2 identifies the evaluation of network load factor, energy loss lines, and
transformer overload, among other aspects, under different insertion levels of EVs. Other aspects
addressed in this category are the stochastic analysis, usage politics, and EV growth trends in the
automotive industry. The works belonging to ID3 consider studies framed within the EV participation
in electricity markets, energy price, and cost-to-benefit ratio. The publications identified as ID4
correspond to those works in which the demand response provides an opportunity for EV owners to
play a significant role in the operation of the electric grid, by reducing or shifting their EV recharge
during peak periods in response to financial incentives. In ID5, the works include mathematical
programming, focused on minimizing the operation and investment costs and/or maximizing the
quantity of EVs that can be plugged into the network, considering operative constraints (load factor,
voltage limits, and maximum current flows) and EV owners’ driving patterns. ID6 is a category for
the studies in which the EVs provide signals to support power system stability, including ancillary
services and voltage, frequency, and small signal stability. The Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) concept, and the
interaction of EVs with distributed generation sources and power storage systems, is developed in
publications with ID7. Last but not least, category ID8 presents the works that address the EVCSs
(Electric Vehicle Charging Stations) planning and BSS (Battery Swap Stations) in distribution systems,
supported by one or some of the following aspects: path planning, transportation network, queuing
analysis, traffic flows, routing, and charging station configuration.

In accordance with Figure 1, the impact of EVs on distribution networks was seldom studied
during the 1970s, with only one publication in the IEEE Xplore database reported in the year 1973.
In the following decade, the scope was not notably changed, with only three publications. Furthermore,
the research pipelines were expanded to study the quality of power (ID1). Later, between 1990 and
2006, another category (ID5) showed up in the list mentioned before, which signifies a starting point for
mathematical modeling and optimization, focused on the timely demand management of consumers
and EVs. In general, between 1973 and 2006, the efforts around this discipline involved almost twenty
publications considering power quality, scenario studies, and demand management.
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Figure 1. Research trends of EVs and distribution networks, 1973–2006.

Figure 2 provides details on the publications from 2007 to 2019. In 2007, research trends showed
the same behavior as in Figure 1; however, in 2008 the range of study choices expanded to EVs
participating in electricity markets, power systems stability, and grid support under the V2G concept.
In 2009 another trend arose, featured by the works framed within the role played by EVs in the context
of demand response. The year 2010 represents a point in which there was a large increase in the number
of publications on EVs and their interactions with power networks. In the same year, the optimal
locations of EV charging stations and battery swap stations were introduced in the list under study.
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Figure 2. Research trends of EVs and distribution networks, 2007–2019.

According to Figure 3, the period of time 2010–2019 covers the largest number of publications,
as the need for network operators and the academic community to manage and confront the
increase of EVs plugged into the distribution network increased. In the time-lapse considered for
the development of this literature review (1973–2019), the number of works included up to 2070
publications, encompassing journals and conferences. As presented in Table 1, the current state of
research was classified in compliance with the research stream and number of publications. This does
not imply a low importance for the category with the lowest number of publications.

In the following sections a survey of the main works is addressed, taking into account the
categories mentioned above and the 1973–2019 period divided into key subperiods. Since the database
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is extensive in addressing the total of papers in the review, the choice of the papers addressed
throughout the development of this review corresponded to a rigorous examination of each paper
listed in the filtered database posted in [6]. In the examination, the contributions and the novelties
applied to solve the problem of a certain topic/category were considered. From our point of view,
the article was not cited if its proposal to solve a certain problem was framed within conventional
strategies without any novelty.
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3. Chronological Review: Part I

This section of the chronological review is focused on the first half of the total papers listed in [6],
i.e., 1055 papers for the period 1973–2015. In Figure 4, the participation percentage of the categories is
depicted over this first set of works, with a major presence of works focused on demand management
and study of scenarios, followed by the V2G concept with a 16% of participation.
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Figure 4. Participation percentage of categories: first half.

3.1. Subperiod 1973 to 1999

As earlier mentioned, the theme of EVs and electric grids interacting started to be researched
in the 1970s, according to the IEEE Xplore database. Specifically, in 1973, in [7] a start point of this
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research was presented, expressing the relevance to conduct a study around the imminent deployment
of EVs in the coming years and their impact on generation plants and distribution systems. However,
it was not until 1980 [8] that electric companies become more receptive to topics related to the recharge
of EVs, stimulating recharge at night time to increase the load factor of the system, and decrease the
cost per kWh. Hence, supported in mathematical definitions and technical arguments, [9] presents a
study about improving the load factor, opening the possibility for demand management strategies to
focus on cushioning the collateral effects of EVs. Not only was load factor improvement one of the
study topics in the 1980s, particularly in 1984 the impact of power quality started to be researched,
due to the non-linear nature of battery chargers of EVs [10]. These devices can distort the voltage
signal and generate harmonic currents, which create problems for power systems, e.g., increase in
neutral current, hot spots in transformers, and inaccuracy on measure instruments. To solve these
problems, in [10] a current smoothing within the EV charger circuit is proposed.

Since the 1990s, the study of scenarios of EVs in electric networks had become more popular
than the power quality studies. This was due to the growing interest to determine strategies allowing
EVs to be recharged at hours of low conventional demand and, thus, to flatten the load curve. In this
context, Rahman and Shrestha in [11] stated that not only does having sufficient capacity of generation
during valley hours need to be considered, and to provide energy to EVs without adverse effects on the
electric grid, but it is also necessary to study the strength of distribution systems in order to support
these load additions. Since a large quantity of EVs should be recharged during the low-demand period,
a considerable EV load can generate non-desirable demand peaks at the beginning of this period.
Thus, the need arises to develop fast-charging batteries to recharge some EVs at the end of the valley
period and make the demand curve more uniform.

In [12], the necessary elements are successfully established to boost the EV market, among
them, the development of batteries with enhanced characteristics and the willingness of distribution
companies to improve their electric infrastructure to ensure reliable and timely delivery of energy to a
great quantity of EVs. By the year 1995, according to [13], the EV technology remained in prototype
status in terms of production and development of batteries; therefore, the number of EVs on the streets
for the next twenty years aimed to speculate data. This represented an obstacle to define the load
model of the EVs. Three years later, in 1998, the efforts were concentrated again on the problems
of power quality, where [14] presented a statistical method to determine the maximum penetration
threshold of EVs in a distribution system, so that the THD index did not exceed over 5%. The same
year, with the intention to model appropriately the EV load in the system, Ref. [15] shows the modeling
of EV chargers from a procedure in which a Montecarlo simulation was used, which obtained the
THD in terms of an expected value and a standard deviation. Nevertheless, in contrast with the
aspects mentioned in [11], from the point of view of the distribution company, a fast charge is not
desired because of the resulting big demand peaks. Despite the motivation for this kind of recharge in
low-demand periods, its usage is suggested in emergency cases. Under these supposed disadvantages,
quick chargers receive a lot of interest when the likely effect of this type of charger in the distribution
system is known [16]. In that work, assessment of the size and influence of EV charging harmonics
versus the penetration level is presented. Other works such as [17] discuss the behavior of the demand
curves, considering random aspects like the initial time of recharge of EV and the state of charge (SOC).
At the end of this decade, the report presented in [18] explains the development of EVs in the last thirty
years, the effect at the environmental level, and electricity generation, confirming the terms established
in [7] when the scale is tipped again to improve the performance of these vehicles.

3.2. Subperiod 2000 to 2009

At the beginning of the 21st century, the field extended to the role played by EVs as distributed
resources to supply, partially or totally, the domestic demand in periods of time where the energy price
is relatively high [19]. Under this scheme, some benefits include reduction of energy cost paid by the
customer, mitigation of stress perceived by the transformers and distribution lines, privileges related
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with tax decrease and ease to build recharge infrastructures at their homes, among others. Taking into
account the aspects above, it is important to point out the work done by Ceraolo and Pede in [20],
where the distance traveled by an EV is estimated with the remaining SOC and the ability of the battery
to provide energetic capacity as a function of the discharge rate. In 2002, power quality issues caused
by EV recharge were addressed again, showing a quadratic relation between the transformer useful
life and current THD index of the battery charger, establishing a limit between 25% and 30% for the
THD to provide a reasonable life expectancy for the transformer [21]. Taking up the usage of EVs
as distributed resources, it is mentioned in [22] other advantages in this framework, such as mobile
AC power, backup energy for homes and offices, stability ancillary services, spinning reserves, and
regulation. Due to the incrase in battery activities, not only in EV mobility but also in the area of
ancillary services, it is necessary to take into account the economic viability of this framework because
the useful life of the battery is reduced when the charge/discharge rate is increased. In 2006 and as a
consequence of doing deeper research about the potential of EVs in electric networks, Breucker et al
in [23] highlight the services presented by EVs fleets:

• elimination of harmonics, as the non-linear elements of the battery chargers act as active filters,
• power factor improvement by injecting reactive power and peak shaving,
• primary and secondary control for the power balance between the generation and the demand,
• frequency regulation in low-stability grids, inclusive with a lower quantity of EVs, and
• Ancillary generation for outages and construction projects.

During the year 2007, the focus was on conventional topics (scenario studies and demand
management) without great contributions. The year 2008 represents a start point for the participation
of EVs in power system stability and electricity markets. A clear example is the work published in [24]
where the small signal stability of a power system with EVs is analyzed, which can act as constant
current or impedance load. The results show that, when the EVs are charged in constant current mode,
the electric network is prone to instability. Hence, in constant impedance mode, high penetration levels
of EVs can be reached before the instability point. Related with electric markets, in the same year, [25]
worked with the effect of EVs on the locational marginal price (LMP). This framework of wholesale
electricity prices is determined from the incremental cost of re-dispatching a system to supply an
additional demand unit in a specific location, subject to generation and transmission constraints.
The EVs are loads that can be recharged at different geographic points and can influence greatly
on LMP. Apparently it was not until 2008 that the term V2G (Vehicle-to-Grid) was made official to
characterize the ancillary services of EVs to the grid, although in previous years this topic had already
been addressed. In this context, some works such as [26], study the requirements for the V2G concept.
The existing information flow between the network operator and the EV encompasses the following:
the ID of EV, the preferences and parking status of EV, battery storage capacity, SOC, and the power
flow from the battery to grid. However, the most important aspects consider the communication range
of the system and security in the information transmission, besides the fulfillment of IEEE Standard
1547 where the minimum requirements are established to introduce energy to electric grids [27].
Other publications like [28] consider the relevance of V2G concept for electricity generation balance in
environments highly penetrated by distributed generation, as in the Denmark case where around 20%
of its energetic capacity comes from wind generation. Conversely, a study done by [29] determined
that the viability of increasing EVs in the Azores islands was related with the energy usage coming
from renewable sources for recharging EVs.

Efforts focused on demand management, scenario studies, and the V2G concept increased in
2009. Mathematical modeling appears as a new alternative to study the effects of EVs in distribution
systems. The topics related with demand response and power quality arise again, although in low
proportions. With respect to the V2G concept, the study done in [30] proposed a mathematical
programming model for optimal dispatch of generation units, which include the small thermal units
and the energy stored in EVs, considering technical, spatial, and temporary constraints. Particle Swarm
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Optimisation, or PSO, was used to solve the problem, obtaining an increase in benefits and reliability in
the distribution system. It is necessary to point out, through the stability stream, the work performed
by El Chehaly et al. in [31], which proposed a Short-Term Voltage Stability Index (SVSI) for wind
generation with ancillary services provided by EVs. This index is based on the difference between
pre-fault voltage and the minimum voltage reached at fault status; in this manner, with a high number
of EVs present, SVSI can be reduced, and the voltage profile is improved. Similar to [30], in [32] a
mathematical model was designed in order to maximize the number of EVs plugged into distribution
systems, subject to voltage limits and battery energetic requirements. This same philosophy was
applied in [33] where minimization of the losses in the system is sought through coordinated charging
of EVs. In each iteration of the optimization problem, a conventional load flow is executed to determine
the actual network status. A necessary work to highlight for its connection between electric grids and
the distribution network gas is the one presented in [34], where losses of both grids are minimized
through the transformer’s tap control and the compressor’s output pressure, in order to cushion the
impact of EV load.

3.3. Subperiod 2010 to 2011

In 2010, one of the most studied topics was the V2G concept, whose proposal consists of providing
power at peak demand hours and absorbing power at minimum demand hours, taking advantage
of storing energy of EVs. This is established by [35], where the need to synchronize charging and
discharging of EVs with the smart grid is presented in order to avoid overloading in the distribution
system. A specific study of this topic is done in [36], where a known network is considered with
several scenarios of EVs inclusion, from 10% to 30%. In [37], the V2G interaction is used to decrease
the percentage of distribution transformers losses. There, the authors make the analysis by using
a Time-Coordinated Optimized Power Flow (TCOPF), where EVs are considered as distributed
generation, making an optimal dispatch of energy according to their requirements in an interval
of time. Efficiency improvements of the system are achieved because the EVs consume power from the
grid while the demand is low, leveling the valley of the demand profile and reducing the peaks in hours
of maximum demand. Under these circumstances, events of charging/discharging the EV battery
when connected to the power grid greatly influence battery aging. In this sense, P. Venet et al. presents
in [38] a data-driven approach to analyze real-world usage of batteries in EVs, considering different
road conditions (urban, extra-urban, and highway), which can result in a useful tool to characterize EV
architectures and estimate their functionalities with the V2G concept.

Other contributions, those shown in [39], explore the economic incentives that EVs users can
receive by contributing to soften the load profile curve. Incentives are made by offering refunds to EVs
buyers, taking as reference the project carried out in California where each customer with photovoltaic
energy capacity installed is eligible to obtain a discount of 2.5 USD/Wp. In [40], the inclusion of
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) in distribution systems is considered as a factor to recuperate
the voltage stability; therefore, a method based on neural networks to determine a voltage stability
index given a specific condition is shown. Additionally, in the same year some studies were developed
with stochastic processes [41], demonstrating the importance of an intelligent strategy to charge and
discharge EVs. Following this research stream, in [42] EVs are studied in different statuses—the first
status presents a car in motion, the second status suggests a car parked in an industrial area, and the
third status supposes a car parked in a residential zone. The status of each vehicle at a given time
is assigned according to a Montecarlo simulation. Two levels of EV insertion are considered: 25%
and 50%.

The next year, in 2011, some works like [43] developed a model for the market and infrastructure
of EV recharge stations. As the year before, V2G interaction gained prominence, with the study
of frequency control on grids with a high degree of generation by renewable energy sources [44].
The works in [45,46] present the possibility to use EVs and PHEVs as dynamic containers of electric
power, which can be set up at any time; while in [47], an optimization algorithm combined with
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Voronoi polygons is implemented, which locates equitably recharge stations, obtaining load balances
according to the distribution of vehicles and the network topology. In [48], Falahati et al. evaluate
reliability indices in an existing system with different EV insertion levels, concluding in particular that
the test system used is not ready enough to supply the necessary demand for these elements in the
system. Therefore, as formerly mentioned, the relevance of coordinating EVs and the electric network
is confirmed. The impact of over-sizing the capacity of the network is analyzed in [49], where a general
methodology using structural data for this proposal is presented.

Several works treat the interaction between EVs and power grids from the economic and technical
perspectives, posing optimal charge and discharge schedules for the EVs; however, there is an issue on
behalf of the EV owner related to the acceptance level of this person to use the network to charge the
vehicle battery when permitted, and deliver the energy stored on it when needed. This topic is studied
in [50], where the synchronization is not with the EV and its charge and discharge schedules, but with
the owners of these vehicles and their needs because these EVs owners can dispose of the energy from
the network at any time; therefore, regulations have to be presented to restrict the schedules and load
capacity of each vehicle.

3.4. Subperiod 2012 to 2015

A large variety of studies done in 2012 used advanced optimization techniques, as the case of [51]
where dynamic programming is used in order to determine the minimum current needed to achieve
a desired SOC in the batteries, reducing the grid losses and the chance of wires overloading. In [52],
in order to avoid an electric system saturation, a tariff plan is proposed to decrease the quantity of
EVs running daily. This is done based on the day-ahead market, using a dynamic tariff that varies
according to the energetic scheduling of the day. In [53], the concept of battery swap station is used;
this is an idea that achieves to increase the dynamism around vehicular traffic. This scheme does not
affect daily tasks of users when the batteries removed are charged at valley hours.

As it advances, some of the topics slightly missed were taken up, as the case of the power quality
due to harmonic distortions, which is studied again in [54,55], demonstrating that the most important
harmonics (3rd and 5th harmonics) injected into the grid cancel each other out when a large quantity
of EVs are connected in the same grid. Later, in [56], the chance to use the EVs as a backup source at
homes is studied, incorporating the V2H (Vehicle-to-Home) scheme to supply the individual demand
during interruptions of power delivery during short periods.

In 2014, additional works represent the EVs smart charge, used to flatten the load curve [57]
with diverse methods and test systems. In [58], the technical impact over the distribution networks
is not the unique topic of interest to study, but also the environmental impact carried out by the EVs
usage, through CO2 reduction, which is demonstrated in the results obtained. In [59], an optimization
work is done where the benefits of battery swap stations and the recharge stations are compared.
It is demonstrated that the battery swap system is more suitable to apply in public transportation
because the times for recharging batteries can be larger than the times taken to replace a depleted
battery for a fully charged one.

Some works in 2015, such as [60], demonstrate efforts in the improvement of the distribution
system under the V2H and V2G concepts, considering non-served energy indices. Thereby, in two
test cases an improvement is achieved; the first case is composed of a centralized technology for EV
recharge (V2G mode), and the second case is formed by disperse EV charging stations (V2H mode).
Within this framework, in the V2G paradigm the reliability of the EV battery must be guaranteed,
and proper state of health techniques should be applied accordingly, as presented by P. Venet et al.
in [61]. In the context of energy markets, prominent works were published in 2015. As mentioned
in [62], the revenues are the decisive factor in terms of integrating EVs into the energy market. In the
United States and some European countries, EVs participate in several business cases framed in
primary, secondary, and tertiary reserve power, peak load reduction, and day-ahead energy markets.
A more detailed focus is depicted by [63], where a centralized real-time EV charging management
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from an EV aggregator that participates in the energy and regulation markets is developed. The EV
aggregator optimizes the market bidding strategy using a two-stage stochastic optimization model,
which produces optimal first-stage decisions for submission in the day-ahead market and second-stage
scenario-dependent decisions for submission in the real-time market. The model can account for
all uncertain day-ahead and real-time conditions as well as energy deviations between day-ahead
and real-time energy markets. The storage technology implemented in EVs offers an attractive
alternative for EVs to support the Short-Term Operating Reserve (STOR). According to [64], storage
can help manage imbalances between electric power generation and consumption that could result in
undesirable impacts across the entire network. Among the reasons for which this technology is a good
option for STOR are

• storage has superior part-load efficiency,
• efficient storage can use twice its rated capacity (i.e., it can stop discharging and start charging at

the same time), and
• storage output can be varied very rapidly (e.g., output can change from 0% to 100% and from

100% to 0%).

From the EV perspective, STOR implementation is highly dependent on several critical factors,
among them are state of charge, connection availability at times of grid requirement, fast response,
and capability of providing twice the rated capacity.

Ancillary services, such as active power control and voltage support, are expected to be provided
by EVs [65]. The first service is associated with the balance between production and demand to
guarantee a secure operation of the electric grid at a constant frequency. Voltage support has to be
performed locally because voltage fluctuations in power systems are usually due to the variation of
reactive power demand and its transmission along the power lines. Since reactive power cannot be
transmitted over long distances, voltage control has to be carried out by using special devices dispersed
throughout the system to produce the necessary reactive power to match demand and keep the voltage
within appropriate limits. According to the tasks developed by frequency and voltage control, EVs
must comply with the following four criteria: supply duration, directional shifts, response rate, and
service duty. Supply duration refers to the time over which the device, in this case the EV, has to be
available to provide the ancillary service. Directional shifts are associated with sudden changes in
charge and discharge of the batteries, which is suitable for short and volatile services. Long directional
shifts are not convenient for EV batteries due to the degradation effects on the assets. Response rate is
the time within which the resource providing the ancillary service needs to initiate service, which can
be from less than one minute up to one hour. Service duty refers to the intermittent or continuous
nature of consumption of ancillary services. The first one enables the EV to be charged while it is not
providing the service.

In the framework of frequency control, Izadkhast and Garcia in [66] propose a new model
to assign a participation factor to each EV, which facilitates the incorporation of several EV fleet
characteristics, i.e., minimum desired state of charge, drive train power limitations, and charging
modes (constant current and constant voltage). Participation factor defines the EV’s availability to
provide the primary frequency control. A wider range of responsive devices, e.g., inverter-based
photovoltaic systems, EVs, and domestic controllable loads, are considered in [67] for frequency and
voltage control based on power sensitivity analysis. These devices are classified according to the
controllability degree. Once a voltage or frequency violation is detected in the system, the most
effective buses are identified and receive the most effective control signals to perform appropriate
changes in their reactive or active powers. In [68], a control technique is proposed to mitigate the
charging current ripple when the current shifts the reference. A different approach is presented by
Poornazaryon et al. in [69], where a method for primary and secondary frequency control is proposed
based on artificial neural networks to train and validate the advanced droop control. Other works are
framed within the computational decrease by using modified constraints in the mathematical model,
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such as the approach performed in [70]. The MTZ (Miller, Tucker, and Zemlin) formulation is used as
a tool to avoid sub-tours in the vehicle routing problem, in order to obtain BSS locations and improve
algorithm performance.

4. Chronological Review: Part II

The second half of works correspond to the papers listed in [6] in the range of time 2016–2019,
with a total of 1015 papers. According to Figure 5, demand management and study of scenarios
were the most prominent and had the same percentage, followed by the V2G concept category.
In comparison with proportions shown in Figure 4, the positions for the first four categories remain
equal, and a variation in the last four positions can be noted. Particularly, the categories of electricity
markets and power quality held one and two positions respectively. On the other hand, a rise in two
positions and one position, respectively, for the categories of power system stability and demand
response were observed.
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Figure 5. Participation percentage of categories: second half.

4.1. Subperiod 2016

Returning to EVs and their interaction with electricity markets via the aggregator concept, in 2016
Zhang and Kezunovic in [71] present contributions in the analytical estimation of aggregated EV
charging/discharging power capacity, taking into account EV stochastic mobility and driver behavior,
to improve the ramp rate of conventional generators through cooperation, and to participate in the
ramp market on the system’s reliability and flexibility as well as on EVs themselves. EV fleets can be
aggregated in a mobile energy storage, which has the potential to compensate the un-contracted power
if the contracts between the market players are breached. In this way, [72] performs an optimal strategy
for both energy and reserve markets considering trade off and effect on EV battery degradation, in
order to assess the expected profit that an aggregator can collect by participating in the energy and
regulation market.

Continuing with the research approaches in 2016, some contributions are addressed in the
context of demand response. This concept can avoid building new large-scale power generation
and transmission infrastructures by improving the electric utility load factor. In [73], a demand
response strategy is proposed for shaping a load profile to tackle the problem of overloading in
distribution transformer when the EVs are used along with other loads. Overloading is first analyzed,
and then the demand response is used to mitigate it once the total load exceeds the rated power of
the distribution transformer. A more structured work is implemented in [74] from the mathematical
model perspective, representing the total load at a charging station, considering a queuing model
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followed by a neural network. The queuing model considers arrival of EVs as a non-homogeneous
Poisson process, and the service time is represented by using detailed characteristics of the battery.
The charging station load (which is a function of the number and type of EVs charging at station, total
charging current, arrival rate, and time) is integrated within a distribution operations framework to
determine the optimal operation and smart charging schedules. Some works classified in the demand
response can also be enrolled in the demand management approach. This situation is presented
in [75], with a proposal to achieve a grid-friendly charging load profile based on the transactive
control paradigm. In this way, EV owners can participate in real-time pricing electricity markets to
reduce their charging costs. Similar efforts are presented in [76], developing a model for optimal
behavior of EV parking lots in the energy and reserve markets, within the framework of price-based
and incentive-based demand response programs. Concluding with this year, a practical case study
is carried out in [77], evaluating the impact of EV uptake on Britain’s power distribution networks
by monitoring 200 customers during 1.5 years. At current projections for EV insertion, upgrading
low-voltage infrastructure will cost consumers approximately USD 3 billion by 2050. This cost can
be largely avoided if the demand-side response is deployed to shift EV charging away from times of
peak demand.

4.2. Subperiod 2017

As depicted in Figure 3, the research around EVs and their interaction with distribution systems
from different perspectives reduced by approximately 29% in 2017, in contrast with 2016. According
to Figure 2, the majority of the work decreased in 2017, except the approach with ID8 (related with
charging station planning and battery swap stations), which presents the largest number of publications
for this year. Harb and Hamdan in [78] take into account that when new modern technology is
introduced to the power grid, it should be compatible with the grid in order to improve its operation
and ensure stability and reliability. In this work, several subjects are considered in which the EVs
are involved with distribution networks, that is, assessment of different insertion levels of EVs in
accordance with power quality (in terms of harmonic distortion) as well as voltage and frequency
stability. In regards to power quality, the work shown in [79] focuses on experimental evaluation
of EVs to reduce voltage unbalances by modulating the charging current according to local voltage
measurements. This autonomous control could partially solve voltage quality issues without the need
for grid upgrades or costly communication infrastructure, enabling a higher number of EVs to be
integrated in the existing power network. The experiment is carried out with EVs that do not have
the V2G technology incorporated but are able to modulate the charging current in steps according
to the predefined droop control. Some energy market-oriented works, such as that shown in [80],
proposes an eVoucher program to encourage participation of parking lots, with a high EV penetration
rate, in the retail electricity market at distribution level.

As a vital part of smart grids, demand response supports the restoration of balance between
electricity demand and supply. This concept is highlighted by [81], where a real-time charging scheme
is proposed to coordinate the EV charging loads based on the dynamic electricity tariff. On the
other hand, an optimization problem is formulated to maximize the number of EVs selected for
charging at each time period. Two objective functions are in conflict: maximizing the EV owner’s
convenience in meeting all charging requests and minimizing the total electricity bill for the parking
station. Similar contributions are presented in [82], focused on the real time interactions between
energy supplier and the EVs users, in a fully distributed system in which the only information available
to the end users is the current price. In this sense, a real-time charging pricing algorithm is introduced
to maximize the aggregate utility of all the EV users and minimize the electricity cost generated by
the energy supplier. In addition, the EV users and the energy supplier interact each other when
running the distributed algorithm to find the optimal power consumption level, and the optimal
price values to be revealed by the energy supplier, in order to adapt the users’ demands constantly
and maximize their own utility. Another study in [83] is presented in this context, defining demand
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response as “voluntary change of demand", proposing an approach to enable EV smart charging
technology among residential customers. This proposal incorporates operation and analysis of power
transactions between the energy user and the electricity grid, including the concept of power sharing
among neighbors in the residential demand response framework. In the context of V2G, power system
stability, and energy markets, the efforts done by [84] are highlighted. The introduction of network
characteristics (distribution power losses and maximum power limits of the transformers and lines) in
the V2G concept upgrades the accuracy of the EV model to participate in the load frequency control.
This approach shows that EVs quickly respond during contingency and are very effective in driving
the error to zero. From the other side, in [85] a multi-objective mathematical framework has been
presented to cater frequency deviations at the grid level using a fleet of EVs. The objective functions of
this model are presented below:

• minimization of grid frequency deviations using the available frequency regulation capacity,
dealing with the trade-off between fulfilling EV energy demands and providing maximum
grid support;

• maximization of V2G support to EVs while minimizing EV’s battery degradation—the objective
of this problem is to maximize the scheduling of EV participation while considering the trade-off
with battery degradation issues;

• optimal regulation signal dispatch among aggregators and charging stations.

4.3. Subperiod 2018

Compared with 2017 and according to Figure 3, in 2018 the number of publications slightly
increased, where EV demand management was the most addressed topic in this subperiod, followed
by EVCS planning and studies associated with the V2G concept and ancillary services. In regard
to EVCS profit, a parking lot management system (PLMS) is proposed in [86], which promotes EV
recharging with the energy produced by a set of solar panels attached to the EVCS, instead of drawing
energy from the grid. This behavior increases the parking lot owner’s profit by selling more energy
from the solar panels (avoiding high energy prices of the grid) and reduces the power network
congestion in periods where the energy demand is relatively high. A similar approach is addressed
by [87], which proposes an algorithm called JoAP (Joint Admission control and Pricing) to maximize
the average profit of an EVCS. The profit is defined as the difference between the revenue and a penalty
proportional to the average charging waiting time. This latter reflects the impatience of EV owners
to wait in a queue for an excessively long time, which affects both the EVCS’s reputation and the
long-term profit. On the other side, the aggregators (entities that act as the mediators between the users
and the utility operator) play an important role in the optimal regulation of the EV fleet charging plan,
in order to minimize the overall cost of EV charging considering EV charging constraints. This aspect
is widely dealt with by Mediwaththe and Smith in [88], providing a model for the competition among
multiple EV aggregators by using a non-cooperative game-theoretic framework. Each aggregator
determines the EV charging start time and charging energy profiles to minimize the EV charging
energy cost, considering the actions taken by the neighboring EV aggregators. Other concepts have
been recently adopted, such as the “internet of energy" addressed in [89], that refers to enhancing and
automating the electricity infrastructure, e.g., EVCS, to move forward to a more efficient EV energy
management. From the point of view of the EVCSs planning, several works are developed along
this subperiod, considering the transportation and power networks. In [90], siting and sizing of fast
charging stations is performed in coupled transportation and power grids with heterogeneous EV
charging demands. The number of spots to be installed in a charging station is found in order to
provide an adequate charging service quality measured by a performance metric. The transportation
network is modeled by using a capacitated flow refueling location model, and Kirchhoff’s laws are
utilized to roughly approximate the electrical constraints of distribution networks. A similar focus
is developed by [91] in terms of the EVCS location, by using a binary lightning search algorithm as
an optimization technique for fast charging stations. Other works, such as those published in [92,93],
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have notable technical and economical contributions for EVCS planning. In [92], a two-level optimal
planning approach is developed to optimize the siting, sizing, and demand drawn by the fast charging
stations, and the number of chargers at each station is found, as part of a comprehensive benefit
analysis. Furthermore, a more complex approach is performed in [93] from the cost–benefit analysis
point of view. EVCS planning (siting and sizing) considers an economic analysis based on the life cycle
cost and net present value, to provide optimal decisions for investors and charging stations operators.
Given the probabilistic perspective, a two-stage stochastic programming model to determine the
location and capacity of urban EVCSs is developed in [94], incorporating the uncertainties associated
with the EV demand flows, charging patterns, arrival and departure times, and preferred walking
distances. Due to the complexity of the two-stage stochastic problem, a heuristic is implemented for
large-scale instances to obtain near optimal solutions. Novel strategies for EV charging are studied
by [95,96] with wireless charging systems, which allow the EV battery to charge remotely while moving
over the highways. This technology mitigates the range limitation of EVs by using power tracks as
additional sources of electric energy.

4.4. Subperiod 2019

Considering the rules in this paper to develop the power grids and EV-related research
classification, it can be observed that the subperiod 2019 saw double the number of works in
comparison with 2018 and has been, until now, the year with the largest number of publications,
as depicted in Figure 3. According to the database in this research [6], in 2019 scenario studies were the
most frequent, followed by works related to demand management, V2G concept, and power system
stability. The fifth and sixth places are for EVCSs/BSSs and electricity markets, respectively, and the
last two places are held by power quality and demand response research.

On the other hand, and with the purpose of providing a broader context for the current trends
in terms of EV interactions with power grids, the IEA (International Energy Agency) published
its annual report, the Global EV Outlook 2019 [97], which discusses key challenges in reference
to implications of electric mobility for power systems. Particularly, the report emphasizes the
potential of controlled EV charging to increase the flexibility in power systems via DSR (Demand-Side
Response) services. This includes charging events during low-demand periods for shaping electricity
demand, frequency response based on control signals, and supporting the increase of VRE (Variable
Renewable Energy) generation in the power systems for reliability purposes. Likewise, the NARUC
(National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners) reports in [98] the possibility of EVs as
time-movable loads to increase the grid flexibility through rate design options, envisioned within the
EVs participating in energy markets. This encompasses TOU (Time of Use) rates and dynamic RTP
(Real Time Pricing) implementation for an efficient usage of existing assets, instead of implementing
expensive upgrades in the distribution system to serve EVs. Similarly, the report performed by the
Center on global Energy Policy in [99] highlights the relevance of demand response programs for
aggregated EV charging, with pilot projects being developed in the states of California and Vermont.
These projects are framed in assuring that EV charging times can respond to grid requests, and EV
charging interruption can be triggered at super-peak times.

Considering the DSR context and EV participation in electricity markets, common ground for
several works in the 2019 subperiod corresponds to the EV aggregator as a commercial middleman
between the power grid operator and the EVs. The concept of EV aggregator is linked to facilitating EV
interactions with power grids, in terms of reducing the charging cost, provision of ancillary services,
and balancing between supply and demand [100], with a subsequent profit for both the aggregator
and EV owners. Participation in day-ahead markets represents, in many cases, an instrument for the
EV aggregator to get profit; furthermore, biding and pricing strategies should be considered due to
the unpredictable nature of electricity markets [101]. Additionally, under incentive mechanisms an
EV charging schedule adjustment is promoted according to the charging price adopted by the EV
aggregator [102]. Therefore, improvement in the voltage profile and decrease in the power losses
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cost can be experimented by the power distribution operator, and customers are expected to make a
profit [103]. Likewise, the EV aggregator coordinates charging and discharging strategies, taking into
consideration EV driving patterns, features associated with the battery state of health [104], assessment
of energy-efficient batteries [105], and unmodeled externalities acting on the energy price [106], with a
direct effect on the aggregator’s energy bids on the day-ahead market and its profitability [107]. On the
other hand, sometimes the term "EV aggregator" is not used, and the DSR programs are directly
performed by EV owners. In this sense, the DSR program can utilize a real-time pricing scheme,
leading to a suitable option to alleviate network congestion when customers are encouraged to shift
their charging process to off-peak periods. Compared with other price-based DSR programs, i.e., time
of use, critical peak pricing, and peak time rebate, the real-time pricing scheme represents a more
appropriate alternative for bill savings and dampening energy price volatility [108].

4.5. Subperiod 2020: Recent Research

During this subperiod, efforts around EV integration into the power grid have been adopted in
terms of their spatial–temporal property [109]. This includes the introduction of traffic network as a
remarkable component on the EV charging/discharging events. Additionally, for optimal and feasible
operation, potential benefits of a dynamic distribution network reconfiguration have been considered,
which complements V2G services and minimizes the total system cost [110]. A similar approach is
taken in [111], showing the impact of traffic topological characteristics on EV charging. This results in
practical applications such as EV load forecasting, construction of urban traffic networks, and charging
and driving strategy optimization. On the other hand, and following the 2019 subperiod related with
DSR programs, Bin Duan et al. in [112] propose an adjustment on electricity price via smart contracts
between the user and the charging station, and Babar et al. in [113] present a mechanism for computing
the EV charging prices using individualized energy consumption patterns of EVs contingent upon
the region.

5. Brief Observations

As analyzed in the sections above, the paper database listed in [6] was divided into two ranges
of time, the first set encompassed the elapsed time 1973–2015, and the second set of papers covered
2016–2019. This distribution resulted in a fair partition as each time range included almost half of
the debugged database list. In this sense, a clear comparison between both divisions can be made,
as presented in Figure 6.
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In regards with Figure 6, slight changes in the proportions of all categories can be noticed, except
for the ID8 and ID6 corresponding to EVCSs and power system stability categories, respectively.
An additional remark is framed within the time taken for both periods in finding almost the same
number of works. An evident explanation comes from the fact that, in the second period (2016–2019),
the subject of EVs and power grids was mature enough and developed, and many ideas had already
been formed. Further, the first period (1973–2015), with a duration of 42 years, had to involve the
evolution of the information dynamics and the first stages of research around interaction of EVs and
power distribution systems.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper presented a detailed review of the literature related to EVs and their impact on
power distribution systems, considering categories that were carefully identified over an exhaustive
examination on the IEEE Xplore database. The research encompassed the range of 1973 until the end
of 2019, and 2008 was a starting point for increased publication.

Demand management has been identified as the category with a major presence throughout
the development of this review. EV technologies are constantly growing, and researchers are always
looking for methodologies to optimize several aspects in the EV charging process, i.e., energy drawn
from the power grid and the time along the demand curve this process should take place.
Moreover, other categories have been largely investigated, such as the Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) topic and
study of scenarios. The battery swap and charging stations topic, which involves the optimal location
of these infrastructures throughout the power distribution system, has had notable relevance during
the last few years as the spatial problem is solved, in contrast with several papers that only address the
temporal and quantity aspects (e.g., when does the EV have to be recharged, and how much energy
does the EV draw from the power grid?). The transportation network plays an important role in the
optimal location of battery swap stations and EVCSs, despite the low number of publications in IEEE
Xplore that also consider the transportation network.

It can be identified that the problems found in the subperiod 1973–1999, in regard to the impact of
EVs on the distribution systems, i.e., inaccurate load model and non-desired demand peaks, are in
conformity with the typical issues that EV charging may provide to the power grids in the coming
years. For the sake of reliable power network operation, demand response programs shall be necessary
to be implemented, as suggested by the IEA. On the other side, more research would be needed
towards improving the EV load model, by exploration of data-driven EV load models instead of using
the conventional ZIP model.

In regards with the classification performed in this review, some of the categories could be
combined into one category. Since the V2G concept is the property of an EV to transfer energy to
power network, other categories can be intrinsic within this topic, such as “power system stability”
and “electricity markets”. Furthermore, discrimination in several categories allows future researchers
to directly find the corresponding sources of information for their purposes, knowingly that there is a
meticulous process to select the papers listed in the database developed in this article.

According to the 2019 outlooks provided by prestigious governmental agencies such as IEA
and USDRIVE, and different consultant organizations, the fields of demand management, demand
response programs, and strategies for load profile shaving are more attractive rather than investing in
expensive upgrades on power distribution infrastructure. Accordingly, it is proposed for future works
to develop more specific literature reviews related to EVs and their corresponding involvement in
demand response programs and electricity markets. Likewise, elaboration of an extended literature
review encompassing the interaction between EVs and power grids can be considered, addressing
other prominent databases such as ElSevier, Springer, MDPI, and Taylor and Francis.
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7. Final Reflections

Decarbonization of power systems has been a topic under discussion during the last decades
due to the imminent depletion of oil reserves all over the world. One of the strategies to pursue
this objective is framed within the electrification of transportation. Electric vehicles are considered
as a promising alternative to reduce the dependence on fossil fuels and counteract the hibernation
effect. On the other hand, the introduction of EVs in power distribution systems may undergo
assets, i.e., transformers and conductors, to adverse effects and decrease the power grid performance.
As demonstrated in the review in this paper, abundant research has been developed around EVs
interaction with power grids, considering different trends that have emerged over the course of time
as an effort to discriminate how EVs could be related with power grids. Not all the effects from EVs
are dis-satisfactory for power distribution systems. As exhibited by many researchers, EVs may be
able to provide ancillary services to power grids and increase its flexibility due to their nature of
energy storage and movable loads. In this sense, improvement on load factor, frequency regulation,
and support for penetration of renewable generation sources fall within the benefits of EVs on power
distribution networks.

To this end, there should be a settled communication between the EVs and power grid operator,
coordinated by an entity or an intermediate that in several works in this review has been called “the
EV aggregator”. This results in a more efficient exchange of information between the interested parties.
As presented in AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure) system, different key hardware and software
components have to be utilized by the aggregator in order to properly track and channel the abundant
data coming from the EVs, i.e., charging and discharging profiles, driving patterns, demand response
parameters, etc.

We assume that the EV aggregator will control the data exchange between the EVs and power grid
utility, for demand response purposes or provision of network ancillary services, but this paradigm
can be changed and, instead, the intermediate could be a figure of energy commercialization that
negotiates the energy in wholesale or day-ahead market to sell it directly to EVs at consistent price.
Furthermore, one can think about the existence of both figures, the “EV energy marketer” and “EV
aggregator”. The first one would negotiate energy for the EVs by using biding and pricing strategies,
and the second one would be in charge of the technical segment. Under this context, the EV owner
will have to choose a certain EV aggregator and/or “energy marketer” for operation and profitability
purposes, as adopted nowadays with any household electric power installation.
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Abstract: This paper deals with the problem of optimal location and reallocation of battery energy
storage systems (BESS) in direct current (dc) microgrids with constant power loads. The optimization
model that represents this problem is formulated with two objective functions. The first model
corresponds to the minimization of the total daily cost of buying energy in the spot market by
conventional generators and the second to the minimization of the costs of the daily energy losses in all
branches of the network. Both the models are constrained by classical nonlinear power flow equations,
distributed generation capabilities, and voltage regulation, among others. These formulations
generate a nonlinear mixed-integer programming (MINLP) model that requires special methods to be
solved. A dc microgrid composed of 21-nodes with existing BESS is used for validating the proposed
mathematical formula. This system allows to identify the optimal location or reallocation points for
these batteries by improving the daily operative costs regarding the base cases. All the simulations
are conducted via the general algebraic modeling system, widely known as the General Algebraic
Modeling System (GAMS).

Keywords: battery energy storage system; economic dispatch problem; nonlinear programming
formulation; optimal reallocation of batteries; mathematical optimization

1. Introduction

Electrical networks have progressively transformed from thermal dependent systems to networks
with high penetration of renewable energy resources [1,2]. This transformation is promoted to the
Paris agreement, where many countries around the world have signed compromises regarding the
minimization of greenhouse emissions [3]. This agreement forces conventional power systems to
change their fossil fuel-based energy matrices (i.e., coal, natural gas, or diesel) by inserting renewable
energy sources [4]. These sources are mainly photovoltaic and wind power plants, since their
construction and production costs have decreased significantly in the last years [5]. Nevertheless,
the inclusion of renewable energy sources is not a perfect solution since power systems must deal
with uncertainties produced by weather variations (solar radiance or wind speed uncertainties).
These uncertainties depend on the geographical location of the power system as well as the period of
the year (winter or summer seasons). To tackle these uncertainties in renewable power generation,
we have developed large-scale energy storage systems that allow to reduce the energy oscillations
in the power system by compensating these in a dynamical form. Some of these energy storage
devices can be: supercapacitors [6], fly-wheels [7], superconductors [8], compressed air systems [9],
pumped-hydro systems [10], or batteries [11], among others. The selection of the energy storage
depends on the application, i.e., for voltage and frequency compensation, fly-wheel, supercapacitors,
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or superconductors are preferred [12], while long-time power supplies are preferred for pumped-hydro
and battery energy storage systems [13].

The inclusion of renewable energy sources and energy storage devices in power systems is not the
only paradigm shift since other remarkable transformations have occurred, especially in distribution
voltage levels [14]. This change is caused by the transition from classical alternating current (ac)
networks to direct current (dc) systems [15]. The main advantage of using dc grids in comparison
to ac is that the reactive power and frequency concepts disappear [16], which makes dc grids easily
controllable, with low energy losses and higher voltage profiles [17]. In general, dc grids are more
efficient and reliable than their ac counterparts [16–18].

Regarding the integration of renewable energy sources and energy storage systems in dc grids,
there is a clear advantage, since some of them, such as photovoltaic sources and batteries, can operate
directly in dc systems, which reduces the number of power conversion stages for integrating these
devices into the grids [19]. Additionally, wind turbines or superconductors are only required
in dc conversion stages since the inversion ones are unnecessary. This implies fewer electronic
power converters can reduce the probability of failure and the costs of investment, maintenance,
and operation [20].

It is important to note that when distribution levels are highly influenced by renewable and energy
storage technologies, they integrate into smart grids with the capability of self-management regarding
control and optimization [21,22]. Nevertheless, in the case of DC networks, smart grids can be reduced
to microgrids since dc networks are an emerging concept in distribution levels and their current size
and loadability are currently constrained to small areas (i.e., buildings or data centers) [23,24]. Here,
we wish to analyze the problem of battery location and reallocation in dc microgrids from the point of
economical and technical goals that focus on proposing a new mathematical model for representing
this problem. However, it is important to note that the proposed model will be extended to a large-scale
dc distribution feeder when it becomes a reality in the near future without modifications [25].

There are three different approaches to operate dc networks with high penetration of renewable
energy resources and batteries, which are condensed in hierarchical control methods. The first two
approaches are related to primary and secondary control strategies, which deal with power current and
voltage controls [26], and measure local state variables to maintain voltage under nominal operative
conditions [27]. Some of these controllers are designed via the sliding mode control [28], passivity based
control [29], model predictive approach [30], and droop control [27], which are directly applied to
the power electronic converters. The third approach is related to the optimization stage, where there
exists specialized literature on tertiary control methods [31]. This stage defines the set points regarding
power and voltage to be assigned for all the active devices (i.e., power electronic converters that
interfaces batteries and distributed generators) to minimize some objective function, such as, typically,
grid energy losses or energy purchase costs [18,31,32].

This study seeks to understand the tertiary control stage regarding optimization methods for
the optimal operation of battery energy storage systems in dc networks with high penetration of
renewable energy resources. In specialized literature, the optimal operation of batteries in dc grids
has been addressed via economic dispatch formulation in three recent references as follows: Authors
of [33] present a semi-definite programming model to operate batteries and renewables in dc grids.
The authors of [33] proposed a relaxation of the power balance equations via semi-definite matrices,
which guarantee the uniqueness of the global solution regarding the problem. The authors of [18]
proposed a second-order cone programming model to optimally dispatch renewables and batteries in
dc grids. Both relaxations coincide numerically to the exact nonlinear model. The main disadvantage
of this model is that the number of variables increase in square form compared to the number of
nodes in the dc grid. In [11], a nonlinear non-convex model for the optimal operation of batteries
and renewable energies in dc grids considering voltage-dependent load models has been presented.
This mathematical model is solved using the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS). It should
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be noted that in the previous models, the location of the batteries was predefined, and the data of the
network was given by the utility. Nevertheless, there is no guarantee these locations are optimal.

Regarding the optimal location and operation of batteries in an ac electrical network,
different approaches have been proposed in scientific literature, some of which are described below:
the authors in [32] presented a methodology based on genetic algorithms for the optimal location
battery energy storage in ac microgrids considering the performance indicator, the net present value of
investments, and the costs of the energy losses. Different simulation cases considering sunny, cloudy,
and rainy days were included to analyze the interdependence between batteries and distributed
generators. In addition, the numerical results reported allowed to identify the best set of renewables
and batteries to provide high-quality service to grid users. The authors of [34] proposed a methodology
to increase the flexibility of microgrids with renewables that could be affected by the winter season.
The authors of this research achieved a mathematical formulation with a mixed-integer programming
form that can solve the battery scheduling problem efficiently via the CPLEX solver. Numerical
results in a large-scale power system demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed approach for the
management of heat demands in power systems, which are drastically affected by seasons through the
optimal scheduling of batteries. In [35], an optimal economic dispatch of batteries in ac distribution
networks was proposed considering the minimization of the energy purchase in conventional sources.
The results were obtained via GAMS implementation by considering renewables as constant inputs
and batteries in fixed points. The authors of [36] presented an optimization methodology based on
genetic algorithms for the optimal location of batteries in radial distribution feeders. This approach
allowed to reduce the daily operation losses of the network. In the case of batteries, the authors of [36]
proposed a binary strategy to dispatch them, which can make the implementation of the model in
conventional solvers difficult; nevertheless, the results are interesting for utilities since the grid is
absent of renewable energy resources, making it the main contributor.

Note that the previous approaches in ac and dc grids demonstrate that the problem of optimal
location and reallocation needs more research since this is an important issue in power system analysis.
For this purpose, this paper proposes an optimization model for the location-reallocation batteries,
focusing on dc networks. This problem has not yet been reported or analyzed for dc networks.
The proposed model has a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) structure because of binary
and nonlinear variables. The binary variables appear due to location and reallocation of batteries
while the nonlinear variables are the products between the voltage variables in the power balance
constraint. The proposed model analyzes two objective functions, where the first corresponds to the
minimization of the energy purchase costs in the spot market by conventional generators and the
second to the minimization of the daily energy losses. In addition, it also employs artificial neural
networks to forecast the power generated by wind and solar generators to increase the effectiveness of
the proposed model. The main contributions of this study are as follows:

• To propose an MINLP model for the location-reallocation batteries in dc networks, which
considers two objective functions independently or a linear combination of them. This problem
has not been previously proposed in the scientific literature to the best of the knowledge of the
authors. In addition, the proposed model allows to understand the compromise between the
location of the batteries as a function of the perforce indicator, i.e., objective function, which
demonstrates the interdependence of the batteries’ location/operation regarding energy costs
and renewable energy availability.

• To include in the proposed MINLP model the economic dispatch problem to maximize the use of
the batteries during the day and, thus, obtain a suitable location and reallocation for them.

• Three simulation cases were analyzed for the proposed model to evaluate different objective
functions according to the location-reallocation of the batteries. These simulations allow to
identify the best trade-offs between the final positioning of the batteries and the daily behavior of
the grid, which can help the distribution grid make the best decision as a function of its goals, i.e.,
technical or economic objectives.
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This study is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the mathematical formulation for the
optimization model, Section 3 formulates a strategy to solve the proposed optimization model,
and Section 4 explains the test systems and proposed scenarios. The computational validation and
results are analyzed in Section 5. Lastly, the main conclusions derived from this study and possible
future works are presented in Section 6.

2. Mathematical Formulation

The problem of the optimal location-reallocation of batteries in dc microgrids with high
penetration of renewable energy resources is a discrete (binary) version of the multi-period economic
dispatch models for BESS proposed in [11,18,33]. The model for locating-reallocating batteries is indeed
at nonlinear and strong non-convex (also integer) due to the hyperbolic relations between power and
voltages in the power-balance equations. Here, we consider two possible objective functions that
can be used as indicators to define the best location of the batteries: the first is related to the energy
purchase costs in the spot market by the conventional generator and the second to the costs of the
daily energy losses in all the branches of the network.

2.1. Objective Functions

min z1 = ∑
t∈T

∑
i∈N

CoEi,t pi,tΔt (1)

min z2 = ∑
t∈T

∑
i∈N

CoEi,tvi,t

(
∑

j∈N
Gijvj,tΔt

)
(2)

where z1 is the objective function value related to energy buying costs, z2 is the objective function
associated to the costs of the daily energy losses, CoEi,t is the cost of buying energy (spot market
purchase) at node i in period t, pi,t corresponds to the power bought (generated) at node i during
period t, and Δt is the length of the time period under analysis (e.g., 1 h, 30 min or 15 min); vi,t is the
voltage value at node i during the period of time t; Gij is the value of the conductance that relates nodes
i and j. Observe that T and N are the sets that contain all periods of time of the dispatch planning and
the total number of nodes in the dc microgrid, respectively.

It should be noted that the mathematical formulation of the objective functions z1 and z2 originate
from convex functions since the energy purchase costs are a linear function, and the daily energy costs
are a positive definite quadratic form based on the properties of the conductance matrix [37].

2.2. Set of Constraints

pi,t + pdg
i,t + ∑

b∈B
pb

i,t − pd
i,t = vi,t ∑

j∈N
Gijvj,t, {∀i ∈ N & ∀t ∈ T } (3)

SoCb
i,t = SoCb

i,t−1 − ϕb
i pb

i,tΔt, {∀b ∈ B, ∀i ∈ N& ∀t ∈ T } (4)

SoCb
i,t0

= xb
i SoCb,ini

i , {∀b ∈ B &∀i ∈ N} (5)

SoCb
i,t f

= xb
i SoCb, f in

i , {∀b ∈ B &∀i ∈ N} (6)

pmin
i,t ≤ pi,t ≤ pmax

i,t , {∀i ∈ N& ∀t ∈ T } (7)

pdg,min
i,t ≤ pdg

i,t ≤ pdg,max
i,t , {∀i ∈ N& ∀t ∈ T } (8)
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xb
i pb,min

i ≤ pb
i,t ≤ xb

i pb,max
i , {∀b ∈ B, ∀i ∈ N& ∀t ∈ T } (9)

vmin
i ≤ vi,t ≤ vmax

i , {∀i ∈ N& ∀t ∈ T } (10)

xb
i SoCb,min

i ≤ SoCb
i,t ≤ xb

i SoCb,max
i , {∀b ∈ B, ∀i ∈ N& ∀t ∈ T } (11)

∑
b∈B

∑
i∈N

xb
i = Nmax

b , (12)

where pdg
i,t , pb

i,t, and pd
i,t are the power generation by renewable energy resources (i.e.,

distributed generation), the power delivered/absorbed by the batteries, and the power demand at node
i during the time period t, respectively; SoCb

i,t represents the state-of-charge of the battery in the ith
node at the tth time period; xb

i is a binary variable related to the possibility of locating/reallocating the

battery b at node i; SoCb,ini
i and SoCb, f in

i are the initial and final desired states of charge of the batteries,
respective;y, while SoCb,min

i and SoCb,max
i are the minimum and maximum state-of-charge bounds;

pmin
i,t , pmax

i,t , pdg,min
i,t , and pdg,max

i,t are the minimum and maximum bounds of admissible generation
for conventional and renewable generators located in the ith node in time period t, respectively,
while pb,min

i and pb,max
i represent the minimum and maximum charge/discharge capabilities of a

battery connected at node i; vmin
i and vmax

i are the voltage regulation bounds of the dc microgrid.
Finally, ϕb

i represents the coefficient of charge of a battery connected at node i. Observe that Nmax
b

corresponds to the maximum number of batteries available for location or reallocation, and B is the set
that contains all the types of batteries.

The interpretation of the complete mathematical model described from Equation (1) to (12) is the
following: Expression (1) presents the objective function related to the minimization of the energy
purchase cost in the spot market by conventional sources; Equation (2) defines the objective function
related to the total costs of the energy losses in all the branches of the network; Equation (3) presents
the power balance constraint per node associated with the combination of Kirchhoff’s first law and
the first Tellegen’s theorem [38]; Expression (4) shows the linear relation between the state-of-charge
of the battery and the power injection/absorption [33]; Equations (5) and (6) present the operative
consigns for battery operation regarding initial and final state-of-charges, which are defined by the
utility. Expressions (7)–(9) are defined as the minimum and maximum power bounds for conventional
and distributed generators as well as for batteries, respectively. In Equation (10), the lower and upper
bounds admissible for voltage profiles, i.e., voltage regulation limits are presented. Equation (11) shows
the minimum and maximum bounds for the states-of-charge in batteries. Expression (12) presents the
constraint related to the maximum number of batteries available for location or reallocation in the
dc network.

In the mathematical model of Equations (1) and (12) for optimal location-reallocation of batteries,
it is important to highlight the following facts:

• This formulation has a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) structure due to the
presence of binary variables regarding the location-reallocation of batteries as well as products
between voltage variables in the power balance constraint, which implies robust optimization
methodologies or toolboxes are required to get the optimal solution, even if it is local or global [11].

• The effectiveness of the proposed model highly depends on the weather conditions in renewable
generation, since their power injections, i.e., pdg

i,t , are conditioned to the generation technology.
Here we consider these renewables are based on wind and power technologies and their outputs
forecast via artificial neural networks, as recommended in [12,19,33].
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• The location or reallocation of the batteries in the dc grid will depend on the performance indicator,
i.e., objective functions z1 and z2, even if they are used independently or as a linear combination.

• Regarding the complexity of the proposed MINLP model, the main difficulty is growing due
to the solution space with the number of nodes in relation to the possibilities for locating or
reallocating batteries. The size of this part of the solution space can be calculated as follows [39]:

Cn,b =

(
n
r

)
=

n!
b! (n − b)!

where n is the number of nodes and b the number of batteries. In this sense, if we have a dc
grid with 50 nodes and batteries from 1 to 5, then the number of possibilities for their location
is 50, 1225, 19,600, 230,300, and 2,118,760, respectively, which demonstrate that the problem of
optimal location-reallocation of batteries is highly complex. Note that each possible combination
of batteries is needed to solve the resulting economic dispatch problem, which is also nonlinear
and strong non-convex.

In this paper, the main interest is regarding the formulation of the MINLP formulation presented
from Equation (1) to (12) since, for dc grids, after a careful revision has not found evidence of previous
formulations, as most of the works are related with economic dispatch analysis considering the
fixed location of the batteries, as reported in [11,12,18,33]. For this reason, we have employed the
General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) for reaching the solution of the proposed model, since it
has previously been used in [11] for battery dispatch in dc grids considering voltage-dependent
load models. The next section presents the main characteristics of the GAMS software as a
solution methodology.

It is important to mention that the optimization model proposed in this research (see
Equations (1)–(12)) considers the basic relation between state-of-charge in batteries and the active
power injections, as reported in [40]; nevertheless, in the future, for the purpose of analysis, it is
highly recommended to make additional improvements regarding batteries, such as life cost analysis,
self-discharge phenomena, or efficiency in power electronic converters that interface them [26],
to identify other relevant aspects that can affect the short-term economic dispatch analysis in
this research.

3. Solution Strategy

To deal with the mathematical model Equations (1)–(12) that describe the optimal
location-reallocation of batteries in dc networks as an MINLP model, we select the GAMS optimization
package as the solution strategy. This software is selected as it has been largely used in specialized
literature to address complex optimization problems with hundreds of variables. Some of the most
relevant works where GAMS has been used are the optimal locations of distributed generators in ac
and dc networks considering daily load behaviors [19,41], the optimal design of osmotic power plants
for electricity generation and desalinization processes [42,43], the optimization of the pump and valve
schedules in complex, large-scale water distribution systems [44], the optimal dispatch of batteries
in dc and ac networks [11,12,18,35], the multi-objective optimization of the stack of thermoacoustic
engines [45], the multi-objective optimization in power systems with renewable sources [46], and
economic dispatch approaches in thermal power systems [47], etc.

3.1. Software Implementation

To illustrate an implementation of an optimization model in GAMS, let us consider the simple
MINLP model that represents the line selection for a transmission system using the transportation
model, as depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Small transmission system for the illustrative example.

This problem was proposed as an illustrative example of planning distribution networks in [48].
The formulation of this problem is presented from Equation (13a) to (13g).

min z =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

f 2
ij, (13a)

pg
i − pd

i =
n

∑
i=1

(
fij − f ji

)
, i = 1, 2, ..., n, (13b)

− xijFmax
ij ≤ fij ≤ xijFmax

ij , i, j = 1, 2, ..., n, (13c)

0 ≤ pg
i ≤ pg,max

i , i = 1, 2, ..., n, (13d)

xi,j ∈ {0, 1} , i = 1, 2, ..., n, (13e)

xi,i = 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n, (13f)

xi,j = 0, i, j = {1, 5; 5, 1; 2, 4; 4, 2} (13g)

where fij is the power flow through the line that connected nodes i and j; pg
i is the total power

generation at node i, pd
i is the total power consumption at node i; xij is a binary variable that defines

the line between nodes i and j is built; z is the objective function defined as the sum of the square
power flows (sensitivity index without physical interpretation). Note that pg,max

i is the maximum
power generation at node i, Fmax

ij is the maximum power flow through the line that connects nodes i
and j, and n is the number of nodes.

It is important to note that the main idea of this optimization problem is to determine the set of
lines that need to be built to supply power to all the nodes. An important aspect in this formulation is
that it is not unique since [48] has used a set of lines to reach the solution.

Figure 2 presents the GAMS implementation of the mathematical model Equations (13a)–(13g).
Some important aspects about GAMS implementation can be extracted from this interface.

• It works with plain text using five main steps: (i) definition of all the sets related to the
variables domain; (ii) definition of scalars (constant numbers), parameters (constant vectors),
and matrices (constant matrices); (iii) definition of variables and their nature, i.e., continuous,
binaries, or integers; (iv) declaration of the names of equations and their mathematical structures;
and (v) solution of the model with the appropriate structure, i.e., maximization or minimization.

• The mathematical structure is pretty similar to the symbolic formulation (see model
Equations (13a)–(13g)).
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• This is an ideal toolbox that introduces to mathematicians and engineering students mathematical
optimization since it allows to concentrate on the development of well-structured mathematical
models to solve physical problems without focusing on the solution techniques.

• The implementation of any mathematical model in GAMS requires only a few concepts on
computer programming, which is an advantage in comparison with metaheuristic approaches in
MINLP optimization.

Once the optimization is solved by GAMS, we can visualize the solution variables, as depicted
in Figure 3.

1 SETS
2 i Set t h a t conta ins a l l the nodes /N1∗N5/
3 g Set t h a t conta ins a l l the generators /G1/
4 map( g , i ) Re la t ion between genera tors and nodes /G1 . N1/
5 a l i a s ( i , j ) ;
6 SCALARS
7 Fijmax Maximum flow allowed in the branch i− j /100/
8 Pgmax Maximum power generat ion /150/;
9 PARAMETER LOAD( i )

10 /N1 0 ,N2 25 ,N3 30 ,N4 20 ,N5 60/;
11 VARIABLES
12 Z Obj . function
13 f ( i , j ) Power flow in l i n e s
14 p ( g ) Power generat ion ;
15 BINARY VARIABLE
16 x ( i , j ) Construct ion of the l ine between node i and j ;
17 ∗ Minimum and maximum bounds and f i x e d v a r i a b l e s
18 p . lo ( g ) = 0 ; p . up ( g ) = Pgmax ;
19 x . fx ( ’N1 ’ , ’N5 ’ ) = 0 ; x . fx ( ’N5 ’ , ’N1 ’ ) = 0 ; x . fx ( ’N2 ’ , ’N4 ’ ) = 0 ;
20 x . fx ( ’N4 ’ , ’N2 ’ ) = 0 ; x . fx ( ’N1 ’ , ’N1 ’ ) = 0 ; x . fx ( ’N2 ’ , ’N2 ’ ) = 0 ;
21 x . fx ( ’N3 ’ , ’N3 ’ ) = 0 ; x . fx ( ’N4 ’ , ’N4 ’ ) = 0 ; x . fx ( ’N5 ’ , ’N5 ’ ) = 0 ;
22 EQUATIONS
23 OBJ Objec t ive funt ion
24 Balance ( i ) Power balance a t each node
25 MaxFij ( i , j ) Maximum flow
26 MinFi j ( i , j ) Minimum flow
27 Radial Radial topology ( t r e e ) ;
28 OBJ . . z =E= sum( i , sum( j , sqr ( f ( i , j ) ) ) ) ;
29 Balance ( i ) . . sum( g$map ( g , i ) ,p ( g ) ) − LOAD( i ) =E= sum( j , f ( i , j ) − f ( j , i ) ) ;
30 MaxFij ( i , j ) . . f ( i , j ) =L= FijMax∗x ( i , j ) ;
31 MinFi j ( i , j ) . . f ( i , j ) =G= −FijMax∗x ( i , j ) ;
32 Radial . . sum( i , sum( j , x ( i , j ) ) ) =E= card ( i ) −1;
33 MODEL INTERCONECTION / a l l /;
34 SOLVE INTERCONECTION US MINLP min z ;
35 DISPLAY z . l , p . l , x . l , f . l ;

Figure 2. Example of the implementation of a nonlinear mixed-integer programming (MINLP) model
by General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS).

1 VARIABLE Z . L = 11525 .000 Obj . function
2 VARIABLE p . L Power generat ion
3 G1 135 .000
4 VARIABLE x . L Construct ion of the l ine between node i and j
5 N1 N5
6 N2 1 .000
7 N3 1 .000
8 N4 1 .000 1 .000
9 VARIABLE f . L Power flow in l i n e s

10 N1 N5
11 N2 −25.000
12 N3 −30.000
13 N4 −80.000 60 .000

Figure 3. Solution of the MINLP model by GAMS.

Note that the objective function reaches an optimum value of about 11525 MW2, and this system
has building lines x1,2, x1,3, x1,4, and x1,5 with the following power flows: f1,2 = 25 MW, f1,3 = 30 MW,
f1,4 = 80 MW, and f4,5 = 60 MW (this is the same solution reported in [48] using the AMPL software).
In addition, the remainder of variables is zero, which implies that this is the optimal solution of the
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model since it fulfills all the constraints in the mathematical model Equations (13a)–(13g) used in this
example to present the main characteristics of any mathematical optimization via the GAMS package.
For more details about the software, please refer to [46,47].

3.2. Definition of the Renewable Generation Profiles

The forecast of the renewable generation profiles has been carried out by implementing the
methodology described in [33]. This methodology works with artificial neural network (ANN) and
combined receding horizon control. The receding horizon control works as a moving time horizon that
calculates the economic dispatch model in each period using the forecast of the renewable generation
profiles estimated by the ANN approach. The implemented methodology has the following steps:

• The ANN predicts the renewable generation profiles in periods n, where n is the
prediction horizon.

• Solving the economic dispatch model with GAMS, the reallocation of battery energy storage
systems is achieved.

• Employing the previous data of the renewable generation profiles from t − m to t, the forecast of
the profiles is recomputed for the t + 1 period.

For more details of this methodology, see [33].
Table 1 lists the ANN settings for each type of renewable energy source, which has implemented

in MATLAB using ntstool. The ANN was configured with 70%, 15%, and 15% of the data for training,
adjustment, and validation processes, respectively. Figure 4 illiterates the ANN scheme for the wind
power forecasting.

Table 1. Parameters for wind and solar generation forecasting.

Wind Solar Power

Inputs Temperature, humidity, pressure, and time Temperature and time
Output Wind speed Solar radiation
Delay number 4 6
Hidden neurons 12 18
Training optimizer Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm

x(t)

y(t)

1:4

1:4

W

W

b

+

W

b

+ y(t)

Hidden Layer with Delays
Output Layer

4

1
12

1 1

Figure 4. Artificial neural network (ANN) scheme for wind speed prediction [49].

3.3. Flow Diagram of the Proposed Approach

To summarize the application of the proposed methodology in a dc distribution network for
location-reallocation of batteries the flow chart depicted in Figure 5 was implemented.
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Begin: GAMS
implementationDC grid ANNs

Select the objective
function z = z1

Solve the model
using a MINLP solver Report solution

Select the objective
function z = z2

Solve the model
using a MINLP solver Report solution

Select the objective
function z = z1 + z2

Solve the model
using a MINLP solver Report solution

End: Results’ analysis

Figure 5. Flow chart of the proposed optimization approach for optimal location-reallocation of
batteries in dc grids.

4. Test Systems

The validation of the proposed mathematical model for the optimal location-reallocation of
batteries in dc distribution networks via GAMS implementation is made inside a 21-node test
feeder [18]. All the information about this test feeder is presented below.

The 21-node test system is a radial test feeder composed of 21 nodes and 20 branches in radial
connection, where the slack node is located at node 1. The configuration of this dc network is presented
in Figure 6.

The information about loads, energy purchase cost, demand variation, and batteries for this test
system is reported in Tables 2–4.

Table 2. Parameters for the 21-node test feeder.

From i To j Rij [p.u.] Pj [p.u.] From i To j Rij [p.u.] Pj [p.u.] From i To j Rij [p.u.] Pj [p.u.]

1 (slack) 2 0.0053 0.70 7 9 0.0072 0.80 15 16 0.0064 0.23
1 3 0.0054 0.00 3 10 0.0053 0.00 16 17 0.0074 0.43
3 4 0.0054 0.36 10 11 0.0038 0.45 16 18 0.0081 0.34
4 5 0.0063 0.04 11 12 0.0079 0.68 14 19 0.0078 0.09
4 6 0.0051 0.36 11 13 0.0078 0.10 19 20 0.0084 0.21
3 7 0.0037 0.00 10 14 0.0083 0.00 19 21 0.0081 0.21
7 8 0.0079 0.32 14 15 0.0065 0.22 – – – –

All parameters are in per unit considering as bases Pbase = 100 kW and Vbase = 1 kV.
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Figure 6. Electrical configuration for the 21-nodes test system.

Table 3. Energy purchasing cost and hourly demand.

Time [h] CoE [p.u.] Demand
Variation

[%]

Time [h] CoE [p.u.] Demand
Variation

[%]

Time [h] CoE [p.u.] Demand
Variation

[%]

0.5 0.8105 34 8.5 0.9263 62 16.5 0.9737 90
1.0 0.7789 28 9.0 0.9421 68 17.0 1 90
1.5 0.7474 22 9.5 0.9579 72 17.5 0.9947 90
2.0 0.7368 22 10.0 0.9579 78 18.0 0.9895 90
2.5 0.7263 22 10.5 0.9579 84 18.5 0.9737 86
3.0 0.7316 20 11.0 0.9579 86 19.0 0.9579 84
3.5 0.7368 18 11.5 0.9579 90 19.5 0.9526 92
4.0 0.7474 18 12.0 0.9526 92 20.0 0.9474 100
4.5 0.7579 18 12.5 0.9474 94 20.5 0.9211 98
5.0 0.8000 20 13.0 0.9474 94 21.0 0.8947 94
5.5 0.8421 22 13.5 0.9421 90 21.5 0.8684 90
6.0 0.8789 26 14.0 0.9368 84 22.0 0.8421 84
6.5 0.9158 28 14.5 0.9421 86 22.5 0.7947 76
7.0 0.9368 34 15.0 0.9474 90 23.0 0.7474 68
7.5 0.9579 40 15.5 0.9474 90 23.5 0.7211 58
8.0 0.9421 50 16.0 0.9474 90 24.0 0.6947 50

The energy-based cost is COP$/kWh 479.3389 based on the prices in May 2019 for the CODENSA utility [11].

Table 4. Parameters associated with batteries and their initial locations.

Node ϕb pb,max pb,min Node ϕb pb,max pb,min Node ϕb pb,max pb,min

7 0.0625 4 −3.2 10 0.0813 3.2 −2.4616 15 0.0813 3.2 −2.4616

In the case of renewable generation, we consider the wind power plant is connected at node 12
with a maximum power capability of about 221.52 kW, and the photovoltaic source is connected at
node 21 with a maximum power capability about 281.58 kW. Note that these multiply the maximum
capacities of the normalized generation curves reported in Table 5.
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Table 5. Normalized power generation curve.

Time [h] PWT [p.u.] PPV [p.u.] Time [h] PWT [p.u.] PPV [p.u.] Time [h] PWT [p.u.] PPV [p.u.]

0.5 0.6303 0 8.5 0.8271 0.0403 16.5 0.9892 0.4193
1.0 0.6194 0 9.0 0.8523 0.1344 17.0 0.9652 0.2784
1.5 0.6098 0 9.5 0.8788 0.2710 17.5 0.9244 0.1373
2.0 0.6050 0 10.0 0.9064 0.3673 18.0 0.8607 0.0374
2.5 0.6122 0 10.5 0.9328 0.4584 18.5 0.7743 0.0007
3.0 0.6411 0 11.0 0.9520 0.6125 19.0 0.7251 0
3.5 0.6927 0 11.5 0.9640 0.8134 19.5 0.7167 0
4.0 0.7395 0 12.0 0.9700 0.9122 20.0 0.7167 0
4.5 0.7779 0 12.5 0.9748 0.9633 20.5 0.7251 0
5.0 0.7887 0 13.0 0.9784 1.0000 21.0 0.7263 0
5.5 0.7671 0 13.5 0.9832 0.9582 21.5 0.7179 0
6.0 0.7479 0 14.0 0.9880 0.8791 22.0 0.7095 0
6.5 0.7287 0 14.5 0.9940 0.7308 22.5 0.6987 0
7.0 0.7371 0 15.0 0.9988 0.7645 23.0 0.6915 0
7.5 0.7731 0 15.5 1.0000 0.6866 23.5 0.6867 0
8.0 0.8031 0.0016 16.0 0.9964 0.5893 24.0 0.6831 0

5. Computational Validation

All simulations were carried out on a desktop computer running on INTEL(R) Core(TM) i7-7700,
3.60 GHz, 8 GB RAM with 64-bit Windows 10 Pro using GAMS 25.1.3 with the nonlinear large-scale
solver BONMIN licensed by Universidad Tecnológica de Bolívar in Colombia.

5.1. Simulation Conditions and Initial Function Values

To simulate the 21-node test feeder, we considered the following facts:

• The batteries begin and end the day with a total charge of about 50%. During the day,
this state-of-charge can vary between 10% and 90%, as recommended for Ion-Lithium batteries
in [11].

• Both objective functions are evaluated with the initial position of the batteries reported in
the previous section, to identify the base cases and the possible improvements when they
are reallocated.

• A linear combination of both objective functions was made to identify the effect of adding energy
purchase costs with energy losses costs.

Once the minimization of the energy purchase cost of energy and the minimization of the cost of
the daily energy losses were performed, we found the objective function z1 took COP$/day 1,139,524.00
(with z2 = 131,198.70) (see Equation (1)), and the objective function z2 took COP$/day 52,957.92
(with z1 = 1,941,395.00) (see Expression (2)). These values are considered the base cases for each
objective function.

5.2. Optimal Reallocation of Batteries

Here, we present the optimal location-reallocation of batteries considering both objective functions.
Table 6 reports each objective function and its corresponding BESS’ location.

Table 6. Optimal location-reallocation of batteries considering different objective functions.

Minimization of z1 [COP$/Day] Minimization of z2 [COP$/Day]

z1 : 1,089,974.00 (z2 = 87426.51) z2 : 47,209.95 (z1 = 1843467.00)
Battery type 1: 1 Battery type 1: 13
Battery type 2: {2, 3} Battery type 2: {20, 21}

Minimization of the Linear Combination z1 + z2 [COP$/Day]

z1 : 1,188,233.00 z2 : 94,347.07
Battery type 1: 13 Battery type 2: {9, 21}
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To understand the optimal reallocation of batteries as a function of the performance indicator,
let us plot the locations of the batteries in the test feeder, as depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Reallocation of batteries in the 21-node test feeder.

Based on the location-reallocation of the batteries in Table 6 (see Figure 7), the following facts can
be highlighted:

• When the objective of the optimization is to minimize the energy purchase costs at the
conventional sources, i.e., z1, the system reduces the daily operation cost of about 4.35% passing
from COP$/day 1,139,524.00 to COP$/day 1,089,974.00, which implies a reduction per day about
COP$/day 49,550. In addition, when we observe the total costs of the daily losses, it passes from
COP$/day 131,198.70 to COP$/day 87,426.51; which is traduced in 33.36% of the energy losses
reduction. These results confirm that the optimal reallocation of the batteries from nodes 7, 10,
and 15 to nodes 1, 2, and 3 has a positive effect on both the objective functions.

• When the objective of the optimization model is to minimize the daily energy losses, i.e., z2,
this function is reduced from COP$/day 52,957.92 to COP$/day 47,209.95, this corresponds
a reduction about 10.85%. This reduction is achieved by reallocating batteries from nodes
7, 10, and 15 to nodes 13, 20, and 21. In addition, the costs of the energy purchase pass
from COP$/day 1,941,395.00 to COP$/day 1,843,467.00, which corresponds to a reduction of
about 5.04%

• When the objective function is the linear combination of z1 and z2, i.e., z1 + z2, the objective
function is COP$/day 1,282,580.07; this implies an increment regarding the base of the case of
the energy purchase about COP$/day 11,857.37 per day of operation. In the case of daily energy
losses reduction, the linear combination reaches a reduction of COP$/day 711,772.85 per day
of operation.

The previous analyses regarding different objective functions allowed us to conclude that the
21-node test feeder is always positive, considering the energy purchase costs as the objective function
since it has the most important effect on the daily operation cost for the test feeder. In addition,
reducing z1 also allows to reduce the daily energy losses with respect to the base case. On the other
hand, when we minimize the daily energy losses, this is reduced. Nevertheless, it also produces a
negative effect on the energy purchase cost with an important increment in this objective function.
For this reason, here, the minimization of the daily energy loss reduction as an adequate indicator for
the optimal operation of batteries in dc networks is discarded.
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Regarding the reallocation of the batteries, we observe that when we reduce the energy purchase
costs, all the batteries are positioned near the slack node, as these locations allow to charge all the
batteries with minimum losses when the daily energy cost is lower to inject this power when this
cost increases.

5.3. Complementary Analysis

To understand whether the reallocation of the batteries satisfy the operative conditions imposed
on the mathematical model, i.e., begin and end the day with 50% considering possible variations
between 10% and 90%, Figure 8 presents the behaviors for both base cases and the three possible
locations, reported in Table 6 for the battery type 1.
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Figure 8. Behavior of battery type 1 in its different locations.

The behavior of the battery type 1 when it is located at different nodes considering variations in
the objective function allows to identify the following important facts:

• When the objective function is minimizing the total energy purchase cost, i.e., z1, this battery
charges at its maximum admissible value (see periods comprehended between 0.5 h to 6).
In addition, when energy cost is expensive, this battery begins to discharge continuously during
fourteen hours (see periods comprehended between 8 h to 22). Finally, this battery recovers this
charge in the final part of the time.

• Regarding the minimization of energy losses, i.e., z2, we observe that the batteries charge between
50% and 80% during the day. This behavior is explained by the fact that the battery works as a
generator or load; it is modifying the power flowing through the lines, which implies that it is
also affecting the power losses. For this reason, it has small changes in its state-of-charge to help
and minimize the total power losses during the day of operation.

• In the case of combining both objective functions linearly, battery type 1 experiences both
behaviors, as previously reported, at the same time, i.e., soft state-of-charge variations overpass
values lower than 50% at the end of the day.

Note that the main message of the battery behavior is regarding the different possibilities of
having state-of-charges behavior as a function of the performance indicator (i.e., objective function) as
well as the possible location of it. Nevertheless, in all the simulation cases, the proposed optimization
model (Equations (1)–(12)) is feasible and allows to determine the best operation practice for batteries
depending on the operative consigns imposed by the utility, which becomes the proposed optimization
model the main contribution of this research.
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Figure 9 reports the power generation in the slack node for the base cases as well as for the
different battery locations. From this plot, we can observe that:

• When the objective function is minimizing z1, the conventional generator is used to charge all the
batteries to reach their maximum admissible values at the beginning of the day. This conventional
generator is also used to recover the final state of the charge imposed, i.e., 50% at the end of the
day. In the rest of the periods, the energy provided by the conventional generator is zero, which
minimizes the total purchase costs in the spot market and also allows to maximize the use of
renewable sources.

• In the case of minimization of z2, we can see that the conventional source generates during all the
periods since this generation allows redistributing line power flows, which helps minimize the
total cost of the energy losses.

• Regarding the linear combination of the objective functions, it is possible to observe that at
the beginning and the end of the day, the conventional generator is used for charging all the
batteries while in the intermediate times, it is used for redistributing power flows; in other
words, the behavior of the conventional generator is a linear combination of both analyses
mentioned above.

• The behavior of the conventional generators shows that in relation to the energy purchase cost
minimization, its generation appears mainly in periods of time where solar energy is absent, which
can be considered as an indicator for the utility to introduce additional renewable energy resources
(i.e., small-hydro power [50]) to complement solar and wind sources in order to reduce to zero the
conventional generation in normal operating conditions. This also can help to indirectly reduce
greenhouse emissions in isolated grids power supply by diesel or in predominantly thermal
interconnected systems.
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Figure 9. Behavior of the conventional generation (e.g., slack node) for all the cases studied.

In conclusion, it is important to keep in mind that the behavior of all the variables in the proposed
mathematical MINLP model highly depends on the objective function selected since it guides them
to minimize or maximize the benefit established by the electricity company. In addition, all the
solutions reported in this research can be taken as indicators of the grid performance; nevertheless,
these are not taken as absolute results, since they also depend on the renewable generation availability,
grid operative conditions, and demand behavior.

Regarding the computational effort of the proposed approach for optimal locating-reallocating
batteries in dc grids, it is important to highlight that the GAMS and its SCIP solver takes about 10 min to
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define the optimal position of the batteries, which can be considered as a pretty small time considering
the complexity of the problem (3 batteries in 21-nodes generates 1330 possible locations). In addition,
if the batteries are considered in fixed locations, then, the optimization problem is transformed from
an MINLP into a nonlinear programming one, reducing the processing times to 2 s for knowing the
economic dispatch output, which allows access to the utilities having multiple scenarios of simulation
before defining the final day-ahead economic dispatch.

5.4. Scalability of the Proposed Model

To demonstrate the scalability of the proposed approach, we present an additional simulation
case regarding batteries’ location and reallocation in dc grids by using the 30-node test feeder reported
in [11]. In this test system, there are three batteries in nodes 3, 15, and 22. In addition, the objective
function reported in that paper corresponds to the daily energy losses cost, which takes a value
of COP$/day 254,539.39. Once we apply our proposed reallocation approach, this cost moves to
COP$/day 244,595.39 by reallocating these batteries to nodes 18, 23, and 24, respectively, which
implies a daily reduction of about 3.91% regarding power loss minimization, demonstrating that
the proposed optimization approach is applicable to dc grids with a different number of nodes, i.e.,
it is scalable.

It is important to point out that the computational cost of the proposed approach for this test
feeder is 14 and takes minutes to decide where the batteries must be reallocated; nevertheless, when the
batteries are fixed, this time is reduced to 3 s, which implies that this methodology is perfectly for
day-ahead analysis for dc grids with batteries, since it allows to create multiple simulation scenarios in
less time.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

The problem of the optimal location-reallocation of batteries in dc distribution networks has been
analyzed in this paper through an MINLP formulation. This mathematical model has binary variables
associated with the position of the batteries that are modified as a function of the performance indicator,
i.e., minimization of the energy purchase costs in the conventional generators or minimization of the
total costs of the daily energy losses. Numerical results confirm that in all the analyzed scenarios,
the re-positioning of batteries allows to achieve better objective function values by modifying the
daily state-of-charge performances on them. In addition, the behavior of the conventional power
generator is highly conditioned by the performance indicator since this variable defines the total
energy purchase costs in the spot market and also has an influence over the power flow redistribution
in lines regarding power loss minimization. This means that this variable is highly sensitive to the
proposed MINLP model.

For future works, we state the following: (i) to propose a mixed-integer convex optimization
model to deal with the non-linearities of the power balance equations to guarantee the uniqueness
of the global optimum solution via branch and bound methods added with a second-order cone or
semi-definite programming methods, (ii) to employ heuristic methods to avoid the usage of specialized
software in the solution of the MINLP model to develop free applications for engineering students
and small electricity companies, (iii) to extend the proposed MINLP formulation to alternating current
networks considering active and reactive power capabilities in batteries via optimal control of power
electronic converters that interface them, (iv) to consider different battery’s aspects in the model such as
lifecycle, self-discharge phenomenon, or power losses analysis to have more realistic models that can
affect the grid behavior in the short-term horizon, and (v) to propose a hybrid optimization problem
based on the convex optimization for the nonlinear optimization part of the MINLP model (economic
dispatch problem) and metaheuristics that can help address the integer part (location of batteries and
renewables) by conforming a master-slave optimization methodology.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations and nomenclature are used in this manuscript:

Acronyms
AC Alternating current.
COP Colombian pesos.
ANN Artificial neural network.
BESS Battery energy storage system.
DC Direct current.
GAMS General algebraic modeling system.
MINLP Mixed-integer nonlinear programming.
MCOP Millions of Colombian pesos.
PV Photovoltaic.
WT Wind turbine.

Sets and subscripts
B Set of batteries.
N Set of nodes.
T Set of periods of time.
b Type of batteries.
t Periods of time.
i, j Nodes.

Parameters
CoEi,t Energy purchase cost in the conventional source in the node i at the period of time t.
Gij Conductance value that relates nodes i and j.
Nmax

b Maximum number of batteries available.
pmax

i,t Maximum power generation in the conventional source in the i at the period of time t.
pmin

i,t Minimum power generation in the conventional source in the i at the period of time t.
pb,max

i,t Minimum power in the battery b connected at i at the period of time t.
pb,min

i,t Maximum power in the battery b connected at i at the period of time t.

pdg,max
i,t Minimum power generation in the distributed generator in the i at the period of time t.

pdg,min
i,t Maximum power generation in the distributed generator in the i at the period of time t.

pd
i,t Power consumption in the i at the period of time t.

SoCb, f in
i Final state of charge in the battery b connected to the node i.

SoCb,ini
i Initial state of charge in the battery b connected to the node i.

vmax
i Maximum voltage bound at node i.

vmin
i Minimum voltage bound at node i.

ϕb
i Charge coefficient of the battery b connected at node i.

Δt Length of the period of time.

Variables
pi,t Power generation in the conventional source at node i in the period of time t.
pb

i,t Power input/output in battery b connected at node i in the period of time t.
pdg

i,t Renewable power generation at node i in the period of time t.
SoCb

i,t State of charge in battery b connected at node i in the period of time t.
SoCb

i,t−1 State of charge in battery b connected at node i in the period of time t − 1.
vi,t Voltage profile in the node i at the period of time t.
xb

i Binary decision variable regarding the installation of the battery b at node i.
z Objective function.
z1 Objective function related to the energy purchase costs in conventional sources.
z2 Objective function related to the cost of the daily energy losses.
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Abstract: This paper aims at the optimal designing of a stand-alone microgrid (PV/wind/battery/diesel)
system, which can be utilized to meet the demand load requirements of a small residential area in
Kasuga City, Fukuoka. The simulation part is developed to estimate the electrical power generated
by each component, taking into account the variation of the weather parameters, such as wind,
solar irradiation, and ambient temperature. The optimal system design is then based on the Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) method to find the optimal configuration of the proposed system, using the
least-cost perspective approach.

Keywords: renewable energy; microgrids; simulation; optimization

1. Introduction

Japan’s energy self-sufficiency rate was as low as 9.6% in 2017, indicating the energy security issues
in this country [1]. The energy self-sufficiency rate indicates the proportion of primary energy required
for daily life and economic activities that can be secured in the country [2]. Japan’s electric power
industry faces a wide range of challenges, including the reliance on imports of fossil fuels through
the immediate nuclear power phase-out and also further focusing on reducing and decarbonizing
its energy system [3,4]. Initiatives are underway to decentralize the power sector in Japan from the
centralized fossil fuel-based systems to distributed ones. The evolution of the electric utility system has
many drawbacks because it is vulnerable to disasters due to extreme concentration. One way to avoid
this problem is to use Distributed Energy Resources (DER), which enables the decentralization of the
electric power sector in Japan. The deployment of DER involves both generators and energy storage
technologies. A microgrid is a combination of various interconnected DER and loads that can operate
as a grid-tied (connected to the grid) or a stand-alone (disconnected from the grid) controllable system.
The stand-alone microgrids are considered as the most appropriate and cost-effective ways to electrify
off-grid communities. Since the stand-alone microgrids operate as the off-grid systems, matching
the quantity of the supplied electricity with the load requirements is an important issue, particularly
when they are used for providing reliable power in small communities or remote areas. However,
the integration and hybridization of various energy sources into the microgrid system increases the
complexity of the system.

Although microgrids have several advantages, including reduced maintenance costs, emissions,
and increased reliability and flexibility, their initial investment costs are higher than the other
conventional power systems. Therefore, finding the optimal size and configuration of a microgrid in a
cost-effective way has been the main focal point of recent research activities in this field of study.
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Research that demonstrates the importance of optimizing microgrid systems with hybrid power
supplies has gained more attention from scholars worldwide. Many scholars have developed optimization
techniques to find the optimal operating point and configurations of microgrid systems. The main methods
include minimizing the total cost and emissions or maximizing the reliability of the system. Table 1
shows the different optimization methods used in microgrid modeling based on the various approaches.

Table 1. Optimization methods used in microgrid modeling.

Authors Year
System Components Objective

Function

Optimization
Approach

Model
PeriodWind PV FC Biomass Hydro Storage Diesel Other

Zhang et al. [5] 2019 • • • • • Total cost CS-HS-SA-ANN 2 20 years
Farzaneh [6,7] 2019 • • • • Total cost NLP 3 1 year
Bukar et al. [8] 2019 • • • • Total cost GOA 4 1 year

Angelopoulos et al. [9] 2019 • • • Tidal Total cost DP 5 1 year

Jing et al. [10] 2015 • • •
Total cost
or CO2

emissions
NSGA-II 6 1 year

Sharafi et al. [11] 2014 • • • • •
Total cost
and CO2
emissions

PSO 7 1 year

Kuzunia et al. [12] 2013 • • • Total cost SMIP 8 1 year
Khatib et al. [13] 2012 • • • Total cost GA 9 1 year

Ahmarinezhad et al. [14] 2012 • • • • • • Total cost PSO 20 years
Giannakoudis et al. [15] 2010 • • • • • Total cost SA 10 years

Kashefi et al. [16] 2009 • • • • Total cost PSO 20 years
Cai et al. [17] 2009 • • • • Total cost ISITSP 10 15 years

Dufo-López et al. [18] 2007 • • • • • • Total cost GA 1 day
Garcia et al. [19] 2006 • • • • LEC 1 LP 11 1 year

Koutroulis et al. [20] 2006 • • Total cost GA 20 years
1. Levelized Energy Cost. 2. CS-HS-SA-ANN: chaotic search-harmonic search-simulated annealing (CS-HS-SA)
using an artificial neural network (ANN). 3. Non-Linear Programming. 4. Grasshopper Optimization Algorithm.
5. Dynamic Programing. 6. Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm. 7. Particle Swarm Optimization. 8. Stochastic
Mixed-Integer Program. 9. Genetic Algorithm. 10. Interval Parameter Superiority–Inferiority-based Two-Stage Programming.
11. Linear Programming.

Following previous studies, this paper addresses a detailed modeling approach that is used to find
the optimal configuration of a typical stand-alone microgrid system consisting of solar panels, wind
turbines, battery storage and diesel generators, in order to satisfy the demand load of a residential area
in Kasuga city in Japan (Figure 1). The proposed research methodology is based on a cost-effectiveness
approach, which aims at finding the optimal configuration of the microgrid together with addressing
the uncertainties related to the impact of variable weather conditions on the overall performance of the
system and its optimal operation. The analytical framework consists of simulation and optimization
models. The simulation model is based on developing a detailed power control strategy that is used to
match the supplied electricity with the hourly demand load requirements in the different operating
conditions. The optimization model uses the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method to find the
optimal configuration (optimal capacity of each DER) of the microgrid. The optimality criterion is
satisfied at the minimum total cost of the system.

 

Figure 1. The proposed microgrid system in this study.

2. Simulation Model

2.1. Wind Turbine

In this simulation model, the following equations are used to quantify the amount of power
output from a wind turbine [21]:
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Pw(V) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Pr(V−VCIN)
Vrat−VCIN

, VCIN ≤ V ≤ Vrat

Pr, Vrat ≤ V ≤ VCO
0, V ≤ VCIN and V ≥ VCO

(1)

V = Vre f

(
H

Hre f

)α
(2)

where Vre f (m/s) refers to the measured wind speed at the reference height, Hre f (m); α is the power-law
exponent; V refers to the wind speed at the height of H(m) [21]; and Pr, VCIN, Vrat and VCO refer to the
constant power (kW), cut-in speed (m/s), rated wind speed (m/s), and cutout speed (m/s), respectively.

2.2. Solar Photovoltaic (PV)

The Duffie and Beckman principle model was used to calculate the global radiation incident on
the PV array, using the following equation [22]:

ταGT = ηcGT + UL(Tc − Ta) (3)

where τα is the effective transmittance-absorptance of the PV panel (%); GT is the incident solar
radiation on the PV surface (kW/m2); ηc is the conversion efficiency of the PV array (%); UL is the
overall heat transfer coefficient of the PV (kW/m2 ◦C); and Tc and Ta are the PV cell temperature (◦C)
and the ambient temperature (◦C). The equation above states that a balance exists between the solar
energy absorbed by the PV array and the amount of electrical output and heat which is transferred to
the surroundings. The following formula gives the cell temperature:

τα
UL

=
Tc,NOCT−Ta,NOCT

GT,NOCT
(4)

Assuming that τα/UL is constant, this equation is substituted into the Equation (3) to calculate Tc:

Tc = Ta + GT

(
Tc,NOCT−Ta,NOCT

GT,NOCT

)(
1− ηc

τα

)
(5)

Finally, the output of the PV array is calculated by the following equation:

Ppv = Gpv fpv

(
GT

GT,STC

)
[1 + αp(TC − TC,STC)] (6)

where in the above equations, STC and NOCT refer to the standard test and nominal operating cell
temperature conditions, respectively; Gpv is the rated capacity of the PV panel (kW); fpv is the PV
derating factor (%); and αp is the temperature coefficient of power (%/◦C).

2.3. Diesel Generator

The diesel generator will be used as the backup system in the proposed microgrid. The rate of the
fuel consumption of a diesel generator may be estimated by using the following formula [23]:

DF(t) = AN ·DR + BO ·DO(t) (7)

where DF is the rate of fuel consumption (L/h); DR is the rated power of the diesel generator (kW);
DO is the power output of the diesel generator (kW); AN and BO are the coefficients that are set at
0.2461 (L/kWh) and 0.081451 (L/kWh) [18]; and t is the time period in hours.

2.4. Power Converter

The proposed system utilizes a bi-directional converter to link the AC and DC buses to each other.
The amount of the converted power by the converter is calculated by the following equation:
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Pout(t) = Pin(t)·ηConv (8)

where Pin and Pout are the input and output power from the inverter (kW), respectively; and ηconv is
the converter efficiency, which is assumed to be 90%.

2.5. Battery Storage

In this study, a lead–acid battery is considered as the storage system in the proposed microgrid.
The state of charge (SOC) of a lead–acid battery system should be controlled within the following
range [24]:

SOC(t) = SOC(t− 1) ± ECD(t)·ηB
PR

· 100 (9)

where ηB is discharge and charging (round trip) efficiency (%); ECD(t) is the amount of electricity
that is charged to or discharged from the battery (kWh); and PR refers to the rated capacity of the
battery(kWh).

2.6. Power Control Strategy

The control strategy flowchart of electricity generation and storage in the proposed microgrid
system is represented in Figure 2. If the amount of electricity generated by the renewable generators
(PV and wind turbine) exceeds the load requirement, the surplus energy is sent to the battery. If the
SOC of the battery reached its maximum level and there is still excess electricity, the extra electricity
will be sent to a dummy load. If the amount of generated electricity is less than the load requirement,
then the battery storage can be discharged to meet the demand. If the battery discharge was insufficient,
a diesel generator would be added to the system as a backup.

 

Figure 2. Power control strategy flowchart.
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2.7. Demand Load Calculation

The area of study was selected among the Japanese standard residential buildings located in
Kasuga city, Fukuoka prefecture, Japan. The total energy consumption (electrical and thermal loads) of
the selected building was estimated using EnergyPlus software developed by the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL), Denver, CO, USA [25]. The 3D model of the targeted Japanese standard
house was developed using Sketchup 2019, which is shown in Figure 3. This 3D model includes all
walls, ceilings, floors, doors, and windows. A standard size family, including four inhabitants, such
as a father, a mother, a son, and a daughter, is supposed to live in the targeted building. An activity
schedule was set for each person who should be taken into account, in order to calculate each person’s
internal heat gain. The occupancy schedule of each family member in this building is shown in Figure 4.

 
Figure 3. Layouts of the selected building: (a) 3D layout; (b) 2D Layout.

Figure 4. Occupancy schedule of family members in the selected building.

To meet this schedule, the usage plan of the electrical appliances, lightings, cooling, and heating
loads are given in Figures 5–8. The internal heat generated from electrical equipment and lighting
was not included in the simulation. The variable refrigerant flow (VRF) air conditioning system was
considered to provide cooling and heating loads. The values of the cooling and heating Coefficient of
Performance (COP) for this air conditioning system was set at 3.4 and 3.3, respectively. The Heating,
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) operation strategy is based on the heating and cooling
schedule in each room. When the HVAC is ON, cooling occurs when the temperature is higher than
the cooling setpoint temperature (26 ◦C), and heating is performed when the temperature is lower
than the heating setpoint (18 ◦C).
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The assumed hourly electricity consumption by the electrical appliances and lighting is represented
in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 5. Appliances usage plan.

 
Figure 6. Lighting usage plan.

Figure 7. Cooling load usage plan (hot seasons).

Figure 8. Heating load usage plan (cold seasons).
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Figure 9. Hourly electricity consumption of the electrical appliances.

Figure 10. Hourly electricity consumption of lighting.

3. Weather Data

Weather data was used in this research for the following two purposes:
1) Optimal design of the system: The optimal configuration of the system can be found based on

the amount of hourly electricity generation from solar and wind power systems. To this aim, the real
measured meteorological data on solar irradiation, wind speed, and ambient temperature in Fukuoka
were collected from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) throughout the entire period in 2019,
which are shown in Figures 11–13 [26].

2) Optimal day-ahead operation: In order to be able to understand the uncertainties related to
the impact of variable weather conditions on the day-ahead optimal operation and electric power
dispatching of the proposed system, the GPV–MSM weather forecast provided by JMA was used in
this study. The GPV–MSM weather forecasting system reproduces atmospheric phenomena using the
mesoscale modeling approach, which can be applied to the selected areas in Japan and its neighboring
seas, including a horizontal grid of 5 km. Hourly forecasts of seven weather-related variables are
provided eight times a day (00:00, 03:00, 06:00, 09:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18: 00, and 21:00; UTC time zone).
The forecast period depends on the forecast time and can be up to 39 hours or 51 hours ahead.
In this research, we used the first 24 hours of forecast weather data ahead, updated at UTC 00:00 hours
(JST 9:00). Temperature and wind speed are the actual meteorological data that were collected from
JMA [27]. The comparison between real and forecasting meteorological data used in this study is
shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 11. Hourly solar irradiation in Fukuoka (Source: JMA).

 
Figure 12. Hourly ambient temperature in Fukuoka (Source: JMA).

 
Figure 13. Hourly wind speed in Fukuoka (Source: JMA).
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Figure 14. Comparison between the real and forecasting meteorological data used in this study:
(a) Temperature; (b) Solar radaition.

4. Optimization Model

4.1. Objective Function

The optimal sizing of the power generation units in a microgrid system is essential for the efficient
utilization of renewable resources. To this aim, the optimization technique was mainly founded on the
basis of the minimization of the total cost of the system, subject to satisfying the technical, economic,
and environmental constraints. The objective function of the optimization model can be expressed as
follows:

TC =
n∑

i=1

Ct+Ot+Ft
(1+r)t (10)

where TC is the total cost of the microgrid system over its lifetime ($); Ct, Ot and Ft are investment
expenditures, operation costs, and fuel costs in the year t, respectively; and r is the discount rate.
The total lifetime of the system, n, is considered to be 20 years.

4.2. Demand–Supply Constraint

The main objective of the model is to find the optimal value of the vector of the decision variables
P = (PPV, PWG, Pbat, PDG) which includes the installed capacities of the PV, wind power generator,
battery and diesel generator subject to satisfying the following demand–supply equality:
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PPV(t) + Pwind(t) + Pdiesel(t) + Pbattery discharge(t) = PDemand(th) + Pbattery charge(t) (11)

The above concept was applied to the different dispatching modes, which is visualized in Figure 15.

 
Figure 15. Demand–supply matching based on the battery charging/discharging modes.

4.3. Solving Method

In this research, the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm was used to find the least expensive
combination of the decision variables. This method consists of a constant search of the best solution by
moving the particles at a specific speed calculated in each iteration, which is represented as follows [28]:

vid(t + 1) = ω · vid(t) + c1 ·φ1 · (Pid(t) − xid(t)) + c2 ·φ2 · (gid(t) − xid(t)) (12)

xid(t + 1) = xid(t) + vid(t + 1) (13)

where Pid and vid(t) represent the particle’s best candidate position and the velocity of inertia,
respectively; xid is the particle position; and u is the coefficient of inertia. The parameters c1 and c2 are
positive weighting constants, described as “self-confidence” and “swarm confidence”, respectively.
The random values of ϕ1 and ϕ2 are between 0 and 1. ω indicates the inertia weight, which is set in the
range (0.5, 1), and near 1 facilitates the global search. The first iteration ends by adjusting the speed
and position of the next time step t + 1. Consistently, this process is performed until the best value of
the objective function. In this paper, for all variants, fixed values considered as defaults for the PSO
parameters were used as c1 = c2 = 1.5, ω = 0.8, iterations = 100, population size = 20 [29,30]. To relocate
the wrong particles in the adequate solution space and evaluate the fitness function, as well as provide
a valid solution to the optimization problem, the attenuation technique was used to represent the
boundary condition of the proposed PSO model, as shown in Figure 16 [30].

Figure 16. Boundary conditions for the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) developed in this research.
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Figure 17 shows the interrelationship between the optimization and simulation models. The global
solution of the PSO model, the best place that every individual in the flock has ever achieved, is adopted
for all particles.

 
Figure 17. The interrelationship between the simulation and optimization models.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Estimation of the Annual Electricity Demand

EnergyPlus software was used to perform a load simulation by computing an hourly energy
balance in the building. The amount of required electricity for providing necessary cooling/heating
loads to maintain the building at the desired temperature was estimated based on the given scheduled
plan of cooling/heating and the difference between the outdoor and indoor temperatures. The total
electricity consumption for cooling and heating purposes in the selected residential building in Kasuga
city was estimated at 600 kWh/year. This estimated value was summed up with the total electricity
consumption by electrical appliances, considering their usage plans and rated power to calculate
the total electricity consumption in the building. Figure 18 shows the hourly electricity demand
load. The total electricity consumption in this building was estimated at 2303 kWh/year. The annual
electricity consumption in the selected residential building is represented in Figure 18.

According to the Japan Agency for National Resource and Energy, the average annual electricity
consumption per household in Japan is approximated at 4618 kWh, and the electricity demand of the
main electrical appliances accounts for 57% of the total, which is about 2632 kWh [31]. The comparison
between this value and the estimated value of total electricity consumption indicates the good
agreement between the results of the simulation model and the standard data.
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Figure 18. Estimated annual electricity demand in the selected residential building in Kasuga city.

5.2. Optimal Design of the Proposed Microgrid

The technical specifications of the main components of the microgrid system are given in Tables 2–4.
The hourly power output per unit of wind generator and the solar panel is shown in Figure 19.

Table 2. Main input data used in the solar panel simulation [32].

Rated capacity of the PV array power under standard test conditions (kW) Gpv 0.245
Ambient temperature at which the NOCT is defined (◦C) Ta,NOCT 20

Nominal operating cell temperature (◦C) Tc,NOCT 44
PV cell temperature under standard test conditions (◦C) TC,STC 25

Incident solar radiation incident on the PV array (kW/m2) GT 1

Temperature coefficient of power (%/◦C) αp
-

0.258
PV derating factor (%) fpv 0.8

Effective transmittance-absorptance of the PV panel (%) τα 0.9

Table 3. Main input data used in the battery storage simulation [24].

Battery Type Lead–Acid

Nominal capacity (kWh) PR 1
SOCmax (%) SOC 100
SOCmin (%) SOC 40

Round-trip efficiency (%) ηB 80

Table 4. Maim input data used in the wind turbine simulation [33].

Constant power (kWh) Pr 0.3
Cut-in wind speed (m/s) VCIN 3

Cut out wind speed (m/s) VCO 20
Height (m) H 40

Reference height (m) Hre f 10

Table 5 shows the cost analysis of the proposed system. The optimal size of each component
is given in Table 6. Figure 20 demonstrates the pathways towards reaching the optimal solution by
each element (particle in the PSO model) based on satisfying the minimum total cost of the system.
The total cost of the proposed microgrid is estimated at USD 42,300.
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Figure 19. Estimated power output per each unit of PV panel and wind turbine.

 
Figure 20. Pathways towards the optimal solution by the PSO model.

Table 5. Cost analysis of the system.

Components Capital Cost 1 ($/kW) O&M Cost ($/KW) Fuel Cost ($/KW) Lifetime

Wind Turbine [20] 2300 2 0 20 years
PV [34] 5100 10 0 20 years

Diesel [23] 300 0.5 1.3 15,000 h
Battery [23] 120 10 0 4 years

Converter [23] 127 1 0 20 years
1 Including both purchase and installation costs.

Table 6. Optimal size and cost of each component.

PV WG Battery Diesel Converter

Optimal
capacity (kW) 2.65 2.01 14.86 3.6 2.8

As can be observed from Figure 21, the solar panel represents the largest share in the total cost
of the system, followed by the battery storage and diesel generator. The levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE) of the proposed microgrid is estimated at 0.88 $/kWh, which is much higher than the average
electricity tariff in Japan (0.2 $/kWh ≈ 22 JPY/kWh).
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Figure 21. Estimated levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of the proposed microgrid.

The comparison between the estimated LCOE in this study and other similar off-grid residential
microgrids is given in Table 7.

Table 7. Comparison between the estimated LCOE by the model and other references.

System LCOE ($/kWh)

The proposed system in this paper (PV +wind + battery + diesel) 0.88
Typical off-grid microgrid in Japan: 4kW of PV + 4kWh of battery [35] 0.55–0.72

Typical off-grid microgrid in Pacific Island: PV + diesel [36] 1–1.7

The average monthly electricity generation by the system is shown in Figure 22. The battery SOC
is represented in Figure 23.

Figure 22. Monthly average electricity generation by the microgrid.

 
Figure 23. State of charge (SOC) of the battery in the microgrid.

The model results revealed that the power loss due to the charging and discharging efficiency of
the battery is considerable, which is estimated at 719 kWh per year, which indicates that improving the
round-trip efficiency of the battery is necessary for the effective utilization of the proposed microgrid
system (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Annual energy balance in the proposed microgrid.

5.3. Assessing the Impact of Weather Conditions on the Optimal Performance and Power Dispatching of the
Proposed System

The microgrid’s fuel consumption and energy storage requirements are examined as a function
of the atmospheric conditions. Weather data is thus necessary to establish optimal operating and
dispatching plans according to the operational objective of the microgrid. Day-ahead weather forecasts
are also responsible for deviations from these plans, thereby being a valuable source of uncertainty
in the scheduling process. Figure 25 represents the weather satellite images taken by the satellite
Himawari-8 at 12:00 on 3 July 2018 (real data) and 2019 (forecasts). On 3 July 2018, Typhoon No. 7
went north over the East China Sea and approached Kyushu, and strong winds and heavy rain took
Fukuoka. Therefore, there was insufficient solar electricity generation, but since the strong wind
blew in the afternoon, a sufficient amount of electricity was generated by the wind power generator.
However, on the same day in 2019, Fukuoka was covered with heavy clouds, and the average wind
speed was very weak at 2–3 (m/s). Therefore, there was no power generation from the wind turbine
on this day. Besides, since the sky had been covered with dark clouds for a long time, there was no
sufficient power output from the PV panels, which resulted in reducing the SOC of the battery.

 
Figure 25. Comparison of satellite images taken on 2018/07/03 at 12:00 and on 2019/07/03 at 12:00.

As shown in Figure 26, the diesel generator was used to offset the shortage of battery discharge.
The comparison between the historical (2018) and forecasting data (2019) highlights the remarkable
impact of weather conditions on both fuel consumption and energy storage requirement of the proposed
microgrid. Based on the forecasting data, the stationary battery storage’s SOC decreases to 40%, since
it cannot be charged by solar and wind in the morning. Therefore, the diesel generator should be used
in order to meet the demand load during the evening. It highlights that forecasts of weather conditions
at the site location would be required to know in advance the amount of power that the wind turbine
or the PV will feed into the battery over the next hours and days. Day-ahead forecasting of the weather
data will help in managing the battery operation through monitoring its SOC condition and lowering
the usage of the diesel generator to reduce its cost and environmental impacts on the system.
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Figure 26. Optimal operation of the microgrid within the same period in 2018 and 2019: (a) based on
the measured weather data; (b) based on the weather forecast.

6. Conclusions

This research addressed the optimal design of a stand-alone microgrid system that can be used
in order to meet the electrical load requirement in a selected Japanese standard building in Kasuga
city, Fukuoka prefecture, Japan. Based on the results, the optimal size of the main components of the
system was estimated for the PV as 2.65 kW; for wind power as 2.01 kW; for the battery as 14.86 kW;
for the diesel generator as 3.6 kW; and for the converter as 2.8 kW. The total cost of the proposed
system was estimated at USD 42,300. The LCOE of the proposed system was estimated at 0.88 $/kWh,
which is much higher than the average electricity rate in Japan. The percentage of power provided by
each power unit was estimated at 43.4% by the solar PV, 16.7% by the wind power, 4.9% by the diesel
generator, and 35% by the battery discharge. The model results show that the operation of the proposed
microgrid system is highly dependent on batteries and solar power, due to the high potential of solar
energy in Kasuga city. Furthermore, the results revealed the remarkable impact of weather conditions
on the optimal operation of the proposed microgrid, especially during the windy and rainy seasons.
Due to the issue of the high LCOE of the proposed microgrid in this study, the investment demand of
the system might be insufficient in the early stages, which makes customers lack the motivation to
participate in the project. In order to promote the development of such a system, the corresponding
incentive mechanism should be designed through an optimal subsidy from the Japanese government
and an optimal cooperation incentive from the energy supplier. Another solution would be the
introduction of the community microgrid, including some prosumers and consumers, all with access
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to a local grid, which allows its participants to achieve a greater outcome than they would individually.
In this scheme, participants who generate excess electricity are able to share their generation with
participants of their choosing. They are also able to take advantage of shared energy-storage systems
in the community to improve the operational reliability and the economy. However, it demands extra
efforts regarding a detailed cost analysis of the system, which can be considered as the future work.
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Abstract: This paper discusses a structural property for a power system to continue a safe operation
under power fluctuation caused by fluctuating power sources and loads. Concerns over global
climate change and gas emissions have motivated development and integration of renewable energy
sources such as wind and solar to fulfill power demand. The energy generated from these sources
exhibits fluctuations and uncertainty which is uncontrollable. In addition, the power fluctuations
caused by power loads also have the same consequences on power system. To mitigate the effects of
uncontrollable power fluctuations, a power flow control is presented which allocates power levels for
controllable power sources and loads and connections between power devices. One basic function
for the power flow control is to balance the generated power with the power demand. However,
due to the structural limitations, i.e., the power level limitations of controllable sources and loads
and the limitation of power flow channels, the power balance may not be achieved. This paper
proposes two theorems about the structural conditions for a power system to have a feasible solution
which achieves the power balance between power sources and power loads. The discussions in this
paper will provide a solid theoretical background for designing a power flow system which proves
robustness against fluctuations caused by fluctuating power devices.

Keywords: power flow control; power fluctuations; renewable energy sources; demand uncertainty;
augmenting path

1. Introduction

The awareness of depletion of fossil fuels, increase of power demand, and global warming have
promoted the development of renewable energy sources. These energy sources such as wind turbines
and photovoltaic (PV) generation system play important roles because of low impact against the
environment. However, the generated power from these energy sources varies greatly, resulting in
a risk of power fluctuations which is uncontrollable [1]. Renewable energy sources are often connected
to the medium-and-low-voltage grid in smaller unit sizes. With the rapid increase of renewable energy
sources, the increase of power fluctuation in the power system gives cause for anxiety [2]. The power
fluctuations phenomenon caused by power loads also have the same consequences. The power
demand is continuously growing due to the development of the smart consumer electronics equipped
with communication and control units [3–5]. Moreover, the introduction of heat pumps and the electric
cars are also contributing to a higher power demand. The mixture of renewable energy generation
attached to grid and ever-growing power demand have increased the threats of stability and quality of
power of the national wide power grid. As a result, the power system needs new strategies for the
management and operation of the electricity to maintain balance between changing power supply
patterns and consumption patterns [6].
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Recently, the interest in the demand side management has been increased [7–11]. This is
particularly because residential and commercial domains represent a major part of electricity
consumption and carbon gas emissions [12] and partly because small scale distributed power resources
such as photovoltaic, wind turbines, fuel cells, and storage batteries are introducing into houses,
buildings, offices, and factories etc. The power structure of these facilities is changing dynamically
due to the integration of distributed power sources [13,14]. One example of such changing structure is
a Nano-grid (NG) [15–17]. It includes numerous power generating sources, an in-house or building
power distribution system, and energy storage functions as well as a variety of consumer devices
such as lighting, TV, heating/ventilation/air-conditioning, and cooking, i.e., such power systems
need to have a sophisticated power control function that can manage dynamically changing power
consumption and power supply conditions. We believe this is a new power control function to be
developed for these changing power structures.

Due to the uncontrollability of generated power and demand, the power imbalance is a big
challenge to consider [18,19]. In the fluctuating environment where power supply and demand
both change dynamically and uncontrollably, a real-time power flow control is required, whose
main function is to keep the balance between generated power and demand. There have been
proposed several implementation models that can be classified into power switching and power
packetization. Okabe et al. in [20] proposed a power switch between a multiple power sources and
loads. The proposed system architecture for power switching is comprise of power sources, loads,
power switch/router and power transmission lines. A physical power line connection is created
between a power source and a load. The power control introduced is very simple and support only
one-to-one and one-to-many connections types between power sources and loads. However, the power
control cannot be enhanced when number of devices increased without changing the existing grid
structure to manage many to one connection type. The power fluctuation management and control is
out of the scope for this method. Abe et al. [21] and Hikihara et al. [22] proposed power packetization
methods. The system design consists of group of power sources, loads, storage battery, power routers,
and power lines. They introduced power routers which are able to receive, store, and transmit power,
in power packets, a power packet is associated with source ID and destination ID. This method
also implements a simple power control; however, explicit power control for uncertainty due to
fluctuating power devices is not considered. Moreover, since they emphasis on the power transmission,
no mechanism to control distributed multiple power sources and loads is introduced.

To achieve this power balance, cooperation with controllable power sources and loads and their
cooperative control seem to be a promising technology [23–25]. The cooperative control of controllable
power devices can accommodate power fluctuations caused by fluctuating generators and loads.
The absorption of the fluctuation will be achieved by controlling the power (supply/consumption) of
controllable power sources/loads.

Information technology is currently being used throughout power grids, where embedded
smart power sensors, power actuators, and controllers are used for continuous power monitoring,
control, and management. Based on the extreme control-ability of smart power devices, the quantity
and direction of power stream at each power source and load can be exactly controlled by the
power user, which provides the technical foundation for the realization of the sophisticated power
flow control. The concept of Power Flow Coloring proposed in [23,24] can be one example of
information-technology-supported power flow control. In this concept, individual power flow between
a pair of power source and load can be managed with a unique identification attached to each power
flow, which enables us to manage versatile power flow patterns between distributed power sources
and loads. Figure 1 illustrates the power flow coloring in a household environment.
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Figure 1. The concept of The Power Flow Coloring.

As mentioned above, one of the most important functions for the power flow control for a power
system which contains uncontrollable fluctuating devices and controllable devices is to balance the
generated power with the power demand. However, due to the structural limitations, i.e., the power
level limitations of controllable sources and loads and the limitation of power flow channels, the power
balance may not be achieved. To operate a power system safely under fluctuating environment,
the power system must have such property that there always exists a feasible solution, i.e., the power
levels for controllable power devices and power flows on connections between power devices which
achieve the power balance between power sources and power loads, in any situation of fluctuating
devices. We will call such property as “robustness against fluctuation”. This paper discusses structural
characteristics for a power system to possess the robustness against fluctuation. This paper proposes
two theorems about the structural conditions for a power system to possess the robustness against
fluctuation. The first one is a preliminary theorem to the second one, which provides the structural
conditions for a power system with given power levels of fluctuating devices to have a feasible control
solution. The second one is the main theorem of this paper, which provides the structural conditions
for a power system to possess the robustness against fluctuation. The first theorem seems to be more
relevant to a control problem which a power flow control needs to solve, while the second and main
theorem is more relevant to a power system design, i.e., our main theorem will provide how power
sources and power loads should be connected and how large the ability of individual controllable
power sources and loads should be, in order to achieve the robustness against power fluctuations
caused by fluctuating power devices. The proposed theorem can be applied to any level of power flow
system e.g., nano-grid or micro-grid if the connections are incomplete between power sources and
loads which is the key point of our research.

The power flow management has been discussed in past with respect to different objectives and
optimization techniques [25–28]. In [29] authors proposed a flexible distributed multi-energy power
generation system considering uncertainty for long term. Another research work in [30] studied
the multi-energy microgrids considering long term and short-term uncertainty. The main objective
of both papers is to enhance demand side flexibility by efficiently using distributed multi-energy
generation system. The authors presented a novel approach for power flow management on wide
scale using distributed sources and formulate a Multi-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem
for optimization. However, the system design guidelines and system robustness in the presence of
uncertainty caused by fluctuating power devices in real time is not considered which is the main focus
of our study. One of the big challenges for integration of renewable energy sources remains in the
matching of the intermittent energy generation/production with the dynamic power demand. On the
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other hand, there are many software packages which can simulate the behavior of a power system,
find solutions to constrained optimization problems, etc. However, most of these approaches are based
on numerical computations, and it needs intuition and experience of experts as well as repetition of
simulation to understand the relation between cause and effect. Compared with these approaches, our
approach is not a numerical approach to show the behavior of a given system, rather it explains the
reason of existence/inexistence of a solution under power supply/consumption limitation constraints,
which will provide us with firm understanding of a power flow system.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our structural characterization problem
in terms of our system model and power flow control problem is introduced. Section 3 explains our
system model which includes representation, and categorization of power devices and connections.
Power flow control problem on our system model with fluctuating uncontrollable devices and
controllable devices is introduced also in this section. Section 4, is devoted to our first theorem
and its mathematical proof, which describes the structural conditions for a power system with
given power levels of fluctuating devices to have a feasible control solution. The second and main
theorem which describes the structural condition for a power system to possess the robustness against
fluctuation is shown in Section 5. Numerical results with illustrative examples of considered system
for the application of proposed theorems have been explained in Section 6, Finally, Section 7 gives
concluding remarks.

2. Structural Condition Issues and Reasoning

2.1. Incomplete Graph and Its Advantages

Due to the increase in power load demand on the consumer side, fossil energy reserve of electric
power system are being exhausted rapidly and resulting in higher energy prices [31]. Despite the
intermittent nature, renewable power sources are gaining much consideration than non-renewable
energy sources [32]. As for the future energy support, the use of renewable energy technologies
is increasing. Hence, it is essential to maximize their profits without losing the stability of the
power system.

On the other hand, deregulation of power system is introduced in many countries of the world [33].
Since power demand and its form is changing rapidly, therefore, recognition and determination of
most accurate power sources and efficient power transmission are important aspects to consider and
long-distance transmission of power from one place to another through multiple buses is another
critical point to focus as mentioned in [34]. Undoubtedly, power transmission from one point to another
point through multiple power buses causes power loss. Also, the power system stability decreases
constantly when the power transmission lines become longer for the long-distance transmission.
For the power loss due to a long power transmission line (and conversion loss from one bus to another
bus with different characteristics), we need to avoid long-distance (and/or via many different buses)
power transmission (except for the case of emergency). For example, if we impose some limitation on
the distance (or the number of intermediate buses) of power line transmission, the connection graph is
no longer a complete graph (i.e., it must be an incomplete bipartite graph), and a normal operation
(except for emergency) is maintained based on this bipartite graph model.

With the increase of power loads of different types (AC loads or DC loads), the DC power network
is separated from the AC power network called hybrid AC-DC power network [35–37]. In a standard
renewable energy connected to AC only power network, the power need to be converted not only
once but twice to supply power to DC loads. The DC power supply is first converted to AC power,
then transformed to DC power for DC power loads/equipment, which leads to power transformation
losses. Another motivation for this type of system is to supply the right power to the right equipment.
Separating the power network into DC and AC power network allows the native power to be supplied
to the devices optimizing efficiency at every level. Moreover, the complexity of the power flow control
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problem is high with complete connection graph. In order to mitigate the complexity of power flow
control problem, we need to limit the possible connections between power sources and loads.

In [23,24], the concept of the Power Flow Coloring is presented, which attaches the unique ID
to each connection between a power source and a load. The concept of the power flow coloring is
implemented using real physical devices to show that how power fluctuations are managed with the
cooperation of controllable power devices. The power generation excess and shortages are handled
by efficiently controlling terminal power devices. In the implementation phase, connections are
restricted or reduced to supply power from selected sources to selected loads. This represents the
incomplete graph implementation in a household environment. In this research study, the system
design guidelines and power device constraints for incomplete connections are studied deeply.

2.2. Problem Discussed in This Paper

We will treat a power system which comprises of power sources, power loads and connections
between them. We consider fluctuating power sources/loads as well as controllable power
sources/loads, where the last can work for absorbing the fluctuation of power generation/demand
in the former and for constructing an entire system robust against the consequences from
fluctuating devices.

At each time instance, the power flow control problem with measured information of fluctuating
power devices needs to be solved. One of the major objectives of the power flow control is to maintain
the balance between generating power and demand. In a real physical situation, the system controller
desires to handle power transient behavior, latency of system control, cost efficiency, etc. However,
the issue whether the power flow system (i.e., power flow control problem) has a feasible solution in
terms of power balance or not is one of the most important issues.

If we consider a complete connection between power sources and power loads, i.e., each power
source can provide the power to every individual power load, the condition for a feasible solution in
terms of power balance might be trivial as, ps f ≤ p� f + p�c−max, and ps f + psc−max ≥ p� f . The first
inequality means that the (total) amount of generated power ps f by fluctuating power source(s) can be
consumed completely by the (total) demand p� f of fluctuating load(s) and by controlling controllable
power load(s) with the maximum available consuming power p�c−max. On the other hand, the second
inequality means that the (total) demand p� f of fluctuating loads(s) can be fully satisfied by the (total)
generating power ps f of fluctuating source and by controlling controllable power source(s) with
the maximum available power psc−max. However, if the connection between sources and loads is
incomplete, i.e., for some pairs of source and load, there is no transfer mechanism/route by which the
power is transmitted from a source to a load, the solvability issue is not trivial. In this paper, we will
discuss the issue of power balance under such an incomplete connection between sources and loads.

If we use some numerical tool to compute the solution of problem, we can know existence/
inexistence of a feasible solution for each individual instance of the problem. However, our approach
discussed in this paper is different from it.

Our concern is the structural condition which makes the power flow control problem solvable in
terms of power balancing, i.e., how power sources and power loads should be connected and how
large the ability of individual controllable power sources and loads should be in order for a power flow
system to have a feasible solution of the power flow control problem. Hence, the major application
area of our results in this paper is the design issue of a power flow system, since the allocation of
power sources and power loads, the connections (power flow channels) between power sources and
loads, and the capacity of individual power sources and loads need to be designed so that the resultant
power flow system always has a feasible solution under any situation of fluctuating power devices
(this property is called “robustness against fluctuation”).

In the following of this paper, we will discuss two types of system conditions. The first one
is the structural condition for a power flow system with given power levels of fluctuating devices
to have a feasible solution of the power flow control problem, and the second one is the structural
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condition for a power flow system to possess the robustness against fluctuation. As a first attempt to
investigate structural conditions for a power flow system to possess the robustness against fluctuation,
the connectivity of connections between power sources and loads and the maximum and the minimum
power levels of individual power devices are considered to be structural factors, and the capacity of
individual connections is assumed to be large enough so that it does not affect the existence/inexistence
of a feasible solution of the power flow control problem. The improved structural conditions regarding
the capacity of individual connections remain as a future problem.

In this paper, we do not consider any specific target level of a power network, but aim to provide
a general discussion about the power balancing under an incomplete connection between power
sources and loads.

3. System Model

This section describes the details of our system model and explains the Power Flow Control Problem.

3.1. Representation and Categorization of Power Devices

This subsection shows the representation of power devices with both types and connections
between them as given in Figure 2.

A power source (PS) can be defined as an electric device which can supply electric power to
electric loads, e.g., photovoltaic, wind turbine, utility grid, etc. A power load (PL) is an electric device
which consumes electric power supplied by power sources. All power devices (i.e., sources and loads)
are divided into two categories based on their characteristics and functionality, such as Controllable
PSc/PLc and Fluctuating PS f /PL f . A controllable PSc/PLc can control its power (supply/consume),
whereas fluctuating PS f /PL f cannot control its power.

Figure 2. Representation of power sources, power loads, and connections between them.

All power sources with both types will be represented as, PS =

{PSc
1, PSc

2, · · · , PSc
I , PS f

1 , PS f
2 , · · · , PS f

J } = {PS1, PS2, PS3, . . . , PSI+J}, where I and J show the
total numbers of controllable and fluctuating power sources, respectively. Similarly, all power loads
will be indexed as, PL = {PLc

1, PLc
2, · · · , PLc

K, PL f
1 , PL f

2 , · · · , PL f
L} = {PL1, PL2, PL3, . . . , PLK+L}

where K and L show the total numbers of controllable and fluctuating power loads. For convenience
sake, we will use C(•) for representing the set of controllable power devices in a set •, and F(•) for
representing the set of fluctuating devices in a set •.
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A power agent is attached to each PS/PL, which measures and controls the power levels of the
attached power device. The actual power levels (i.e., generation and consumption) of sources and
loads will be represented as psc

i , ps f
j , p�c

k and p� f
� , respectively for PSc

i , PS f
j , PLc

k and PL f
� .

Each device PS/PL has a minimum power level and maximum power level limitation,
which represents the range of power modes/operation and performance of that particular device.
The minimum power supply/generation limit psc−min

i and maximum limit psc−max
i show the capacity

of a controllable source PSc
i and the power psc

i generated by PSc
i is assumed to be bounded as,

psc−min
i ≤ psc

i ≤ psc−max
i (1)

Similarly, the minimum and maximum power generation limits will be given as ps f−min
j and

ps f−max
j respectively, for PS f

j and the power generation ps f
j is limited as,

ps f−min
j ≤ ps f

j ≤ ps f−max
j (2)

For the power demand p�c
k of controllable load PLc

k with given minimum and maximum levels

p�c−min
k and p�c−max

k , and for the power demand p� f
� of fluctuating load PL f

� with given minimum and

maximum levels p� f−min
� and p� f−max

� are bounded as,

p�c−min
k ≤ p�c

k ≤ p�c−max
k (3)

p� f−min
� ≤ p� f

� ≤ p� f−max
� (4)

3.2. Connections between Power Sources and Power Loads

A connection is a pair of a PS and a PL, (PSm, PLn). The real physical arrangement of power
devices and connection between them can be modeled with a bipartite graph which is introduced in
Figure 3.

The system model considered in this paper thus consists of a set of power sources (PS), a set of
power loads (PL), and a set X of connections between power sources and loads as, X ⊆ PS ×PL.
The system model represents the incomplete connections between power sources and loads and the
connection in this figure shows the power transfer/supply from power source to load. Power devices
without connection show that there is no possibility of power transfer/supply between power devices.
The key point of the paper is the consideration of between devices.

PS PL

Figure 3. Representation of power sources, power loads, and connections between them using
bipartite graph.
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In Figure, power devices with each type are represented with different colors. Each connection
(PSm, PLn) is associated with some power level in Watt x(PSm, PLn) to show the amount of power
supplied from a source PSm to a load PLn via this connection, which is assumed to be always
non-negative real number.

3.3. Power Flow Control Problem

As the actual/physical power by a fluctuating power device changes a lot due to its type of device
and operation mode, the power stream on each power flow/connection must be altered according
to the fluctuating situation. Here, it is supposed that the power levels of fluctuating power devices
are noted with smart power sensors for each time instance. In order to adjust power fluctuations
triggered by fluctuating power devices, a power flow control is essential. This power flow control
method uses measured power levels of fluctuating power devices and calculates power levels for
controllable power devices and connections under the power balance restriction such that the total
power supplied/generated by all power sources is fully used by power loads, and all power loads
take sufficient power from power sources.

Each connection connects a PS to its neighbor on the other side of the connection. The set of
neighbors of PSm is denoted as N(PSm), which can be separated into C(N(PSm)) and F(N(PSm)),
the sets of controllable and fluctuating power devices, respectively. As for the representation of
neighboring devices and the power flows, please refer to Figure 4.

Figure 4. Connections between Power Sources and Power Loads. (a) A power source with connections;
(b) A power load with connections.

The sum of all outgoing power flows, Om, of power source PSm can be written as,

Om =Δ ∑
PLn∈N(PSm)

x(PSm, PLn)

Similarly, the sum of all incoming flows, In, of a power load, PLn, can be computed as,

In =Δ ∑
PSm∈N(PLn)

x(PSm, PLn)

At the end of power flow control in each time instance, the power generation psm of power source
PSm must be equal to the sum of all outgoing flows, Om as,

Om = psm, (5)
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and the power consumption p�n of power load PLn must be equal to the sum of all incoming power
flows to this PL as,

In = p�n. (6)

Therefore, the ultimate goal of this proposed power control problem is, for given (measured)
power levels ps f

j and p� f
� of fluctuating power sources and loads, find the power levels psc

i and p�c
k of

controllable power sources and loads and power flow assignment x : X → R+ such that (5) and (6) are
satisfied along with the limitations given by (1) and (3). Since we can control psc

i and p�c
k freely while

keeping individual minimum and maximum power limitations for each power device, the problem
can be considered to be to find x : X → R+ such that

psc−min
i ≤ Oc

i ≤ psc−max
i , ∀PSc

i ∈ C(PS) (7)

O f
j = ps f

j , ∀PS f
j ∈ F(PS) (8)

p�c−min
k ≤ Ic

k ≤ p�c−max
k , ∀PLc

k ∈ C(PL) (9)

I f
� = p� f

� , ∀PL f
� ∈ F(PL) (10)

4. System Condition with Given Power Levels for Fluctuating Power Devices

First we consider a general instance of the power flow control problem where the generated
power levels and demand levels for fluctuating power sources and loads, respectively, are given
as constant values (values obtained by measurement), and provide the structural condition for this
problem instance to have a feasible solution (Theorem 1). The structural conditions described in
Theorem 1 can be an important base for our main theorem (Theorem 2 shown in the next section)
which provides the structural conditions for a system to possess the robustness against fluctuation,
i.e., the conditions for a system to have a feasible solution of the power flow control problem for any
power levels of fluctuating power devices.

Theorem 1. The power flow control problem can find the feasible solution if and only if the following two
system conditions are satisfied.
Condition 1-1:

∀S ⊆ PS , ∑
PSc

i ∈C(S)
psc−min

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(S)

ps f
j ≤ ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(S))

p�c−max
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(N(S))

p� f
�

Condition 1-2:

∀T ⊆ PL, ∑
PSc

i ∈C(N(T))
psc−max

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(N(T))

ps f
j ≥ ∑

PLc
k∈C(T)

p�c−min
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(T)

p� f
�

Proof of Theorem 1. First, we introduce the necessity of the system conditions. Let x : X → R+ be
a feasible solution of power flow control problem and let S be an random subset of power sources,
then (5) and (6) are satisfied for every PS and PL, which further yields the following equations.

∑
PS f

j ∈F(S)

ps f
j = ∑

PS f
j ∈F(S)

O f
j

∑
PSc

i ∈C(S)
psc

i = ∑
PSc

i ∈C(S)
Oc

i
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and

∑
PL f

�∈F(N(S))

I f
� = ∑

PL f
�∈F(N(S))

p� f
�

∑
PLc

k∈C(N(S))
Ic
k = ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(S))

p�c
k

Since each power source in S is supplying power to power loads in N(S), but the power loads
in N(S) can receive power from other power sources not in S (see Figure 5a), we can have the
following inequality,

∑
PSm∈S

Om ≤ ∑
PLn∈N(S)

In (11)

On the other side, the total summation of all outgoing power streams from power sources in S can be
written as,

∑
PSm∈S

Om = ∑
PSc

i ∈C(S)
psc

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(S)

ps f
j ≥ ∑

PSc
i ∈C(S)

psc−min
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(S)

ps f
j (12)

Similarly, the total incoming power flows into N(S) can be represented as,

∑
PLn∈N(S)

In = ∑
PLc

k∈C(N(S))
p�c

k + ∑
PL f

�∈F(N(S))

p� f
� ≤ ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(S))

p�c−max
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(N(S))

p� f
� (13)

By combining (11)–(13), we can conclude that Condition 1-1, is satisfied whenever the system has
a feasible solution. The necessity of Condition 1-2 can be presented in a same way, in which the
following inequality is a key to show such situation.

∀T ⊆ PL, ∑
PSm∈N(T)

Om ≥ ∑
PLn∈T

In (14)

The above inequality holds since each power load in T is getting power from power sources in N(T),
but the power sources in N(T) can give power to loads not in T.

PS PL PS PL

Figure 5. Illustration of subsets of power sources and loads. (a) Subset S of power sources and
neighbor/connected set N(S); (b) Subset T of power loads and its neighbor/connected set N(T).

To provide the sufficiency, we will introduce several definitions and an auxiliary optimization
problem generated from our original power flow control problem. The goal of this sufficiency proof
is, supposing that Condition 1-1 and Condition 1-2 are satisfied, to show the “existence” of a feasible
solution of our original power flow control problem, i.e., a power flow assignment x : χ → R+ which
satisfies (7)–(10). The following definitions and an auxiliary optimization problem are introduced for
this purpose.
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Definition 1. Each power source could have three states: Power-High, Power-Low, and Power-Balanced.
Power-High: When psc−max

i > Oc
i holds for a controllable power source PSc

i , there is room to increase the

outgoing power flow Oc
i . Such power source is called “power-high” node. Similarly, when ps f

j > O f
j for

a fluctuating power source PS f
j , PS f

j is also called “power-high” node.

Power-Low: When psc−min
i < Oc

i holds for PSc
i , there is room to decrease outgoing power flow Oc

i . Such power

source is called “power-low” node. Similarly, when ps f
j < O f

j for PS f
j , PS f

j is also called “power-low” node.

Power-Balanced: When psc−min
i ≤ Oc

i ≤ psc−max
i holds for PSc

i , we can control the power level of PSc
i so that

the generating power and the outgoing power are balanced. Such PSc
i is called “power-balanced” node. Similarly,

when ps f
j = O f

j for PS f
j , PS f

j is called “power-balanced” node.

According to the above definition, a controllable power source PSc
i with psc−min

i < Oc
i < psc−max

i is
power-high, power-low and power-balanced simultaneously. It means, for such power source, the outgoing
power Oc

i can be increased (“power-high”), decreased (“power-low”) or kept unchanged (“power-balanced”) by
controlling the generating power level of PSc

i within its minimum and maximum power limits. On the other
hand, the definitions of power-high, power-low and power-balanced for a fluctuating power source are disjoint,
since the generating power level is given and cannot be altered for a fluctuating power source, and power-balanced
state needs ps f

j = O f
j exactly.

Three states, power-high, power-low and power-balanced, are defined also for a power load as follows.
Power-High: When Ic

k > plc−min
k holds for a controllable power load PLc

k, or I f
� > pl f

� for fluctuating power

load PL f
� , there is room to decrease the incoming power flow Ic

k or I f
� , respectively. Such power load is called

“power-high” node.
Power-Low: When Ic

k < plc−max
k holds for PLc

k, or I f
� < pl f

� for PL f
� , there is room to increase the incoming

power flow Ic
k or I f

� , respectively. Such power load is called “power-low” node.

Power-Balanced: When plc−min
k ≤ Ic

k ≤ plc−max
k holds for PSc

k, or O f
� = pl f

� for PL f
� , such power lord is called

“power-balanced” node.
Similar to the definitions for a power source, the definitions of these three states for a controllable power

load are overlapped, while they are not overlapped for a fluctuating power load.

Definition 2. A power path is an alternative sequence of devices/nodes and power flows/connections, where
each device in a path is either an initial node followed by a power flow/connection incident to this device,
an intermediate device which is incident to the previous and the following power flow/connections or a finishing
device which is incident to the previous connection. A power path can contain “forward edges” with similar
direction with path direction and “backward edges” with the reverse direction with the power path direction.
If every backward edge has increment in the power flow amount, then the power path is called “alternating path”.
The power flow obligation on each flow/connection of an alternating path is shown in Figure 6.

Definition 3. An alternating power path which initialize from “power-high” device/node and ends/terminates
on “power-low” device is called an augmenting path (Figure 7).

Definition 4. With regard to an augmenting path, the procedure to increase power flow or amount of power
on each connection in the path uniformly by � > 0 (+� for a forward edge, and −� for a backward edge) is
called “power flow augmentation”. Please note that by this power flow management/augmentation, the total
incoming/outgoing power of each device/node changes only at an initial device and an ending device.

Please note that the words “alternating path” and “augmenting path” are borrowed from Graph Theory.
In addition, our Theorem-1 can be considered to be an extension of Hall’s theorem in Bipartite Matching [38].

Our proof of the sufficiency of Theorem-1 begins with the introduction of the following
Optimization Problem-1.
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Figure 6. Alternating Path.

Figure 7. Augmenting Path.

Optimization Problem-1: Find x : X → R+ such that

min

(
I

∑
i=1

φ
(

psc−min
i − Oc

i

)
+

J

∑
j=1

| ps f
j − O f

j | +
K

∑
k=1

φ
(

p�c−min
k − Ic

k

)
+

L

∑
�=1

| p� f
� − I f

� |
)

where

φ(p) =

{
p : p > 0
0 : p ≤ 0

with following constraints,
Oc

i ≤ psc−max
i (15)

O f
j ≤ ps f

j (16)

Ic
k ≤ p�c−max

k (17)

I f
� ≤ p� f

� (18)

Our goal of this proof is to show that if Conditions 1-1 and 1-2 are satisfied, Optimization
Problem-1 always has an optimum solution which makes the objective function zero, i.e.,

psc−min
i ≤ Oc

i ≤ psc−max
i , ∀PSc

i ∈ C(PS) (19)

ps f
j = O f

j , ∀PS f
j ∈ F(PS) (20)

p�c−min
k ≤ Ic

k ≤ p�c−max
k , ∀PLc

k ∈ C(PL) (21)

p� f
� = I f

� , ∀PL f
� ∈ F(PL) (22)

It is clear that this type of optimum solution is a feasible solution of our original Power Flow
Control Problem.
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Please note that since x(PSm, PLn) = 0 for all (PSm, PLn) ∈ X is a feasible solution for
Optimization Problem-1, there always exists an optimum solution of Optimization Problem-1.

To achieve our goal by contradiction, we assume that the optimum solution x∗ : X → R+ does not
achieve the objective function equal to zero. This shows that there exists PSm such that Oc

m < psc−min
m

or O f
m−I < ps f

m−I or there exists PLn such that Ic
n < p�c−min

n or I f
n−K < p� f

n−K.

Case 1. In case PSm such that Oc
m < psc−min

m or O f
m−I < ps f

m−I exists:
Let A be the group/set of power sources and B be the group/set of power loads which can be extended from
PSm by alternating paths. As an alternating path can be stretched from a power source device/node to a power
load device/node without any constraint, B = N(A) holds. Conversely, power loads in B can have connection
(that must be a zero-power flow) with power sources not exists in A, i.e., A ⊆ N(B). The power used by
power loads in B is provided by power sources in A, since power flows amount on connections from PS
\A = {PS | PS ∈ PS and PS /∈ A} to B are zero (see Figure 8), which means ∑PSa∈A Oa = ∑PLb∈N(A) Ib.
Now we can consider possibilities as given below.
[Case 1-1]: A includes a “power-low” node or B includes a “power-low”: If PSt ∈ A (PLt ∈ B)
is a “power-low” node, The alternating path from PSm to PSt (PLt, respectively) is an augmenting path,
and the power flow augmentation is applied to get a new power flow assignment which has the difference
φ(psc−min

m − Oc
m) or | ps f

m−I − O f
m−I | smaller than x∗, while none of the other differences psc−min

i − Oc
i ,

ps f
j − O f

j , p�c−min
k − Ic

k and p� f
� − I f

� becomes larger than that in x∗. It means that the new power flow
assignment is a better solution that x∗, which contradicts the optimality of x∗.
[Case 1-2]: Neither A nor B includes “power-low” node: Every node in A and B is either “power-balanced”
or “power-high” , which means

psc−min
i ≥ Oc

i , ∀PSc
i ∈ C(A)

ps f
j ≥ O f

j , ∀PS f
j ∈ F(A)

Ic
k ≥ plc−max

k , ∀PLk ∈ C(B)

I f
� ≥ pl f

� , ∀PL� ∈ F(B)

Together with the fact that PSm also exists in A, we have,

∑
PSc

i ∈C(A)

psc−min
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(A)

ps f
j > ∑

PSc
i ∈C(A)

Oc
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(A)

O f
j = ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(A))

Ic
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(N(A))

I f
�

≥ ∑
PLc

k∈C(N(A))

p�c−max
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(N(A))

p� f
�

which is the contradiction to Condition 1-1.

Case 2. In case PLn such as Ic
n < p�c−min

n or I f
n−K < p� f

n−K exists:
Now, let D and E be the sets of power loads and sources, respectively, which can be a starting node of an
alternating path terminating at PLn. Since a starting node of an alternating path can be reached from a load to
a source without any restriction, E = N(D) holds. The sources in E can have connection (must have zero-power
flow) with power loads outside D, i.e., D ⊆ N(E) (see Figure 9). The power generated by power sources in E is
supplied to only power loads in D, which means ∑PS�∈N(D) Oe = ∑PLd∈D Id. We can consider the following
two possibilities.
[Case 2-1]: D includes “power-high” node or E includes “power-high” node: We can find augmenting
path starting from a “power-high” node PLs ∈ D or PSs ∈ E and terminating at PLn, and apply the power
flow augmentation along this augmenting path to get a new power flow assignment which is better than the
assumed optimum solution x∗. It is the contradiction to the assumption.
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[Case 2-2]: Neither D nor E includes “power-high” node: Every node in D and E is either “power-balanced”
or “power-low” node, which means,

Ic
k ≤ plc−min

k , ∀PLc
k ∈ C(D)

I f
� ≤ pl f

� , ∀PL f
� ∈ F(D)

psc−max
i ≤ Oc

i , ∀PSc
i ∈ C(E)

ps f
j ≤ O f

j , ∀PS f
j ∈ F(E)

Together with the fact that PLn also exists in C, we have,

∑
PSc

i ∈C(N(D))

psc−max
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(N(D))

ps f
j ≤ ∑

PSc
i ∈C(N(D))

Oc
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(N(D))

O f
j = ∑

PLc
k∈C(D)

Ic
k

+ ∑
PL f

�∈F(D)

I f
� < ∑

PLc
k∈C(D)

p�c−min
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(D)

p� f
� ,

which is the contradiction to Condition 1-2.

As stated above, if we assume that the optimum solution of Optimization Problem-1 does not
make the objective function zero, it always incurs a contradiction. Hence, if Conditions 1-1 and 1-2 are
satisfied, Optimization Problem-1 always has an optimum solution which makes the objective function
zero, and hence our original Power Flow Control Problem has a feasible solution.

PS PL

Figure 8. Illustration of sets A and B of power sources and power loads, respectively, which are
reachable from PSm by alternating paths.

PS PL

Figure 9. Illustration of a subset E of sources and set D of loads, which can be starting nodes of
alternating paths terminating at PLn
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5. System Condition for the Robustness against Fluctuation

In this section, we assume that each fluctuating power device has an arbitrary power level within
the specified minimum and maximum levels. Even though the power level of individual fluctuating
device is not specified as a concrete number, we can guarantee the existence of a feasible solution of
the power flow control problem if some structural conditions are satisfied. The following Theorem 2
describes these structural conditions.

Theorem 2. The power flow control problem continuously has a feasible solution if and only if the succeeding
two conditions are fulfilled.
Condition 2-1:

∀S ⊆ PS , ∑
PSc

i ∈C(S)
psc−min

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(S)

ps f−max
j ≤ ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(S))

p�c−max
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(N(S))

p� f−min
�

Condition 2-2:

∀T ⊆ PL, ∑
PSc

i ∈C(N(T))
psc−max

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(N(T))

ps f−min
j ≥ ∑

PLc
k∈C(T)

p�c−min
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(T)

p� f−max
�

Proof of Theorem 2. Here, we presented the sufficiency of above system conditions. Let S be any
group/subset of power sources and N(S) be the connected/neighbor set of S (see Figure 10), then
from Condition 2-1, Condition 1-1 can be held as,

∑
PSc

i ∈C(S)
psc−min

i + ∑
PS f

i ∈F(S)

ps f
j ≤ ∑

PSc
i ∈C(S)

psc−min
i + ∑

PS f
i ∈F(S)

ps f−max
j

≤ ∑
PLc

k∈C(N(S))
p�c−max

k + ∑
PL f

�∈F(N(S))

p� f−min
� ≤ ∑

PLc
k∈C(N(S))

p�c−max
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(N(S))

p� f
� ,

This determines that if the system Condition 2-1 is satisfied, then system Condition 1-1 is always
satisfied for any power level generated/consumed of fluctuating power devices. Correspondingly,
for any group/subset of power loads T and its connected/neighbor group/subset N(T) of power
sources (see Figure 11), Condition 1-2 can be obtained as,

∑
PSc

i ∈C(N(T))
psc−max

i + ∑
PS f

j ∈F(N(T))

ps f
j ≥ ∑

PSc
i ∈C(N(T))

psc−max
i + ∑

PS f
j ∈F(N(T))

ps f−min
j

≥ ∑
PLc

k∈C(T)
p�c−min

k + ∑
PL f

�∈F(T)

p� f−max
� ≥ ∑

PLc
k∈C(T)

p�c−min
k + ∑

PL f
�∈F(T)

p� f
�

This proves that Condition 2-2 is satisfied, then Condition 1-2 is always fulfill for any situation of
fluctuating power devices.

A system, which has a feasible solution for any situation of fluctuating devices, must have
a feasible solution even for the case ps f

j = ps f−max
j and p� f

� = p� f−min
� for all fluctuating devices.

From the necessity of Condition 1-1 with this specific situation of fluctuating devices, the necessity of
Condition 2-1 is shown. Similarly, considering the necessity of Condition 1-2 for a specific case with
ps f

j = ps f−min
j and p� f

� = p� f−max
� , the necessity of Condition 2-2 is shown.
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PS PL

Figure 10. Illustration of a subset S of power sources and set N(S) of power loads.

PS PL

Figure 11. Illustration of a subset T of power loads and set N(T) of power sources.

6. Numerical Results

This subsection signifies the application of the proposed theorem to demonstrate the existence
of a feasible solution. We design the system with three power suppling devices and three power
consuming devices with connections. One power sources is chosen as controllable (PSc

1), and the

remaining two sources are chosen as fluctuating (PS f
1 and PS f

2 ). Likewise, one of the load is chosen as

controllable (PLc
1), and remaining two loads are fluctuating as PL f

1 and PL f
2 .

In Figure 12, given power levels by fluctuating power sources are represented as, ps f
1 = 7,

and ps f
2 = 2. The power request levels by fluctuating loads are indicated as, p� f

1 = 1, and p� f
2 = 5,

respectively. The controllable power devices are restricted between power limitations i.e., maximum
and minimum power limits as, psc−max

1 = 4, and , psc−min
1 = 0. The power boundaries for controllable

load are given as, p�c−max
1 = 6, and p�c−min

1 = 2. At first, we demonstrate that Condition 1-1 is fulfilled
for all subsets of power sources.

Table 1 indicates all possible subsets of power sources with connected/neighbor subsets with
power generation and consumption calculation according to Condition 1-1. For each subset,
the summation of minimum power levels for controllable and given power levels of fluctuating
is less or equal to the sum of maximum power levels for controllable load and given power levels for
fluctuating loads. Similarly, we can represent that the Condition 1-2 is also fulfilled and finally we
discover that the system fulfilled conditions 1-1 and 1-2, and we have feasible solution.
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Table 1. List of subset S of PS and N(S)

S N(S) psc−min
i + ps f

j plc−max
k + p� f

�

{PSc
1} {PL f

2} 0 5
{PS f

1} {PLc
1, PL f

1} 7 7
{PS f

2} {PL f
1 , PL f

2} 2 6
{PSc

1, PS f
1} {PLc

1, PL f
1 , PL f

2} 7 12
{PSc

1, PS f
2} {PL f

1 , PL f
2} 2 6

{PS f
1 , PS f

2} {PLc
1, PL f

1 , PL f
2} 9 12

{PSc
1, PS f

1 , PS f
2} {PLc

1, PL f
1 , PL f

2} 9 12

As for the power flow allocation for each connection, first it is considered to be “zero”. Since all
sources are “power-high”, the system will try to find an augmenting path to increase power by
choosing a source randomly. For example, the augmenting path commenced with PS f

2 and ended at

“power-low” node PL f
1 is chosen and the power is increased on this connection by “1” to satisfy the

power demand (Figure 12(1)). This makes this power load a “power-balanced” node. Also, we select
a path from PS f

2 to PL f
2 and augmented power flow by “1”. The next augmenting path is chosen from

PS f
1 to PL f

2 through PL f
1 and PS f

2 and power flow along this path is augmented by “1” so that the

power flow on each connection does not become negative as displayed in the Figure 12(2). Since PS f
2

and PL f
1 became “power-balanced” nodes, the next augmenting path is chosen from PS f

1 to PLc
1 for

power increase by “6” (Figure 12(3)). Now all power devices are “power-balanced” except PSc
1 and

PL f
2 , so system chosen augmenting path starting from PSc

1 and ending at PL f
2 to increase power by “3”

(Figure 12(4)). Here, we select generated power by fluctuating power devices as much as possible to
keep power supply of controllable power sources.

Figure 12. Demonstration example for feasible solution case.
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In Figure 13, non-feasible case is discussed. The power supply and consumption levels for
fluctuating power devices are same with the previous example but the maximum power levels for
controllable sources and loads are different. We observed that by changing the maximum power limits,
the conditions 1-1, and 1-2 are not satisfied for subsets S, and T and their neighboring devices shown
in Figure 13. For this case, we cannot find the feasible solution for the given system.

Figure 13. Demonstration example for non-feasible solution case.

7. Concluding Remarks

Renewable energy sources such as wind power and photovoltaic power generation system
play very important roles because of low impact against the environment. However, the generated
power from the renewable energy sources varies greatly, resulting in a risk of fluctuations which is
uncontrollable. The increased penetration of renewable energy sources has an effect on the power
system’s stability and quality of power. In addition, the power fluctuations caused by power loads also
have the same consequences on power system. From such point of view, in which power supply and
demand changes dynamically, a power flow control mechanism is introduced which assigns power
levels for controllable power devices and connections between power devices to absorb the power
fluctuations caused by fluctuating devices.

In order for a power system to continue a safe operation under the presence of fluctuating power
levels of fluctuating devices, the power flow control algorithm should be designed properly and, at the
same time, a power system itself should be designed properly. This paper proposed structural system
conditions for a power system to possess the robustness against fluctuation, i.e., the condition for
a system to have always a feasible solution of the power flow control problem with any power levels
of fluctuating devices (Theorem 2). These conditions are described in terms of the connectivity of
connections between power sources and loads and the minimum and the maximum power levels of
individual power devices. Most important application area of our result might be a power system
design which includes the allocation of power devices, allocation of connections between power
devices, and specification of the maximum and the minimum power levels of individual power devices.

As a first attempt to investigate structural conditions for a power flow system to possess the
robustness against fluctuation, we have discussed the power flow control problem and structural
conditions based on a relatively simple system model. For example, the capacity of individual
connections is assumed to be large enough so that it does not affect the existence/inexistence of
a feasible solution of the power flow control problem. The improved structural conditions regarding
more sophisticated system model, e.g., consideration of the capacity of individual connections, and the
limitation of speed of change in power levels of power devices remain as future problems.
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Abstract: Neighboring stand-alone hybrid microgrids with diesel generators (DGs) as well as
grid-feeding photovoltaics (PV) and grid-forming battery storage systems (BSS) can be coupled
to reduce fuel costs and emissions as well as to enhance the security of supply. In contrast to the
research in control and small-signal rotor angle stability of microgrids, there is a significant lack of
knowledge regarding the transient stability of off-grid hybrid microgrids in a cluster environment.
Therefore, the large-signal rotor angle stability of pooled microgrids was assessed qualitatively and
also quantitatively in this research work. Quantitative transient stability assessment (TSA) was carried
out with the help of the—recently developed and validated—micro-hybrid method by combining
time-domain simulations and transient energy function analyses. For this purpose, three realistic
dynamic microgrids were modelled regarding three operating modes (island, interconnection, and
cluster) as well as the conventional scenario “classical” and four hybrid scenarios (“storage”, “sun”,
“sun & storage”, and “night”) regarding different instants of time on a tropical partly sunny day. It
can be inferred that, coupling hybrid microgrids is feasible from the voltage, frequency, and also
transient stability point of view. However, the risk of large-signal rotor angle instability in pooled
microgrids is relatively higher than in islanded microgrids. Along with critical clearing times, new
stability-related indicators such as system stability degree and corrected critical clearing times should
be taken into account in the planning phase and in the operation of microgrids. In principle, a general
conclusion concerning the best operating mode and scenario of the investigated microgrids cannot be
drawn. TSA of pooled hybrid microgrids should be performed—on a regular basis especially in the
grid operation—for different loading conditions, tie-line power flows, topologies, operating modes,
and scenarios.

Keywords: critical clearing times; diesel generators; grid-feeding photovoltaics; grid-forming battery
storage systems; stand-alone hybrid microgrids; system stability degree; the micro-hybrid method;
transient stability assessment

1. Introduction

Autonomous hybrid microgrids with diesel and/or biogas engine-driven synchronous generators
as well as grid-feeding photovoltaics (PV) and grid-forming battery storage systems (BSS) are being
widely installed in developing and underdeveloped countries [1–4]. By coupling spatially close
stand-alone hybrid microgrids, it is possible to curtail fuel costs and emissions, and to enhance the
security of supply [5,6].

Such clustered microgrids should be investigated from the system stability point of view. Voltage
stability analysis has been carried out in an interconnected AC-DC microgrid under fault conditions [7].
In [8], clustering two microgrids comprising a synchronous generator and two inverter-based systems
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was studied with respect to blackouts. Small-signal stability of AC and DC microgrids in a cluster
environment was analyzed in [9–13]. Ref [9] deals with the implementation of a hierarchical control
scheme for DC microgrid clusters. Eigenvalue analysis was performed from the control point of
view in [10] considering two interconnected DC microgrids. On the other hand, [11] dealt with the
small-signal stability assessment of clustered AC microgrids comprising inverter-based distribution
generation units. Identification of critical microgrid clusters was carried out using a stability indicator,
i.e., stability margin based on the active power droop of the inverters. In [12], multiple inverter-based
microgrid clusters were analyzed from the small-signal stability analysis and the dynamic behavior
point of view. In addition to the eigenvalue analysis of a cluster of four identical microgrids, optimal
parametrization of controllers was performed—using the particle swarm optimization—to improve the
system stability [13]. However, there is a significant lack of research in the qualitative and especially in
the quantitative transient stability assessment (TSA) of clustered microgrids.

Large-signal rotor angle stability of clustered microgrids with synchronous generators should
be analyzed both in the short-term and long-term planning phase as well as in the operation [14,15].
A detailed dynamic microgrid modelling and knowledge of system response in case of three-phase
faults—especially critical faults—are essential for an effective qualitative TSA, which is performed
with the help of time-domain simulations (TDS) [14,16]. The qualitative TSA of microgrids comprising
diesel generators (DGs) and PV, acting as current sources as well as static loads (SL) was investigated
taking different microgrid models in [17] and [18].

On the other hand, online and/or offline quantitative TSA using hybrid methods—combining
TDS and transient energy function (TEF) analyses—allows determining the dynamic (operational)
limits in microgrids [15]. In [19], the new hybrid method was proposed and applied in an one-machine
infinite bus microgrid and two machine microgrid taking classical and detailed models of DGs with
and without controllers into account. Furthermore, the other five hybrid methods have been briefly
discussed in [19].

Due to a discrepancy in the profiles of kinetic energy (KE) and potential energy (PE), the new
hybrid technique was improved by adjusting the TEF for microgrids [20]. In [20] the micro-hybrid
method (the improved new hybrid method) was verified and applied in a stand-alone microgrid with
three DGs. Furthermore, quantitative TSA was performed in off-grid DG-based microgrids—without
inverter-based systems such as PV and BSS as well as dynamic loads—for different coupling degrees
by considering a short-circuit location [20].

Regarding microgrids in a cluster environment, there is a need to analyze the transient stability of
off-grid hybrid microgrids, comprising synchronous generators and inverter-based PV and BSS, both
qualitatively and quantitatively. The dynamic performance of stand-alone hybrid microgrids with
DGs, grid-feeding PV, grid-forming BSS, and static and dynamic loads, under three-phase short-circuit
conditions has not been investigated in-depth so far. This calls for a detailed dynamic system modelling.
From the feasibility and system stability point of view, the influence of different degrees of clustering
should be investigated. The quantitative TSA performed using the (recently proposed and verified)
new hybrid method [19] and the micro-hybrid method [20], in microgrids with only DGs, can be now
applied in hybrid microgrids. Further, no research has yet been performed in off-grid microgrids,
taking system’s and critical machine’s critical energy (KE/PE) into account. Hence, in the framework of
this research, the following tasks were executed with the help of software DIgSILENT® (Gomaringen,
Germany) PowerFactory™ (v2017.0.2), and MathWorks® (Natick, USA) MATLAB™ (vR2016b):

• Detailed dynamic modelling of classical and hybrid microgrids—representing four hybrid
scenarios with respect to different points in time on a summer day—comprising DGs, grid-feeding
PV, grid-forming BSS, as well as static and dynamic loads in a cluster environment.

• Comparison of critical clearing time (CCT) profiles of the microgrids with respect to the four
hybrid scenarios and the classical scenario (with DGs only) as well as three operating modes,
namely island, interconnection, and cluster mode.
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• Qualitative stability assessment by comparing the behavior of the four hybrid microgrids
(i.e., hybrid scenarios in cluster mode) with that of the classical microgrid for a three-phase
short-circuit location.

• Qualitative investigation of the impact of different degrees of coupling (i.e., operating modes) of
microgrids on the system stability.

• Quantitative TSA using the micro-hybrid method in the scenarios and operating modes by
investigating the system stability degree with respect to different clearing times for the same
fault location.

• Quantitative analysis of the critical energy and of the effect of the fault location on the critical
energy in the cluster mode.

In this research paper fundamentals will not be given in a separate chapter, since the relevant
basics have already been presented in recently published journal articles [19,20]. Hence, the focus
will be laid on methodology and results. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Chapter
2, the methodological approach will be explained in detail. The modelled microgrids, the scenarios
and the operating modes together with the dimensioning of the controllers in PV and BSS will be
described. The last subchapter deals with the approach with respect to the qualitative and quantitative
TSA. Chapter 3 describes the simulation results and the corresponding discussion. The first part of
this chapter focuses on the results of the qualitative TSA, whereas the second part deals with the
quantitative TSA. A detailed summary of the research work along with the key findings, as well as an
outlook, will be given in Chapter 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. System Modelling

The model of the three coupled or pooled rural microgrids comprising DGs and static loads has
been presented in previous papers [17,20,21]. The topology of the stand-alone microgrids was slightly
extended in this research work (see Figure 1) in order to connect grid-feeding PV, grid-forming BSS,
as well as dynamic loads. The installed capacity of the clustered microgrid is ca. 950 kW. The ratio
of the static to dynamic loads was exemplarily selected to be 0.8:0.2. The load was assumed to be
high, such that the actual load is equal to 80% of the nominal power demand. The modelling and
RMS-simulations of these microgrids were performed in software DIgSILENT® PowerFactory™.

The dimensioning of the DGs, PV, and BSS as well as the powers was performed according to
following criterion:

• High mechanical (engine) loading of DGs (70%–80%)
• High PV feed-in (75%–85% of the nominal real power)
• High consumption/feed-in of BSS (60%–90% of the nominal real power)
• Allowable maximum and minimum voltage and frequency values according to the international

norm ISO 8528-5 in the steady-state and sudden load change.

The details of the 5th order modelling of diesel engine-driven synchronous generators [22] from
Stamford® [23] along with speed governor and voltage controller have been given in [17,20,21]. The
nominal real power of DGs is between 24 and 112 kW (power factor of 0.8)—apparent power between
30 and 140 kVA. In total 12 DGs (4 DGs per microgrid) were installed in the cluster mode, such that 6
DGs were assumed to be reserve DGs. They were connected or disconnected depending on the point
in time (scenario), whereas the other 6 DGs were operated continuously.
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Figure 1. Topology of the investigated microgrids in the cluster mode with diesel generators (DGs),
photovoltaics (PV), battery storage systems (BSS), and static and dynamic loads.

PV systems were modelled considering the DC-side. The dimensioning of the main components of
PV systems—PV generator, DC-link capacitor, and L filter—has been explained in [17]. In this research
work, each microgrid comprises one PV system. The nominal active power of PV A.1 is 60 kW and PV
B.1 and C.1 is 44 kW, with a constant power factor of 0.95 (cap.). Each PV generator is made up of 28
modules in series and 6–9 modules in parallel—belonging to Sharp® NQ-R258H [24]. The employed
inverters are Sunny TP 60 and Sunny TP Core1 [25,26]. The investigated day was assumed to be a
partly sunny day in a tropical country, where the solar irradiance and the PV module temperature is
equal to 1000 W/m2 and 60 ◦C, respectively. On the other hand, the DC-side of BSS was not considered
in the framework of this research work. The inverter of BSS was connected to an ideal DC voltage
source. The nominal power of BSS A.1 and BSS B.1 and C.1 is 56kW and 41 kW, respectively, with a
power factor of 0.95 (cap.). The dimensioning of the controllers used in the grid-feeding PV systems
and grid-forming BSS will be described in Section 2.3.

In contrast to transmission systems, modelling microgrids’ loads exclusively as SL does not lead
to convincing results. [27] Off-grid microgrids are usually relatively smaller in size and lack historical
measurement data. Hence, dynamic loads were modelled directly in the studied microgrids instead of
considering composite dynamic load models [28,29]. In this research work—the most widely employed
dynamic loads—double-cage induction motors were taken into account for small-scale agricultural
activities, namely water pumps and sugarcane crushers [30,31]. On the other hand, the majority (80%)
of the loads were modelled as static and constant impedance loads, which are voltage dependent and
frequency independent. According to ISO 8528-5, the modelled static loads belong to class G2 [32,33].
Each microgrid has a total nominal power of loads of roughly 200 kW.

2.2. Overview of Scenarios and Operating Modes

In the framework of this research, five scenarios and three operating modes were analyzed.
Depending on the point in time during the partly sunny day, four scenarios were considered as
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hybrid. The classical scenario was also analyzed to compare the hybrid microgrids with the traditional
microgrids comprising DGs only. Table 1 lists the investigated scenarios, where the BSS act as loads and
generating units in scenario “storage” and “sun & storage”, respectively. The load demand remains
the same in all the scenarios, i.e., 80% of the nominal power. Further, the solar irradiance and the PV
module temperature were assumed to be constant in the corresponding hybrid scenarios. BSS were
disconnected in scenario “sun”, whereas PV systems were considered to be inactive in scenario “night”.

Table 1. Overview of the five investigated scenarios.

Scenario Name (Time of Day) Short Form Active Equipment

Classical Classical
(-) Cl DGs

Hybrid

Storage
(12 pm) St DGs + PV + BSS (load)

Sun
(2 pm) Su DGs + PV

Sun & Storage
(3 pm) S&S DGs + PV + BSS (generation)

Night
(8 pm) Ni DGs + BSS

(generation)

The total installed capacity of DGs, PV, and BSS in each hybrid microgrid is listed in Table 2. The
nominal active power of the clustered microgrid lies around 950 kW, whereas the total load demand
is about 650 kW. In the classical scenario with DGs only, the installed capacity of the DGs remains
unchanged—i.e., equal to 665 kW, which is slightly higher than that of loads. The ratio of the total
nominal active power of DGs, PV, and BSS lies around 70:15:15, independent of the operating mode.

Table 2. Nominal active power (in kW) of DGs, PV, BSS, and loads in the hybrid microgrids.

Generation
Load DG:PV:BSS

DG PV BSS Total

Microgrid A 240 60 56 355 239 67:17:16
Microgrid B 204 44 41 289 201 71:15:14
Microgrid C 220 44 41 305 217 72:15:13

Cluster 664 148 138 949 656 70:16:14

Depending on the time of day (scenario) and degree of coupling (operating mode), reserve DGs
were activated or deactivated, such that the engine loading lies between 70% and 80%—see Section 2.1.
According to Table 3, the minimum number of active DGs is equal to 2 (“sun & storage” in the island
mode), while the maximum number of operating DGs is 12 (“classical” and “storage” in the cluster
mode). In this research work, only microgrid C is studied in the islanded (ISD) mode, whereas the
coupling of microgrid A and C is investigated in the interconnected (INT) mode. Microgrid A, B, and
C are connected with each other in the form of a ring in the clustered (CLS) mode.

Table 3. Overview of the number of active DGs according to scenarios and operating modes.

Classical Storage Sun Sun & Storage Night

Island 4 4 3 2 3
Interconnection 8 8 6 4 6

Cluster 12 12 8 6 8
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The percentage share of the actual active power of DGs, PV, and BSS in each operating mode is
illustrated in Figure 2. Since BSS act as loads in “storage” unlike in “sun & storage”, BSS are not shown
in the graphs. The highest amount of inverter-based systems is observed in “sun & storage”. It should
be noted that, the power exchange between the microgrids is negligible in both the interconnected and
clustered mode. However, the effect of pooling microgrids with significant power exchange on the
system stability can be analyzed in the future research work.
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Figure 2. Percentage of actual real power of DGs, PV, and BSS in the scenarios: island (a), interconnection
(b), and cluster (c) mode.

2.3. Dimensioning of Controllers in Photovoltaics and Battery Storage Systems

2.3.1. Photovoltaics

Figure 3 depicts the block diagram of grid-feeding PV systems with respective controllers. The
inner and outer control loop corresponds to the current and DC voltage controller, respectively. The
fundamentals of this block diagram have been given in [17,34,35]. In this section, the dimensioning of
the PI controller in the current and DC voltage control block will be discussed.

PWM

Current 
Controller

PLL

Power 
Controller

Phasor 
dq

PV Modules Converter (IGBT) LCL Filter

DC Voltage 
Controller

Figure 3. Block diagram of grid-feeding photovoltaics with corresponding controllers, according
to [35,36].
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Current Controller

The block diagram of the current control loop comprises a PI controller and a controlled plant,
which is made up of three first-order delay blocks [35]—cf. Figure 4. In order to reduce the complexity in
representing the transfer function of the plant, an L filter was taken into consideration [35]. In principle,
modulus optimum can be employed to dimension the parameters of the PI controller (Kpc and Tic),
since there is no integrator block in the controlled plant [37].

-

PI
controller

Controlled plant

Plant
Calculation

delay
PWM
delay

Figure 4. Block diagram of the inner control loop in PV, according to [35].

However, due to the fact that TGF > 4Tα, symmetrical optimum was used for dimensioning
Kpc and Tic [37]. TGF = LGF/RGF, where the numerator and denominator are the sum of equivalent
short-circuit inductance and resistance at the point of common coupling as well as relatively smaller
inductance and resistance of the L filter, respectively. Tα describes the summation of the calculation
delay Tc and PWM delay Tpwm (set integration time-step in the RMS-Simulations) [35].

The corresponding formula of Kpc and Tic is shown in Equation (1), where a represents the variation
factor [37]. According to the Bode magnitude and phase plot based on the open-loop transfer function
as well as the step response of the closed-loop transfer function for a equal to 5, the control system was
assessed to be stable.

Kpc =
TGFRGF

aTα
Tic = a2Tα

(1)

Table 4 lists the PI controller parameter values of the three PV systems in the respective microgrids
with regard to the three operating modes in scenario “storage”. The values corresponding to the other
scenarios will not be shown. However, the calculation methodology is identical with that of scenario
“storage”.

Table 4. Values of Kpc and Tic in the current controller of PV of scenario “storage” with respect to the
operating modes.

PV A.1 PV B.1 PV C.1

Kpc Tic Kpc Tic Kpc Tic

Island - - - - 0.21 0.004
Interconnection 0.14 0.004 - - 0.15 0.004

Cluster 0.12 0.004 0.14 0.004 0.14 0.004

DC Voltage Controller

Figure 5 illustrates the block diagram of the outer control loop, which comprises a PI controller
and a controlled plant. The latter consists of a calculation delay, inner (current) control loop, gain,
and plant. The plant is an integrator block due to the DC-link capacitance. Hence, symmetrical
optimum was employed for dimensioning the parameters of the PI controller Kpv,DC and Tiv,DC [37,38].
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-

PI
controller

Controlled plant

Plant
Calculation

delay
Inner current
control loop Gain

Figure 5. Block diagram of the outer control loop in PV, according to [38].

The corresponding formula of Kpv,DC and Tiv,DC is shown in Equation (2). CDC and VDC are the
DC-link capacitance and its voltage, respectively. EG represents the peak value of the line-ground
voltage, whereas Tβ is the summation of the time delays. [37,38]

Kpv,DC =
2CDCVDC

3aEGTβ
Tiv,DC = a2Tβ

(2)

For a equal to 2.4 the control system was analyzed to be stable based on the Bode magnitude and
phase plot as well as the step response. However, the resulting values of Kpv,DC and Tiv,DC lead to
unacceptable oscillations in the investigated microgrids. The calculated values of Kpv,DC and Tiv,DC
were therefore exemplarily divided and multiplied by a factor of 15 and 1000, respectively. The
resulting grid simulations (without any fault or disturbance) were acceptable and plausible. The values
of Kpv,DC and Tiv,DC of the PV systems for scenario “storage” with respect to the different operating
modes are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Values of Kpv,DC and Tiv,DC in the DC voltage controller of PV of scenario “storage” with
respect to the operating modes.

PV A.1 PV B.1 PV C.1

Kpv,DC Tiv,DC Kpv,DC Tiv,DC Kpv,DC Tiv,DC

Island - - - - 1.14 2.0
Interconnection 1.27 2.0 - - 1.14 2.0

Cluster 1.27 2.0 1.14 2.0 1.14 2.0

Phase Locked Loop (PLL)

Grid-feeding PV systems are synchronized with the rest of the microgrid using PLL [35,39].
The block diagram of the PLL comprising a PI controller and a controlled plant is illustrated in Figure 6.
In the steady-state, the voltage signal vq is equal to zero.

IntegratorDelay

-

PI controller

Controlled plant

Figure 6. Block diagram of the phase locked loop in PV, according to [39].
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As a result of the integrator block in the controlled plant, symmetrical optimum was employed
for dimensioning the controller parameters: Kp,PLL and Ti,PLL. The corresponding formulae are shown
in Equation (3). The variation factor is given by b = 1/ωcoTpwm, where ωco is the crossover frequency.
Vn is the nominal grid voltage in pu, i.e., per unit. [39]

Kp,PLL = 1
bVnTpwm

Ti,PLL = b2Tpwm
(3)

Table 6 lists the calculated controller parameters of the PLL in PV systems. The values are identical
in each PV, since the parameters are independent of the grid connection point.

Table 6. Values of Kp,PLL and Ti,PLL in the phase locked loop of PV.

Kp,PLL Ti,PLL

PV A.1

314 0.0101PV B.1
PV C.1

2.3.2. Battery Storage Systems

The block diagram of BSS with grid-forming inverter, which can be operated in parallel mode
with other generators, is shown in Figure 7. Hence, the PLL is absent in the control loops. Neglecting
the DC-side dynamics of BSS, the control structure comprises of three controllers: current, voltage (AC)
and droop controller. The current and voltage controller represents the inner and outer control loop,
respectively. [36,40,41] In the droop controller, there exists a correlation between active and reactive
power with angle δ′ and the input signal v′re f [42]. The details of the grid-forming inverters will not be
dealt with in this paper.

 

PWM

Current 
Controller

Voltage 
Controller

Phasor dq

Converter (IGBT) LCL Filter

Droop 
Controller

Battery Modules

Figure 7. Block diagram of grid-forming BSS with corresponding controllers, according to [36,42].

In the steady-state operating conditions, the grid-forming inverters act as voltage sources.
However, the inverters behave as controlled current sources in case of short-circuits. [41] This is due to
the fact that, the input signals of the current controller are limited to a maximum value of 1 pu with
the help of a current limitation block. Hence, the output current of BSS will be not greater than the
nominal value. [41,43] It should be noted that, virtual impedance strategy, described in [36,41], leads to
frequent spikes in the output current, which is unfavorable in microgrids in case of short-circuits.
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Current Controller

The block diagram of the inner control loop is identical to that of PV (see Figure 4). The Bode
plots and the step response of the transfer functions were acceptable. The parameters in the current
controller of BSS were calculated using Equation (1). The corresponding values are listed in Table 7.

Table 7. Values of Kpc and Tic in the current controller of BSS of scenario “storage” with respect to the
operating modes.

BSS A.1 BSS B.1 BSS C.1

Kpc Tic Kpc Tic Kpc Tic

Island - - - - 0.60 0.0012
Interconnection 0.76 0.0012 - - 0.55 0.0012

Cluster 0.68 0.0012 0.50 0.0012 0.50 0.0012

AC Voltage Controller

Figure 8 shows the block diagram of the voltage controller in grid-forming BSS. The controlled
plant comprises, among others, the integrator block due to the filter capacitance. Hence, symmetrical
optimum was applied to determine the control parameters: Kpv and Tiv. [37,41,44] The Bode plots and
the step response of the transfer functions for a equal to 4 were acceptable and the control system was
accessed to be stable.

-

PI controller

Controlled plant

Plant
Calculation

delay
Inner current
control loop

Figure 8. Block diagram of the outer control loop in BSS, according to [44].

The calculation of the control parameters was performed with the help of Equation (4), where CF

and Tγ represents the filter capacitance and the summation of time delays, respectively. [41,44]

Kpv = CF
aTγ

Tiv = a2Tγ
(4)

Long-lasting oscillations were observed in grid simulations for the calculated values of Kpv and
Tiv—like in PV systems. Hence, Kpv and Tiv were exemplarily multiplied by a factor of 1.5 and 3000,
respectively. Consequently, no oscillations were noticed. Table 8 lists the values of the parameters in
the voltage controller of BSS in scenario “storage” regarding the three different operating modes.

Table 8. Values of Kpv and Tiv in the voltage controller of BSS of scenario “storage” with respect to the
operating modes.

BSS A.1 BSS B.1 BSS C.1

Kpv Tiv Kpv Tiv Kpv Tiv

Island - - - - 0.63 8.4
Interconnection 0.91 8.4 - - 0.63 8.4

Cluster 0.91 8.4 0.63 8.4 0.63 8.4
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2.4. Fault Behaviour of Microgrids in the Island Mode

Before performing dynamic short-circuit analysis, microgrid C, along with the other two microgrids,
in the islanded mode was verified according to the ISO norm 8528-5 [32,33] with respect to the five
scenarios—both in the steady-state and with sudden step-load change. The latter is performed by
increasing as well as decreasing the actual power consumption of the static loads—at the studied
operating point—up to 40% and 90%, respectively. According to [17], a significant reduction in the
solar irradiance of ca. 55% within 2.5 s does not have negative consequences in the analyzed clustered
microgrid model comprising DG and PV, which is similar to the microgrid model in scenario “sun”.

The three-phase fault location in microgrid C in scenario “storage” (representing all the installed
grid equipment) is shown in Figure 9. Since the short-circuit location is very close to a DG and a
grid-forming BSS, the fault is assumed to be critical. The fault clearance is achieved by tripping the
affected line only, i.e., L C.5, with the help of differential protection. The clearing time is identical in
each scenario and corresponds to the minimum value of the CCT among the scenarios. It should be
noted that, in this research work the resistance of the fault was assumed to be 0.02 Ω.

Figure 9. Microgrid C in the islanded mode (scenario “storage”) with the investigated fault location.

If the bus voltage drops below 0.15 pu, inverter-based systems can be disconnected from the
system according to [45]. Further, DGs can be tripped in case of a voltage drop of 0.3 pu or less [45].
However, DGs, PV, and BSS were purposely not disconnected in this research work—irrespective of
the bus voltage. On the other hand, induction motors, i.e., dynamic loads, were tripped 40 ms after the
fault occurrence using undervoltage protection [46]. Soon after the fault incident, induction motors
will provide subtransient short-circuit currents (similar to DGs), which are beneficial also in microgrids.
However, the reactive power demand of induction motors during the fault-on and the post-fault time
period can be very critical in microgrids and also can lead to voltage or system collapse.

The short-circuit behavior of the classical and the hybrid microgrids in the islanded mode was
studied—before performing qualitative and quantitative TSA—not only at the system level, but also
at the equipment level. First and foremost, the measured voltage and frequency on the buses were
compared regarding the scenarios. The considered variables of DGs are relative rotor angle (i.e., rotor
angle in the center of inertia frame, COI), actual rotor angular frequency, and relative rotor angular
frequency deviation. Furthermore, electrical and mechanical torque of DGs were also analyzed taking
“storage” and “sun & storage” (comprising DGs, PV, and BSS) into account.

The active and reactive power as well as the output current of DGs, PV, and BSS were also
investigated. The profiles of the static and dynamic loads will not be shown in this paper. By analyzing
the system and the equipment behavior under short-circuit conditions, the modelling of the classical
and hybrid microgrids were verified and also compared with each other.
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2.5. Effect of Pooling Microgrids on the System Stability

The influence of coupling microgrids on the system stability should be analyzed not only
qualitatively, but also quantitatively. It has been already mentioned that only microgrid C was studied
in the islanded mode. The interconnected mode corresponds to microgrid A and C, whereas the ring
topology of microgrid A, B, and C was considered in the clustered mode. It should be noted that the
power exchange between the microgrids in the coupled operating modes was negligible. These three
operating modes along with five scenarios lead to 15 different grid models, in other words 15 different
cases. Henceforth, other combinations of the microgrids were not considered in this research work.

Firstly, the CCT of microgrids with respect to the 15 cases were calculated by performing
RMS-simulations (fault on lines) with a fault resistance of 0.02 Ω. This allows to compare the CCT
values with respect to the scenarios and operating modes, so that the sensitivity of the microgrids can
be assessed in terms of transient stability. The methodology of the calculation of the CCT has been
given in [20]. The CCT values were categorized according to Table 9. The minimum feasible clearing
time (differential protection) in the studied microgrids is approximately 60 ms [47–50].

Table 9. Classification of the CCT in the studied microgrids.

CCT Range Risk Level

less than 60 ms extreme
60–100 ms very high

101–150 ms high
151–200 ms medium
201–300 ms low

greater than 300 ms very low

Secondly, the behavior of microgrids in the case of the three-phase fault in microgrid C (illustrated
in Figure 9) was investigated in detail. In contrast to the analysis in the islanded mode, the individual
variables and parameters of the grid equipment will not be shown. In this research, work voltage and
frequency stability will be analyzed along with rotor angle stability.

2.6. Quantitative Transient Stability Assessment

In the 1990s, five hybrid methods were proposed for quantitative TSA in transmission systems
combining the advantages of TDS and TEF [51–55]. These techniques have been discussed in [19],
which cannot be employed in microgrids comprising engine-driven synchronous generators with
relatively fast reacting speed governor. Hence, a new hybrid method has been proposed in [19], which
has been improved in [20]. This hybrid technique valid for microgrids is called “the micro-hybrid
method”. Figure 10 lists the hybrid methods to quantitatively access the transient stability of electrical
energy systems.

 

“The hybrid method” by Maria et al.

“The two-stage method” by Tang et al.

“The second-kick method” by Mansour et al.

“Hybrid method” by Haque

“The SIME-method” by Zhang et al.

“The micro-hybrid method” by Veerashekar et al.

1990

1994

1995

1996

1997

2019

Figure 10. Overview of the hybrid methods for quantitative TSA.
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Using the micro-hybrid method, three stability related terms can be determined, namely system
stability degree (SSD) as well as stability reserve degree (SRD) and participation factor (PF) of individual
synchronous generators. The corresponding results of the TDS can be analyzed further with the help
of the TEF given in Equation (5). E, Ekin, and Epot represents the total energy, kinetic energy (KE), and
potential energy (PE), respectively. The detailed derivation, based on [22,56], can be found in [19,20].

E =
n∑

i=1
HiωnΔω2

iCOI,pu −
n∑

i=1

δiCOI1∫
δiCOI0

τiCOIΣ,pudδiCOI

Ekin =
n∑

i=1
HiωnΔω2

iCOI,pu and Epot =
n∑

i=1

δiCOI1∫
δiCOI0

τiCOIΣ,pudδiCOI

(5)

Hi, ωn, and ΔωiCOI,pu are the inertia constant of the i-th synchronous generator, nominal rotor
angular velocity, and change in the rotor angular velocity in the COI frame, respectively. On the
other hand, δiCOI0 and δiCOI1 represents the pre-fault and post-fault rotor angle of the i-th synchronous
generator, respectively. Further, the rotor angle of each generator in the COI frame is given by δiCOI.
τiCOIΣ,pu describes the equivalent torque of the individual generators in the COI frame (see Equation
(6)).

2Hi
dΔωiCOI,pu

dt
= τmi,pu − τeli,pu − Hi

HΣ
τCOI,pu = τiCOIΣ,pu (6)

τmi,pu and τei,pu represent the mechanical and electrical torque of the i-th synchronous generator,
respectively. The summation of the inertia constant of each generator is given by HΣ. Equation (7)
describes the equivalent torque of the COI reference machine τCOI,pu, where ΔωCOI,pu is the change in
the rotor angular velocity of the COI reference machine.

τCOI,pu = 2HΣ
dΔωCOI,pu

dt
=
∑

i

τmi,pu − τeli,pu (7)

The methodology of the calculation of the KE and PE has been explained in detail in [19,20].
Based on the energy values of all the generators until the point of time corresponding to the end
of the forward swing of the critical generator, the critical energy Ecr and clearing energy Ecl can be
calculated [19,20]. Ecr and Ecl correspond to the CCT and (stable) fault clearing time, respectively. Due
to a large number of investigated cases (15 in total) regarding operating modes and scenarios, only the
SSD has been taken into account in this research work, which is given by Equation (8). SSD defines the
percentage margin of a microgrid towards instability boundary for a (stable) fault clearing time, e.g.,
SSD of 75% indicates that the microgrid has a reserve of 75% with respect to the rotor angle stability. In
other words, the microgrid has lost 25% of its stability reserve.

SSD =
Ecr − Ecl

Ecr
·100 % (8)

In [20], the threshold value of the SSD to determine the corrected critical clearing time (CCCT)
was discussed. Since a microgrid cannot be modelled without any inaccuracies and assumptions, a
SSD-threshold of 10% can be assumed. As a result, the new CCT, i.e., CCCT, can be considered as the
maximum allowable time to clear the fault.

Furthermore, the critical energy of the system Ecr and the critical machine Ecr_cm were analyzed
taking the CCT into consideration. In a one-machine infinite bus system, the CCT is inversely
proportional to the critical energy. The correlation between these critical energies and the CCT was
studied regarding the operating modes and scenarios. Similarly, the effect of the fault location on the
critical energy was analyzed in the clustered mode with respect to the three-phase fault on both ends
of L C.5, i.e., very close to busbar (BB) C.5 and C.6.
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3. Results and Discussion

The results of the performed simulations will be presented and discussed in this section. Firstly,
the CCT profile of the different operating modes and scenarios will be described in Section 3.1. The
next section (Section 3.2) deals with the system behavior under fault conditions in island mode.
Consequently, the influence of coupling microgrids on the voltage, the frequency, and the rotor angle
stability will be qualitatively analyzed in Section 3.3. Furthermore, the profiles of the SSD versus
clearing times—based on the quantitative TSA using the micro-hybrid method—will be discussed
in Section 3.4 with respect to the operating modes and scenarios. The last two sections (Sections 3.5
and 3.6) deal with the critical energy of the system and critical machine.

3.1. Critical Clearing Times

3.1.1. Comparison of Scenarios

In this section, the percentage distribution of CCT values of the various scenarios with respect
to the islanded mode (microgrid C), interconnected mode (microgrid A and C), and clustered mode
(microgrid A, B, and C) will be discussed—see Figure 11. It has been mentioned in Section 2.3 that faults
were simulated on lines within each microgrid except tie-lines. The categorization and comparison of
the CCT values is based on Table 9.
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Figure 11. Percentage distribution of CCT with respect to different scenarios in: island (a),
interconnection (b), and cluster (c) mode.

Island

Figure 11a corresponds to the islanded mode (i.e., microgrid C). The risk level of the majority
—approximately 80%—of the CCT values in each scenario is very low (CCT > 300 ms). In scenario “sun
& storage” with DGs, PV, and BSS (acting as generating units), several CCT values correspond to the
risk level belonging to medium, which is considered to not be critical. In the following subsections,
the CCT profile of the interconnected and clustered mode will be discussed.
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Interconnection

According to Figure 11b, the risk level corresponding to extreme (CCT < 60 ms) and very high
(CCT between 60–100 ms) has not been observed in any of the scenarios in the interconnected mode.
However, expect in scenario “sun & storage” the risk level varies between high and very low. The risk
of one of the DGs losing synchronism with the system is higher in the interconnected mode.

Cluster

Figure 11c shows that the CCT profile of each scenario is almost identical to that of the
interconnected mode—cf. Figure 11b. Scenario “sun & storage” can be highly recommended in
the interconnected and clustered mode, whereas any scenario can be preferred in the islanded mode.

Considering a three-phase fault on line L C.5 (see Figure 9), an in-depth analysis of the effect of
coupling off-grid microgrids on the system stability will be performed in Section 3.3. In the next section,
a quantitative comparison of the CCT profiles will be performed taking only microgrid C into account.

3.1.2. Comparison of Scenarios with Respect to Operating Modes

Interconnection vs. Island

With the help of Equation (9), the CCT of 11 overhead lines in microgrid C has been quantitatively
compared regarding the interconnected and islanded mode. ΔCCT, CCTINT, and CCTISD correspond
to the relative CCT difference in percentage, absolute CCT value (ms) in the interconnected mode and
islanded mode, respectively.

ΔCCT =
CCTINT −CCTISD

CCTISD
·100 % (9)

It can be observed in Figure 12 that except scenario “sun & storage” a negative difference is
characterized in each scenario. The maximum positive and negative difference lies around +40% and
−80%, respectively. The fault on line L C.5—close to a DG and BSS, and with a CCT change of roughly
+10% and −70%—will be investigated in the further sections.
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Figure 12. Relative percentage difference of CCT of microgrid C in interconnection and island mode.
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Cluster vs. Island

Since the CCT profiles are nearly similar in the coupled microgrids, the comparison has been
performed—between the clustered and islanded mode—using Equation (10). According to Figure 13,
the ΔCCT values of microgrid C remain almost identical to the values illustrated in Figure 12.

ΔCCT =
CCTCLS −CCTISD

CCTISD
·100 % (10)
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Figure 13. Relative percentage difference of CCT of microgrid C in cluster and island mode.

3.1.3. Comparison of Operating Modes

For the TSA in the grid planning phase and/or grid operation, not only different points of time (i.e.,
scenarios) are essential, but also different operating modes. Hence, the CCT profiles will be presented
according to the scenarios—taking solely microgrid C into consideration—so that different operating
modes can be compared directly.

Classical

Figure 14a represents the percentage distribution of CCT in the classical scenario of microgrid C
regarding the islanded, interconnected, and clustered mode. The other profiles in Figure 14 correspond
to the hybrid scenarios.

In case of microgrids comprising DGs only, the choice of the optimal operating mode can be easily
made based on Figure 14a: island over pooling. However, coupling the microgrid with neighboring
microgrids is not characterized by unacceptable CCT values.

Hybrid

In scenarios “storage” and “sun”, i.e., Figure 14b,c, island operation can be preferred to coupling
modes for microgrid C. However, cluster mode can be favored in scenario “sun & storage” (cf.
Figure 14d). The choice can be made between the islanded and interconnected mode in scenario “night”
(cf. Figure 14e) from the microgrid C’s point of view.

In general, scenario “sun & storage” can be preferred to other scenarios in the interconnected
and clustered mode. On the other hand, the selection of scenarios is not critical in the islanded
mode. Furthermore, coupling classical or hybrid microgrids does not pose serious problems regarding
transient stability, whereas the stability risk in the pooled modes is higher as against the islanded mode.
However, the effect of extended coupling of microgrids (with different topologies) on the CCT values
needs further investigations.
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Figure 14. Percentage distribution of CCT in microgrid C with respect to different operating modes in:
classical (a), storage (b), sun (c), sun and storage (d), and night (e) scenario.

3.2. Fault Behaviour of Microgrid C in Island Mode

Before investigating the fault behavior of the coupled classical and hybrid microgrids, the
response of microgrid C at both system and equipment level, will be studied. Further, the microgrid
modelling can be verified by analyzing the system and equipment profiles in the pre-fault, fault-on,
and post-fault period.

The fault clearing time was chosen such that it corresponds to the minimum CCT of the scenarios.
The CCTs of the scenarios in the ascending order is as follows: sun and storage (531 ms), classical (588
ms), sun (667 ms), storage (793 ms), and night (1058 ms). Hence, the fault on line L C.5 (see Figure 9) is
cleared after 531 ms.

3.2.1. Bus Voltage and Frequency

Figure 15 shows the voltage profiles of the busbars (BB) in microgrid C for different scenarios.
Due to the relatively smaller dimension of microgrid C, voltage at all the busbars drops significantly
soon after the fault incident. It should be noted that induction motors were disconnected 40 ms after
the fault occurrence. The resulting voltage fluctuation (marginal increase) is negligibly small. During
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the fault-on period, i.e., until the fault clearance, the corresponding bus voltages are almost similar in
each scenario. Further, the post-fault voltage recovery is relatively quick—within about 1 s—in both
the classical and hybrid scenarios. The influence of the employment of PV and BSS (hybrid scenarios)
is not significant in the islanded mode of the studied microgrid C.

 
(a) Cl (b) St 

 
(c) Su (d) S&S 

 
(e) Ni 

Figure 15. Voltage of busbars of microgrid C (island mode) in: classical (a), storage (b), sun (c), sun
and storage (d), and night (e) scenario.

The observed frequency at the busbars of microgrid C of each scenario is illustrated in Figure 16.
The minimum and maximum frequency in every scenario, except “sun & storage” is 45 Hz and 55 Hz,
respectively—i.e., ±10% of the nominal value. The frequency range in “sun & storage” with 2 DGs is
between 43 Hz and 57 Hz (±14%). The frequency drops significantly in the subtransient phase due to
the provision of very high short-circuit current/power by the DGs. The frequency fluctuation due to
the disconnection of induction motors 40 ms after the fault incident is noticeable, however not critical.
During fault-on period, the frequency values lie in the overfrequency range (greater than 50 Hz) as a
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result of the very fast reaction of the speed governor of the DGs. This will be discussed more in the
following subsections.

 
(a) Cl (b) St 

 
(c) Su (d) S&S 

 
(e) Ni 

Figure 16. Frequency of busbars of microgrid C (island mode) in: classical (a), storage (b), sun (c), sun
and storage (d) and night (e) scenario.

A sharp frequency increase is noticed in each scenario soon after the fault clearance, which is as a
result of the positive difference between the total generation and load in the microgrid. The frequency
recovery in the post-fault period lasts only about 1 s. Due to the disconnection of the induction motors
and absence of secondary frequency control (in principle not necessary for stability analyses) in the
studied microgrids, the steady-state frequency in the post-fault period is approximately equal to 50 Hz
and not exactly 50 Hz.
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3.2.2. Relative Rotor Angle, Actual Rotor Angular Frequency and Relative Rotor Angular Frequency
Deviation of DGs

Relative Rotor Angle

The rotor angle of the DGs in microgrid C of each scenario in the COI reference frame is depicted
in Figure 17. The list of the active DGs in every scenario is shown in Table 3. The critical machine
is DG C.2 in all the scenarios except in scenario “sun & storage”, where DG C.1 loses synchronism.
Even though scenario “sun & storage” has the minimum CCT (corresponding to the clearing time),
the observed value of the rotor angle of the critical machine is slightly higher than 80◦. In general, the
end of the forward and backswing of the DGs in each scenario occurs almost at the same point of time.

 
(a) Cl (b) St 

 
(c) Su (d) S&S 

 
(e) Ni 

Figure 17. Relative rotor angle of DGs of microgrid C (island mode) in: classical (a), storage (b), sun (c),
sun and storage (d) and night (e) scenario.
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Actual Rotor Angular Frequency

Figure 18 illustrates the actual rotor angular frequency of the DGs in microgrid C of each scenario.
Soon after the fault incident, the speed of the rotors drops due to the provision of (subtransient)
short-circuit currents by DGs. As a result of the decrease in the magnitude of the short-circuit currents
and increase in the mechanical moment of the speed governor during the fault-on period, the rotor
angular frequency of the DGs increases. The DGs regain synchronism within roughly 500 ms after the
fault clearance. In scenarios with the maximum number of DGs, i.e., classical and storage, relatively
larger oscillations can be noticed.

 
(a) Cl (b) St 
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Figure 18. Actual rotor angular frequency of DGs of microgrid C (island mode) in: classical (a), storage
(b), sun (c), sun and storage (d), and night (e) scenario.

Relative Rotor Angular Frequency Deviation

The relative rotor angle of the DGs is directly related to their relative rotor angular frequency
deviation (see Figure 19), which is also represented in the COI reference frame. It can be observed
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that the DGs with the rotor acceleration during the fault-on period exhibit deceleration soon after
the fault clearance, and vice-versa. The maximum relative rotor angle (see Figure 17) is noticed just
after clearing the fault, where the rotor angle deviation is predominantly due to the rotor acceleration.
The rotor angle increases further—only slightly—after tripping the faulty line as a result of the rotor
deceleration. The negative relative angular frequency of the critical machine corresponds to the sharp
decrease in the rotor angle.

 
(a) Cl (b) St 
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Figure 19. Relative rotor angular frequency deviation of DGs of microgrid C (island mode) in: classical
(a), storage (b), sun (c), sun and storage (d), and night (e) scenario.

• Electrical and Mechanical Torque of DGs

In the following subsections, the scenarios “storage” and “sun & storage” will be considered, where
the BSS acts as a load and a generation unit, respectively. Further, these two scenarios—representing
DGs, PV, and BSS being active—correspond to the maximum and minimum number of the DGs.
Figure 20 illustrates the electrical (in principle, electromagnetic) torque of the DGs in microgrid C.
The sharp increase of the torque—soon after the fault incident—corresponds to the subtransient
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short-circuit current, which will be shown at the end of this section. Since the voltage drop in scenario
“sun & storage” is slightly higher than in storage, the corresponding maximum torque of DG C.1 in
scenario “sun & storage” is 3.5 pu, whereas the value is 2.6 pu in scenario “storage”. As a result of the
(sustained) fault until the line tripping, a relatively smaller short-circuit current leads to an electrical
torque of less magnitude.

 
(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 20. Electrical torque of DGs of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage
(b) scenario.

Several tens of milliseconds after the fault occurrence, the mechanical torque of the DGs will be
increased by the speed governor DEGOV1 of the DGs due to the drop in the frequency (cf. Figure 21). In
case of transmission systems, the speed governor in synchronous generators during fault-on period does
not change the mechanical torque due to relatively large time constants (few seconds) [22]. However,
the set point of torque/power can be changed very quickly in engine-driven generators. The maximum
and the minimum limit of torque in DEGOV1 corresponding to 1 pu and 0 pu, respectively, can be
observed in the profiles. Once the short-circuit current (electrical torque) of the DGs decreases, the
difference between the mechanical and electromagnetic torque becomes positive, which causes an
increase in the rotor speed. Consequently, the mechanical torque is reduced by DEGOV1 from 1 pu
to almost 0 pu. After the fault clearance, the torque will be increased such that the speed deviation
becomes zero.

 
(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 21. Mechanical torque of DGs of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage
(b) scenario.
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• Active and Reactive Power as well as Output Current of DGs, PV, and BSS

i. Active Power

Since the voltage is nearly 0.1 pu during fault-on period, the electrical power is close to 0 pu.
However, due to the residual voltage and very high short-circuit current in the subtransient phase the
active power is significantly high—cf. Figure 22.

 
(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 22. Real power of DGs of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage
(b) scenario.

The active power of the grid-feeding PV in scenario “storage” and “sun & storage” is shown in
Figure 23. Unlike DGs the provision of the short-circuit current in PV is limited. Hence, the profile
of the active power is significantly dependent on the terminal voltage. Due to the relatively slower
(post-fault) voltage recovery in sun and storage, it takes slightly longer to reach the pre-fault value of
the active power.

 
(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 23. Real power of PV of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage
(b) scenario.

Figure 24 illustrates the active power of the grid-forming BSS, where it operates as a load and
generating unit in storage and sun and storage, respectively. Even though BSS acts as a voltage source,
the behavior during the fault-on period is similar to that of grid-feeding inverters, i.e., current sources.
According to Section 2.3.2, the short-circuit current of BSS, like in PV, is restricted to 1 pu. Henceforth,
the active power profiles are similar to the corresponding (terminal) voltage profiles.
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(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 24. Real power of BSS of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage
(b) scenario.

ii. Reactive Power

In Figure 25 the reactive power of the DGs in microgrid C is depicted. Due to the resistive-inductive
(static and dynamic) loads, the DGs provide capacitive reactive power. Similar to the active power, the
reactive power depends on the terminal voltage and output current of the DGs. Thus, the reactive
power is relatively less during the fault-on period. After the fault clearance, the DGs close to the
fault location act as inductive loads, since the corresponding terminal voltages are relatively less than
the terminal voltages of the DGs that are relatively far away from the short-circuit location. Due to
the disconnection of inductive motors, the power set-points of the DGs should be adjusted once the
post-fault steady-state has been reached.

 
(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 25. Reactive power of DGs of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage
(b) scenario.

The grid-feeding PV system—along with DGs and BSS—provides capacitive reactive power in
the pre-fault period—see Figure 26. In contrast to the DGs, the reactive power of PV can be controlled
during fault-on period. The output signals of the power control block (cf. Figure 3) along with the
current limiter block are id_re f and iq_re f . Due to the disconnection of induction motors 40 ms after the
fault incident, the (inductive) reactive power demand in the microgrid is relatively not high during
fault-on and especially post-fault period. Further, by giving 100% priority to active power (i.e., no
reactive power provision) under short-circuit conditions, a positive effect on the transient stability has
been noticed in [17]. Thus, the PV system is made to reduce its reactive power completely to zero.
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(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 26. Reactive power of PV of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage
(b) scenario.

Similarly, the main input signals of the current control block in grid-forming BSS are (cf. Figure 7)
id_v_re f and iq_v_re f . In case of a short-circuit, modified very high reference current signals, i.e., the
mentioned signals, will be fed into the current control block, such that iq_v_re f is equal to zero. Hence,
the grid-forming BSS acting now as a current source is forced not to provide any capacitive reactive
power directly after the fault incident—see Figure 27. Since the BSS acts as a load in scenario “storage”,
the capacitive reactive power is shown with a minus sign.

 
(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 27. Reactive power of BSS of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage
(b) scenario.

iii. Output Current

The initial and the sustained short-circuit currents of the DGs (cf. Figure 28) are within the
acceptable limits [23]. DG C.3 in scenario “storage” is characterized with a relatively higher output
current due to the closeness to the fault location.

In contrast to DGs, the output current of PV and BSS can be controlled by varying the input
current signals of the current controller block. Otherwise, the power electronic components will be
overloaded and/or damaged due to very high short-circuit currents. [35,43] The output current profile
of the grid-feeding PV system is shown in Figure 29.
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(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 28. Current of DGs of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage (b) scenario.

 
(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 29. Current of PV of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage (b) scenario.

Soon after the sudden voltage drop due to the fault, the difference between the DC currents IDC
and IPV in PV (see Figure 3) becomes positive. As a result of the increase of IC, the DC-link voltage VDC
rises. With the help of the DC voltage controller, the output current of PV is indirectly increased by
increasing the equivalent (d-component) input signal of the current controller block. [17] At the same
time, iq_re f is set to zero by giving entire priority to id_re f . Due to the corresponding time constants
in the control loops, it takes several milliseconds until the output current reaches 1 pu. Due to the
reduction in the reactive power soon after the short-circuit occurrence, the post-fault (steady-state)
current is different from the pre-fault current. However, the active power output remains unaltered (cf.
Figure 23), since the solar irradiance and the module temperature were assumed to be constant in the
transient stability analyses.

The BSS in microgrid C acts as a generating unit in scenario “sun & storage”. Since the DC side of
the storage system was modelled by a constant DC voltage source in this research work, a sudden
increase in the output current is noticed in the BSS (see Figure 30). Further, the post-fault current is
strongly dependent on the terminal voltage. On the other hand, the output current of the BSS acting
as a load in scenario “storage” is reduced, since the operating mode (charging/storing) of the BSS
remains unchanged.
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(a) St (b) S&S 

Figure 30. Current of BSS of microgrid C (island mode) in: storage (a) and sun and storage (b) scenario.

3.3. Effect of Pooling Microgrids on the System Stability

In this section, the simulation results of the three-phase short-circuit analysis on line L C.5 in
microgrid C corresponding to the three operating modes (island, interconnection, and cluster) will
be presented with respect to voltage, frequency and rotor angle stability. The studied fault was
cleared after 192 ms, which corresponds to the minimum CCT among the scenarios and operating
modes—classical scenario and interconnection mode.

3.3.1. Voltage Stability

In Figure 31, the measured voltage on busbar C.5 in the different operating modes with respect to
the five scenarios is illustrated. A positive effect on the minimum voltage during fault-on is noticed in
the interconnected and clustered mode as against the islanded mode—independent of the scenarios.
Except in scenario “night”, the clustered mode is characterized by a better voltage profile during
fault-on and post-fault period. Even though the improvement in the voltage profiles of the scenarios
between the fault incident and clearance is subtle, the influence on the frequency and rotor angle
stability is significant in microgrids.

3.3.2. Frequency Stability

Due to space constraints, the frequency stability will be discussed taking the reference scenario,
i.e., classical, and the hybrid scenario (sun and storage) with the least number of DGs. Figure 32 shows
the actual rotor angular frequency of the DGs in the three different operating modes. Similar to the
voltage stability, the coupling of microgrids leads to an improvement in the frequency stability. Further,
a positive impact is noticed also in the other scenarios, which are not shown in this research paper. Due
to the disconnection of the induction motors after the fault occurrence, the post-fault steady-state value
of the angular frequency of the DGs is not exactly equal to 1 pu. Further, secondary frequency control
is not implemented in the microgrids, since the focus of this research work lies on the short-term
stability analysis.
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Figure 31. Voltage on busbar C.5 in the islanded, interconnected and clustered mode in: classical (a),
storage (b), sun (c), sun and storage (d) and night (e) scenario.
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(a) ISD, Cl (b) ISD, S&S 

 
(c) INT, Cl (d) INT, S&S 

 
(e) CLS, Cl (f) CLS, S&S 

Figure 32. Actual rotor angular frequency of the DGs in the islanded, interconnected and clustered
mode in: classical (a,c,e) and sun and storage (b,d,f) scenario.

3.3.3. Rotor Angle Stability

The rotor angle (in the COI frame) of the DGs belonging to microgrid C in the three operating
modes and scenario “classical” and “sun & storage” is presented in Figure 33. Regarding the classical
scenario, the rotor angle oscillations (excursions) increase in coupled microgrids as against the islanded
operating mode, thus a negative impact on the rotor angle stability. However, a marginal positive
effect is observed in scenario “sun & storage”, which can be also noticed in the positive ΔCCT—see
Section 3.1.2. According to Figures 12 and 13 as well as the profiles of the other hybrid scenarios, rotor
angle stability is deteriorated by coupling microgrids, like in the classical scenario.
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(a) ISD, Cl (b) ISD, S&S 

 
(c) INT, Cl (d) INT, S&S 

 
(e) CLS, Cl (f) CLS, S&S 

Figure 33. Relative rotor angle of the DGs in the islanded, interconnected and clustered mode in:
classical (a,c,e), and sun and storage (b,d,f) scenario.

Based on the three types of system stability—for the fault on L C.5—optimal scenarios and
operating modes can be selected (see Table 10) in the grid planning and/or during near real-time grid
operation. The qualitative assessment with respect to the voltage stability was performed by analyzing
the voltage drop soon after the fault incident as well as the post-fault voltage recovery. The frequency
and the rotor angle stability were assessed qualitatively by studying the excursions and oscillations
during fault-on and post-fault period. As against the hybrid scenarios, the scenario “classical” does
not outperform in the investigated cases.
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Table 10. Overview of the optimal scenarios in the different operating modes.

Cl St (12 pm) Su (2 pm) S&S (3 pm) Ni (8 pm)

Island
V � � �
f � �
δ � � �

Interconnection
V � � �
f � � �
δ � � �

Cluster
V � � �
f � � �
δ � �

According to the qualitative rotor angle stability analysis (highlighted in Table 10), it can be
concluded that:

• Storage, sun and night scenario can be chosen in the islanded operation of microgrid C.
• Furthermore, storage, sun and storage, and night scenario outperform the other scenarios in the

interconnected operating mode.
• In the clustered operating mode, sun and storage, and night scenario are beneficial.

Scenario “night” is the most optimal scenario in each operating mode with respect to the system
stability, whereas scenario “classical” is not advantageous. In practice, it is significantly tedious to draw
conclusions taking every fault location and every microgrid topology into account. Hence, the selection
of the optimal scenarios and operating modes should be performed by considering only the critical
fault(s). Nevertheless, the decision-making process based on the qualitative stability assessment leads
to general conclusions with respect to numerous scenarios and operating modes as well as different
topologies in a relatively larger cluster environment.

3.4. System Stability Degree in Operating Modes and Scenarios

3.4.1. Operating Modes

The values of the SSD for the corresponding fault clearing time—calculated using the micro-hybrid
method according to Equation (8)—have been plotted for the different cases (13 out of 15) in Figure 34.
The minimum fault clearing time of 60 ms has been highlighted by a vertical dashed line. It has been
discussed in Section 2.6 that an SSD of 10% was chosen as the threshold value for determining CCCT,
which has been also shown in the form of a horizontal dashed line. It should be noted that the stability
reserve degree and the participation factor of individual synchronous generators will be analyzed in
the upcoming research work. However, the corresponding analysis taking the classical scenario into
account can be found in [20].

If the fault is cleared 1 ms (impossible in practice) after the fault occurrence, the SSD lies around
100%. If the fault clearance is increased, the system stability reserve drops. The system can be
characterized as uncritical (or the fault can be considered as severe) in case of a low value of the
gradient of the SSD profile. Profiles with a very high slope are classified to be critical, since the SSD
value gets reduced significantly. Any delay in clearing the fault can lead to instability. It can be inferred
from Figure 34a that the profile in the islanded mode is less critical than that in the interconnected
and clustered mode. Furthermore, the difference between the CCT and CCCT values lies between 35%
and 45%.
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(a) Cl (b) St 

(c) Su (d) S&S 

 
(e) Ni 

Figure 34. System stability degree versus fault clearing times regarding the different operating modes
in: classical (a), storage (b), sun (c), sun and storage (d), and night (e) scenario.

The SSD profile of the hybrid scenarios is illustrated in Figure 34b–e. The profiles in the coupled
modes are similar as against the islanded mode. The interconnected and islanded mode in scenarios
“sun & storage” and “night” have been purposefully not shown in the figure, since the SSD—in these
two cases—based on the performed TDS were not plausible. A detailed analysis of these two profiles
was not performed in this research work. Further, the SSD of several cases (5 out of 13), e.g., scenario
“sun” in the islanded mode, lies around 0% for a clearing time less than the CCT. The corresponding
clearing times up to the CCT were not plausible. Hence, the values of the SSD were assumed to be zero.
These profiles should be further investigated.

In general, the islanded mode, independent of the scenarios, is characterized by the best SSD
profile—in terms of the CCT, the CCCT and the slope of SSD profiles. The profiles in interconnection
and in cluster mode are acceptable. However, the sensitivity of the SSD for various clearing times
is relatively high. The trend (slope) of the SSD profiles should be analyzed in case of scenarios and
operating modes with higher CCT values.

The corrected critical clearing time (CCCT) can be determined based on the set threshold value
in the SSD profiles, i.e., 10% SSD. Table 11 lists the CCT, CCCT, and their difference ΔCCT in the
investigated cases. CCCT values less than 60 ms are not noticed in any of the cases. It is recommended
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to adjust the settings of protection systems based on the CCCT, instead of the CCT, so that the risk of
system losing stability can be reduced further.

Table 11. Overview of the CCT, CCCT, and ΔCCT in the three operating modes with respect to the
five scenarios.

CCT in ms CCCT in ms ΔCCT

Classical
ISD 588 377 36%
INT 192 126 34%
CLS 206 131 36%

Storage
ISD 793 610 23%
INT 230 116 50%
CLS 244 129 47%

Sun
ISD 667 243 64%
INT 205 124 40%
CLS 242 135 44%

Sun &
Storage

ISD 531 200 62%
INT 568 - -
CLS 571 552 3%

Night
ISD 1058 - -
INT 321 303 6%
CLS 292 269 8%

3.4.2. Scenarios

In case of analyzing the SSD regarding the scenarios in the different operating modes, the profiles
depicted in Figure 35 can be taken into consideration. Similar to the previous section, the sensitivity or
the slope of the SSD profiles should be taken into account while selecting the optimal scenario in each
operating mode. The scenario with the highest value of CCT in each operating mode is characterized
by the best SSD profile. The magnitude of the slope of the profiles corresponds to the respective CCT
value. If the (differential) protection system is supposed to clear a fault in cluster mode after, e.g., 100
ms, scenario “sun & storage” can be preferred as the optimal scenario. On the other hand, the CCCT
values determined based on the SSD’s threshold value are listed in Table 12.

(a) ISD (b) INT 

 
(c) CLS 

Figure 35. System stability degree versus fault clearing times regarding the different scenarios in:
island (a), interconnection (b), and cluster (c) mode.
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Table 12. Overview of the CCT, CCCT, and ΔCCT in the five scenarios with respect to the three
operating modes.

CCT in ms CCCT in ms ΔCCT

Island

Cl 588 377 36%
St 793 610 23%
Su 667 243 64%

S&S 531 200 62%
Ni 1058 - -

Interconnection

Cl 192 126 34%
St 230 116 50%
Su 205 124 40%

S&S 568 - -
Ni 321 303 6%

Cluster

Cl 206 131 36%
St 244 129 47%
Su 242 135 44%

S&S 571 552 3%
Ni 292 269 8%

3.5. Comparison of Critical Energy in Scenarios and Operating Modes

In this section, the critical energy of the system and of the critical machine will be compared with
each other—considering the islanded and clustered operating modes—in order to analyze the ratio of
the critical energies. The calculation of the SSD is based on the system critical energy. According to
the classical scenario—cf. Figure 17a—and other hybrid scenarios corresponding to the respective
CCT, the critical DG can be generally easily noticed. Unlike in large transmission systems, a distinct
formation of a critical group of DGs, approaching the stability limit, has been not observed in the
microgrids, which has been also given in [19,20].

3.5.1. Island

Figure 36 shows the absolute value of Ecr and Ecr_cm as well as their ratio in each scenario for
the fault on L C.5. Further, the CCT of the scenarios has been illustrated. The system critical energy
decreases with a reduction in the number of the operating DGs (cf. Table 3). The trend of the profile of
Ecr_cm in the scenarios cannot be compared with that of Ecr. The ratio of Ecr_cm and Ecr is between ca.
20% and 60%, where the scenarios with fewer numbers of DGs are characterized by a higher ratio.
A direct correlation between the critical energies and CCT values cannot be found in this research
work, which will be analyzed in Section 3.6.

3.5.2. Cluster

The critical energies and the CCT in the clustered mode are depicted in Figure 37. Similar to the
islanded mode, the share of Ecr_cm in Ecr in the clustered (and also interconnected) operating mode lies
between about 20% and 50%. Further, a direct proportionality between Ecr and the number of DGs can
be seen. However, the absolute values of Ecr and Ecr_cm differ significantly as against the values in the
islanded mode.
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Figure 36. Analysis of the critical energies in the islanded mode: system critical energy (a), critical
energy of the critical machine (b), ratio of the critical energies (c), and CCT (d).
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Figure 37. Analysis of the critical energies in the clustered mode: system critical energy (a), critical
energy of the critical machine (b), ratio of the critical energies (c), and CCT (d).
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3.6. Influence of Fault Location on Critical Energy in Cluster Mode

The three-phase fault on both ends of L C.5, i.e., very close to BB C.5 and BB C.6, was studied
to determine a correlation between the CCT and the critical energy of the system and of the critical
machine. The critical generator in each scenario in the clustered operating mode is DG C.2, whereas DG
C.1 represents the critical machine in scenario “sun & storage”. It should be noted that the scenarios
will not be compared with each other in this section. However, the CCT, Ecr, and Ecr_cm will be analysed
in each scenario—cf. Figure 38.
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Figure 38. Minimum allowable clearing time and critical energy in each scenario: CCT (a), system
critical energy (b) and critical energy of the critical machine (c).

In a one-machine infinite bus system, an inverse proportionality exists between the CCT and
critical energy of the machine, modelled as a classical 2nd order generator. In case of a three-phase
fault very close to the synchronous generator, the terminal voltage is almost zero during fault-on.
The resulting change in the KE and corresponding PE is relatively higher than that of a case (with
the identical pre-fault operating point) with an insignificant drop in the terminal voltage—like in a
single-phase fault. The CCT of the critical fault is less as against the CCT of the fault with a residual
voltage during fault-on period.

As against the short-circuit close to BB C.5, the fault next to BB C.6 corresponds to a relatively
higher residual terminal voltage of the critical machine DG C.2 (see Figure 9, however in the clustered
mode) in every scenario, except in scenario “sun & storage”. According to Figure 38, it can be inferred
that the CCT values and critical energies are both directly and inversely proportional. In scenarios
“classical”, “storage”, and “night”, an increase in the CCT is observed. This corresponds to an indirect
proportionality with Ecr_cm, like in the above mentioned one-machine infinite bus system. However, a
negative difference of the CCT is related to a negative difference of Ecr_cm in scenarios “sun” and “sun
& storage” (critical machine being DG C.1).
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In principle, finding a direct correlation between the CCT and the system critical energy with
respect to different fault locations, especially in the clustered operating mode, can be misleading. In the
future research work, the correlation between the CCT and energies should be investigated in detail.
For example, by analyzing the CCT (of critical faults) and the critical energy of every DG or group of
“critical” DGs in the microgrids, the steady-state operating point of DGs can be adjusted.

4. Summary and Outlook

4.1. Summary

Pooling nearby off-grid hybrid microgrids—comprising diesel engine-driven synchronous
generators as well as grid-feeding photovoltaics (PV) and grid-forming battery storage systems
(BSS)—leads to a reduction in the fuel costs and greenhouse gas emissions as well as to an increase in
the security of supply. In the planning phase and in near real-time operation, coupling of microgrids
should be investigated not only in the steady-state, but also from the transient stability point of view:
both qualitatively and quantitatively. This calls for a detailed dynamic microgrid modelling and
three-phase short-circuit analysis. Using the recently developed micro-hybrid method—combining
time-domain simulations and transient energy function analyses—quantitative transient stability
assessment can be performed.

Hence, three spatially close realistic off-grid microgrids (A, B, and C) were modelled and analyzed
in the framework of this research regarding three operating modes (island “C”, interconnection “A
and B”, and cluster “A, B, and C”) as well as five scenarios with respect to different instants of time
on a partly sunny day. Scenario “classical” represents microgrids with diesel generators (DGs) only,
whereas hybrid scenarios “storage”, “sun”, “sun & storage”, and “night” correspond to microgrids
with DGs, PV, and BSS (either as loads or as generation units).

Firstly, critical clearing time (CCT) profiles of the microgrids were compared considering 15 cases,
by categorizing three operating modes and five scenarios. Secondly, qualitative stability assessment
was performed in microgrid C (island mode) for a (critical) short-circuit location very close to a DG and
a BSS. The fault behavior of the hybrid microgrids was verified at the system and the equipment level,
and was also compared with the response of the classical microgrid. Thirdly, the effect of different
operating modes of microgrids was studied among the scenarios from the system stability—i.e., voltage,
frequency, and rotor angle stability—point of view. In the last two sections, transient stability was
accessed quantitatively with the help of the micro-hybrid method. Regarding the studied fault location
in microgrid C, a system stability degree (SSD) was calculated for each fault clearing time in the
operating modes and scenarios. Further, the critical energy of the system and the critical machine as
well as the effect of the fault location on the critical energy were investigated among scenarios and
operating modes.

The key findings of this research work can be summed up as follows:

• Critical clearing times: According to the CCT profiles of the microgrids (based on the risk level)
with respect to the operating modes and scenarios, it can be concluded that, any scenario can be
preferred in the islanded mode. However, scenario “sun & storage” is characterized by better
CCT profiles in the interconnected and clustered mode. In general, coupling classical or hybrid
microgrids is not critical with respect to the CCT values for the considered high load operating
point on a partly sunny day. However, interconnection and cluster mode are characterized by a
relatively higher risk of transient stability as against the island mode.

• Fault behavior of microgrid C in island mode: The response of microgrid C—in the pre-fault,
fault-on and post-fault period—at both system and equipment level for the simulated short-circuit
can be assessed as plausible and thereby the dynamic system modelling can be validated.

• Effect of pooling microgrids on the system stability: Scenarios “storage”, “sun”, and “night”
of microgrid C perform better in the islanded operation regarding the critical short-circuit
location. On the other hand, scenarios “storage”, “sun & storage”, and “night” outperform in the
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interconnected mode. Further, scenarios “sun & storage” and “night” have a positive impact on
the system stability in the clustered mode. In this studied case, scenario “night” can be categorized
to be the most optimal in each operating mode, whereas scenario “classical” does not perform
better among the scenarios. Analyses regarding the selection of the optimal operating modes and
scenarios should be executed on a regular basis—by considering only the critical fault(s) with
respect to either location or CCT values—in the near real-time grid operation.

• System stability degree in operating modes and scenarios: The SSD was determined for each
corresponding (stable) fault clearing time in various cases with the help of the micro-hybrid
method. The SSD profile of the scenarios in interconnection and cluster mode is, in terms of the
severity of the fault and sensitivity of the system, more critical than that in island mode, which
is characterized by the slope of the profiles. The relative difference between the CCT and the
corrected critical clearing time (CCCT) of the cases, calculated based on the threshold value of the
SSD, lies between 3% and 64%. It is recommended to take CCCT into account while setting the
protection systems in microgrids, so that the risk of system losing stability can be reduced even
further. In addition, the gradient of the SSD profiles should be considered while selecting the
optimal scenario in the operating modes and scenarios.

• Comparison of critical energy in scenarios and operating modes: According to the analyses of
the absolute value of the critical energy of the system and of the critical machine as well as the
CCT (of the studied fault in different scenarios and operating modes), it can be inferred that, the
ratio of the critical energy of the critical machine to that of the system lies between 20% and 60%.
The ratio is relatively higher in the scenarios with a smaller number of active DGs.

• Influence of fault location on critical energy in cluster mode: In case of a one-machine infinite
bus system, an inverse proportionality between the CCT and critical energy of the machine
(simplified 2nd order model) can be observed. Further, the ratio of the CCT of the critical fault to
the CCT of the fault with a residual voltage during fault-on period is relatively high. It can be
concluded from the simulation results (of two nearby fault locations) that the CCT and critical
energy values of the critical machine are both directly and inversely proportional. Finding a
direct correlation between the CCT and the critical energy of the system with respect to different
fault locations, especially in cluster mode, can be misleading. However, investigation of the CCT
of critical faults as well as the critical energy of every DG or a group of “critical” DGs can help
to set optimal steady-state operating points of DGs—in the grid planning phase or in the near
real-time operation.

All in all, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• Coupling classical or hybrid microgrids is, in principle, technically feasible regarding CCT.
However, interconnection and cluster mode exhibit a relatively higher risk of transient stability as
against the island mode.

• The hybrid scenarios have a more positive effect on the system stability than scenario “classical”.
Furthermore, scenario “night” (DGs and BSS) can be ranked as the most optimal in each operating
mode, while scenario “classical” (DGs only) has an overall negative effect compared to the
other scenarios.

• According to the quantitative TSA, the profiles of SSD versus clearing times of the scenarios in
island mode are better than the SSD profiles in interconnection and cluster mode—with respect to
the CCT, the CCCT, and the slope of SSD profiles. In spite of the relatively higher gradient, the
SSD profiles in the coupled modes are also acceptable.

• Further, according to the results regarding the effect of the fault location on the critical energy,
there exists a direct and indirect proportionality between the CCT and critical energy values of the
critical machine.
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4.2. Outlook

In the framework of this research, three off-grid microgrids were studied taking five scenarios
and three operating modes into account. In case of a cluster of more than three microgrids, apart from
ring topology, different coupling possibilities should be analyzed—from system stability point of view,
especially large-signal rotor angle stability—in order to choose optimal operating modes and scenarios.

With respect to the modelling of microgrids in, e.g., agriculture-dominated rural areas, the share
of DGs can be reduced not only by further increasing the installed capacity of PV and BSS, but also by
installing eco-friendly biogas generators and micro hydropower plants. Due to different injection delay
times—of the mentioned synchronous generators—in case of disturbances, and consequently different
courses of the forward and the backswing of the generators, random rotor swings can be observed. This
calls for a detailed qualitative and especially quantitative TSA of such hybrid microgrids in different
operating modes.

In hybrid microgrids with a significant share of inverter-based systems, PV and BSS should be
modelled using EMT models instead of RMS models. Due to the recent developments in grid modelling
and simulation tools [57], co-simulation (RMS and EMT) of microgrids can be performed.

As a result of the extension of power transmission networks—in developing and under-developed
countries—with long-term projects connecting remote areas, alongside decentralization, future
interconnected stand-alone hybrid microgrids can be operated not only in the islanded mode,
but also by connecting to the main transmission and distribution grids. Hence, the dynamic
behavior as well as the qualitative and quantitative operational limits of such coupled—off-grid
and grid-connected—microgrids with different topologies should be determined in the planning phase
and also in near real-time grid operation. Further, switching operations and measures to improve the
dynamic stability and security of hybrid microgrids can be investigated in detail.
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Abstract: This paper proposes detailed and practical guidance on applying model-based design
(MBD) for voltage and frequency stability assessments, control tuning and verification of off-grid
hybrid power plants (HPPs) comprising both grid-forming and grid-feeding inverter units and
synchronous generation. First, the requirement specifications are defined by means of system,
functional and model requirements. Secondly, a modular approach for state-space modelling of
the distributed energy resources (DERs) is presented. Flexible merging of subsystems by properly
defining input and output vectors is highlighted to describe the dynamics of the HPP during various
operating states. Eigenvalue (EV) and participation factor (PF) analyses demonstrate the necessity
of assessing small-signal stability over a wide range of operational scenarios. A sensitivity analysis
shows the impact of relevant system parameters on critical EVs and enables one to finally design and
tune the central HPP controller (HPPC). The rapid control prototyping and control verification stages
are accomplished by means of discrete-time domain models being used in both off-line simulation
studies and real-time hardware-in-the-loop (RT-HIL) testing. The outcome of this paper is targeted
at off-grid HPP operators seeking to achieve a proof-of-concept on stable voltage and frequency
regulation. Nonetheless, the overall methodology is applicable to on-grid HPPs, too.

Keywords: hybrid power plant; off-grid electricity systems; model-based design; state-space model;
voltage stability; frequency stability; small-signal analysis; control tuning; controller validation

1. Introduction

Off-grid electricity systems have attracted significant attention in emerging and frontier markets
in order to conduct rural and island electrification and to supply remote industrial sites (e.g., mining
areas) [1–3]. Such isolated grids—commonly associated with the microgrid (MG) concept—are
characterized by increasing hybridization of the involved distributed energy resources (DERs).
Traditional fossil-fueled production systems (e.g., diesel generators) are replaced or augmented
by renewable generation (e.g., wind power, solar photovoltaic (PV)) and energy storage due to
environmental, economic and social reasons. During the design stage of an off-grid hybrid power plant
(HPP), it becomes evident that the most cost effective approach is to retain a fossil-fueled generator
with time-limited operation to supply the net load demand only whenever it is needed [4–7].

It is crucial to ensure power supply and balance stability and control system stability in the
HPP [8]. In this context, small-signal stability is concerned with assessing the occurrence of voltage,
frequency or power oscillation modes and sufficient stability margins in every technically feasible
operating state of the HPP. Moreover, a robust control solution and adequate tuning guidelines are
required to keep the frequency and voltages within the operational limits.
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Several publications address the topic of small-signal modeling and voltage/frequency stability
assessment in MGs [9–13]. In [9,10] state-space models of inverters, grid and loads were developed
and the sensitivities of eigenvalues (EVs) to control parameters were evaluated. The stability analysis
was targeted for a MG consisting of inverter based DERs that share the grid-forming task among each
other. A similar type of analysis was performed in [11] for a system with synchronous generator (SG),
asynchronous generator and battery energy storage system (BESS) in PQ control mode [14]. Finally,
in [12,13] the parallel operation of SG and grid-forming inverter was investigated to study the dynamics
of the MG and to adjust some control parameters of the individual DERs to ensure system stability.
All above-mentioned publications do not further extend their scope beyond modeling and stability
analysis. Further developments and studies on control design and tuning for voltage and frequency
regulation are missing which are required to achieve a proof-of-concept on the HPP control system.

In this regard, various MG control architectures are proposed in the literature and can be classified
as centralized or decentralized [15,16]. However, in these publications it remains unclear how to
effectively design and tune decentralized controllers with the objective of keeping the frequency and
voltages within the limits during any possible operating condition. The most common way is to utilize
a central system controller that dispatches commands to the individual DERs to achieve a global
control objective. Here, control design and tuning methods need to take into account the dynamics
occurring within the HPP. In the present literature, no clear guidelines on the models applied and
control methods are identified.

The novelty of this paper is to propose a model-based design (MBD) approach that includes all
necessary building blocks to achieve stable voltage and frequency regulation in off-grid HPPs; i.e., the
required set of models; a systematic and complete stability assessment; a design and tuning method of
a hierarchical control system consisting of central HPP controller (HPPC) and DER controllers; and
final verification and validation of the control system. The HPP in the scope of this study consists of
wind turbine generator (WTG), PV, BESS and a fossil-fuel generator set (hereinafter called genset).
An overview of the different stages from development to testing is given in Figure 1.

Section 2 describes the requirement specifications which are distinguished into system, functional
and modeling requirements (Step I).

In Section 3, a modular approach for state-space modelling of each DER, and subsequently
the entire HPP is presented (Step II). State-of-the-art inverter models and generic rules for control
design are referenced. The state, input and output vectors of the state-space models are summarized.
A representative model of the genset including speed governor and automatic voltage regulator (AVR)
is summarized in equal manner. Here, it is highlighted how to utilize in and output variables of the
model depending on whether grid-forming inverter and/or genset provide the grid frequency reference.
A set of numerical simulation models is proposed to be used during the rapid control prototyping
(RCP) and control verification stage.

In Section 4 a voltage and frequency stability assessment is shown (Step III). First, EV and
participation factor (PF) analysis was conducted for two relevant test scenarios; i.e., genset in or out of
service. The occurring dynamic modes and the associated state variables of each DER were clustered
with respect to their eigenfrequencies. Such a clustering method provides insight into the dynamic
modes and control parameters that require further attention with regard to absolute and relative system
stability. Subsequently, the sensitivity of EVs to certain DER control parameters was assessed. This is a
useful step to gain more confidence on specific control parameters (e.g., droop gains) which need to be
parametrized in the context of the entire HPP.

Section 5 deals with the design and tuning of voltage and frequency controller (Step IV). State-space
models are converted to transfer functions which are used to tune DER control parameters and design
and tune the central HPPC.

Subsequently Section 6 shows discrete-time domain models being applied to test the control
algorithms under various operating conditions to identify the robustness of the design (Step V). This
stage is called RCP.
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Figure 1. Proposed model-based design (MBD) approach for stability assessment, control tuning and
verification in off-grid hybrid power plants (HPPs).

The final stage of proposed MBD approach is control verification and validation against system
and functional requirements (Step VI and VII). In Section 7, an outlook is given for verifying the
performance of HPPC platform by means of real-time hardware-in-the-loop (RT-HIL) testing. The
developed control algorithms including physical implementation on target hardware are then ready
for site testing as a final validation stage.

The mathematical formulations and procedures are demonstrated in general to enable studies in
off-grid HPPs on either kW-scale or MW-scale and with modular expansion of the production subsystem.

2. Step I: Requirement Specifications

The single-line diagram (SLD) of the benchmark off-grid HPP investigated in this study is shown
in Figure 2.

This paper uses the optimal configuration for an off-grid HPP, as derived in [3], since it constitutes
a representative system optimized from a techno-economic perspective. The production subsystem
consists of a full-scale converter WTG (80 kW) and PV (40 kW), a BESS (160 kWh/90 kVA) and a
fossil-fuel genset (90 kVA). At least one grid-forming unit is required that provides the voltage and
frequency reference in the HPP. Typically, SGs are responsible for this task. By allowing flexible HPP
operation with partial shut-down of fossil-fuel generators it becomes evident that the BESS inverter
system must implement grid-forming capabilities, too. Then, it is not desirable to switch between
various control schemes, since it prevents smooth transition due to controller reset and eventual plant
shut-down and restart. Hence, the optimum solution for the power management strategy is to use
droop regulation. It ensures seamless transition between operation scenarios on the one hand, and on
the other facilitates smoother integration of the HPP, if it becomes grid-connected.

The demand subsystem (90 kW peak) might comprise multiple low voltage (LV) feeders with
residential, commercial and small industrial consumers. In this study, it is represented as an aggregated
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electrical load which is modelled as constant impedance (RL) load [17]. Production and demand
subsystems are connected via the point of common coupling (PCC).

 
Figure 2. Single-line diagram of off-grid HPP (black) and functional diagram of state-space model
(red).

2.1. Step Ia: Defining System Requirements

System requirements are related to the performance of the HPP system and are usually specified
in so-called grid codes, technical regulations or guidelines.

First and foremost, it is essential in off-grid HPPs to ensure system stability for voltage and
frequency regulation due to the characteristics of isolated MGs. The stability phenomena in MGs,
which can be classified as control system stability and power supply and balance stability, are explained
in [8] and summarized in [18]. Absolute and relative stability can be measured by means of an EV
analysis. Absolute stability is ensured if all poles are located in the left half plane. Relative stability is
associated with the damping ratio of the EVs. In order to avoid critically low damping of any voltage
or frequency oscillations in the HPP, a reasonable target for the damping ratio is ζ ≥ 0.05 according
to [19].

Then, operational requirements for off-grid HPPs are difficult to define by means of existing grid
codes, since each MG size, the layout, the DERs involved, and hence, the related technical regulations,
are unique [18]. However, some generic guidelines are found in [20]. A steady-state voltage and
frequency profile of fg = {48, 52} Hz and V = {0.85, 1.15} pu is suggested. Dynamic performance
requirements for voltage and frequency regulation are not specified.

2.2. Step Ib: Defining Functional Requirements

Functional requirements refer to the necessary functions that are to be implemented in the HPP
control system in order to satisfy certain system requirements. A comprehensive overview of the
required control functions in MGs is provided in [21] and summarized in [18]. In this section, the
specific elements of voltage and frequency control function are elaborated on.

As explained previously in this section one part of the overall power management strategy is to
utilize parallel grid-forming DERs (i.e., BESS and genset) to regulate grid frequency and voltages within
their nominal limits specified in Section 2.1. Moreover, the studies in [13] reveal that it is important
to evaluate the transient power sharing performance between several grid-forming units—to avoid
any unwanted oscillations within the HPP and to minimize the duration of unequal power sharing.
This aspect is related to DER droop regulation (primary control) [13]. Primary control actions by DERs
will leave steady-state errors in voltage and frequency. There are good reasons that these deviations
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from the nominal value should be eliminated, even if the voltages and frequency remain within the
normal operating range. Firstly, it is not desired to operate the PCC voltage below nominal value, as it
will lower the voltage levels in the demand subsystem as well. Depending on the feeder length and
the connected loads, severe undervoltages can be expected that would lead to load disconnection.
Secondly, it is preferred to avoid grid frequencies below nominal value for a longer time period, as they
will lower the power consumption and efficiency of some frequency dependent loads; e.g., hydraulic
pumps. Field measurements in an island power system with water supply pumps have revealed that
the active load changes with approximately 8.5%/Hz [22]. Hence, steady-state voltage and frequency
errors need to be compensated by secondary control actions of the central HPPC.

2.3. Step Ic: Defining Modeling Requirements

As part of the MBD process it is necessary to define certain requirements of the models being
developed in Step II:

• Linearized models are required for stability assessment and control tuning in frequency domain.
• The model bandwidth shall be limited to a minimum value that enables the assessment of voltage

and frequency stability and control.
• Numerical models are required that are applicable for RCP and control verification purposes.

Computational effort of model execution shall be taken into account to achieve accelerated off-line
simulation studies during RCP stage and to ensure real-time capability for RT-HIL testing.

• Simulation platforms must be carefully selected to reduce the modeling effort by re-using
developed models throughout various MBD stages shown in Figure 1.

3. Step II: Modeling of Hybrid Power Plant

3.1. Step IIa: Modeling Plant Components in State-Space

The small-signal models were developed using the state-space approach, as it allows one to
represent each plant component separately and subsequently merge according to the balance of plant
(BoP) shown in Figure 2 [18]. With regard to stability analysis, any unstable system mode can be
consistently assessed by means of frequency and damping ratio (EV analysis) and ascribed to the
causative state variables (PF analysis). Furthermore, state-space models can be directly converted
to transfer functions, and thus applied in the control tuning stage [18]. It is possible to develop
state-space models in either S-domain or Z-domain. However, since the dynamics in the power system
applications involve a wide range of time constants and various sampling times for the involved
subsystems, a continuous time domain tuning is preferred. Some considerations on the required level
of model details for assessing voltage and frequency stability are given in [18]. It should be noted that
the models described do not facilitate harmonic stability assessment and are solely be used for voltage
and frequency stability assessment and control design and verification.

A set of state-space equations describe dynamic states of the system. The linearized differential
equations of each plant component model are obtained by linearizing around steady-state values with
resulting matrices A, B and C; D linking state vector x; input vector u; and output vector y according to
Equation (1) [23].

Δ dx
dt = AΔx + BΔu

Δy = CΔx + DΔu.
(1)

Each plant component model presented in this section is represented in a local synchronous
rotating reference frame (SRRF) with dq-variables. The global reference frame (DQ-variables) of the
HPP model is defined on the grid rotating at angular frequency ωg. Equations (2) and (3) describe the
Park transformation of reference frames. The matrix in Equation (3) is valid for inverter based units
where the local SRRF is aligned with the d-axis grid voltage vd and grid voltage angle δg (Figure 3a). In
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case of the genset the local SRRF rotates at rotor speed ωr and is aligned with the q-axis voltage vq and
rotor angle δr as expressed by Equation (4). and illustrated in Figure 3b.

[
vd
vq

]
= [T]

[
vD

vQ

]
(2)

TPES =

[
cos δg sin δg

− sin δg cos δg

]
(3)

TGS =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ sin(δg + δr) − cos
(
δg + δr

)
cos
(
δg + δr

)
sin
(
δg + δr

)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4)

Figure 3. Relationship of voltage space vector components in local reference (qd) and global (DQ)
reference frame (a) for inverter based units and (b) for genset.

The correct performance of linearized state-space models has been verified in MATLAB
SimPowerSystems Toolbox by means of numerical models which are described in Section 3.3.

In the following subsections, the state-, input- and output vectors of each component state-space
model are explained as they are of high relevance for the EV and PF analysis. The corresponding
system matrices can be found in various references [17,24–27].

3.1.1. Grid-Forming Inverter

In Figure 4 the most typical structure of a grid-forming inverter with droop control mechanism
and power-based synchronization is depicted. It is characterized by an ideal voltage source with low
output impedance [14]. The grid-forming functionality can be part of the BESS, where the voltage is
controlled by a DC/DC converter at the source side. The dynamic model of the grid-forming inverter is
explained in [13] and [28] and serves as a basis for the subsequent state-space representation.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of grid-forming inverter.

The state vector xFORM of the small-signal model is given by Equation (5) where:

• i1d, i1q, i2d, i2q, vcd and vcq refer to the dynamic states of LCL filter. Note that it is necessary to
represent the filter capacitance, as the voltage vc is controlled in this control structure.

• ϕid and ϕiq are the state variables of the current controller (PI).
• ϕvcd and ϕvcq are the state variables of the outer voltage controller of type PI.
• Pc,avg and Qc,avg refer to the dynamics of a low pass filter (LPF) for power measurements, leading

to an average value for active and reactive power.

xFORM =
[

i1d i1q i2d i2q vcd vcq ϕid ϕiq ϕvcd ϕvcq Pc,avg Qc,avg
]

(5)

The classic droop characteristics for active power sharing (ωg/Pc) and reactive power sharing
(vc/Qc) can be used, since the coupling impedance between grid-forming inverter and genset is
mainly given by the grid-side inductor of the inverter (X � R). The essential components for the
implementation of droop control are the LPF cut-off frequency fLPF,PQ applied for the power-based
synchronization (Equation (6)) and the droop characteristics. They need to be parametrized in the
context of the entire HPP to ensure stable operation in parallel to other grid-supporting DERs, as
demonstrated later in Sections 4 and 5.

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dPc,avg

dt
dQc,avg

dt

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = 2π · fLPF,PQ · 〈
[

Pc

Qc

]
−
[

Pc,avg

Qc,avg

]
〉 (6)

It is defined that the grid-forming inverter provides the global reference frame to be used by the
remaining HPP component models, in this way d = D, q = Q.

The input vector uFORM is defined in Equation (7), where grid voltage variables vgD and vgQ,
voltage reference V∗c, frequency reference ω∗g, active power reference P∗c and reactive power reference
Q∗c act as input variables to the system.

uFORM =
[

vgD vgQ V∗c ω∗g P∗c Q∗c
]

(7)

The output vector yFORM provides the currents i2D and i2Q at the PoC and the grid frequency ωg

(Equation (8)).
yFORM =

[
i2D i2Q ωg

]
(8)
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Again, the power-electronic switches are not modeled explicitly, as their dynamic process is in the
kHz range, and thus, not relevant for voltage and frequency control.

3.1.2. Grid-Feeding Inverter

Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of a grid-feeding inverter which is characterized by a
current-controlled source connected to the grid with high parallel impedance [14]. It is the most typical
inverter control structure of grid-connected WTGs and PV systems [29]. The dynamics of the DER
source side are not considered due to the decoupling effect of the inverter DC link. A comprehensive
overview on the modeling and control design of a grid-feeding inverter is provided in [13] and [28]
and was used in this study.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of grid-feeding inverter.

Vector xFEED (Equation (9)) describes the dynamic state variables of the system where:

• The dynamic states of LCL filter and current controller are the same as in grid-forming control
mode. Note that it is not mandatory to represent the filter capacitance for the intended studies
in this paper, as harmonics are not of concern. It is nevertheless retained to align the modeling
representation of grid-forming and grid-feeding inverter control structure.

• ϕvdc and ϕQg relate to the PI controllers of DC link voltage and reactive power respectively.
• Vdc corresponds to the dynamic of DC-link capacitor and Qg,avg to a LPF for reactive

power measurement.
• ϕPLL belongs to a first-order filter of the phase-locked loop (PLL) and δ is the phase angle dynamic

as a derivative of the grid frequency.

xFEED =
[

i1d i1q i2d i2q vcd vcq ϕid ϕiq ϕvdc ϕQg Vdc Qg,avg ϕPLL δ
]

(9)

The input vector uFEED is defined in Equation (10), where the grid voltage variables vgD and vgQ,
the reactive power reference Q∗g and the DC source current I∗dc act as input variables to the system. I∗dc
represents an active power modulation of the WTG or PV system.

uFEED =
[

vgD vgQ Q∗g I∗dc

]
. (10)

The output vector yFEED of the system (Equation (11)) provides the currents i2D and i2Q at the
point of connection (PoC).

yFEED =
[

i2D i2Q
]

. (11)
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It should be noted that an average model of the inverter is used to represent the pulse width
modulation (PWM) of power-electronic switches, assuming that vi,dq = v∗i,dq (Figure 5). This type of
model preserves the average voltage dynamics over one fundamental period being necessary to design
controls [8].

3.1.3. Generator Set

Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of a genset with speed-governor droop and AVR droop
function. The genset model consists of three main elements; i.e., electrically excited SG, speed governor
and AVR. The SG is described by a 7th-order model including stator and rotor flux linkage dynamics
and rotor dynamics [26]. The dynamics of prime mover and excitation system are modeled as a simple
first-order time response [13,27]. Speed governor and AVR are implemented by a PID controller with
design specifications given in [13].

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of generator set.

The resulting state-space model of the entire genset is characterized by its state vector xGS in
Equation (12) where:

xGS =

[
igd i f d ikd igq ikq ωr δr Pg,avg

Qg,avg vg,avg ϕG1 ϕG2 Tm ϕAVR1 ϕAVR2 v f d

]
(12)

• The first five state variables result from the stator and rotor flux dynamics. igd and igq are the stator
currents, ikd and ikq are currents in the damper winding and i f d is the field winding current [26].

• The rotor dynamics are expressed by the swing equation (Equation (13)). It should be noted that
Δωr is the rotor angular speed deviation from the grid angular frequency. H is the inertia time
constant, D the damping factor coefficient and Tm and Te the mechanical and electrical torques.
An expression for the rotor angle displacement Δδr is given in Equation (14) [30].

H
dΔωr

dt
= Tm − Te −D · Δωr = Tm − Te −D ·

(
ωr −ωg

)
(13)

dΔδr

dt
= Δωr = ωr −ωg (14)

• Pg,avg, Qg,avg and vg,avg refer to the dynamics of a LPF for voltage and current measurement,
leading to an average value for active and reactive power.

• ϕG1 and ϕG2 are the derivative and integral states of the governor PID controller, while Tm

relates to the change in mechanical torque due to prime mover dynamics (fuel actuator and
combustion engine).
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• ϕAVR1 and ϕAVR2 are the derivative and integral states of the AVR, while v f d corresponds to the
dynamics of the excitation voltage.

Droop characteristics are implemented for both speed governor (ωr/Pg) and AVR (vg/Qg).
The input vector uGS is given in Equation (15), where grid voltage variables vgD and vgQ, voltage

reference V∗g, speed referenceω∗r, active power reference P∗g and reactive power reference Q∗g act as input
variables to the system. It should be noted that the grid frequency ωg, imposed by the grid-forming
inverter, is an input variable as well.

uGS =
[

vgD vgQ ω∗r P∗g V∗g Q∗g ωg
]

(15)

The output vector yGS (Equation (16)) involves the currents igD and igQ at the generator terminals
and the rotor speed ωr.

yGS =
[

igD igQ ωr
]

(16)

In cases when a grid-forming inverter is absent, ωg is not an input variable any longer. In this
case, the rotor speed becomes synchronized with the grid frequency (ωr = ωg).

3.2. Step IIb: Merging of State-Space Models
The remaining components of the HPP are distribution lines, transformers and loads.

The corresponding state-space expressions are well-known and can be found in [17].
Subsequently, all grid components and the individual DER state-space models need to be connected

according to BoP shown in Figure 2 (black colored). This is achieved by linking input and output
variables of the models in the global SRRF, as indicated by the functional diagram in Figure 2 (red
colored). As a result a multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) model with matrices AHPP, BHPP, CHPP

and DHPP is obtained [18].

3.3. Step IIc: Developing Discrete-Time Domain Models for Control Verification

So far, linearized state space models have been developed in the S-domain for the purpose of
small-signal analysis and controller tuning. At this stage, it was proposed to prepare in parallel
numerical simulation models that, on the one hand, can validate the developed small-signal models,
and on the other hand, can be used later on for RCP (Step V) and control verification (Step VI). Here,
dynamic models of WTG, PV, BESS and genset were to be implemented by means of discrete-time
domain models [31]. Thus, they can be used both for accelerated off-line simulation studies and for
RT-HIL verification, as explained in Section 1.

The grid-forming inverter model described in Section 3.2 does sufficiently represent the dynamic
behavior of BESSs. The transient response for voltage and frequency control is dominated by the
inverter system, while the voltage/current dynamics of the battery cells can be neglected (V∗DC = const.;
see Figure 4) [31].

With regards to WTG and PV system, it is necessary to further extend the model capabilities
beyond the inverter system in order to conduct realistic test scenarios for control assessment. More
specifically, DC current variations are expected due to changes in power (I∗DC � const.; see Figure 5).
Some simple performance models of WTG and PV are proposed and validated by field data in [31].
They are capable of emulating power output variations according to wind speed vw, solar irradiance G,
temperature T and active power reference P∗WTG or P∗PV , respectively. Figure 7 shows how the inverter
models described in Section 3.2 are coupled with the performance models proposed in [31]. PWTG and
PPV are AC power output at the DER’s PoC. Hence, the model coupling block accounts for inverter
and possible transformer losses and calculates the DC current input to the inverter model by using the
generated DC power PDER,dc of each DER, respectively (Equation (17)).

I∗DC =
PDER,dc

Vdc
(17)
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Input and output signals of the grid-feeding inverter model are as described in Figure 5.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of numerical models applicable to rapid control prototyping (RCP) and
control verification: (a) wind turbine generator (WTG); (b) photovoltaic (PV).

4. Voltage and Frequency Stability Assessment

This section deals with the assessment of voltage and frequency stability by using the state-space
models described in Section 3.1 and 3.2.

4.1. Step IIIa: Defining Relevant Operating Sccenarios

The EVs of state matrix AHPP were determined for two essential operational scenarios of the
HPP [3]: (1) only grid-forming inverters (i.e., BESS) and grid-feeding inverters (i.e., WTG, PV) are in
operation; (2) all inverter based DERs and genset are in operation. For each scenario, matrix AHPP

is updated by model linearization around steady-state values, which are within the range of normal
operating conditions; i.e., Vg = {0.85, 1.15}pu, fg = {48, 52} Hz, PLD = {0, 1}pu, PWTG = {0, 1}pu,
PPV = {0, 1}pu. In this way, a thorough stability assessment is assured as the system behavior might
depend on its actual operating state, i.e., permitted voltage and frequency deviations [20], and partial
or full loading of DERs.

The EVs represent dynamic modes of the HPP system and are characterized by its frequency and
damping ratio. Then, in order to identify the dominant state variables participating in a particular
dynamic mode, it is necessary to determine the participation matrix Pi. Its PFs pki are obtained by
Equation (18), where the right (φki) and left (ψki) eigenvectors of the system matrix AHPP are used. The
magnitudes of pki provide a measure of the relative participation of the kth state variable in the ith
mode and vice versa. [23]

Pi =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

p1i
p2i
...

pni

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

φ1i
φ2i

ψ1i
ψi2

...
φni

...
ψin

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(18)

In both test scenarios, the cut-off frequency for the grid-forming inverter’s power measurement
filter is per default fLPF,PQ = 5 Hz according to [13]. The droop characteristics are set to 5% for both
frequency/active power control and voltage/reactive power control.
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4.2. Step IIIb: Clustering of Eigenvalues

Figure 8a shows the EV map for HPP operation with only grid-forming and grid-feeding inverters.
It was ascertained that all poles were located in the left hand side of the complex plane, indicating that
the plant model is stable. The distribution of EVs demonstrates that their location depends on the
linearization points. A detailed analysis of EV movement was not attempted due to the vast number of
dynamic modes. Instead, the focus of this analysis was to determine absolute stability by identifying
EVs in the right-half plane and relative stability by observing the EVs with lowest damping ratio.

 
Figure 8. Eigenvalue map of AHPP—Test scenario 1: only inverter based distributed energy resources
(DERs) in operation.

In order to illustrate the extensive results of EV and PF analysis more effectively, a clustering of
EVs was attempted. Table 1 presents several clusters of EVs according to their eigenfrequencies and
associated state variables. The identified EV clusters are encircled in Figure 8.

Table 1. Clustering of eigenvalues for test scenario 1.

EV Cluster Eigenfrequency fn [Hz] Damping Ratio ζ [-] Associated Dominant State Variables

1 {185, 20 × 103} {0.03, 0.79} Plant inductances and capacitances
2 {130, 160} 1 Inverter inner current control loops
3 {5, 30} {0.39, 1} Inverter outer control loops

Cluster #1 involves the time constants of physical plant parameters; i.e., inductances and
capacitances of inverter LCL filters and DC link, plant transformers and distribution lines. Some EVs
are highly underdamped (ζ = 0.03). However, their sensitivity to a plant’s operating condition is
negligible and their damping ratio does not become negative which otherwise would lead to system
instability. Too much attention should not be paid to EV cluster #1, as it concerns the high frequency
range relevant for harmonic stability, which is not in scope of this study. Small-signal models of the
inverter switching phenomena are required for accurate harmonic analysis.

EV cluster #2 concerns the state variables related to the inverters’ current control loops. Their
dynamics are non-oscillatory (ζ = 1).

All dynamic states of the inverters’ outer control loops are assigned to EV cluster #3. They include
PLL, DC link voltage and reactive power controllers of grid-feeding inverters and voltage controller
and power measurement filter of the grid-forming inverter. The EVs in cluster #3 are highly relevant
for voltage and frequency stability of the HPP. The critical EV λ1,cr in this test scenario is the one with
lowest damping ratio (ζ = 0.39). λ1,cr exhibits an eigenfrequency of fn ≈ 30 Hz and corresponds to
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the DC link voltage dynamics of grid-feeding inverters. The property of λ1,cr is solely determined
by the design of DC link voltage controller whose parameters are not subject to any change during
HPP operation.

The slowest dynamic mode in the HPP is related to the power measurement filter of grid-forming
inverter where the LPF cut-off frequency is fLPF,PQ = 5 Hz. The associated EV exhibits a damping ratio
of = 1. This is expected, as dynamic load changes are compensated by the grid-forming inverter only.
Test scenario 2 will demonstrate that the EV properties change if power is shared by multiple droop
controlled DERs.

4.3. Step IIIc: Applying Corrective Measures for System Stability

Figure 9a depicts the EV map for a scenario where all inverter based DERs and the genset are
in operation. It can be seen that one EV pair is located in the right-half plane, indicating that the
system is unstable. This EV has an eigenfrequency of fn ≈ 18 Hz and its damping ratio ranges between
ζ = {0.02,−0.1}.

Figure 9. Eigenvalue maps of AHPP—Test scenario 2: all DERs in operation: (a) unstable case;
(b) stable case.
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In fact, negative damping is ascertained only during operating points where the BESS is in
charging mode. This emphasizes the need for assessing the entire range of scenarios for HPP operation.

The PFs reveal that this oscillatory mode is associated with state variables of SG stator and rotor
flux (igd, i f d, ikd) and of grid-forming inverter (ϕvcd, i1d). In order to stabilize the system the focus
needs to be laid on these particular state variables. On the one hand, it is not feasible to modify the
physical characteristics of the genset. On the other hand, adjustments in the inverter control loops can
result in a stable system. The cascaded control structure for voltage and current regulation is designed
according to the physical characteristics of the inverter (i.e., LCL filter, switching frequency) [13].
Hence, re-tuning of these control loops might not be desired. Another way is to adjust the voltage
feed-forward filter G f f (s) (see schematic diagram in Figure 4). The voltage feed-forward term is used
to minimize the initial transient effect of the current. Generally, a filter with very high cut-off frequency
(e.g., 20 kHz) is applied, and thus, it was neglected so far [28]. However, it can be adjusted to lower
values to prevent system stability issues. Thereby, two additional state variables vcd,avg and vcq,avg are
introduced to the state-space model (Equation (19)). The cut-off frequency is tuned to fLPF,vc = 30 Hz
to yield a sufficient damping ratio of the EVs (ζ = 0.42).

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dvcd,avg

dt
dvcq,avg

dt

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = 2π · fLPF,vc · 〈
[

vcd
vcq

]
−
[

vcd,avg
vcq,avg

]
〉 (19)

The EV map in Figure 9b demonstrates that the HPP is now stable in every operating condition.
A time-domain simulation using a numerical model of the HPP (see Section 3.3) is performed to verify
the observed stability phenomena. Figure 10 shows the grid frequency during a time interval t = {0, 5}s
with fLPF,vc = 20 kHz and during a time range of t = {5, 10}s where the filter cut-off frequency is
adjusted to fLPF,vc = 30 Hz. Grid frequency oscillations with negative damping are observed for t < 5 s,
while the system stabilizes after filter tuning at t = 5 s.

 
Figure 10. Verification of stability phenomena by time-domain simulations.

In the next step, the occurring EVs, shown in Figure 9b, are characterized by means of Table 2.
The resulting EV clusters are encircled in Figure 9.

Table 2. Clustering of eigenvalues for test scenario 2 (stable case).

EV Cluster Eigenfrequency fn [Hz] Damping Ratio ζ [-] Associated Dominant State Variables

1 {225, 20 × 103} {0.03, 0.76} Plant inductances and capacitances
2 {80, 160} {0.61, 1} Inverter inner current control loops, SG flux

3 {0.3, 34} {0.19, 1}
Inverter outer control loops, SG flux,
excitation system, genset mechanical time
constants and control loops

The EVs in cluster #1 are associated with the same state variables as in test scenario 1.
The second cluster involves the dynamics of both inverters’ current controller and SG stator and

rotor flux. All EVs in cluster #2 are sufficiently damped (ζ ≥ 0.61).
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The third EV group includes all dynamics within the frequency range of below 35 Hz. It is
impossible to provide a more granular classification due to the vast number of state variables associated
with each EV. The PF analysis revealed that the dynamic modes of cluster #3 are linked with inverters’
outer control loops and all genset dynamic states; i.e., electrical time constants of SG, mechanical
time constants (inertia, prime mover) and control loops (governor, AVR). It should be noted that the
presence of the genset introduces some dynamics in the very low frequency range ( fn < 2 Hz), caused
by speed governor and AVR. In this test scenario, the critical EV λ2,cr with the lowest damping ratio
(ζ = 0.19) exhibits an eigenfrequency of f = 11 Hz. The corresponding PFs indicate that state variables
of grid-forming inverter (Pc,avg) and genset (ωr, δr, Pg,avg, Tm, ϕG2) have a dominant impact on the
EV. In conclusion, this dynamic mode is associated with the power sharing performance between
grid-forming inverter and genset. Oscillatory behavior is caused by the inverter power measurement
filter in combination with genset’s inertia and active power control.

The major conclusion from this subsection is that stability issues are of much more concern in
scenario 2 (parallel operation of grid-forming inverter and genset) than in scenario 1 (operation with
only inverter based DERs). Additionally, it is demonstrated by means of Figure 9 that the EVs of cluster
#3 are located nearest to the imaginary axis. Hence, it is most crucial to observe the low frequency
dynamics (<35 Hz) during the small-signal analysis.

4.4. Step IIId: Performing Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was applied to investigate the impact of various parameters on system
stability during test scenario 2. Of particular interest is λ2,cr, as it exhibits relatively low damping. The
criterion for absolute system stability is ζ > 0. However, in order to avoid critically low damping of
any voltage or frequency oscillations in the HPP, a reasonable target for the minimum damping ratio is
ζmin = 0.05, as specified in Section 2.

4.4.1. Test Case 1: Power Measurement Filter of Grid-Forming Inverter

Power-based synchronization means that the grid-forming inverter is synchronized based on
the power exchange between inverter and grid rather than measuring the voltage by means of PLL.
The LPF of power measurements (see Figure 4) acts as a delay to any grid power variations, and
hence affects the power sharing performance. Section 4.3 showed that the dynamic state of LPF (Pc,avg)
is associated with λ2,cr. Thus, the sensitivity of damping ratio to the filter cut-off frequency fLPF,PQ
needs to be assessed. Up to now, a arbitrary value of fLPF,PQ = 5Hz has been applied. In Figure 11
the damping ratio of λ2,cr is shown for various values within fLPF,PQ = {1, 30}Hz and in steps of
Δ fLPF,PQ = 0.5 Hz. It is observed that the damping ratio ζ hits bottom at fLPF,PQ = 5 Hz and increases
with rising values of fLPF,PQ. However, it remains above ζ > 0.15. Thus, relative system stability is not
seriously influenced by the value for fLPF,PQ.

Figure 11. Sensitivity of damping ratio of critical eigenvalues (EV) λ2,cr to low pass filter (LPF) cut-off
frequency fLPF,PQ.
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4.4.2. Test Case 2: Frequency/Active Power Droop Characteristic

The dynamic performance of power sharing between various DERs is dependent on the droop
characteristic selected [13]. The correlation between frequency (or speed) and active power in
steady-state is described by Equation (20), where mP is the so-called droop gain and ω∗ and P∗ are
frequency (or speed) reference and active power reference, respectively.

ω−ω∗ = −mP · (P− P∗) (20)

Typical values for the droop gain are in the range of mP = {2, 12}% [32]; however, an optimum
range is yet to be ascertained.

It is well known that the composite frequency/power characteristic of a power system contributes
to the overall system damping [23]. In fact, there is an inverse relationship between system damping
and droop gain mP. Since EV λ2,cr is associated with state variables of both droop controlled DERs
in the HPP, the sensitivity of its damping ratio to droop gain mP was investigated. The results are
presented in Figure 12 where the droop gain was incremented with ΔmP = 1%. As expected, the
damping ratio decreases significantly for increasing droop gains. It is not recommended to apply
larger droop gains than mP > 10%, as the damping ratio falls below the limit of ζmin = 0.05.

Figure 12. Sensitivity of damping ratio of critical EV λ2,cr to f/P droop gain mP.

The major conclusion from this section is that selecting feasible values for the droop gain mP are of
much higher concern for system stability than tuning the power measurement filter of the grid-forming
inverter due to large sensitivity of EV λ2,cr to droop gain mP.

5. Step IV: Design and Tuning of Hybrid Power Plant Controller

This section deals with the design and subsequent tuning of the central HPPC. As explained in
Section 2, primary control actions by DERs will leave steady-state errors in voltage and frequency
which need to be compensated by secondary control actions of the central HPPC.

5.1. Step IVa: Designing Hybrid Power Plant Controller

Figure 13 depicts a system representation of the HPPC control architecture which is valid for both
frequency and voltage control, yet being decoupled from each other. The plant system consists of DERs
with primary voltage and frequency control (i.e., BESS and genset), the HPP internal grid consisting
of the remaining DERs (i.e., WTG and PV), cables and transformers and a load which represents a
disturbance to the system (ΔPLD and ΔQLD). The measurement block contains an LPF for voltage and
frequency measurements, respectively. The time delay block e−sT reflects the communication (Tcom) and
sampling delay (Ts,HPPC) between HPPC and DERs when collecting all feedback signals and sending
reference signals to the individual DERs. According to [33] an aggregated time delay describing the
entire process can be defined by Equation (21).

T = 0.5 · Ts,HPPC + Tcom (21)
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Figure 13. System representation for hybrid power plant voltage and frequency controller.

The secondary control loop should be slower than the primary controller. Instead of a standard PI
controller, a simple integral (I) controller with transfer function GSC(s) was chosen (Equation (22)),
since control inputs and outputs have equal units, and thus, a proportional gain is not required.

GSC(s) =
1

τSC · s (22)

The control time response τSC shall regard the minimum bandwidth of the plant system which
can be described by means of transfer functions using the respective input and output signals (u, y) of
the MIMO state-space model with AHPP, BHPP, CHPP, DHPP and Equation (23) [23].

Gu−y(s) =
Δy(s)
Δu(s)

= CHPP(sI−AHPP)
−1BHPP + DHPP (23)

The secondary frequency controller was designed using Gω∗BESS−ωg and Gω∗GS−ωg The bandwidth of
Gω∗BESS−ωg is infinite as the grid-forming inverter can regulate its frequency output almost instantenously.
In case of the genset, the time response is given by speed governor and prime mover. Hence, the
bandwidth ωbw of Gω∗GS−ωg is applied to calculate the time response τSC, f of secondary frequency
controller (Equation (24)).

τSC, f =
1

ωbw
(
Gω∗GS−ωg

) (24)

The secondary voltage controller is designed using GV∗BESS−VPCC and GV∗GS−VPCC The bandwidth of
GV∗BESS−VPCC is around 20 times higher than of GV∗GS−VPCC due to relatively slow dynamics of AVR and
excitation system. Hence, the bandwidth ωbw of GV∗GS−VPCC is applied to calculate the time response
τSC,V of secondary voltage controller (Equation (25)).

τSC, f =
1

ωbw
(
GV∗GS−VPCC

) (25)

The control sampling rate Ts,HPPC is to be chosen according to the smallest time constant according
to Nyquist (Equation (26)).

Ts,HPPC < 0.5 ·min
[
τSC, f τSC,V

]
(26)

5.2. Step IVb: Assessing Control Performance

In this subsection, the dynamic performance of the HPP voltage and frequency control is assessed
by looking into step response characteristics in time-domain. This is accomplished by using the MIMO
state-space model of the HPP. During the test cases it is assumed that no communication delays are
present (Tcom = 0).
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5.2.1. Test Case 1: Frequency Control

An active power load change of ΔPLD = 0.25 pu was applied as an input to the MIMO system of the
HPP (see Figure 13) in order to test the performance of frequency regulation and active power sharing
between grid-forming inverter and genset. In Figure 14 the output signals Δ fg, ΔPBESS and ΔPGS of
the MIMO system are shown for two different droop gains, mP = 2% and mP = 7%, respectively.

 

 

 

                          
Figure 14. Transient load sharing performance between abattery energy storage system (BESS) and
fossil fuel generator set (genset) for various f/P droop gains mP; (a) frequency; (b) BESS active power;
(c) genset active power.

As identified during the EV analysis (Section 4.2) the transient power oscillations are much more
dominant for large droop gains due to decreased damping ratio of EV λ2,cr. Larger values (mP > 7%)
lead to undesired low damping, and thus, were not further considered.

By observing the settling time of active power sharing, it can be concluded that small droop gains
lead to prolonged transient response of PBESS and PGS. While for mP = 7% the steady-state value was
reached at t = 0.89 s, a new steady-state value is obtained at t = 2.45 s for a droop gain of mP = 2%.

The transient response of grid frequency fg is mainly affected with regard to its Nadir. A steep
droop characteristic (mP = 7%) leads to larger initial frequency deviations than a flat droop characteristic
(mP = 2%).

5.2.2. Test Case 2: Voltage Control

The aim of this test case is to assess the voltage control performance for various voltage/reactive
power droop gains which typically lie within mQ = {2, 7}% [32]. The relation between voltage and
reactive power is explained by Equation 27 where V∗ and Q∗ are voltage reference and reactive power
reference, respectively.

V −V∗ = −mQ · (Q−Q∗) (27)
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In order to assess the reactive power sharing performance between grid-forming inverter and
genset, a reactive power load change of ΔQLD = 0.25 pu was applied as an input to the MIMO system
(see Figure 13). In Figure 15 the output signals ΔVPCC, ΔQBESS and ΔQGS of the MIMO system are
shown for the droop gains mQ = 2% (a) and mQ = 7% (b) respectively.

 

 

                          
Figure 15. Transient load sharing performance between BESS and genset for various V/Q droop gains
mQ (a) PCC voltage; (b) BESS reactive power; (c) genset reactive power.

It was observed that the oscillatory behavior of voltage and reactive power was not affected by
the droop gain.

With regard to settling time, similar conclusions to those in test case 1 were drawn: The steady-state
value was reached at t = 1.40 s for a large droop gain mQ = 7%, while for a small droop gain of
mQ = 2% a new steady-state value was obtained much later at t = 6.55 s.

It is obvious from Figure 15 that the largest voltage drop occurs for a droop gain of mQ = 7%.
However, in both cases the remaining voltage drop is ΔVPCC � −2% for a reactive power load change
of ΔQLD = 0.25 pu. Hence, it is not expected that the voltage limits are violated during a large-signal
event (up to 100% change in reactive power) for any droop gain mQ.

5.3. Step IVc: Control Tuning

The assessment studies have shown that the performance of voltage and frequency regulation
is highly associated to the applied droop gains. In fact, the bandwidth values of the plant system,
and hence the tuned parameters τSC, f and τSC,V of the secondary controller, depend on mP and mQ,
respectively. Several aspects are to be considered for selecting optimum droop gains:

• Frequency requirements: Figure 14 has shown that the frequency Nadir is deteriorated for large
droop gains. Under-frequency load shedding (UFLS) schemes might be triggered depending on
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the occurring event (e.g., loss of unit) and UFLS characteristic. Detailed numerical simulations are
required in order to assess such requirements.

• Power sharing performance: Figure 16 summarizes in numbers how the settling time of
active and reactive power increases with decreasing droop gains of BESS and genset. Proper
droop gains shall be chosen according to the desired update rate of active and reactive power
dispatch. Such a function is required, e.g., for BESS state-of-charge regulation and to avoid
underloading/overloading of gensets according to dynamic fluctuations of renewable power.
If active and reactive power setpoints are dispatched, e.g., every 3 s, the minimum droop gains shall
be mP = 2% and mQ = 4% in order to allow settlement of the respective parameters (Figure 16).

• Control sampling rate: According to Equation (26) the required sampling rate Ts,HPPC and hence
the signal exchange between HPPC and DERs depends on the desired speed of secondary
controller. In order to achieve the settling times depicted in Figure 16, the sampling rate must
be Ts,HPPC ≤ 50 ms for mP = 7% and Ts,HPPC ≤ 250 ms for mP = 2%. Hence, the computational
power of the control platform and communication latency issues shall be well assessed prior to
selecting a certain droop gain.

                       
Figure 16. Settling time of (a) active power (ts,P) and (b) reactive power (ts,Q) of BESS and genset for
various droop gains mP and mQ.

At this stage, it needs to be stressed that voltage and frequency control requirements for
MGs/off-grid systems are usually not defined explicitly, and if so, are based on general technical
guidelines only; e.g., as for rural electrification systems in [20]. However, the methodology for control
design and tuning presented in this section enables to propose guidance on the practical implementation
to the operators of such systems.

6. Step V: Rapid Control Prototyping

In this section, the performance of voltage and frequency control in the off-grid HPP shown in
Figure 2 was evaluated by means of simulating representative test scenarios. While up to now all
results were obtained by means of the linearized state-space model, in this section time-domain studies
are described, which used discrete-time domain models (see Section 3.3) implemented in MATLAB
SimPowerSytems Toolbox. In this way, the robustness of stability analysis and the HPPC design and
tuning stage can be tested.

A set of wind speeds and solar irradiance measurements was utilized and fed into the performance
models described in Section 3.3. A realistic aggregated load profile for the demand subsystem was
applied where the load power factor was cosϕ = 0.9. The DER and HPPC settings during this test
scenario are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Test settings for rapid control prototyping.

BESS Genset WTG PV HPPC

P∗ [kW] −45 45 80 40 -
Q∗ [kW] 0 0 20 10 -

mP = mQ [%] 5 5 - - -
Ts,HPPC [ms] - - - - 50

The following events are simulated in order to assess voltage and frequency control during various
operating modes:

0. Operation with all DERs until t < 10 s;
1. Disconnection of PV at t = 10 s;
2. Disconnection of genset at t = 15 s;
3. Disconnection of WTG at t = 20 s.

Figure 17 presents the resulting grid frequency (a), voltage (b) and active and reactive power
profiles (Figure 17c–g). The results show that grid frequency and PCC voltage are regulated to 1 pu
after every single event. Power is shared evenly between BESS and genset after PV disconnection.
The largest drop of frequency and voltage occurs after genset tripping, since it is highly loaded
(PGS(t = 14.9 s) ≈ 60 kW) and the BESS needs to solely compensate for the power deficit.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 17. Cont.
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Figure 17. Results of control verification using discrete-time domain simulation models.

Usually, during the RCP stage iterations of control design and tuning are expected depending
on the performed tests and their outcome. However, the presented simulation studies demonstrate
the effectiveness of performing stability analysis and control design/tuning for voltage and frequency
control by applying linearized state-space models which have been validated against numerical models.
In this way, the entire MBD process is accelerated.

7. Step VI and VII: Control Verification and Validation

7.1. Step VI: Real-Time Hardware-in-the-Loop Verification

As a final step of MBD in HPPs, the control algorithms were implemented on a controller platform
and tested. Verification of the HPPC was accomplished by connecting the controller platform to a
RT model of the power system including DERs; i.e., WTGs, PV system, BESS, gensets. Moreover, for
realistic testing a RT model of the communication networks was used. Thus, the controller platform
including the developed algorithms could be assessed in realistic conditions. Grid events that cannot
be measured in real life can also be replicated in a controlled environment while data traffic associated
to specific communication network technologies are captured properly without actually involving the
real technologies [34].

One might argue the verification stage might be dropped and on-site testing of off-grid HPPs can
be realized immediately as being independent of any external grid parameters. However, it seems
impracticable and cumbersome to deploy and test HPPCs on-site for remote applications, before
gaining further confidence by extensive testing and verification in a controlled system environment.

The existing facilities in the Smart Energy Systems Laboratory at Aalborg University allowed all
the above design and verification procedure. The architecture of this platform is shown in Figure 18 [35].
The information and communication technology (ICT) layer is the backbone for the setup and aims to
emulate different technologies and topologies for the communication network. It is crucial to account
for communication bandwidth, latency and potential packet losses for all signals being exchanged
between HPPC and DERs. The RT digital simulator was based on OPAL-RT technology. Here, the
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numerical DER models developed in MATLAB SimPowerSystems and utilized during RCP stage can
be re-used with minor adjustments. OPAL-RT’s automatic code generation process enables one to
easily compile models. The HPPC platform is based on Bachmann PLC technology. Here, a similar
process allows the use of control algorithms in MATLAB Simulink and subsequent deployment of
controller models to the PLC without manual coding.

Figure 18. RT-HIL Co-Simulation Architecture in Smart Energy Systems Laboratory [35].

7.2. Step VII: On-Site Testing

The actual controller platform was tested on-site under operating conditions allowed by the
physical power grid and assets. The testing campaign is typically limited in time and power system
events in scope for the developed algorithms; e.g., large voltage and frequency excursions might not
occur in the system during this period. Thus, an open loop approach is used. This means that the
controller is fed with pseudo-measurements and the output of the plants is recorded. However, the
actual impact on the power grid cannot be evaluated, nor can possible control interactions between
assets. These recordings might be used to validate the numerical models developed and used in the
previous stages. In fact, the performance models of WTG, PV and BESS applied during the RCP stage
(Section 6) have been validated by field data and are presented in another publication [31].

8. Conclusions and Outlook

This paper proposes a detailed and practical guidance on applying MBD for voltage/frequency
stability analysis, control tuning and verification in off-grid HPPs comprising both grid-forming and
grid-feeding inverter units and synchronous generation. The different stages are summarized by
means of Figure 1.

Initially, system and functional requirements for voltage and frequency regulation and the
modeling requirements for assessment studies are specified in Section 2.

Then, a modular approach of setting up the state-space model is described by means of a
benchmark HPP system used in this study (Section 3). Flexible merging of subsystems by properly
defining input and output vectors is highlighted to describe the dynamics of the HPP during various
operating states. The state-space models were used during the stability assessment and control tuning
stage. Numerical simulation models were prepared in parallel based on the work in [31] and are
applicable for small-signal model validation and the control verification stage.

EV and PF analyses were performed as part of the stability assessment (Section 4). The studies
reveal that during particular load conditions instable dynamic modes occur which can be stabilized
by tuning the inverter feed-forward filter. Furthermore, it is shown that clustering the vast number
of system EVs enables one to identify critical dynamic modes with low damping ratio. A sensitivity
analysis addresses the impact of relevant system parameters on these critical EVs. It is ascertained that
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false parametrization of active power/frequency characteristic by selecting large droop gains will move
the system towards instability.

Subsequently, the control loops of the central HPP controller are designed with the purpose of
frequency and voltage restoration (Section 5). It was demonstrated that the control performance largely
depends on the applied droop gains of voltage and frequency regulating DERs. Some suggestions are
provided for control tuning according to requirement specifications.

The RCP stage is accomplished by means of discrete-time domain models (Section 6). The off-line
simulation studies confirm the effectiveness of performing stability analysis and control design/tuning
for voltage and frequency control in the off-grid HPP.

An outlook is given for verifying the HPPC platform by means of RT-HIL testing as the final step
of proof-of-concept (Section 7). The control algorithms developed, including physical implementation
on target hardware, are then ready for site testing.

Overall, the proposed MBD approach fulfills the specified requirement specifications. It involves
thorough stability assessment and control tuning stages which reduce iterations between various MBD
stages significantly. The modeling effort is minimized by the use of validated discrete-time domain
models of DERs in both RCP and control verification stages. Extensive RT-HIL testing in the described
test setup [34] yields in high level of confidence where the need for control validation (step VII) can be
significantly reduced.

The outcome of this paper is targeted at off-grid HPP operators seeking to achieve a proof-of-concept
on stable voltage and frequency regulation. Nonetheless, the overall methodology is applicable to
utility scale HPPs as well, where design and tuning criteria are given by the respective grid codes.
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